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Abstract
The present project, by employing Roman Jakobson's conceptualisation of parallelism
and literary linguistic analysis, argues that linguistic parallelism occurring at all levels of 
language (from phoneme to syntagmeme) in biblical Hebrew poetry has a dual rhetorical 
discourse function of foregrounding and structural cohesion. It is proposed that patterned 
grammatical-syntactic continuity and deviation at a colometric level creates poetic unity that 
harmonises the poem’s internal diversity and poetic variation across macrostructural levels 
that fosters foreground semantic components of the text. As the poetic text moves forward as 
a discourse, the diversity created by grammatical-syntactic deviation becomes patterned with 
a regular form of sequence that creates structural cohesion within the poem as discourse. 
After outlining the state of current research on biblical Hebrew poetry and exploring 
Jakobson’s poetics and their relevance to this project, the heart of the work is a detailed 
analysis of each poetic line in Psalms 113–118. These were chosen as a representative sample
in order to test the validity of the model.
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1.0 Introduction
This chapter comprises three main sections. The first section (§1.1) outlines the cur-
rent state of research within the field of biblical Hebrew poetry which frames the need for the
present project in its respective context. Section 1.1 is further divided into two sub-sections: 
(§1.1.1) a history of linguistic approaches to colometric analysis of biblical Hebrew poetry 
(=BHP) (i.e., microstructure), and (§1.1.2) strophic analysis of BHP (i.e., macrostructure). 
The second section (§1.2) is a concise statement of the need for the present project as it ex-
plores structural cohesion and foregrounding as the dual rhetorical discourse function of lin-
guistic parallelism in BHP.
The third section (§1.3) provides an orientation to Roman Jakobson's conceptualisa-
tion of linguistic parallelism, the poetic function of language, and the central tenets of its 
theoretical origins in structural linguistics and poetics. Section 1.3 also lays the groundwork 
for the theoretical and methodological framework of the present study, which is the focus of 
§2.0.
Section 3.0 is the heart of the study and offers a detailed, bottom-up (i.e., micro to 
macro) analysis of the eighty-five verses of the Egyptian Hallel (Psalms 113–118). The cen-
tral objective of the analysis is to evaluate the proposition that linguistic parallelism in BHP 
has a dual rhetorical discourse function of structural cohesion and foregrounding. The project 
then concludes with a summary of findings as well as considerations for further research 
(§4.0). 
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1.1 History of Research: Colometric and Strophic Analysis of Biblical He-
brew Poetry
1.1.1 Colometry: Linguistic Approaches to Explicating BHP Structure
Grammatical-syntactic approaches to explicating the structure of BHP have dominated
the broader landscape of BHP analysis for the past forty-five to fifty years. The technical 
structural workings of parallelism and syntax as integrated linguistic phenomena have been 
the particular focus of these approaches.1 The primary impetus for the shift towards linguistic
programs for BHP structural analysis is a lack of consistency among metrical and syllabic 
approaches in offering a comprehensive explanation of BHP micro and macrostructure 
collectively. Leading BHP theories have agreed with Terrance Collins' comment that,
The fact that no system has emerged from all the laborious studies of stress patterns 
and syllable counts does not mean that there is no system. However, it does suggest 
that we probably ought to be looking for it somewhere else.2
Simon Stocks likewise states that, "The multiplicity of approaches to metrical analysis, and 
their failure to provide a clear or consistent demonstration of metre, has lead [sic] others to 
suggest that colometry is not metrically-based at all but lies in other spheres."3  
1 Most notable works among linguistic programs for BHP structural analysis are Adele Berlin, 
Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism (Revised and Expanded version; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2008); Walter T. 
W. Cloete, Versification and Syntax in Jeremiah 2–25: Syntactic Constraints in Hebrew Colometry (Atlanta: 
Scholars Press, 1989); Terrence Collins, Line Forms in Hebrew Poetry: A Grammatical Approach to the Stylistic
Study of the Hebrew Prophets (Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1978); Stephen A. Geller, Parallelism in Early 
Biblical Poetry. Vol. 20 (Missoula, MT: Scholars Press, 1979); Daniel Grossberg, Centripetal and Centrifugal 
Structures in Biblical Poetry (Atlanta: Scholars Press and Society of Biblical Literature, 1989); Cynthia L. 
Miller, “A Linguistic Approach to Ellipsis in Biblical Poetry: (Or, What to Do When Exegesis of What is There 
Depends on What Isn’t)”, BBR 13 (2003), 251–70; Michael O’Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure (Winona Lake: 
Eisenbrauns, 1978); Dennis Pardee, Ugaritic and Hebrew Poetic Parallelism: A Trial Cut ('nt I and Proverbs 2);
Vetus Testamentum Supplement Series 39 (Leiden: Brill, 1988); Simon Stocks, The Form and Function of the 
Tricolon in the Psalms of Ascents: Introducing a New Paradigm for Hebrew Poetic Line-form (Eugene: Wipf 
and Stock, 2012); and David T. Tsumura, “Vertical Grammar of Parallelism in Hebrew Poetry”, JBL 128.1 
(2009), 167–181. On parallelism as a linguistic phenomenon, see Berlin, Dynamics, 1–30; and Roman 
Jakobson, “Grammatical Parallelism and Its Russian Facet” in Language in Literature (Cambridge, MS: 
Harvard University Press, 1987), 145–179.
2 Collins, Line-Forms, 7.
3 Stocks, Form and Function, 22; emphasis added. 
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Michael O'Connor's Hebrew Verse Structure was the major point of departure into 
these other spheres. The bedrock of O'Connor's work is the view that syntactic constraints, 
not metre, determine colometric structure of BHP. On the heels of O'Connor's watershed 
work came other syntax-based programs that galvanised the place of syntax (along with other
linguistic dimensions) as the primary point of reference for evaluating BHP colometry. 
As detailed in the sections below, a number of criticisms have been raised against 
syntax-based programs, the bulk of which relate to methodological concerns. One of the 
recurring criticisms that applies universally to linguistic programs is the lack of accounting 
for artistic performance of the poetic text as a structure-defining factor in a poem's overall 
architecture. Additionally, linguistic programs regularly set the sentence (= S) as the 
boundary marker for the largest linguistic unit to undergo analysis. That is, they fail to 
account for the impact that macrostructural features of the poem have on the syntactic and 
colometric shape of the verseline. In other words, poetic discourse analysis remains outside 
of the analytical scope of contemporary programs. These two particular points of critique 
(i.e., failure to integrate style and overlooking macrostructure's impact on the verseline) will 
be explored in greater detail in the history of research that follows. 
 In view of these two particular critiques of the above approaches, literature 
subsequent to O'Connor's work has collectively confirmed the view that technical interfacing 
of various linguistic levels (i.e., grammar, syntax, semantics, etc.) lies at the heart of 
parallelism and BHP structure. The question that remains is how does the complex web of 
relationships that characterise a poetic text affect the overall outworking of the performance 
of an artistic text? This is question that will remain in the background of the history research 
that follows. 
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1.1.1.1 Michael O'Connor
As noted, Michael O'Connor's Hebrew Verse Structure is largely responsible for pion-
eering the grammatical-syntactic program for decoding the technical workings of BHP 
colometric structure that have eluded strictly syllabic and metrical approaches. O’Connor’s 
work has been described as, “the most important book on classical Hebrew poetry since 
Gray’s Forms of Hebrew Poetry (1915), and it may be the most important since Robert 
Lowth (1762)”.4 The bulk of O’Connor’s work proposes, and effectively defends, syntactic 
constraints as the central structuring dynamic of BHP. O'Conner, "proposes that lines of 
Hebrew verse are shaped by syntactical constraints at the levels of units (i.e., words), con-
stituents (i.e., phrases), and clause predicators (i.e., clauses)."5 That is, each verseline ("lines"
is O'Connor's designation) comprises a limited number of words, phrases and clauses (= CL). 
Through an analysis of over one thousand cola, O’Connor effectively established a new rule 
for BHP structure by demonstrating syntax, rather than metre, as the primary factor in BHP 
colometric delineation.6 
Some of the major criticisms raised against O'Connor are: (1) his use of transforma-
tional-generative grammar (= TGG) as a theoretical framework for syntactic analysis is in 
conflict with his conclusions concerning surface structure of syntax because TGG is ulti-
mately concerned with semantics at the level of deep structure; (2) he bases his analysis 
primarily on the bicolon as the basis of the verseline thereby neglecting monocola and tricola;
(3) he uses obscure terms; and (4) he neglects poetic technique and aesthetic features of the 
artistic text.7 Even in light of these critiques, O'Connor's work is an invaluable step forward 
into grammatical-syntactic programs for explicating BHP colometry that set the central dom-
4 E. M. Good, review of Michael O’Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, The Journal of the American 
Academy of Religion, 50.1 (1982), 111–112.
5 Patrick D. Miller, review of Michael O’Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, JBL 102.4 (1983), 628–629. 
6 For a detailed synopsis of O’Connor’s Hebrew Verse Structure, see William L. Holladay, “Hebrew 
Verse Structure Revisited (I): Which Words ‘Count’?”, JBL 18.1 (1999), 19–32.
7 For a full list of criticisms raised against Collins' method as well as system of approach, see Cloete, 
Versification and Syntax, 83–87. 
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inant feature of the landscape of the discipline of BHP colometry for at least the following 
forty years. 
1.1.1.2 Terrence Collins
In a similar vein as O’Connor's work is Terrence Collins’ Line Forms in Hebrew 
Poetry. Simply put, Collins, “has attempted to give careful attention to the way grammatical 
patterns function, to describe the syntax favoured, in the poetic art of ancient Israel.”8 Collins’
work, while fundamentally similar to O’Connor’s in its conclusions, adds a unique dimension
to O'Connor's program by categorising and enumerating a variety of syntactic formulas that 
structurally frame BHP. Collins’ work also provides a fundamental grammatical framework 
for stylistic analysis while O'Connor does not account for style for a factor in BHP colometry.
Collins comments that, “the only true basis for the stylistics of Ancient Hebrew poetry is a 
comprehensive approach which takes all the varied elements into account, and looks at the 
way they combine in the line and at the way the line functions in its context."9 He goes on to 
conclude that, “grammatical structure acts as the basic framework of the verse-line.”10
As with O'Connor's work, a number of criticisms have been raised against Collins' 
method and program.11 The primary criticism is that he overlooks syntactic units that extend 
beyond the verseline. Furthermore, Collins, "oversimplified the relation between verse-line 
and and sentence."12 Beyond these criticisms, the thrust of Collins' argument that the ver-
seline is determined by syntactic constraints is valid. In tandem with O'Connor, then, Collins' 
work helped linguistic approaches to BHP colometry gain more momentum as an alternative 
program to strictly metrical systems. 
8 W. Eugene March, review of T. Collins, Line Forms in Hebrew Poetry, JBL 99.2 (1980), 301–318.
9 Collins, Line-Forms, 21.
10 Ibid., 227.
11 See Cloete, Versification and Syntax, 69.
12 For a detailed list of criticisms raised against Collins' work, see Cloete, Versification and Syntax, 68–
69. 
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1.1.1.3 Adele Berlin
Adele Berlin’s Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism builds on Collins and O’Connor by 
integrating literary-linguistic dimensions of parallelism with grammatical-syntactic features 
of BHP colometry. Berlin, by integrating Russian formalist Roman Jakobson's theory of par-
allelism (more on this below), brings a fresh dimension to the dialogue by underlining the lin-
guistic essence of parallelism itself as the defining feature of poetic text structure. More pre-
cisely, Berlin posits that parallelism functions as a framework within which grammatical-
syntactic features of BHP colometry unfold as a result of grammatical-syntactic and semantic
interfacing. Berlin demonstrates that it is the functional combination of parallelism and lin-
guistic aspects, or "levels" (i.e., grammar, syntax, phonology, and morphology) that formu-
lates BHP colometry. Berlin also presents a systematic classification of the various forms of 
grammatical and lexical parallelism. 
Berlin's contribution fills an ever widening gap between syntax and semantics and 
how they cooperate to contribute to the artistic function of the text. At the same time, Berlin 
is strictly concerned with microstructure and her integration of Jakobson's work does not go 
quite far enough (see §1.3.1.3). Daniel Grossberg writes, 
Berlin […] does not analyze units above the parallel couplet. If, indeed parallelism is 
the "constructive principle on which a poem is built" as Berlin claims, she does not 
treat the significant part of the poem that is built on the greater parallelisms of the 
text, e.g., its open and close, its distant echoes, the dynamic shifting of its elements, 
etc.13
13 Grossberg, The Centripetal and Centrifugal Structures in Biblical Poetry, 4.
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1.1.1.4 Walter Theophilus Woldemar Cloete
W. T. W. Cloete's Versification and Syntax in Jeremiah 2–25: Syntactical Constraints 
in Hebrew Colometry responds to criticisms raised against O'Connor's syntactic constraints 
paradigm and proposes that further syntactic constraints needed to be added to O'Connor's 
program. Cloete frames the need for study by stating:
[…] if an analysis of Hebrew verse indicates the existence of syntactical constraints 
within the colometric system, it will also be necessary to establish the exact relations 
between these and possible other constraints within that system. So, for instance, the 
possible role of regulation of the phonological features of the text and the possible ex-
istence of enjambement has to be considered.14
Cloete goes on to conclude that, 
The syntactical approach to versification system appears to be theoretically acceptable
in the light of the number of verse literatures to which it has been applied by scholars 
from various fields of study […]. This approach seems very likely to prove practically
applicable to Hebrew verse when one takes into account the measure of success 
achieved in the studies just discussed, especially those of Collins and O'Connor.15
Cloete also reintegrates stress counting, and more broadly, metrics, as an important factor in 
colometric delimitation. He argues that stress counting interfaces with phonological features 
of the text which are far from independent or isolated from the grammatical-syntactic pro-
gram. Cloete furthers the argument for metrics as a key feature in BHP colometric delimita-
tion by pointing out that O'Connor's syntactic constraints paradigm itself accounts for metre 
(even if O'Connor does not frame it this way) in the sense that constituent counting, whether 
that constituent is a lexeme, grapheme, morpheme, or syntagmeme, is by nature metrical. 
14 Cloete, Versification and Syntax, 19. 
15 Ibid., 96.
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1.1.1.5 James Kugel
James Kugel's work is a comprehensive treatment of the concept of Hebrew poerty 
beginning with parallelism and colometry. Kugel's conclusions on parallelism and colometry 
are arguably little more than a hybrid of Robert Lowth's and Robert Alter's models (see 
§1.1.1.8). At the same time, Kugel argues that Lowth's model, while undoubtedly helpful, has
the wrong frame of thought. He writes, 
Lowth mistook parallelism for the whole idea of this biblical style, then gave the im-
pression of a system of operating in what is, really, not systematic at all […] "synony-
mous" parallelism is rarely synonymous, there is no real difference between it and an 
"antithetical" parallelism–the whole approach is wrongheaded.16 
Kugel sums up the function of parallelism as a "seconding sequence".17 Like Alter, Kugel 
views the development of colometric parallelism across a poem as structures of amplification 
that can be understood as, "what is true is A, and what is more so is B". Kugel, unfortunately, 
does not integrate grammatical-syntactic features beyond semantic considerations. 
A more distinct feature of Kugel's work is his treatment of rabbinic exegesis and the 
"forgetting" of parallelism.18 Kugel points out that rabbinical exegesis does not classify reiter-
ations present in parallelism (both in prose and poetry in the MT) as such. Rather, due to the 
exegetical program of omnisignificance, rabbinical exegesis sees what others classify as a re-
iteration, expansion, amplification, or intensification as having a different meaning altogether.
An example of this is the Talmudic interpretation of Deuteronomy 16:3, which reads: 
ינע םחל תוצמ וילע־לכאת םימי תעבש ץמח וילע לכאת־אל. A parallelism approach understands the 
second phrase (ינע םחל תוצמ וילע־לכאת םימי תעבש) as an intensification, or reiteration of the 
16 James Kugel, The Idea of Biblical Poetry: Parallelism and Its History (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1998), 57.
17 Ibid., 59. 
18 Ibid., 96–134.
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first (ץמח וילע לכאת־אל). Kugel notes that much to the contrary, 
[…] the Talmud sees here not one commandment, but two: (1) No leaven may be eat-
en; (2) unleavened bread must be eaten (rather than, for example, seeing the second 
clause as a restatement of the first, viz., "Do not eat leaven; when, during the seven 
days, you want to eat bread, take care that it be unleavened").19
En evaluation of the structure of BHP through the lens of the principle of omnisignificance of
rabbinic interpretation of BHP is still an area that remains wide open for further research. 
1.1.1.6 E. L. Greenstein
E. L. Greenstein, one of the few who have attempted to bring linguistics, style, and 
parallelism together for analysis, offers a generativist approach to interpreting syntactic paral-
lelism of BHP in "How Does Parallelism Mean?". While Greenstein's focus is the importance
of deep structure in identifying synonymous semantic parallelism, he also gives brief mention
to stylistic features of syntactic parallelism. Greenstein proposes that while transformations 
occur on the surface-level of a poem the deep structure of the text remains the same. While 
two juxtaposed lines may be "antithetical", or "synthetic" at a surface level, their deep struc-
tures are usually synonymous. 
The central criticism raised against E. L. Greenstein's work relates to his use of a par-
ticular dimension of TGG (i.e., deep structure) in cases where reader response is largely de-
termined by the surface structure of the text itself. Robert Alter gets at this very point with 
this critique of Greenstein's approach:
Surely no reader of poetry responds to the text in this way. Poetry is significant
form―which is to say, its depth and precision of statement, like its beauty, inhere in 
the elaboration of the verbal surface. It is to particularly chosen words in a particular 
19 Ibid., 106.
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order that the reader responds. We are thus highly suspicious of any theory that ulti-
mately discounts the finely crafted contours of a poem's verbal form.20  
The view here is that Alter's point here is only partially valid. From a cognitive linguistic per-
spective, as well as a discourse perspective, readers of poetry do, in fact, respond to the text 
the way in which Alter describes. In fact, Kugel, even though not working from a cognitive 
linguistic frame, makes this very point in his critique of Lowth's antithetical category (see 
§1.1.1.5). The tension between Alter's and Greenstein's views is the same tension that exists 
in the sometimes elusive interfacing of deep and surface structures. 
1.1.1.7 Simon P. Stocks
Simon P. Stocks' brings much needed clarity to the function of tricolon in BHP in The 
Form and Function of the Tricolon in the Psalms of Ascents: Introducing a New Paradigm 
for Hebrew Poetic Line-form. Stocks draws on Eduard Sievers' rhythmical-accentual program
to contend that the tricolon functions as a delimitation marker as well as foregrounding de-
vice in BHP. While Stocks' lengthy and effective treatment of the tricolon responds to the 
long-standing need for serious analysis of the tricolon in BHP colometry, his research leaves 
readers with questions regarding a linguistic analysis of the tricolon's function from a functio-
nal grammar (=FG) perspective (as Stock's linguistic theory of preference is TGG). Stocks 
also leaves stylistic concerns outside of his analytical scope. Even with these points of cri-
tique, Stocks' work as a serious examination of the tricolon was long overdue. 
1.1.1.8 Critique of Linguistic Approaches and Robert Alter
While the above contributions have reshaped the landscape of BHP colometry, areas 
of further research have emerged. One of the primary questions that persistently appears 
across linguistic programs is in regard to the role and function of style, or rhetoric in poetic 
20 Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry (New York: Basic Books, 1985), 215. 
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syntax and how it converges with linguistic levels to make up the overall architecture of a 
poem. O’Connor, “is working strictly on formal, structural matters, not on style or con-
tent.”21 Furthermore, these approaches, “are theoretical, concerned to account for the driving 
mechanisms of Hebrew poetry and downplaying or ignoring any literary or stylistic dimen-
sions to poetry.”22 O’Connor himself identifies this area of neglect in his own work in stating:
The last class of linguistic features, ornamentation, has a domain equal to or less than 
that of fine structural features; its stock of resources is as vast as and probably not far 
different from that of figuration. Here, as elsewhere in the essay, ornamentation is the 
missing member of the party.23
Robert Alter, whose The Art of Biblical Poetry refreshed interest in a literary reading 
of BHP, offers a sweeping critique of linguistic approaches to BHP colometry by way of his 
critique of O'Connor: "[O'Connor] proposes a bewilderingly elaborate system of 'syntactic 
constraints' as the basis of biblical verse, though this analysis entails, among other intrinsic 
difficulties, an arbitrary chopping up of poetic lines into units that will conform to the pro-
posed pattern."24 Alter's criticism, while important, overlooks the fact that "bewildering" does
not necessarily mean incorrect or unhelpful. Alter groups T. Collins' Line-Forms with O'Con-
nor's Hebrew Verse Structure by commenting that, "An equally unconvincing if simpler at-
tempt to make syntax the governing principle is Terrence Collins', Line-Forms in Hebrew 
Poetry".25 Alter clearly rejects that syntax is the governing feature of BHP colometry. Alter's 
critique, however, is short sighted in that he neglects the fact the syntax correspond with the 
semantics of each verseline through semantic-syntactic interfacing. Furthermore, exegetes 
21 Good, review of M. O’Connor, 111–112.
22 D.W. Baker and B.T. Arnold, eds., The Face of OT Studies: A Survey of Contemporary Approaches 
(Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 1999), 345.  Adele Berlin’s Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism is a slight 
exception to this as it has some dealings with style. Even though Berlin rightly categorises parallelism (both 
semantic and grammatical) as a device of poetic style, her work concentrates more heavily on a systematic 
classification of the various forms of semantic and grammatical parallelism (including syntactic parallelism), 
rather than syntactic parallelism as a device of poetic structural style.
23 O’Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, 423; emphasis added. 
24 Alter, Art of Biblical Poetry, 3.
25 Ibid., 215. 
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have long been aware of the grammatical-syntactic parallelism that is a salient feature of BHP
structuring technique. Also, because Alter does not account for this, questions remain un-
answered concerning semantic-syntactic interfacing and parallelism in an artistic text. 
While Alter's critique of linguistic approaches is somewhat short sighted, he does 
bring to front that linguistic programs largely overlook the poetic text's artistry and style. Al-
ter, whose field is comparative literature, is all too aware that the structure of the artistic text 
is inseparable from the text’s performance as a work of art. That is, the very architecture of a 
poetic text, namely with regard to syntax, is one of the text’s central rhetorical features. Don-
ald Freeman helpfully adds that, “poetic form is embedded in poetic syntax […] our experi-
ence of that form is, first, the process of internalizing and decoding the complex web of rela-
tionships which its syntax embodies […]”.26 Freeman's emphasis on the "complex web of 
relationships" reveals a second major gap in linguistic programs, which is that they tend to 
establish the S as the largest linguistic unit within analysis. Questions with regard to the way 
syntax functions as a web of relationships that flow in-and-out of both colometry and 
macrostructural levels of a poem have yet to be thoroughly explored.  
1.1.1.9 Nicholas P. Lunn
Lunn's Word-Order Variation in Biblical Hebrew Poetry is an excellent point of de-
parture in responding to Alter's critique of linguistic approaches to BHP colometry. Lunn, 
drawing on Lambrecht’s use of information structure theory (= IST)27, explains patterns of 
word-order variations in BHP. Lunn differentiates between non-canonical (i.e., unconvention-
al) word-order in BHP that is pragmatically marked and non-canonical word-order that is po-
26 Donald C. Freeman, “Keat’s ‘To Autumn’: poetry as process and pattern”, in Essays in Modern 
Stylistics (ed. Donald C. Freeman; New York: Methuen, 1981), 83; emphasis added. 
27 See K. Lambrecht, Information Structure and Sentence Form: Topic, Focus, and The Mental 
Representations of Discourse Referents (Cambridge Studies in Linguistics 71; Cambridge: Cambridge 
University, 1994); K. Shimasaki, Focus Structure in Biblical Hebrew (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 2002); Jean-
Marc Heimerdinger, Topic, Focus, and Foreground in Ancient Hebrew Narrative (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 1999).
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etic (i.e., defamiliarisation). With specific regard to parallelism and word-order deviation, 
Lunn helpfully identifies patterns of, “how pragmatic markedness effects the construction of 
parallel lines”.28
Strengths of Lunn's work include: (1) it fills a large gap between literary and linguis-
tic programs in BHP analysis, (2) it is intensely rigorous and consistent in its methodology, 
(3) it is thorough in its textual analysis which draws generously from various styles of poetry 
in the HB, (4) it is framed by an alternative linguistic model to TGG which characterises the 
bulk of the linguistic approaches mentioned above, and (5) Lunn lends priority to how text-
grammatical considerations inform rhetorical concerns. 
At the same time, the greatest weakness of Lunn’s approach, while offering tremen-
dous insight on a number of levels, is its wholesale commitment to Lambrecht’s theoretical 
model. Scholars have long noted the gaps in IST for understanding word-order. Primarily, 
IST neglects syntactic considerations as a means of explaining word-order. Holmstedt adds 
that, 
Lunn’s differentiation between ‘purely poetic’ variation characterized by a ‘lack of 
any inner logic consistency’ (pp. 105–6) and ‘purely linguistic’ (p. 5) pragmatic varia-
tion is too sharp. It would be more helpful to view poetic variation as the relaxing of 
normal constraints, rather than the wholesale abandonment of them.29
Another critique of Lunn’s work is the assumption (inherited from Lembrecht) of V-
subject-object canonical word-order in BH. “Although the issue is far from settled, the time 
has passed in the which a Biblical Hebrew scholar may equate statistically dominant V-sub-
ject-object word order with basic word order […]”.30 In particular, such approaches tend to 
fail to account for rules of syntax in BH when it comes to word-order variation. Even with 
28 Lunn, Word-Order Variation in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 131.
29 James C. Kirk, review of N. P. Lunn, Word-Order Variation in Biblical Hebrew Poetry: 
Differentiating Pragmatics and Poetics, CBQ 70 (2008), 346. 
30 James C. Kirk, review of Nicholas P. Lunn, 347. Cf. Christo van der Merwe, "A Step Towards a 
Better Understanding of Biblical Hebrew Word Order", JNSL 25.1 (1999), 277–300. 
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these issues, however, Lunn's contribution is masterful and has been well received for the 
simple fact that it, “fills a niche, if for no other reason than to put an end to the avoidance of 
serious engagement with the syntax of BH poetry.”31 
1.1.1.10 Biblical Hebrew Poetry Discourse Analysis
From where we stand, and with the exception of Ernst R. Wendland's contributions 
which will be presented below, discourse analysis of BHP is the absent party. From O'Connor
to Lunn, the largest linguistic unit under evaluation is the S. This further reveals the need for 
a study that takes into account Freeman's "complex web of relationships" that form the over-
all architecture of the artistic text. 
Ernst R. Wendland has made considerable contributions to discourse analysis of BHP, 
but primarily within the context of Bible translation.32 Wendland's work engages a range of 
discourse perspectives while focusing on cohesion, stylistic features of BHP, and text bound-
aries. Because Wendland's primary aim is to provide Bible translation assistance, his work 
does not claim to be exhaustive. 
Furthermore, discourse analysis has proven to be quite fruitful in explicating func-
tions in BH discourse grammar as well as the technicalities of textual patterning (i.e., cohe-
sion, prominence, discourse unity, etc.) among segments of text that are larger than the S.33 
While discourse analysis has been generously applied to non-poetic literary forms in the HB, 
there is a near absence of discourse analysis applied to BHP.34 The following statement from 
31 R. D. Holmstedt, review of N. P. Lunn, Word-Order Variation in Biblical Hebrew Poetry: 
Differentiating Pragmatics and Poetics, JSS 54.1:305–07 (2009), 283.
32 See Ernst R. Wendland, Analyzing the Psalms (Second Edition; Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 2002) 
and idem, The Discourse Analysis of Hebrew Prophetic Literature (New York: Mellen, 1995).
33 Unfortunately this dissertation cannot afford the space for a thorough treatment of the background 
and methodology of discourse analysis and tagmemic linguistic theory. For a synopsis of discourses analysis of 
biblical literature in particular see Walter R. Bodine, Discourse Analysis of Biblical Literature: What It Is and 
What It Offers (Scholars Pr, 1995), and David Allan Dawson, Text-Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew (London: 
A&C Black, 1994). 
34 To date, the only volume that is solely dedicated to a discourse perspective of BHP (that the author is
aware of) is Discourse Perspectives on Hebrew Poetry in the Scriptures (ed. Ernst R. Wendland; UBS 
Monograph Series, No. 7; Reading: United Bible Societies, 1994).
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Kirk E. Lowery from 1995 is still true to date: “The analysis of poetic texts from discourse 
grammar perspective has barely begun”.35 The same is true of what Francis I. Andersen says 
in describing the landscape of the development of discourse linguistics as a discipline among 
biblical hebraists:
To mention just two areas of lively debate: textlinguistics [discourse analysis] inter-
faces solidly with many issues in current literary approaches to the study of the Bible; 
and even more, biblical poetics has hardly begun to take advantage of the insights of 
discourse grammar when addressing questions of prosody and rhetoric.36 
The current landscape of linguistic approaches to interpreting BHP, then, prioritises 
the role and function of grammar, syntax, and parallelism in the technical structuring of BHP 
colometry. Out of this context emerges a need for further research that evaluates the interfac-
ing of grammar, syntax, style, and poetry as discourse. Prior to a more robust description of 
poetic discourse analysis as a potential program capable of responding to the need for study 
within BHP colometry, proper consideration must be given to more contemporary theories 
that engage questions concerning macrostructure delineation features of BHP.  
1.1.2 Macrostructure Analysis
Pieter van der Lugt's Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry includes a de-
tailed history of research of strophic structures in the psalms that reaches back to the nine-
teenth century, so there is no need to repeat that exercise here. Synopsised, almost all ap-
proaches are varied forms of simple to elaborate syllable counting that works towards 
macrostructural symmetry that resonates with the spirit of Lowth's parallelismus membro-
rum. At the same time, van der Lugt's review of that history has a different frame from that of
35 Kirk E. Lowery, “Theoretical Functions of Hebrew Discourse Grammar” in Discourse Analysis of 
Biblical Literature (ed. Walter R. Bodine; Semeia Series: Society of Biblical Literature; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 
1995), 121.
36 Francis I. Anderson, "Forward" in Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics (ed. Robert D. Bergen;
Dallas: SIL, 1994), 7–8.
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the present project, and van der Lugt's relatively recent three-volume work on BHP 
macrostructure greatly changes the shape of the landscape within the discipline. Furthermore,
the state of affairs in macrostructure analysis of BHP is quite different from that of mi-
crostructure analysis. The most obvious difference between the two, as Pieter van der Lugt 
puts it, is that, "The subject under investigation belongs to the field of rhetorical criti-
cism…",37 whereas the bulk of exhaustive work in BHP colometry belongs to the field of BH 
grammar and syntax. Additionally, metric approaches that have largely been marginalised by 
grammatical-syntactic programs are still central for leading macro poetic structure theorists. 
That is, the collective work of O'Connor, Collins, Berlin, and Lunn has yet to ripple out into 
analytical considerations for macrostructural exegetes in any substantial way. 
Until van der Lugt's three-volume work on macrostructural delineation there was no 
exhaustive work comparable to O'Connor's contribution to BHP colometry that engaged 
macrostructure delineation of BHP. Van der Lugt not only fills that gap, but also represents an
integration of grammatical-syntactic considerations into strophic analysis. Van der Lugt's 
work moves the discipline forward in narrowing the methodological ditch between colomet-
ric and strophic analyses of BHP. Van der Lugt builds on previous work by proposing the fol-
lowing criteria for identifying macrostructure delineation: (1) verbal repetitions, and (2) tran-
sition markers (“a special group of words and grammatical forms that mark turning points 
within a Hebrew poem; cf. the Greek word stropè, which means ‘turn’”38). Van der Lugt also 
relies on stress counts for both his macrostructural divisions as well as his theological inter-
pretation of texts. 
The greatest contribution of Van der Lugt's Cantos and Strophes is that it is compre-
hensive in its approach. His program is comprehensive in two ways. First, van der Lugt 
processes a staggering amount of data (much like O'Connor). Second, van der Lugt, like 
37 Pieter van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry III: Psalms 90–150 and Psalm 1
(Old Testament Studies; London: Brill, 2013), 1.
38 Ibid., 77.
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Fokkelman (see below), is comprehensive in that he does not limit his analysis to just a few 
criteria, but processes the text through a complex matrix of criteria that draws out textual fea-
tures at almost every level. The only feature of the text left out of van der Lugt's very impres-
sive work is, once again, style. That is, his work does not answer questions regarding the 
shape of the text as poetry. Van der Lugt is strictly concerned with identifying macrostructur-
al delineations in a poem rather than the convergence of linguistics, parallelism, and style, as 
well as how these all work together to form a poetic discourse.
1.1.2.1 Jan P. Fokkelman
J. P. Fokkelman, like van der Lugt, has analysed a massive amount of text within his 
own theoretical framework for analysing strophic structures in BHP. Fokkelman’s work, like 
those before him, centres on elaborate stress counting methods among other text-grammatical
and semantic features. At the same time, “In Fokkelman’s view, finding the correct boundar-
ies for the colon and the verseline (bicolon or tricolon) is the first requirement for a sound 
prosodic analysis.”39 Fokkelman also argues (strangely) against O'Connor that syntactic ana-
lysis is the defining characteristic of colometric constraints. This is odd. If the colon is the 
fundamental building block of BHP structure, then one would suppose the adoption of 
colometric programs from leading theories rather than opting for the old guard of metric ap-
proaches. Fokkelman does not do this. Fokkelman, in sticking to the older programs of BHP 
colometry, insists that the colon is best explained in terms of metre and semantics. Once 
again, for a macrostructure theory that heavily depends on sound colometry to dismiss lead-
ing theorists in colometric studies is cause for concern.
Another criticism to be raised against Fokkelman's work concerns his methodology 
on two levels. First, his method fails to clarify whether or not he allows rhetorical concerns to
inform his text-grammatical analysis, or if his text-grammatical analysis is informing rhetor-
39 Ibid., 57. 
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ical concerns.40 Second, and related to the first, Fokkelman does not systematically lay out his
theoretical linguistic framework for analysis. These points of concern, however, do not out-
weigh the substantial contribution of Fokkelman's work within the discipline. 
1.1.2.2 Samuel Terrien
Samuel Terrien speaks to an important oversight among macrostructural approaches 
in noting that, "some coherence between architecture and style may be observed. For ex-
ample, chants of praise or thanksgiving usually develop sequentially from strophe to strophe 
(Psalms 18; 104; 105; 106)."41 While insightful, Terrien does not go on to offer a critical pro-
gram or system for identifying strophic delineations that reaches beyond semantics based on 
the observation that, "Respect for the rules of Hebrew prosody is not incompatible with the 
spontaneity and the vigor of religious expression."42 While Terrien notes the critical link 
between a poem's architecture and style, he does not go as far as to propose a method or sys-
tem for dealing with such dimensions of strophic structure at a serious level and offers only a 
subjective commentary of the text. Terrien is fully aware of the deeper levels of complexity at
work in poetry as a discourse, but goes no further than simply stating so. 
1.1.2.3 M. C. A. Korpel and Delimitation Criticism
Delimitation criticism, which came into the fray of both colometric and strophic ana-
lysis of BHP in the early part of the 21st century, made an appeal for the centralisation of 
text-critical concerns in structural analysis of both prose and poetry. The bulk of work done in
the field came through the seven-volume Pericope series edited by M. C. A. Korpel.43 The 
40 See §2.3 and Eep Talstra, "Reading Biblical Hebrew Poetry: Linguistic Structure or Rhetorical 
Device?", JNSL 25.2 (1999), 101–126.
41 Samuel Terrien, The Psalms: Strophic Structure and Theological Commentary (The Eerdmans 
Critical Commentary; Grand Rapids: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 2003), 41.
42 Ibid., 40. 
43 Marjo C. A. Korpel and Josef M. Oesch, eds., Delimitation Criticism: A New Tool in Biblical 
Scholarship, Vol. 1 (Uitgeverij. Van Gorcum, 2000). 
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primary contribution of delimitation criticism is reminding exegetes of traditional interpretive
clues preserved through text-transmission and reception history as well as the importance of 
accounting for those in the exegetical process, especially as it concerns boundary markers 
within a text. Such features of the text are accounted for in the analyses found in the present 
project as will be detailed in chapter 2.
While delimitation criticism made bold claims about itself as a new field that bridged 
text criticism and literary criticism, the view here is that it can be largely classified as a sub-
field of text criticism with heightened exegetical concerns. Nevertheless, the appeal to under-
stand the Masoretes as exegetes is helpful in bringing a new voice into the structural analysis 
dialogue that is rooted in history and tradition. All the while, the same concerns apply regard-
ing the authority and reliability of the diacritical marks and wrestling with the overlap of mu-
sical and delimitation notations and its impact on the reading of the text. These issues, at least
to date, prohibit many of its claims to be more thoroughly validated.
1.2 Need for Study: Text-Grammatical Analysis to Clarify Rhetorical 
Techniques that Enhance the Structure of the Poetic Text
With the history of contemporary research before us, there emerges a clear need for 
the development of an approach that systematically evaluates the integration of the three ele-
ments of rhetoric (or “style”), syntax, and parallelism working together to make up the poetic 
macrostructure(s) of the text that in turn becomes the structurally artistic framework for the 
unfolding of a poem’s semantic content at the level of discourse. This can be largely under-
stood as the need for discourse analysis of BHP. 
In responding to this need, the present project, by employing Roman Jakobson's con-
ceptualisation of parallelism and literary linguistic analysis, argues that patterned grammatic-
al-syntactic deviation functions to create poetic discourse unity that harmonises the poem’s 
internal diversity and poetic variation geared to foreground semantic components of the text. 
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That is, internal grammatical-syntactic deviation creates a diversity which moves the poem 
away from redundancy and foregrounds various components of the poem via defamiliarisa-
tion and provides a fresh, stylised expression between cola as well as larger textual units. At 
the same time, as the text moves forward as a discourse, the diversity created by grammatic-
al-syntactic deviation becomes patterned with a regular form of sequence that creates struc-
tural cohesion within the poem as discourse—a unity that is not uniform; harmonised yet tex-
tured. With this, the present project maps patterns of grammatical-syntactic hierarchy and 
linguistic constituent distribution thereby disclosing the link between grammatical-syntactic 
function and sequential structuring of BHP on both micro and macrostructural levels.
The following section lays the theoretical groundwork for the literary-linguistic ana-
lysis of the present project by exploring key features of structural linguistics and poetics as 
the origins of Jakobson's theory of parallelism. It also prepares for §2.0 which details the 
methodology for analysis. 
1.3 Roman Jakobson, Parallelism, and Structural Poetics
1.3.1 Semiotics, Structural Poetics, and Discursivity
In the early to mid-twentieth century these very issues regarding the convergence of 
poetics, style, language, and discourse structure were being extensively explored by eastern 
European literary theorists44. The discipline that eventually emerged from the movement be-
came variously known as, "critical theory, semiotics, structuralism, literary linguistics, cultur-
al studies",45 and one could add “structural poetics”. Structural poetics pioneered the analysis 
of literature, namely poetry, as discursive linguistic communicative function, or to use their 
44 This movement is most directly associated with various schools of literary linguistic theory including
New Criticism, Russian Formalism (or simply "formalism"), the Prague School, Structuralism, and Czech 
Structuralism. These groups were made up primarily of both linguistics and literary theorists. Structural poetics 
is also considered to be the precursor of the discipline known today as stylistics.
45 Richard Bradford, Roman Jakobson: Life, Language, and Art (Critics of the Twentieth Century (ed. 
Christopher Norris; NY: Routledge, 1994), 215 of 340 Kindle Edition. 
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terminology, a "semiotic system". Saussurean structural linguistics functioned as the theoreti-
cal bedrock for evaluating literary texts as discourse. It is to de Saussure’s theory of language 
that we now turn.
1.3.1.1 Structuralism, Structural Semiotics, and Linguistics: Signifiers, Binarism, and 
Diachrony and Synchrony
French linguist Ferdinand Saussure innovatively conceptualised language (Fr. langue)
as an integrated and organised system of signs (i.e., semiotic system) whose various parts, or 
constituents (i.e., signs or signifiers), are only properly understood as a part of the larger 
structural (i.e., semiotic) system. Saussure conceived of gross constituent units, or 
“constituents” for short, as arbitrary signifiers (signs) that point to something meaningful 
(signified). There is a distinction, then, between the signified (meaning) and the signifier 
(form). The sign, or signifier, is the form that that which is meaningful (i.e., signified) takes 
within the system of forms. 
Implicit to this concept of the signifier and the signified is the idea that signification is
activated precisely through the sign's place within the greater semiotic system. This means 
that a sign can only have meaning as a member of the larger semiotic system in which the 
sign is housed. In other words, a form has no meaning when isolated, or cut off from the 
larger system. More precisely still, signification is activated only through the sign's reciprocal
relationship with other signs; hence the importance of binarism within Saussurean 
structuralist linguistics; namely, the reciprocal determination of signs within a system.
Saussure also emphasised the importance of the negative relationship between signs; 
that all signs, or constituents, within the semiotic system are determined by their negative 
relationship with other signs within the system. In other words, constituents are identified 
according to the way in which they are not like other signs. It follows, once again, that there 
is no meaning outside of the semiotic system. Meaning results as the sum total of the various 
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constituents working in coordination with one another to convey meaning at all linguistic 
levels. Meaning occurs, then, when signs are placed in organised and governed relationship 
with other constituents. Saussure clarifies this concept by drawing on social activity as the 
necessary framework for linguistic systems. He says, 
A son tour, l'arbitraire du signe nous fait mieux comprendre pourquoi le fait social 
peut seul créer un système linguistique. La collectivité est nécessaire pour établir des 
valeurs dont l'unique raison d'être est dans l'usage et le consentement générale ; l'indi-
vidu à lui seul est incapable d'en fixer aucune.46
Saussure builds on this to argue that the communicative function (what Saussure calls 
parole), which is distinct from the meta-system (what Saussure calls langue), is the result of 
selecting constituents with semantic value from a database and combining them in sequences.
This results in the formation of syntactic relationships between signs that form structure, or 
clusters, that are organised so as to create a meaningful message. In other words, each word 
has meaning, each phrase, each S, each paragraph, each chapter, etc.; and at each of those 
levels, the meaning conveyed by the given constituent is derived from its relationship with 
corresponding constituents against the backdrop of the utterance. Discourse is thereby 
conceived as a single semantic structure, or semiotic system, that is made up of various 
organised and governed linguistic structures, or layers.
It is precisely the premise of structuralist linguistics that all constituents are meaning-
less outside of their respective semiotic systems, whether that system be the metalingual 
semiotic system of langue or the communicative function of parole. This implies that the role
and function of a constituent can be analysed both diachronically and synchronically. Di-
achrony refers to how the semantic value of gross constituent units changes over time as they 
appear in various contexts thereby playing various roles when integrated within varying 
46 Ferdinand de Saussure, Cours de linguistique générale (Publié par Charles Bailly et Albert 
Séchehaye avec la collaboration de Albert Riedlinger; édition critique préparée par Tullio de Mauro; Postface de
Louis-Jean Calvet; Paris: Grand Bibliotèque Payot, 1967), 157.
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semiotic systems. 
This theoretical framework of structural poetics has become central for literary 
theorists exploring texts as discourse comprising integrated and inseparable structural layers 
and dimensions. James Kennedy states it this way:
Semiotic systems operate on the analogy of how a natural linguistic system works. 
Just as the meanings of words in a natural linguistic system lie in how the words re-
late to the nearly infinite variables that comprise the language, so a poem can be read 
as a cumulative building up of a semiotic system.47  
This is of special interest to the present project in light of the need for an evaluation of BHP 
on a level that reaches beyond the S as the largest linguistic unit. Structural poetics facilitates 
the evaluation and analysis of all levels of linguistic structures within poetry in treating each 
respective poem as a unique semiotic system operating within the broader context of metalan-
guage (diachrony), as well as within its immediate context of the poem itself (synchrony).
1.3.1.2 Jakobson's Poetic Function
Structural poetics is especially interested in the discursivity of poetry as artistic 
speech even though the formula can theoretically be applied to all types of discourse. 
Building on this structuralist approach to linguistics and literature, Roman Jakobson 
classified all possible variations of communicative functions into six categories: (1) the 
emotive function, (2) the referential function, (3) the poetic function, (4) the phatic function, 
(5) the metalingual function, and (6) the conative function48. It is Jakobson's poetic function 
that is of central interest to those addressing verbal art, or a "poetic speech act". The poetic 
function of language, according to Jakobson, occurs when the message exists for its own 
47 James M. Kennedy, "Psalm 29 as Semiotic System: A Linguistic Reading", JHS 9:12 (2009), 2.
48 Roman Jakobson, “Closing statement: Linguistics and poetics”, in Style in Language (ed. Thomas 
Sebeok; Cambridge: MIT Press, 1960), 71.
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sake. Jakobson says:
Poeticity is present when the word is felt as a word and not as a mere representation 
of the object being named or an outburst of emotion: when words and their composi-
tion, their meaning, their external and internal form acquire a weight and value of 
their own instead of referring indifferently to reality.49  
Jakobson points out that poetry forces the reader not to inquire as to “what it means” but 
rather, “how it means”. Juri Lotman, literary theorist and contemporary of Jakobson, writes:
A poem is a complexly constructed meaning. This signifies that entering into the inte-
gral structure of a poem, the meaningful elements of a language are connected by a 
complex system of correlations, comparisons, and contrasts impossible in an ordinary 
language construct. This gives each element separately and the construction as a 
whole an absolutely unique semantic load. Words, sentences, and utterances, which in
grammatical structure are found in different positions, which are devoid of similar 
characteristics and, consequently, are non-comparable, prove in the artistic structure 
to be in positions of identity and antithesis and, consequently, comparable and con-
trastable. This reveals in them unexpected new semantic content impossible outside of
poetry.50 
This “revelation” is accomplished through a special patterning of constituent clusters. 
Jakobson famously describes this very dynamic with the definition of the poetic function as, 
"projecting the principle of equivalence from the axis of selection to the axis of combina-
tion."51 The "principle of equivalence" refers to the linguistic phenomenon of the clustering 
of "signs" according to similarity or dissimilarity of constituents (more on this below in 
§1.3.1.2.3). The "axis of selection" refers to the selection of meaningful constituent units, 
49 Roman Jakobson, "Co je poezi?", Volné smery, 30 (1933–34), 229-39. The citation is from the 
English translation by H. Heim in Semiotics of Art, L. Matejka and I. Titunik, eds. (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT 
Press, 1976), 174.
50 Juri Lotman, Analysis of the Poetic Text (ed. and tr. D.B. Johnson; Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1976), 35. 
51 Jakobson, "Closing Statement", 358. 
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while the "axis of combination" is the syntactic arrangement of meaningful units into syntag-
memes. The poem for Jakobson, then, "is a system of meaning, the components of which in-
teract and define each other in ways similar to, but not identical with, how the components of 
language work."52 
Alan Cooper describes the poetic function as, "the interplay of equivalence and non-
equivalence within the parallelistic framework."53 E. Wendland writes,
In other words, there is a special emphasis upon the artistic dimension of discourse—
or what Jakobson termed the poetic function of the text. According to this principle, 
"the two basic modes of arrangement used in verbal behaviour, selection and 
combination" (Jakobson 1972:95) are maximized in order to foreground key aspects 
of the message and to heighten its interest value, emotive impact and persuasive 
appeal. Verbal artists, including the various biblical authors, frequently exploit the 
creative, "metaphoric" potential of language in order to present what Paul Ricoeur 
calls a "re-description" of reality (1975:88).54 
The present project draws on the particular insight that the shape of a poetic text, as a 
semiotic system (or "discourse"), comprises various linguistic layers, or levels of 
interrelatedness (syntactic, semantic, grammatical, phonetic, etc.) within webs of 
relationships that create a complex and creative matrix whose parts are incomprehensible 
and inseparable apart from the whole. This is precisely the dynamic of the literariness of 
BHP that has remained outside of the analytical scope of recent linguistic approaches to 
explicating BHP―that the patterns of correspondence between the various levels of linguistic
structures between cola can be described on a level far beyond mere repetition or simple 
52 Kennedy, “Psalm 29 as Semiotic System, 3.
53 Alan Cooper, “Two Recent Works on the Structure of Biblical Hebrew Poetry” (review of Dennis 
Pardee, Ugaritic and Hebrew Poetic Parallelism: A Trial Cut ('int I and Proverbs 2) and Willem van der Meer 
and Johannes C. de Moor, eds., The Structural Analysis of Biblical and Canaanite Poetry), JAOS 110.4 (1990), 
687. 
54 Ernst Wendland, "Genre Criticism and the Psalms: What Discourse Typology Can Tell Us about the 
Text (with Special Reference to Psalm 31)" in Biblical Hebrew and Discourse Linguistics (ed. R. D. Bergen; 
Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1994), 376. 
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correspondence. Furthermore, they can be described in terms of an interconnected and 
elaborate patterning of repetition and clusters within which the various levels of structure 
create structural cohesion and foreground various semantic aspects of the text so as to 
communicate meaning in a special way. Alan Cooper adds,
At the heart of the matter lay the supposition that works of literary art, and especially 
poetry, exhibit a unity of form and content […]. It follows logically that the exhaus-
tive description of 'form' or 'structure' is tantamount to, or at least a precondition for, 
the elucidation of the content.55 
Wendland, who along with Berlin is largely responsible for bringing Jakobson's literary 
linguistic theory into the discussion among hebraists, writes:
The result of this poetic process, which may be manifested in prose texts as well as in 
poetry, is normally a discourse that is heavily figured (i.e., with many diverse 
rhetorical tropes represented), strongly patterned and permeated by recursive 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic structures of all kinds (i.e., lexical, phonological, 
syntactic, semantic, pragmatic) on all levels from the word on up to the composition 
as a whole. Literature thus maximizes the "how" (style) of the text in order to 
highlight the "what" (i.e., content) and the "why" (i.e., intent).56
What Wendland contributes here corresponds not only to poetry as a semiotic system with a 
poetic function, but also to the function of parallelism itself. Parallelism plays a critical role 
in the process of selection and combination in structural poetic theory. Much like Alter's 
structures of intensification in semantic parallelism, dynamics of grammatical-syntactic 
parallelism are much more complex and sophisticated than simple line-by-line 
correspondence and repetition. Juri Lotman writes:
55 Cooper, "Two Recent Works in the Structure of Biblical Hebrew Poetry", 687. 
56 Wendland, "Genre Criticism and the Psalms", 376.
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Repetitions on various levels play a leading role in the organization of a text and have 
long attracted the attention of scholars. But it would be a mistake to reduce the entire 
artistic construction to repetition alone. The point here is not only that repetitions, par-
ticularly in prose, often comprise an insignificant part of the text, with the rest re-
maining outside the scholar’s field of vision as ostensibly lacking in aesthetic organi-
zation and artistically passive as a result. The essential point is that the repetitions 
themselves are artistically active precisely because there are certain violations of repe-
tition (and vice versa). Only an account of both these opposing tendencies will permit 
us to discover the essence of their aesthetic functioning.57
For Jakobson and Lotman, parallelism functioned as a device for combining linguistic
structures at various levels in new ways as well as creating patterns of deviation that create 
the background against which foregrounding occurs. In prose, it is the linear arrangement of 
sequences that keep the discourse moving forward. It is a different set of devices that create 
background, foreground, and structural cohesion in prose. In broader terms, parallelism 
makes up the architecture of a poem that ultimately functions as the key to how the poem 
conveys meaning as a poetic discourse in particular. 
In sum, parallelism and poetry centre on clusters, combinations, equivalency, pattern, 
structural cohesion, and deviation. All of these amalgamate together into structures to create a
comprehensive unit that is poetic discourse. 
1.3.1.2.1 The Principle of Linguistic Level Clustering: The Organisation of Conceptual 
Structure
Cognitive linguistics offers a further nuanced perspective on Jakobson's concept of 
clustering by demonstrating that constituents, or linguistic structures, gravitate in various di-
rections according to their respective domain matrices. Concerning semantic clustering, Croft
57 Lotman, The Structure of the Artistic Text, 198.
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and Cruse write,
In this widespread approach to semantics [structural semantics], it is recognized that 
concepts do not simply float around randomly in the mind. First, there are the rela-
tions between words and their corresponding concepts described by structural se-
mantics. But there has been a strong feeling that concepts are organized in another 
way as well. Certain concepts 'belong together' because they are associated in 
experience.58
This phenomenon of linguistic level clustering Croft and Cruse label, "the organization of 
conceptual structure", which is further explained in terms of "frames", "domains", and 
"spaces".59 Structural poetics posits that these shared domains, which structurally organise 
language, can function as tools for the poet in order to create both cohesion and foreground-
ing in a poetic text through unexpected conceptual combinations. 
 It is not only lexemes that function this way, but all linguistic constituents and struc-
tures, this includes graphemes, phonemes, morphemes, and syntagmemes; they all have clus-
tering tendencies. For an example, in terms of lexemes, the word “rain” is associated with, 
“wet”, “water”, “cloud”, “weather”, “cold”, “umbrella”, “boots”, etc. Once again, these terms
cluster because they fall within the same semantic domain matrix of "rain". These words can 
also be grouped under other semantic domains. For example, “boots” will not only associate 
with “rain”, but also “mud”, “construction”, “cowboy”, “feet”, “socks”, etc. Each of these 
words, likewise, branches off into an entirely new, but related, domain. This is crucial for un-
derstanding how poetry works as it is precisely this notion of “branching off” into another do-
main via the linguistic level's overlap with a another set of combinations, or clusters, that cre-
ates the opportunity for defamiliarisation. 
One can also look at how phonemes, or sounds cluster to clarify the point. By way of 
58 W. Croft and D. Alan Cruse, Cognitive Linguistics (Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics; Cambridge:
Cambridge University, 2004),7. 
59 Ibid., 7. 
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example, the word "rain" can be associated with other one syllable words that (1) start with r,
(2) have a long a sound, or (3) feature a final n, such as, “run”, “ran”, “reign”, “bane”, 
“train”, “lane”, “plane”, etc. Once again, as additional linguistic levels are employed within 
the cluster, there emerges another set of dimensions that enter into the mix that can take the 
train of thought into an entirely different direction. 
Finally, and with a degree of complexity a bit beyond semantics and phonetics, syn-
tactic constructions (syntagmemes) cluster as well. For example, the phrase, “The rain falls”, 
is associated by way of similarity, with phrases such as: “The rain stops”, “The clouds rise”, 
“The sun shines”, etc. Whatever human cognition draws to this syntactic structure forms a 
syntactic cluster with the syntactic construction NP + V (constituency tree formula: [S [NP 
[D] [N]] [VP [V]]]). This phenomenon of linguistic level clustering is the fundamental frame-
work for the cohesive function in a poetic text that will be treated in detail below.  
1.3.1.2.2 The Principle of Combination
There are two levels of combination. The first is the combination of linguistic struc-
tures in the clustering process, or stringing levels together in combination. This is combina-
tion at a microlevel. At the same time, combination also occurs at a macrolevel. This is the 
combining of existing macrostructural clusters themselves. Just as constituents gravitate to-
wards one another on a microlevel, they also gravitate towards one another on a macrolevel. 
This is the clustering of clusters, or the combination of clusters. On the principle of combina-
tion and parallelism being activated on all levels within poetry, Jakobson writes, 
Any form of parallelism is an apportionment of invariants and variables. The stricter 
the distribution of the former, the greater the discernibility and effectiveness of the 
variations. Pervasive parallelism inevitably activates all the levels of language—the 
distinctive features, inherent and prosodic, the morphologic and syntactic categories 
and forms, the lexical units and their semantic classes in both their convergences and 
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divergences acquire an autonomous poetic value. This focusing upon phonological, 
grammatical, and semantic structures in their multiform interplay does not remain 
confined to the limits of parallel lines but expands throughout their distribution within
the entire context; therefore the grammar of parallelistic pieces becomes particularly 
significant. The symmetries of the paired lines in turn vivify the question of congru-
ences in the narrower margins of paired hemistichs and in the broader frame of suc-
cessive distichs.60  
In other words, combinations and repetitions can be made on all linguistic levels to 
create both foregrounding (in cases where combinations are unexpected), and cohesion (in 
cases where the combination is expected). 
1.3.1.2.3 The Principle of Parallelism and Equivalence
Parallelism, then, functions on two levels: first, it combines clusters to create macro-
clusters thereby establishing a pattern, or (back)ground. This is done via repetition. The sec-
ond is the combining of an additional linguistic structures that do not conform to the pattern 
established within the repetition (defamiliarisation). This is largely understood as the princi-
ple of "equivalence". Kawashima writes, "It is the principle of recurrence that requires a 
poem to have more than one line, as that which recurs. And it is the principle of equivalence 
that makes possible the stylistic effects of  verse."61 This is possible based on the fact that 
there are multiple linguistic levels to be employed to create a textured structure of the poetic 
text. Some of those levels include semantics (lexemes), phonetics, metrics, as well as gram-
matical-syntactic levels. 
So, if a poet were to string together clusters based on metre and phonetics (paral-
lelism), then just as the pattern emerges and begins to take hold by creating a background, the
60 Jakobson, "Parallelism in Its Russian Facet", 423–24; emphasis added.
61 Robert S. Kawashima, "Stylistics: Biblical Hebrew" in EHLL Vol. 3 (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 644.
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poet employs a different, unexpected linguistic level of the text (i.e., syntax, semantics, 
morphology, phonology, etc.), in order to disrupt the pattern thereby creating a new set of 
combinations and clusters but around a different dimension of the linguistic level. At this mo-
ment a new pattern emerges that is continuous, while simultaneously disruptive of the previ-
ous pattern established through repetition. By creating a new pattern through the employment
of an unexpected linguistic level, the poet disrupts the established pattern by adding another 
layer to the existing pattern. The poet, then, at the moment of interruption, defamiliarises and 
foregrounds a particular linguistic level, or feature of the text, against the background 
(ground and form in cognitive linguistics). Through the process of combining a disruptive 
cluster, parallelism has created foregrounding all the while moving from cluster-pattern to 
cluster-pattern. 
As for equivalence, in order to disrupt the pattern that had been established through 
repetition (parallelism), the poet makes two unexpected linguistic levels equivalent (i.e., an 
unexpected pairing) that were outside of the reader’s focus as they were engaged with proces-
sing and internalising the particular pattern that was under development through repetition. In
other words, the poet pairs (i.e., equivocates) two features that were outside the pattern. The 
poet, at that point, highlights (i.e., foregrounds) a new feature around which a new set of clus-
tering (repetitions and parallelism) occurs in order to establish a new pattern. The sum total of
this process is the structure of the poetic text. 
Parallelism in its most general sense, then, is the repetition and the pairing of con-
stituents according to some linguistic criteria for the sake of creating structural cohesion and
foregrounding. This very point resonates with Grossberg's assessment that, "The predominant
formal feature of the poem is its articulation of these distinct units into a series of organized 
parts that are both distinct from and related to each other and that together create a unified 
whole."62
62 Grossberg, Centripetal and Centrifugal Structures, 5. 
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1.3.1.3 The Role of Organised Hierarchy
 Jakobson, by building on Saussure, posits that grammatical-syntactic parallelism in 
poetry functions as one of the key organising features of versification. Semiotic systems are 
only comprehensible when the variegated constituents, or structures, are organised by way of 
hierarchy—dominance and submission between the varying constituents. 
The systematic organisation of structural, or constituent layers in a poetic text comes 
by way of syntagmeme. A syntagmeme is the syntactic construction that takes a string or 
sequence of constituents and placed them into meaningful relationship. The syntagmeme is to 
semiotic systems what syntax is to lexemes. While syntax governs the relationships between 
a string of words thereby bringing cohesive and comprehensive sense to a phrase, clause, etc.,
syntagmemes govern the relationships between the various structural layers of an utterance 
thereby bringing cohesive sense to larger units of discourse. The connectedness of sequences 
of units, or structures, is accomplished through an established structural hierarchy. 
As mentioned above, Adele Berlin's work in clarifying various grammatical-syntactic 
and semantic patterns in parallelism integrates certain components of structural poetics 
theory, namely that of Roman Jakobson; however, 
Berlin's insistence on calling these "aspects" and not "levels" obscures their 
subordination to each other, and reveals to what extent hers is a very unJakobsonian 
endeavour. Jakobson emphasizes the hierarchy of linguistic functions, and their 
equalization by the poetic process. It is this that makes his work so exciting. For 
Berlin, however, examined in different chapters, they remain largely autonomous.63 
It stands to argue then that there is an organised hierarchy at work within macrostruc-
tural constituents in a poem in the same way that there is a hierarchy at work on grammatical-
63 Francis Landy, "Recent Developments in Biblical Poetics” (review of Wilfred G. E. Watson, 
Classical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to Its Techniques, Adele Berlin, The Dynamics of Biblical Parallelism, and 
Robert Alter, The Art of Biblical Poetry), Prooftexts 7.2 (1987), 169.
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syntactic level that effects BHP colometry structure. 
1.3.1.4 Functional Grammar and Information Structure Theory 
The theory of language outlined in the previous sections has developed into Function-
al Grammar (= FG), also known as dependency grammar (= DG).64 In its essence, FG builds 
on Jakobson's notions of parallelism and combination by drawing on cognitive linguistics to 
explicate reader-response information mapping, and situates the V (when present) at the crux,
or nucleus of an utterance (hence, the title "dependency grammar" as all constituent members
of an utterance depend on the V). The implication of the V's governing role in the utterance is
that constituents within an utterance adhere to a strict hierarchy, and it is the governed hierar-
chy that constitutes meaning. In other words, the concern for pragmatics and syntax-se-
mantics interfacing is central to the FG program. To clarify, Emma L. Pavey writes,
Some linguists are more interested in discovering the basic, innate structures that we 
all have in our brains, regardless of which language(s) we speak. Linguists working in
what is known as the generative tradition seek to understand universal grammar, the 
structures that human languages have in common and that we may be born with the 
capacity to use. The generative approach focuses on the formal characteristics of lan-
guage structure, seeking to uncover the rules that 'generate' well-formed sentences. 
Other linguists take a more functional approach, studying language use in context; in 
other words, what actually comes out of our mouths rather than what may be stored in
our heads. Functional approaches seek to incorporate the meaning and broader con-
text of language in order to fully understand language structure.65
64 See Simon Dik, The Structure of the Clause (Functional Grammar Series, Part 1; Berlin: de Gruyter, 
1997); M. A. K. Halliday and M. I. M. Matthiessen, Halliday's Introduction to Functional Grammar (Fourth 
Edition; New York: Routledge, 2013); Geoff Thompson, Introducing Functional Grammar (New York: 
Routledge, 2013); and Emma L. Pavey, The Structure of Language: An Introduction to Grammatical Analysis 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010). 
65 Pavey, The Structure of Language, Kindle Locations 118–122.  
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Lunn's and Lambrecht's IST model is situated within the broader FG framework.66 
The fundamental proposition of IST is that, "the linear order of constituents is, at least to 
some extent, determined by notions having to do with what is contextually known and what 
is not."67 Further detailing the fundamentals of the concept, Van Valin and LaPolla write:
Whenever a sentence is uttered or written, it is done so in a particular communicative 
context, and for the addressee to correctly interpret the communicative intent of the 
speaker/writer, the addressee must interpret the sentence in that same context. But as 
this context goes far beyond the immediate linguistic context to include assumptions 
of many different types, identification of the proper context by the addressee is not al-
ways possible, and so misunderstandings can take place. In order to decrease the 
chance of misunderstanding, the speaker, in creating the sentence, tailors the form of 
the sentence to allow the hearer to create the proper context for interpretation with 
minimal processing effort. For his part, the hearer assumes that the sentence will be 
tailored in just this way, and so takes the first proposition that comes to mind as the 
one the speaker intended to communicate, and the first associated set of contextual as-
sumptions that come to his mind as the intended background assumptions. A crucial 
aspect of this tailoring is the distribution of Information in the sentence, which we 
will call the ‘information structure’ of the sentence.68
With this, there is a natural link between structural linguistics detailed in the above sections 
concerning: (1) the pragmatic concern for understanding utterances as discourse, (2) the con-
66 For a detailed application of IST from a BH perspective, see Lunn, Word-Order Variation in Biblical 
Hebrew Poetry, 41–54. Also see K. Shimasaki, Focus Structure in Biblical Hebrew; T. Muraoka, Emphatic 
Words and Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Leiden: Brill, 1985); S. J. Floor, "Poetic Fronting in a Wisdom Poetry 
Text:  The Information Structure of Proverbs 7", JNSL 31.1 (2005), 23–58; Lambrecht, Information Structure 
and Sentence Form; Jean-Marc Heimerdinger, Topic, Focus, and Foreground in Ancient Hebrew Narrative; S. 
H. Levinsohn, "Unmarked and Marked Instances of Topicalisation in Hebrew", SIL Work Papers Vol. 34 (1990),
21–33; and Elizabeth Robar, The Verb and the Paragraph in Biblical Hebrew: A Cognitive-Linguistic Approach 
(Leiden: Brill, 2013).  
67 Nomi Erteschik-Shir, Information Structure: The Syntax-Discourse Interface (Oxford Surveys in 
Syntax and Morphology; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), Kindle Edition, 1. 
68  R. D. van Valin Jr. and R. J. LaPolla, Syntax, Structure, Meaning and Function (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1997), 199.
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cern for syntactic-semantic interfacing, and (3) an awareness of the organising function of 
constituency hierarchy within a text. For these reasons, the present project's linguistic analy-
sis unfolds generally within the FG frame, but is not limited to it. Chapter 2 offers a precise 
and critical description of the present project's methodological approach.
1.3.2 Example Poem Analysis: It’s Raining; It’s Pouring
With this theoretical framework, analysis of poetic discourse reveals that parallelism 
has a dual rhetorical discourse function of backgrounding (i.e., cohesion) as well as 
foregrounding. To further explain, let us take the nursery rhyme, “It's Raining; It’s Pouring”, 
as an example. It reads this way:
It’s raining
It’s pouring
The old man is snoring
He went to bed
Bumped his head
And couldn’t wake up in the morning.
Linguistic parallelism occurs on a number of levels here by functioning as a device that cre-
ates cohesion and grounding (thereby creating the possibility for deviation), as well as 
foregrounding. 
The first level of parallelism is grammatical-syntactic with the syntactic construction 
(i.e., syntagmeme): “it's…” that is repeated at the font of lines A and B. This creates ground-
ing. The following two juxtaposed phrases would have created the same sense of cohesion 
and grounding:
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They are red
It is blue
In this example, however, there is repetition of the same grammatical structure (Pn - 
auxiliary), but there is a change in number (plural to singular from line A to line B).
Similarly, a line could read:
I am big
They are small
Once again, repetition of grammatical-syntactic form (Pn - auxiliary V) but two forms
of variation (although minor) from line A to line B: (1) First person to third person, and (2) 
singular to plural. Even with this deviation, however, the dominant function of this construc-
tion is sameness—parallelism and repetition thereby establishing a pattern that becomes the 
ground. 
The second level of parallelism, also grammatical-syntactic, is the repetition of the 
PTCPs “raining” and “pouring”, which function as the predication of “it”.
The third level of parallelism is semantic. There is an obvious semantic link between 
“raining” and “pouring”. Both fall within the semantic domains of wetness and water falling. 
While there is a parallelism of semantic sameness here, there is also a minor deviation. To 
“pour” is a more specific kind of water falling in that it denotes large quantities of water 
falling. Once again, we have semantic parallelism, with minor deviation within the domain 
matrix of water falling. The dominant function, however, is not the deviation, but the ground-
ing. The pattern is being established so that it can be disrupted via parallelism. 
All of these levels of parallelism create cohesion, but with minor variation for textur-
ing that advances the discourse. They establish both grammatical-syntactic patterns as well as
semantic patterns to create grounding and therefore the possibility for interruption.
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As for the foregrounding that occurs via parallelism, we noted three levels of paral-
lelism in the first two lines, two of which were grammatical-syntactic, and one semantic. We 
said that these establish cohesion. The parallelism that occurs in line C springboards off of 
that very grounding and grabs a hold of a different linguistics level in lines A and B and puts 
an unexpected element in parallel with it thereby disrupting the pattern. 
First, the established grammatical-syntactic parallelism is continued through the line
The old man is
Before we comment on the continuity, consider the various levels of variation that occur 
within the continuity:
– The Pn has become a N (“it” to “man").
– The N has gained a definite article (no definite article to “the”).
– The N has gained an ADJ (nothing to “old”).
– The V tense went from present to past (“is” to “was”)
– Three syllables in lines A and B and six syllables in line C.
Even with these points of variation from the established pattern, there is still a strong continu-
ity present. All of the syntactic “slots” have stayed the same as well as word-order. This pre-
pares the reader for the disruption in order to foreground an aspect of the text. These minor 
variations serve to build up for a whole new category that will be introduced. The rules at this
point are only “sort of” being broken from the pattern; the word “snoring”, however, alto-
gether breaks the semantic pattern that has been established.
The established pattern in lines A and B is that predications are to be semantically par-
allel; they are to share the same semantic domain. What happens in line C, however, is that 
“snoring” comes out of nowhere and steals the reader's attention. The pattern of semantic par-
allelism has now shifted to phonetic parallelism. That is, a word was chosen that was similar 
in sound rather than meaning. With this, the pattern has been broken at a new linguistic level. 
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In this case, parallelism drawing on a different linguistic feature of the strophe’s established 
pattern, has now become a device of foregrounding. The word “snoring”, at this point, 
becomes the climax of the first strophe of the poem. The concern of the poet is not as much 
the rain as it is the snoring old man. The rain is to be read in subordination to the snoring old 
man as it has clearly become a descriptor which identifies the old man as the focus. This is 
evidenced by the fact that the old man becomes the central topic of the following strophes. 
The following strophes say nothing more about the rain; they do, however, say a lot about the
snoring old man. It is of no coincidence that the highest degree of deviation in this strophe 
also happens to be the point of focus for the remainder of the poem. 
This exercise has demonstrated a structural poetic interpretation of parallelism as: (1) 
being centrally linguistic and engaging all levels of language across the poetic discourse, and 
(2) having a dual rhetorical discourse function of foregrounding and structural cohesion. 
1.4 Conclusion
By way of review, it was noted above that linguistic programs to explicating colome-
try of BHP became dominant with O'Connor's Hebrew Verse Structure and Collins' Line-
Forms of Hebrew Poetry. Such linguistic programs, however, left both discourse and stylistic 
concerns beyond the scope of study. Meanwhile, leading theorists in macrostructural analysis 
of BHP (namely van der Lugt and Fokkelman) have offered deeply comprehensive programs 
for delineating macrostructure, but remain heavily dependent on metric approaches and also 
largely ignore the convergence of discourse and style and their effect on macrostructure. 
The present project then, by drawing on Roman Jakobson's (and more largely struc-
tural poetics') conceptualisation of parallelism and poetic function of language, sets out to re-
spond to the need for an analysis of the convergence of linguistic parallelism and style at both
micro and macrostructural levels. It is contended that parallelism occurring at all linguistic 
levels functions to both create discourse cohesion as well as foregrounding within the poetic 
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text. 
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2.0 Methodology
This chapter builds on §1.3 of the previous chapter to develop methodological 
concerns directly related to the discussion detailed therein. Under consideration here is the 
following: 
– §2.1 Stylistics: The Methodology Dilemma and Solution. This section situates the 
present project within the broader methodological concerns of the discipline of stylistics. 
– §2.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis. This section establishes text-grammatical analysis as the
priority over rhetorical considerations in an artistic text. It also outlines the process for 
structural analysis. 
– §2.3 Terminology. This section clarifies and explores key terminology for the present 
project.
– §2.4 Corpus. This section details the parameters of text-critical concerns for the text-
grammatical analysis. It also comprises an orientation to the Egyptian Hallel (Psalm 113–
118) as the corpus text for analysis.
2.1 Stylistics: The Methodology Dilemma and Solution
Jakobson's work outlined in §1.3.1.2 developed into a specialised sub-field within 
literary studies known as "stylistics". Paul Simpson defines stylistics as,
a method of textual interpretation in which primacy of place is assigned to language. 
The reason why language is so important to stylisticians is because the various forms, 
patterns and levels that constitute linguistic structure are an important index of the 
function of the text. The text's functional significance as discourse acts in turn as a 
gateway to its interpretation. While linguistic features do not of themselves constitute 
a text's 'meaning', an account of linguistic features nonetheless serves to ground a 
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stylistic interpretation and to help explain why, for the analyst, certain types of 
meaning are possible.69
As the present project can be identified as a type of stylistic analysis, or literary-linguistic 
reading of BHP, much of the task at hand falls within the broader methodological spheres of 
stylistics. At the same time, stylisticians have long been aware that satisfying all the criteria 
for conducting research in the linguist’s laboratory as well as the literary critic’s study is no 
simple or easy task. Such a methodological framework must be especially narrow and careful
in its selection of theories for integration and process. On the one hand, linguistic theory can 
be largely mathematic and objective. On the other hand, literary criticism is known for its 
subjectivity and dependence on human intuition for interpreting form and meaning. The liter-
ary critic considers the organic relationship that each piece of literature shares with its reader. 
The linguist is the scientist whose analysis is highly controlled and limited to observation and
calculation. Literature, especially poetry, is geared to challenge, and even break the rules 
thereby establishing new and fresh conventions, while linguistic theory seeks to define the 
rules and boundaries. In a sense, to bring the two together is comparable to combining cen-
tripetal and centrifugal forces. Even with the opposing natures of these particular components
and priorities of each respective field, there are other dynamics and insights of each that are 
capable of careful combination for the sake of constructing a unique lens through which to 
explore the performance of an artistic text. More precisely, because texts are fashioned by 
language, the literary critic is able to draw upon linguistic insights to provide an objective de-
scription of literary conventions in terms of linguistics.
The discipline of stylistics has effectively responded to the challenge of this method-
ological dilemma by developing innovative and precise tools and practices for arriving at 
sound and replicable conclusions. In fact, leading theorists have pointed out that the paradox 
69 Paul Simpson, Stylistics: A Resource Book for Students (Routledge English Language Introduction; 
Routledge, 2014), 2–3. 
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that characterises the methodological dilemma of literary-linguistic analyses is precisely 
where its strength lies. Leslie Jeffries writes:
stylistics draws on a wide range of theories and methods from linguistics, and as a 
result does not have a single set of parameters which define the discipline. This eclec-
ticism is not a weakness, but a theoretically-legitimate strength. The purpose of theo-
ries is to shed light on the subject under consideration and as a result they tend to 
produce models which are simpler in some respects than the data they relate to. This 
is in order to generate fuller understanding of particular aspects of the data separately. 
Trying to capture the whole ‘truth’ about the data in one single unified theory of textu-
al meaning would be unilluminating in its complexity.70
M. Short, a leading stylitician and stylistics theorist, adds another dimension to Jeffries with 
this point:
For a stylistician, then, being objective means to be detailed, systematic and explicit 
in analysis, to lay one’s interpretive cards, as it were, clearly on the table. If you 
believe that the number of interpretations that a text can hold is not indefinitely large 
[…], then interpretative argumentation and testing will have to depend not upon 
something as reliable as rhetorical persuasion, but on analysis of the linguistic 
structure of texts in relation to what we know about the psychological and social 
processes involved in textual understanding. This is what stylistics has traditionally 
involved. Of course, […] we cannot expunge our personal response from our 
analyses, and would never want to. Like the natural and social scientists, we are 
human analysts, not machines. But, like them […], we do think that it is incumbent 
upon us (a) to produce proper evidence and argumentation for our views, and to take 
counter-evidence into account when making our interpretive claims, (b) to make 
70 Lesley Jeffries and Daniel McIntyre, Stylistics (Cambridge Textbooks in Linguistics; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2010), 170; emphasis added.
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claims which are falsifiable and (c) to be explicit and open about our claims and the 
evidence for them. This does not constitute a claim to be natural scientists, but merely
to be systematic, open, honest and rational.71
This project embraces both Short's and Jeffries' contentions in that its analyses are rig-
orously systematic in its bottom-up approach while simultaneously taking advantage of an 
eclectic assortment of insights from linguistics and literary criticism both for the sake of re-
vealing fresh textual perspectives. The present project also takes a literary stylistics approach 
by looking to language and linguistics for answers to interpretive questions regarding the 
rhetorical shape of the poetic text. The goal of this project, in this sense, is in the same vein as
that of most stylistic studies:
The goal of most stylistic studies is to show how a text ‘works’: but not simply to de-
scribe the formal features of texts for their own sake, but in order to show their func-
tional significance for the interpretation of the text; or in order to relate literary effects
or themes to linguistic ‘triggers’ where these are felt to be relevant.72  
At the same time, Eep Talstra, who is working within a discourse analysis frame, lays 
out a sound methodological framework for text-grammatical analysis of BHP in the article, 
"Reading Biblical Hebrew Poetry: Linguistic Structure or Rhetorical Device?".73 The article 
is centrally geared, "to find a proper balance of linguistic 'structure' and rhetorical 'strategy' in
analysis of biblical Hebrew poetry."74 Talstra frames the central issue of his article by stating 
that, 
Hebraists with an interest in text grammar cannot escape the question of how to de-
fine the relationships between, on the one hand, grammar as a system guiding the 
71 M. Short, “Stylistics, Criticism and Myth-Representation Again: Squaring Circle with Ray Mackay's 
Subjective Solutions for all Problems”, Language and Literature 7.1 (1998), 40–55.
72 Katie Wales, A Dictionary of Stylistics (England: Longman, 2011), 400. 
73 Eep Talstra, “Reading Biblical Hebrew Poetry”, 101. 
74 Ibid., 24. 
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process of communication in human languages, and, on the other hand, the presence 
of rhetorical devices that are said to determine the architecture of poetic text.75
This frame not only applies to the task of Talstra's article, but also to the task of the present 
project. Talstra goes on to argue that, 
When neglecting grammar, rhetorical or stylistic analysis tends to freeze a text into an
artistic, but static picture. Giving priority to a text-grammatical analysis allows for ac-
cess to the text as a discourse, as a communicative process.”76 
In response to this, Talstra proposes the following line of argumentation:
Poetic devices make use of the same grammar as do prose texts, though they exhibit a 
different selection, making repeated and preferred choices from the available possibil-
ities. One should differentiate between linguistic system in general and special mark-
ers which together create a specific poetic composition. This will help in the descrip-
tion of a poetic text as a discourse, i.e., as a process rather than as a 'thing of beauty', 
i.e., a more or less static picture, as is often done in proposals on rhetorical analysis. 
The task, therefore, is to begin the analysis of pieces of literary art in terms of linguis-
tic system: clause patterns, verbal system, pronominal reference, topicalisation, etc., 
before entering the world of lexical repetition, chiasms and inclusions.77
The process that Talstra outlines here is precisely the one adopted by the present project as is 
explained in greater detail in subsequent sections. 
Talstra (like Jakobson) also suggests that the hierarchal nature of syntax and function-
al relationships between constituents are key to tying together text-grammatical analysis and 
rhetorical structuring as indicated in §1.2 above. Mapping the patterns of syntactic hierarchy 
across cola as well as macrostructures of the poetic text discloses how rhetorical techniques, 
75 Ibid., 1. 
76 Ibid., 21.
77 Ibid., 24. 
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“enhance the structure and performance of a text”.78 It is for these reasons that the starting 
point of this project is the detailed mapping of relationships between linguistic levels and 
constituents for the sake of informing observations concerning the performance of the text in 
terms of cohesion and foregrounding.
Herein lies the reason for the present project's bottom-up analysis, meaning that 
analyses go from microstructural (colometric) analysis to macrostructural (strophic and 
stanzaic) analysis. The analysis of macrostructures will observe and analyse grammatical-
syntactic patterns and clusters that move across structures beyond the colon and the S that 
function in such a way so as to create cohesion in the poem as well as foreground semantic 
features of the text. After the critical analysis of the microstructure of each poem will be a 
critical macrostructural analysis of the Egyptian Hallel. Because of the overlapping nature of 
micro- and macrostructural relationships, repetition of critical observation of certain features 
of the text is not only unavoidable, but also crucially important. Many of the macrostructural 
cohesion and delineation functions of linguistic features of the text, then, will be first 
evaluated in light of microstructural dynamics.
2.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis
2.2.1 Microstructural Analysis
Critical analyses of microstructure take the S, which is normally synonymous with the
verseline, as the largest literary-linguistic unit, and lexemes as the smallest unit. The 
phoneme is considered only in cases of alliteration or other notable phonetic features of the 
text. It will also be noted when the S extends beyond the verseline. Verselines normally con-
sist of an independent CL or S. Occasionally, the end of a verseline is marked by the sōp 
pasūq (see §2.4.1). Also, more than one verseline will occasionally combine to create a S (see
78 Ibid., 21. 
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113:2–3 and 114:1–2). A verseline is most frequently made up of two juxtaposed cola that 
create a single bicolon, and cola delineation is most frequently marked by the aṯnaḥ.79 The 
placement of the aṯnaḥ is most often determined by metrics (syllable or stress count) as well 
as syntax. Less frequently, the placement of the aṯnaḥ is determined by semantics (see Psalm 
116:1).
The goal of microstructural analysis is to identify two features of the poetic text: (1) 
the development of patterning and inter-colometric correspondence at various linguistic lev-
els for establishing poetic discourse cohesion, and (2) the disruption of those patterns via de-
viation in order to foreground semantic features of the artistic text. This means that the analy-
sis of each verseline evaluates each linguistic unit including the phoneme, morpheme, and 
syntagmeme. There will also be an analysis of semantic development and intercola relation-
ships. The presentation format of microstructural analysis will be presented in the following 
order:
– The verseline as it is presented in the BHS with diacritical marks;
– The author's English translation of the verse;
– Constituency tree diagram;
– Intercolon relationship structure diagram;
– Features of Cohesion;
• Grammatical-syntactic reiteration;
• Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism;
• Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism;
• Pronominal references;
• Conjunctions;
• Ellipsis;
79 There is a strange phenomenon in the Egyptian Hallel in which the last verses of Psalms 113, 115, 
116 and 117 are marked by the rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ rather than aṯnaḥ. It is debated as to whether or not the rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ in these 
verselines are intended to function as an aṯnaḥ thereby marking the major division between cola.
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• Other forms of cohesion;
– Features of Deviation;
• Deviation through reiteration and parallelism;
• Other forms of deviation;
– Foregrounded Elements;
• Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism;
• Other forms of foregrounding;
– Commentary;
The commentary that closes the analysis of each verseline expounds upon the obser-
vations made in list format with special attention to occurrences of both cohesion and 
foregrounding in the textual unit being analysed. 
2.2.2 Macrostructural Analysis
The goal of macrostructure analyses is to propose macrostructure delineation based on
colometric analyses. Macrostructure analyses will progress as follows: 
– Overview of macrostructural features of the poem;
– Stanza Analysis;
• Features of Cohesion;
– Grammatical-syntactic reiteration;
– Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism;
– Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism;
– Pronominal references;
– Ellipsis;
– Conjunctions;
– Other forms of cohesion;
• Features of Deviation;
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– Deviation through reiteration and parallelism;
– Other forms of deviation;
• Foregrounded Elements;
• Commentary;
As noted in the above outline, the primary literary unit of reference in macrostructure 
analysis will be the stanza. In similar fashion as with microstructure analyses, the analysis of 
each stanza will detail elements of cohesion, deviation, foregrounded elements, as well as 
commentary. Special attention will be lent to strophes within each stanza along with macro-
structure delineation markers. Van der Lugt's as well as Fokkelman's macrostructural assess-
ments will also be taken in special consideration as they are leading theorists who have dealt 
most extensively with linguistic aspects and textual features that function as macrostructural 
delineation markers.
2.2.3 Metre
It was noted in the history of research above that metric approaches have largely 
fallen short of comprehensively explicating BHP structure. At the same time, Watson is cor-
rect in stating that, "The listener is predisposed for rhythmic sequences, especially when 
listening to poetry."80 Furthermore, W. T. W. Cloete's noting of the connectedness between 
grammatical-syntactic constraints and metrics at the colometric level is on target. This being 
said, even though it is understood that metre is not the central structural organisation feature 
in BHP microstructure, it still plays an important role in contributing to the establishment of 
patterns and sequencing on a colometric level. Metre, namely syllable count and clustering, 
contributes to stylistic features of BHP such as the reader's sense of balance, movement, ca-
dence, foregrounding, and cohesion. Watson notes,
80 W. G. E. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry: A Guide to Its Techniques (Vol. 26; JSOT Supplemental 
Series; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1986), 87. 
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Rhythm can be marked by stress (a strong accent on a word), by loudness, by pitch (a 
syllable pronounced in a tone higher or lower than the norm) and by length (drawing 
out a syllable). Metre, then, is the measured use of such prominences, grouping them 
regularly over segments of time.81
For this reason, metric features of the text will be noted in the structural analyses of the 
present project, but will only receive special remark when metre is a crucial factor in 
foregrounding via establishing and interrupting patterns.  
Exegetes use different methods for identifying and analysing metric features of a 
poem. The central question is, what 'counts'? Is it syllable count, word count, accent count, 
caesurae identification, or some other constituent feature?82 Microstructure analysis here fo-
cuses primarily on stresses within a verseline, and secondarily syllables. Granted, certain 
morphological and syntactic characteristics of BH make this method more complex (i.e., in-
separable prepositional prefixes, pronominal suffixes, use of the maqqēp̄, etc.). Furthermore, 
there is anything but a consensus on an airtight approach to understanding stressed-unstressed
patterns in BHP. There are many cases, however, where it is evident that metric features 
(mainly stresses and syllable count) come into play in terms of verseline symmetry. 
2.3 Terminology
One of the problems with BHP structural analysis is the lack of consistent terminolo-
gy. There are various terms used interchangeably in linguistic and rhetorical analysis, as well 
as in dealing with structural units of poetry. For the sake of clarity, detailed below is key ter-
minology employed here.83
81 Ibid., 87. 
82 For details on the various features and dimensions contributing to metrics in BHP, see Watson, 
Classical Hebrew Poetry, 87–90; W. H. Cobb, A Criticism of Systems of Hebrew Metre: An Elementary Treatise 
(Clarendon Press, 1905); J. Kurylowicz, Studies in Semitic Grammar and Metrics (Warsaw, 1972); and T. 
Longman, "A Critique of Two Recent Metrical Systems", Biblica 63.2 (1982), 230–254. 
83 Also see Appendix A: Key Terminology
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2.3.1 Structural Units of Poetry
 Watson’s schematic for structural units of poetry is used in this project, but with some
variation as noted below. According to Watson, the colon is the fundamental building block 
of a poem. In BHP, the colon, which is understood in this project as the smallest, self-con-
tained structural unit of poetry, is most commonly combined with a subsequent colon that is 
usually of a similar syllable count, and semantic value. This combination creates the bicolon, 
which, in turn, creates a verseline of poetry. Verselines are then combined to create strophes, 
and strophes to create stanzas (see Figure 1 and Appendix A). 
Figure 1: Structure Terms Figure
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2.3.2 Nicolas P. Lunn's Intercolon Relations
Nicholas Lunn has rigorously explored the convergence of FG and intercolon rela-
tions in his Word-Order Variation in Biblical Hebrew Poetry so there is no reason to repeat 
that exercise here. Furthermore, this project adopts Lunn’s definitions as presented below, but
with some variation and added nuance. Lunn notes,
These relationships may pertain at a number of different levels, whether semantic, 
logical, or grammatical. The method of portraying these relationships that follows en-
ables a clearer understanding of how one colon relates to another and so allows us to 
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differentiate between one bicolon and another on the basis of how its two cola interre-
late. Also this manner of depicting the relationships will assist in disambiguating the 
components of more complex verses.84 
Lunn's definitions employed in the present project are as follows:
HEAD + Parallel At the simplest level bicola (and larger structures) consist of 
conjoining cola which relate to each other either as a paral-
lelism or as a non-parallelism […]. These may be denoted as: 
HEAD + Parallel where ‘HEAD’ indicates the main proposition or
base-line. While the B-line of the parallelism is invariably co-
ordinate with and may be grammatically independent of this 
base-line, semantic dependence is shown where gapping oc-
curs, in that the preceding line provides information necessary
to the full understanding of the B-line.85 
84 Lunn, Word-Order Variation in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 21.
85 Ibid., 21–22.
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HEAD + Subordinate In this category are included all those B-lines that show either
semantic or grammatical dependence upon the first line of the
pair. This dependent clause may function as a temporal or 
circumstantial clause, a reason, purpose, result, condition, 
concession, comparison, etc., or show grammatical depen-
dence as a relative, participial, complement or Infinitival 
clause. In some cases the appropriate Hebrew connector will 
be used (e.g., יִכּ, ןַעַמְל, רֶשֲׁאַכּ , etc.), though in many cases the 
secondary clause is placed alongside in a simple paratactic re-
lationship (i.e., without any connecting word). Not infrequent-
ly the sequence of cola appears as Subordinate + HEAD. In this 
case it is the B-line which comprises the main clause.86
HEAD1 + HEAD2 …consists of a bicolon containing two grammatically inde-
pendent clauses. They offer two semantically distinct, that is 
non-parallel, propositions which, while independent with re-
spect to grammar, may relate to each other on a logico-se-
mantic level as a sequence of time or thought, or as a co-or-
dination of two distinct propositions concerning the same 
sentence topic.87
86 Ibid., 22.
87 Ibid., 22.
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HEAD + [Phrase1 + Phrase 2] Here each colon contains a phrase or phrases (NP, VP, PP, or 
Adv) which, when the two cola are taken together, form a 
complete sentence. Although the bicolon is divided poetically 
into two separate units in the same way as the above two 
types, grammatically it is one whole proposition.88
2.3.3 Terms for Rhetorical Analysis
Section 1.3.1 outlined Roman Jakobson's theory of the discourse function of paral-
lelism at all linguistic levels. More contemporary theories in the fields of discourse analysis 
and cognitive linguistics have built on Jakobson by specifying in greater detail the technical 
workings of cohesion and coherence as well as defamiliarisation and foregrounding. Termi-
nology here will take into account updated definitions of terms detailed below. 
2.3.3.1 Cohesion in BHP: Reiteration, Collocation, Parallelism, Pronominal References, 
Ellipsis, and Conjunctions 
Elizabeth Robar clarifies the difference between cohesion and coherence in the EHLL 
with this:
Coherence and cohesion are related conceptual and linguistic properties of a text, re-
spectively: coherence refers to the nature of a text as forming a conceptual unity and 
cohesion refers to the linguistic phenomena that manifest this conceptual unity…Co-
herence requires that all elements relate to each other on the basis of a single unifying 
thread, the theme, or the point of conceptual integration. Cohesion is the tangible evi-
dence of this coherence as it appears in linguistic signals.89
While Robar clearly identifies the point of connection between coherence and cohesion, the 
central concern here is linguistic parallelism as a device for achieving cohesion. The two are 
88 Ibid., 23.
89 Elizabeth Robar, "Coherence and Cohesion", EHLL vol. 1 (Leiden: Brill, 2013), 473.
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certainly inseparable, and when deemed necessary, the central theme of the poem will be tak-
en into view in light of features of cohesion within poetic discourse.. 
Katie Wales defines cohesion as, "the means (phonological, grammatical, lexical, se-
mantic) of linking sentences into larger units (paragraphs, chapters, etc.), i.e., of making them
'stick together'."90
In commenting on cohesion in discourse, Walter Bodine adds:
In their substantial contribution to discourse grammar, Halliday and Hasan point out 
numerous microlinguistic devices that directly promote connectivity in a discourse. 
These cohesive devices are ellipsis, anaphora, definite articles, lexical substitution, 
conjunctions, tenses, etc. Cohesive devices enhance the hearer’s natural inclination to 
make inferences that will lead to the perception of coherence in a discourse. Cohe-
sion, then, is a surface structure notion, and coherence is a semantic one. Though co-
herence is often enhanced by cohesive devices, it does not exist because of them 
alone. But while cohesion and coherence can vary independently of each other, there 
is usually some relation between the degree of formal cohesion and the clarity of the 
coherence.91
But what about cohesion in poetry as discourse? The most recognisable form of cohe-
sion in BHP is word-pairing that corresponds to the traditional Lowthian notions of synony-
mous semantic parallelism. Watson, who also draws on Halliday and Hasan, notes that, 
The third function of parallel word-pairs, operative at a linguistic level, is cohesion: 
the use of stock word-pairs helps bind together the parallel lines of couplets. Lexical 
cohesion ‘is achieved through the association of lexical items that regularly co-occur’.
This is collocation.92 
90 Wales, Dictionary of Stylistics, 66. 
91 Walter R. Bodine, ed., Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew (Winona Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1992), 165–166;
emphasis added. 
92 Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 140.
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Halliday and Hasan call this function "lexical cohesion".93 This is most helpful in identifying 
repetition, or reiteration, as a cohesive device in BHP. At the same time, there are more nu-
anced forms of reiteration and collocation that come into play in BHP for which Watson does 
not account. These include: (1) grammatical-syntactic reiteration and (2) lexicogrammatical 
reiteration, collocation, and parallelism. Furthermore, reiteration/collocation and parallelism 
are accompanied by ellipsis, pronominal references, tenses, and conjunctions (= C) as norma-
tive cohesive conventions in BHP. Let us explore each of these in detail.  
2.3.3.1.1 Reiteration, Collocation, and Parallelism
Watson, drawing on Halliday and Hasan, notes that, "Lexical cohesion is 'phoric' co-
hesion that is established through the structure of the lexis, or vocabulary, and hence (like 
substitution) at the lexicogrammatical level."94 In the most fundamental sense, reiteration and 
collocation are forms of repetition. Reiteration is exact repetition. Collocation is repetition or 
pairing within a domain matrix. More specifically, "In Biblical Hebrew lexicography, the 
term 'collocation' is nearly synonymous with 'word pair' and is applied to individual con-
texts."95 Collocation applies not only to word-pairs, but also to grammatical-syntactic features
of a text. Forbes notes that, "Another useful idea is the distinction between (a) lexical collo-
cations, which involve phrasal ('syntagmatic') affinities among open-class words (nouns, 
verbs, etc.), and (b) grammatical collocations, which include at least one closed-class word 
(proposition, particle, etc.)."96 Once again, Katie Wales clarifies by stating that collocation 
"refers to the habitual or expected co-occurence of words, a characteristic feature of lexical 
behaviour in language, testifying to its predictability as well as its idiomaticity."97 
Even though Watson makes the link between word-pairs and synonymous parallelism,
93 Michael A. K. Halliday and Ruqaiya Hasan, Cohesion in English (London: Routledge, 2014), 274. 
94 Ibid., 318. 
95 A. Dean Forbes, "Collocation: Biblical Hebrew" in EHLL Vol. 1, 480.
96 Forbes, "Collocation: Biblical Hebrew", 480. 
97 Wales, Dictionary of Stylistics, 68.  
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he does not go into the degree of detail in which reiteration and collocation function in BHP 
to govern poetic discourse cohesion. Halliday and Hasan state that, 
This use of general words as cohesive elements, however, when seen from the lexical 
point of view, is merely a special case of a much more general phenomenon which we
may term reiteration. Reiteration is a form of lexical cohesion which involves the rep-
etition of a lexical item, at one end of the scale; and a number of things in between—
the use of a synonym, near-synonym, or superordinate.98 
And
There is obviously a systematic relationship between a pair of words such as boy and 
girl; they are related by a particular type of oppositeness […]. We can therefore ex-
tend the basis of the lexical relationship that features as a cohesive force and say that 
there is cohesion between any pair of lexical items that stand to each other in some 
recognizable lexicosemantic (word meaning) relation.99
This links directly to the cognitive linguistic conception of organisation of conceptual struc-
ture (frames, spaces, and domains) mentioned in §1.3.1.2 above.
The present project, then, identifies the following types of reiteration and collocation:
Lexicosemantic reiteration The repetition of a lexeme (i.e., וללה in Psalm 113:1).
Lexicosemantic collocation The repetition of lexemes that stand in word meaning
relationship within a discourse (i.e.,  םימש100//ץרא  in 
Psalm 113:6) 
Lexicogrammatical reiteration The repetition of a syntagmeme (i.e., the NPGEN םש 
הוהי in Psalm 113:1 and 2). 
98 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion in English, 278. 
99 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 285.
100 // = parallel.
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Lexicogrammatical collocation and 
parallelism
The repetition of syntagmemes with a shared domain 
matrix (i.e., הי וללה // הוהי ידבע וללה // תא וללה  
הוהי־םש in Psalm 113:1). 
Grammatical-syntactic reiteration The repetition of a grammatical or syntactic feature 
of the text (i.e., [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] in הוהי ידבע and 
הוהי םש in Psalm 113:1).
Psalm 113:1 is a perfect example of all three types (lexicosemantic, lexicogrammati-
cal, and grammatical-syntactic) of collocation and reiteration. It reads: הוהי ידבע וללה הי וללה 
הוהי םש־תא וללה. Reiteration occurs on all three levels through the repetition of the IMPV וללה 
as well as some form of the divine name. This is grammatical-syntactic reiteration in that it is 
an IMPV (particular verbal form) that is repeated three times in the verse. This is also lexicose-
mantic reiteration because the IMPV that is repeated is the triconsonantal root ללה (as opposed 
to three IMPVs of different roots). Finally, this is lexicogrammatical reiteration in that all three 
are a call to praise. 
In this same verse, parallelism is at work in the following:
– CL 1: [S [IMPV וללה] [N הי]].
– CL 2: [S [IMPV וללה] [NPGEN/VOC [NGEN ידבע] [N הוהי]]. 
– CL 3: [S [IMPV וללה] [NPGEN [NGEN םש] [N הוהי]].
Here, the following are collocated and thereby stand in parallel: [N הי] // [NP [NGEN 
ידבע] [N הוהי]] // [NP [NGEN םש] [N הוהי]]. Furthermore, the NPGENs הוהי ידבע and םש הוהי  are
in grammatical-syntactic parallelism in the sense that they are both NPGENs. Lastly, the [N הי] 
and the [NPGEN [NGEN םש] [N הוהי]] are in parallelism in that they are both NPACCUS of the IMPV
וללה (while ידבע הוהי  is a NPVOC). At the same time, deviation is present within the variation 
of collocations and parallelism. There is a deviation within the use of the divine name ( הי//  
הוהי // הוהי םש ); there is also deviation within the grammatical-syntactic pattern in the al-
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ternation between [NACCUS הי ] // [NPACCUS הוהי םש] and the [NPGEN/VOC ידבע הוהי ]. Finally, 
there is deviation between the two NPGENs הוהי ידבע and הוהי םש in that in the first NPGEN, the 
NGEN (ידבע) is masculine plural and in the NPGEN הוהי םש, the NGEN (םש) is masculine singular.
These variations that occurs within the collocations and parallelism create texture as well as a
context for foregrounding. 
2.3.3.1.2 Ellipsis
An additional cohesive element in poetic discourse of BHP is ellipsis. Halliday and 
Hasan say that, "ellipsis is similar to substitution as a cohesive device, but all the while 
unique in the sense that ellipsis is 'substitution by zero'."101 Cynthia Miller, who offers a thor-
ough treatment of ellipsis in BHP, adds, 
Ellipsis has been called a “basic stylistic resource of Hebrew verse.” Indeed, ellipsis 
of the verb has been considered by some to be the crucial feature that distinguishes 
Hebrew poetry from Hebrew prose. But ellipsis by its very nature is elusive, since in 
talking about ellipsis, we are talking about words that simply are not there.102
It is important to note, however, that zero in the case of ellipsis does not equal the absence of 
understanding, but rather the implication of understanding that is created within the dis-
course. The implication is not left open, rather, the context makes clear what is to be substi-
tuted in terms of both semantics and grammar. 
Ellipsis becomes a useful tool for the BH poet because it creates room for ballast vari-
ants and defamiliarisation via ambiguity. Psalm 114:1–2 has an example of colometric cohe-
sion via ellipsis. Both verses are bicola in which the V in the first colon is elided in the sec-
ond colon. Verse 1 reads: זעל םעמ בקעי תיב םירצממ לארשי תאצב. The HEAD V is a InfP that 
applies to לארשי in colon 1 and then to תיב בקעי  in colon 2. The literal translation is, "In Is-
101 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, 142.
102 Miller, “A Linguistic Approach to Ellipsis in Biblical Poetry", 251–252.
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rael's going out from Egypt, the house of Jacob from a people of foreign speech…". The in-
terpretation of the juxtaposed verselines is, "In Israel's going out from Egypt and the house of
Jacob's going out from a people of foreign speech…". The bicolon is held together through 
the substitution by zero of the [InfP [P] [InfCON]] תאצב. Verse 2 reads, ושדקל הדוהי התיה 
ויתולשממ לארשי. Once again, the HEAD V התיה applies to the NP ושדקל הדוהי in colon 1 as 
well as ויתולשממ לארשי in colon 2. A literal translation would be, "Judah became his sanctu-
ary, Israel his dominion." Accounting for the elision yields the interpretation, "Judah became 
his sanctuary, Israel became his dominion." The substitution by zero creates a strong cohesive
link within both verselines and cola making up the verseline. 
2.3.3.1.3 Pronominal references
Pronominal references function as a cohesive device in both narrative and poetry. An-
tecedents/postcedents and referents in poetry, however, are oftentimes ambiguous. Psalm 
114:2 is an example of antecedent/postcedent ambiguity. Psalm 114:2 reads, הדוהי התיה 
ויתולשממ לארשי ושדקל. The pronominal suffixes ו in ושדקל and וי in ויתולשממ have no an-
tecedent, however, the context makes clear that the antecedent is YHWH. Even with YHWH as 
the implied antecedent in this case, the effect is creating cohesion not only in the poem, but in
the salvation narrative and the exodus event in the mind of the reader. 
2.3.3.2 Foregrounding
2.3.3.2.1 Foregrounding through Reiteration, Collocation, and Parallelism
Repetition has both cohesive and foregrounding functions. Daniel Grossberg writes:
Repetition in its various forms is the most frequent cohesive device. The reiterated 
unit is recalled and ipso facto related. The function of the restatement, moreover, may 
be to identify the boundaries of the totality (inclusio); to demarcate segments of the 
work (refrain); or to highlight themes and feature development (parallel pieces, ele-
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ments recurring in different forms at varying intervals, associative clusters and key 
words); or to impart a texture (all types). By defining the limits of a work or marking 
its segments, form and integrality emerge from the disparate parts.103
As noted above, cohesion via linguistic level reiteration and collocation goes hand-in-hand 
with foregrounding. Katie Wales writes,
This repetition establishes the ground, or backgrounding. Backgrounding
can be used in opposition to foregrounding…Commonly, foregrounding applies to the
dynamic of actualization of de-automization of ordinary language in poetic language; 
hence ('normal') non-aesthetic language is the background. The natural rhythms of 
speech, for example, provide the background for the foregrounding in poetry of a sec-
tion and regularization of them as the pattern of metre.104
There are two types of repetition that go hand-in-hand in parallelism: (1) the repeti-
tion of words, and (2) the repetition of grammatical-syntactic constructions (i.e., syntagm-
emes). Take the phrase, “Little Boy Blue” for example. In this phrase backgrounding occurs 
through adherence to external convention (grammatical correctness in the phrase “little 
boy”). “Little boy”, then, is parallel to the external conventions of language in that it is gram-
matically correct and there is nothing unusual about the construction. 
By the time (back)grounding is established in the short phrase “little boy”, the fore-
grounding function of parallelism comes into play through a new, disruptive linguistic aspect 
combination. The phrase “little boy” is quite common, but not “blue” in the way it is arranged
syntactically here. Normally, “blue” functions as an adjective (= ADJ) and ADJs are to precede 
nouns (= N) they modify when used attributively (in English). The construction “little boy” 
affirms the convention in order to set up the opportunity to deviate from it. In the case of the 
placement of “blue” after the N, we have parallelism functioning both to creation cohesion as
103 Grossberg, Centripetal and Centrifugal Structures in Biblical Poetry, 9. 
104 Wales, A Dictionary of Stylistics, 40–41.
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well as to disrupt. It creates cohesion  as it repeats the “B” phoneme, but it disrupts in that it 
is doing something it normally does not do in English, and that is  it comes after the N 
without an auxiliary V (as opposed to “the little boy is blue”). The poet is turning an ADJ into 
a proper N. The poet both confirms the rule then breaks the rule in order to bring a fresh per-
spective, in order to be poetic, and he does both via parallelism. 
Muilenburg accentuates the foregrounding function of repetition by stating that: 
Repetition serves, too, to give continuity to the writer’s thought; the repeated word or 
phrase is often strategically located, thus providing a clue to the movement and stress 
of the poem. Sometimes the repeated word or line indicates the structure of the poem, 
pointing to the separate divisions; at other times it may guide us in determining the 
extent of a literary unit.105
It is at this point that the cognitive concepts of figure and ground come into play:
Notions of figure and ground have their origins in the work of Gestalt psychologists 
of the early 1900s, and particularly the work of Rubin (1915). Rubin proposed that 
our visual field is organised in such a way that we make a distinction between figures 
and backgrounds, and that we are able to distinguish the contours of separate objects 
when there is a strong contrast between their respective colors and degrees of 
brightness.106 
Katie Wales also states:
Against the norms of ordinary language, within the poetic text in particular features 
can be perceived as prominent or highlighted, ‘foregrounded’ for specific effects. 
Present-day cognitive linguists use a similar idea of ‘figure’ and ‘ground’: focused ob-
ject against background spaces. Even the regularised patterns of metre can be viewed 
as foregrounded against the ordinary rhythms of speech. Following Leech (1969), 
105 James Muilenburg, “A Study in Hebrew Rhetoric: Repetition and Style” in Congress Volume, VTSup
1 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1953), 99.
106 Jeffries and McIntyre, Stylistics, 134.
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foregrounding devices have sometimes been grouped under the headings of ‘devia-
tion’ and ‘repetition’. Deviations are violations of linguistic norms: semantic, for 
example, like unusual metaphors or similes; or graphological, like the unpunctuated 
and un-capitalised lines of a poem by E. E. cummings. Repetition (e.g. of sound or 
syntax) strikes the reader’s attention as being equally unusual: as with alliteration, or 
parallelism.107 
There are two types of convention; (1) external convention and (2) internal conven-
tion. External convention refers to the rules of everyday language that exist outside of any 
given discourse. This means that a poet can break the rules of prescribed grammar so as to 
defamiliarise and thereby foreground a feature of the text. Internal convention is the result of 
the poet creating a unique convention that is specific to the poem/discourse/semiotic system 
itself by repeating a pattern of rule breaking. Once the new pattern within the poem has been
established via repetition, an new background is created against which the poet can break an 
entirely new set of rules. What emerges, then, when one takes a step back and looks at the 
various layers of patterns created by repeated patterns of deviation, is the form of the poem. 
Form only exists against background. In much the same way, background only exists 
when there is a form that emerges from it. Form takes place only when there is deviation 
from the background. Irene R. Fairley identifies this feature at work in E. E. Cummings poet-
ry. On Cummings she writes,
There are, to be sure, instances of Cummings using syntactic deviation conventionally
as a device of foregrounding, so that the deviations do not pattern or appreciably alter 
the statement of a poem. In such instances deviation provides relief and contrast with-
in a context of otherwise parallel and regular constructions.
107 Katie Wales, “The Stylistics Tool-Kit: Methods and Sub-Disciplines” in The Cambridge Handbook 
of Stylistics (ed. Peter Stockwell and Sarah Whitely; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 37.
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In the single occurrence (inter-sententially), deviation creates tension and may 
reduce the redundancy of a statement, but when repeated intrasententially it can rein-
force understanding. Cummings often sustains deviation to provide through its repeti-
tion a level of patterning within a poem.108
2.3.3.2.2 Foregrounding through Ellipsis
Ellipsis, like repetition, can function to create cohesion as well as foreground features 
of the text. As noted above, ellipsis is substitution by zero. This means that in cases in which 
ellipsis occurs, the reader's expectations are disrupted by way of omission. This is can be de-
scribed as a sort of syntactic syncopation. Psalm 114:1, once again, demonstrates this. This 
verse elides the C ו between colon 1 (םירצממ לארשי תאצב) and colon 2 (זעל םעמ בקעי תיב). 
The omitting of the C creates a staccato, abrupt sense to the verseline which is infused with 
the semantics of the poem as well as the remainder of its grammatical-syntactic features. 
For further clarity, the term "deviation" is understood here to denote a disruption, or 
interruption of an established pattern that can occur on various linguistic levels and is largely 
synonymous with the term "variation". The term "deviation" has also been used in the context
of TGG to describe, "any unit which is not grammatical or is ill-formed, i.e., which does not 
conform to the 'rules' of language."109 This is not how the term will be employed here unless 
otherwise indicated. In this sense, this project adapts what Wales describes with this:
It is also possible to argue that all texts, whatever the degree of deviance, establish 
their own particular 'secondary' of 'second order' norms; and some early stylisti-
cians,… distinguished between external deviation and internal deviation. External de-
viation measures the language of the text against the 'norms' outside it; internal devia-
108 Irene R. Fairley, “Syntactic Deviation and Cohesion” in Essays in Modern Stylistics (ed. Donald 
Freeman; New York: Methuen, 1981), 123.
109 Wales, Dictionary of Stylistics, 110. 
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tion refers to the features within a text that differ from the expected, set up by the 
norm of the text itself: what is also known as defeated expectancy.110 
The present project understands deviation as occurring on a sliding scale ranging from
subtle to extreme. Subtle deviation is a minor disruption, shift, or change within a text-pattern
(a sort of "variation of the same"). Deviation falling with the range of "subtle" would include 
forms of collocation that are comparable to what is traditionally understood as synonymous 
semantic parallelism. Psalm 118:2–4 exemplifies this. There is a subtle deviation in its refer-
ences to the covenant people of God found in the call to praise: לארשי // תיב ןרהא // תיב בקעי . 
Each term or phrase here falls within the semantic domain matrix of "covenant people". Fur-
thermore, deviation occurs grammatically on the change from a masculine singular N (לארשי)
to two NPGENs ( תיב ןרהא  and תיב בקעי ). Once again, this would fall into the category of subtle 
deviation.
Another example of subtle deviation is Psalm 113:5–7 where there is a string of hipʿil 
PTCPs. In vv. 5–6, the PTCPs are definite (יהיבגמה and יליפשמה), and in vv. 7 and 9 the PTCPs are
indefinite (ימיומ and ימיקמ; see Figure 2). 
Figure 2: Subtle Deviation Example 1
Psalm 113:1 is also an example of internal deviation across a microstructural unit in that it 
תבשל יהיבגמה וניהלא הוהיכ ימ
ץראבו םימשב תוארל יליפשמה
ןויבא םירי תפשאמ לד רפעמ ימיקמ
Definite
Definite
5
6
7
Indefinite
ומע יבידנ םע םיבידנ־םע יבישוהל
הי־וללה החמש םינבה־םא תיבה תרקע יבישומ
8
9
Indefinite
Definite
Indefinite
110 Ibid., 111; emphasis added. 
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exhibits a pattern of alternating cases (ACCUS-VOC-ACCUS) paired with the IMPV וללה within the 
call to praise. 
Figure 3: Subtle Deviation Example 2
More extreme forms of deviation include features such as shifts in V types, substantial shifts 
between semantic domain matrices, change in POV, or dramatic change in metre (e.g., shift bi-
colon to tricolon). Additionally, it is this type of deviation that can mark a macrostructural 
delineation. An example of deviation falling within the range of "extreme" would be the shift 
that occurs in Psalm 113:5 where the aforementioned chain of hipʿil PTCPs begins and contin-
ues on until v. 9. There are no hipʿil PTCPs in 113:1–4, then in vv. 5–9 there are five. This is a 
change in V type pattern. Accompanying the repetition of hipʿil PTCPs is the repetition of the 
ḥîreq yôd phoneme. This creates a phonetic patterning in the section marked by the shift to 
the hipʿil PTCPs. 
In this same example is another feature of extreme deviation and that is when a pat-
tern is interrupted by a particular linguistic feature and that very feature becomes the corner-
stone on which a new pattern is established. Where more subtle deviation lends texturing 
within a textual unit, extreme deviation normally marks a new section. 
The change in verbal pattern in Psalm 113:1–2 is an example of extreme deviation 
that marks the separation of two unique strophes. In v. 1 there are three IMPVs and no other V 
forms. Verse two interrupts this pattern with the fronting of the HEAD V יהי around which stro-
phe 2's grammar and syntax is structured. 
Figure 4: Extreme Deviation Example 1
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Another example of extreme deviation is a shift in intercolon relationship pattern. For 
example, in Psalm 113:2–3 there is the established pattern of HEAD + Subordinate in vv. 1–2, 
then v. 3 interrupts this pattern with a Subordinate + HEAD in order to facilitate the chiasmus 
between v. 2 and v. 3. 
Figure 5: Extreme Deviation Example 2
The various forms of deviation, especially those identified as macrostructural 
delineation markers in the text, will be noted in the commentary sections of the 
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analyses. 
2.3.4 Linguistic Terms and Constituency Tree Diagrams
Constituency tree diagrams demonstrate the “function of words and how they are 
arranged into groups (constituents) and sentences.”111 This project maps constituency rela-
tions using phrase structure grammar for demonstrating the hierarchy which defines the rela-
tionship between phrase structures. Because of the technical nature of the project, constituen-
cy tree diagrams go beyond simply identifying the very basic constituents of a S and phrase 
markers. Constituency tree diagrams here comprise labels that identify parts of speech, case 
(for both Ns and NPs), directive Vs (i.e., IMPVs, VCOH, and VJUSS), and non-finite Vs (i.e., Infs 
and PTCPs). Constituency tree diagrams in this project also include disjunctive accents of the 
Masoretic cantillation for the Psalms, Proverbs, and Job (sôp̄ pāsûq, sillûq, ʿôleh weyôrēḏ,ʾaṯ-
naḥ, reḇîaʿ, reḇîaʿ muḡrāš, šalšeleṯ geḏôlāh, deḥî, pāzēr, ʾazlāʾ leḡarmeh, mehuppāḵ leḡarmeh, 
and ṣinnôr).112 Finally, constituency tree diagrams include colometric labels as well as labels 
indicating intercolon relations. Lastly, this project sets the S as the highest node on a con-
stituency tree diagram.
Figure 6: Constituency Tree Linguistic Notation Table
ADJ Adjective InfP Infinitival Phrase
ADV Adverb InfCL Infinitival Clause
C Conjunction INTERJ Interjection
D Determiner IntgCL Interrogative Clause
IMPV Imperative N Noun
Inf Infinitive NACCUS Accusative Noun
InfABS Infinitive Absolute NDAT Dative Noun
InfCON Infinitive Construct NGEN Genitive Noun
NNOM Nominative Noun PnNOM Nominative Pronoun
Ng Negation Particle PnREL Relative Pronoun
111 Pavey, The Structure of Language, Kindle Locations 591–592.
112 Accent spellings are taken from William R. Scott, A Simplified Guide to BHS: Critical Apparatus, 
Masora, Accents, Unusual Letters, and Other Markings (Fourth Edition; Richland Hills: Bibal Press, 1987).
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NP Noun Phrase PP Prepositional Phrase
NPACCUS Accusative Noun Phrase PTCL Particle
NPCL Clausal Noun Phrase PTCP Participle
NPGEN Genitive Noun Phrase S Sentence
NPDAT Dative Noun Phrase V Verb
P Preposition VCOH Cohortative Verb
Pn Pronoun VJUS Jussive Verb
PnACCUS Accusative Pronoun VNEG Negated Verb
PnDAT Dative Pronoun VOC Vocative
PnGEN Genitive Pronoun VP Verb Phrase
PnINTG Interrogative Pronoun VPCL Clausal Verb Phrase
2.4 Corpus
2.4.1 Source Manuscripts, the BHS, and the Delimitation System of the Tiberian 
Masorah
The present study adopts the text as presented in the BHS and comments on variant 
readings only where they are pertinent to the line of argumentation.113 The BHS, while draw-
ing primarily from L and A, has its own format for presenting colometry, but largely reflects 
the colometric structure as laid out in both L and A. Source manuscripts use spacing tech-
niques as well as the Tiberian accentuation system to mark colometry with some degree of 
correspondence between the two. In both L and A, the ’aṯnaḥ (and occasionally ʿôleh 
weyôrēḏ) corresponds to the space between cola, and the sôp̄ pāsûq, when occurring, corre-
sponds to the beginning of a new verseline (see Figure 6: Psalm 113:2 L) indicated either by 
a space or the start of a new verseline.114 The exception to this is when the parchment space is
limited because of the length of a verseline. 
Furthermore, Simon Stocks helpfully notes that, "Some theories of poetic structure 
make appeal to an earlier form of the text, with reconstructed vocalisation and removal of 
113 The relationship between BHS and the source manuscripts are documented in the BHS apparatus.
114 Other details concerning colometry delimitation in source manuscripts have been documented 
elsewhere (see Stocks, Form and Function, 12–16) so that exercise need not be repeated here. 
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material identified as redactional."115 His following statement, which speaks to such ap-
proaches, applies to the present study as well:
That approach is not adopted in this study, for two reasons. First, the reconstruction of
an original text can only be speculative and would, in the case of colometry, generally
serve only to substantiate a particular theory, thus creating a circular argument […]. 
Secondly, it is the canonical form of the text that would have been used during the 
second temple period (and subsequently) and which therefore was identified and used 
as poetic text.116
Figure 7: Psalm 113:2 L
The interpretive authority of the disjunctive accents in terms of their function in 
delineating poetic microstructure is still in question. The accents' attestation to antiquity cer-
tainly affirms a relative degree of interpretive authority, however, transmission accuracy and 
public reading is not geared to account for the nuanced technicalities of poetic architecture 
where the convergence of linguistics and style is concerned. Precisely because of its attesta-
tion to antiquity, the Tiberian masoretic delineation of the text will be accepted here unless 
there is an apparent reason for objection. Commentary will ensue in the case of an objection. 
Where there are either apparent or plausible alternative divisions, an alternative conclusion 
will be proposed. Using the MT as a foundation, it is rather clear that its primary bases of 
colometry are syntactic restraints and thematic shifts from colon to colon. 
space between cola ’aṯnaḥsô p̄ pāsûq and line-end
115 Stocks, Form and Function, 11. 
116 Ibid., 11. 
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Unfortunately, there is no such delineation for macrostructures of BHP. Even though 
there are no diacritical markings for larger divisions of a poem, it certainly seems reasonable 
to assume that there are larger poetic structures to be identified in the text. The term הלס as 
well as acrostics affirm this. With this, that the HB indicates that the psalms were set to music
makes the reality of macrostructures evident, even if not regularly marked in the text.
The near complete absence of strophic or stanzaic delimitation markers in the MT 
leaves an extra degree of interpretive latitude when it comes to dividing between macrostruc-
tural units. This absence also reminds interpreters of the importance of interpreting poems as 
comprehensive literary units (i.e., integrated semiotic systems, or discourse). The only form 
of delineation between literary segments larger than the colon is the start of a new line mark-
ing a new section. Psalm 113, for example, in both the A and L, places the initial hymnic IMPV
(הי וללה) on a line by itself.117 The expansion on the call to praise in the remainder of the 
verse stands on its own line apart from the initial הי וללה. It must be noted that this method of 
marking off that which is to be considered a separate section is rare and usually only marks 
off superscriptions, subscriptions, or psalm titles as opposed to a separation between cola, 
strophes, and stanzas.
Figure 8: Psalm 113:1L
 There are two particular problems with depending solely on semantics as the criterion
for macrosection divisions. First, since poetry is an artistic text and the artistry of the text is 
often wrapped up in establishing and interrupting patterns via repetition, it is very possible, 
perhaps even likely, that an interpreter could separate strophes or stanzas because of a shift in
117 See Hossfeld and Zenger, pp. 39–41 for more information on the function of hālĕlû yāh as 
superscripts and subscripts in the redaction of the psalter. 
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theme when the author actually intended for the thematic variety to be held closely together 
("combination"; see §1.3.1.2.2). In other words, there could be a semantic repetition but a 
hard grammatical-syntactic disruption indicating a break or division in macrostructure. 
Second, it is the nature of an artistic text to be innovative at the level of creating the possibil-
ity of more than one interpretation (purposeful ambiguity). This being the case, there is great 
caution in the dogmatic proposition of a single structural delineation of a poem.118 
While Fokkelman relies most heavily on syllabification for structural analysis, he also
identifies additional criteria for delineating strophes and stanzas. He supplements 
syllabification with stylistic criteria such as anaphora and, “change in characters, speaker, 
gender or tone.”119 After listing a series of additional criteria, he says this:
The number of possibilities is so large that any attempt at categorization seems futile. 
As stated before, there is no recipe, but it is possible to formulate a guideline, which a
good reader will never lose sight of: to a develop a sensitivity to all phenomena of 
similarity and difference which we can observe in the poet’s language.120 
While it was stated above that the primary criteria used in the present project would be 
observations in shifts in content as well as shifts in grammatical-syntactic features, let it also 
be noted that Fokkelman’s advice for a “developed sensitivity to all phenomena of similarity 
and difference”, has also been adopted here. 
2.4.1 The Egyptian Hallel
The corpus for analysis is Psalms 113–118, which is a collection known as Egyptian 
Hallel. The Egyptian Hallel, also known as the Pesaḥ Hallel, or Passover Hallel, is functions 
to commemorate Israel's deliverance from Egypt.121 The title, "Egyptian Hallel" is derived 
118 The obvious exception to this would be a liturgical arrangement. 
119 Fokkelman, Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible, 9.
120 Ibid., 9.
121 Some traditions also sing the Egyptian Hallel to commemorate modern Israel's independence day.
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both from the collection's repetitious hymnic IMPV וללה (Ps 113:1, 9; 116:19; 117:2) as well as
the content resonating both directly and indirectly with the events surrounding the deliver-
ance of Israel from Egypt. Furthermore, as Book V is understood to speak to the exilic con-
text, the placement of this collection implies not only a commemoration of deliverance from 
Egypt, but also speaks to the future hope of deliverance from exile as well as the fulfilment of
God's promise to renew his covenant with Israel. In this same line of argumentation, Zenger 
notes that,
[the Egyptian Hallel] celebrates the second exodus, from “slavery” to Babylon or the 
“nations,” by recalling the first exodus from Egypt; this second exodus is a reviving 
of Mother Zion and the beginning of the renewal of Israel in the forum of the world of
the nations—an invitation to the nations to abandon their gods/idols and turn to 
Yhwh, the one, true God.122
Furthermore, Hossfeld and Zenger123 as well as Matthias Millard124 go into great detail
on the shape and gradual development of the Hallel collections and their placement within 
the Psalter.125 Canonical readings of individual poems of the Psalter admittedly remain out-
side of the central scope of the present project. However, as is noted in §4.1, discourse analy-
sis done in light of a canonical reading of the Psalter is an area in need of further research. In 
particular, an analysis of various devices of cohesion, coherence, and foregrounding within 
the Egyptian Hallel as a collection, as opposed to each respective poem, will be of particular 
122 Frank-Lothar Hossfeld and Erich Zenger, Psalms 3: A Commentary on Psalms 101–150 (ed. Klaus 
Baltzer; trans. Linda M. Maloney; Hermeneia—A Critical and Historical Commentary on the Bible; 
Minneapolis, MN: Fortress Press, 2011), 3.
123 Ibid., 178–179. 
124 Matthias Millard, Die Komposition des Psalters: ein formgeschichtlicher Ansatz (FAT 9; Tübingen: 
Mohr, 1994). 
125 Also see Elizabeth Hayes, “The Unity of the Egyptian Hallel: Psalm 113–118”, BBR 9 (1999), 145–
56; Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, “Der gnädige Gott und der arme Gerechte: Anthropologische Akzente in der 
Psalmengruppe 111–118”, in Kircheneinheit und Weltverantwortung. Festschrift für Peter Neuner (ed. Christoph
Böttigheimer and Hubert Filser; Regensburg: Pustet, 2006), 51–63; Matthias Millard, Die Komposition des 
Psalters; and Gert T. M. Prinsloo, Šĕʾôl → Yĕrûšālayim → Šāmayim: Spatial Orientation in the Egyptian Hallel 
(Psalms 113–118)”, OTE 19.2 (2006), p–739.
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interest.126 
Also coming into play in canonical considerations is the shape of the Egyptian Hallel 
itself as a collection. Questions primarily surround (1) the delimitation of the individual po-
ems making up the collection, and (2) the thematic and strategic placement of the hymnic 
IMPV הי וללה. Both A and L present psalms 114 and 115 as a single poem. The BHS, however, 
follows the Greek tradition which has 114 and 115 as independent poems. Text critical analy-
sis of the placement of the call to praise הי וללה yields a variety of macro delimitation possi-
bilities. Prinsloo explores these possibilities with relative depth in "Unit Delimitations in  the 
Egyptian Hallel: An Evaluation of Different Traditions".127 Prinsloo concludes that, 
Jewish tradition, ancient Hebrew manuscripts and the ancient versions on the one 
hand suggest that this group of psalms should be interpreted as an interdependent col-
lection. On the other hand the borders between the individual poems need some re-
consideration in the light of the manuscript evidence. This is true as far as the הָּי־וּלְלַה 
exclamation is concerned, but especially as far as the relationship between Psalms 114
and 115 is concerned. A rethinking of these issues might have serious implications for
the understanding of the individual psalms, the collection of poems, their location in 
Book V and the redaction of Book V of the Psalter.128
Prinsloo's contention resonates with broader contemporary observations concerning 
the strategic placement of the hymnic IMPV as a cohesive element between the various collec-
tions within Book V.129 The impact of various reading traditions will be noted in the respec-
126 For an example of a discourse analysis of the Egyptian Hallel as a collection see Elizabeth Hayes, 
“The Unity of the Egyptian Hallel: Psalms 113–118”, BBR 9 (1999), 145–56.
127 Gert T. M. Prinsloo, "Unit Delimitation in the Egyptian Hallel (Psalm 113–118): An Evaluation of 
Different Traditions" in Unit Delimitation in Biblical Hebrew and Northwest Semitic Literature (ed. Marjo 
Korpel and Josef Oesch; The Netherlands: Koninklijke van Gorcum, 2003), 232–263.
128 Ibid., 251. 
129 See Michael L. Barré, “Hālĕlû Yāh: A Broken Inclusion”, CBQ 45 (1983), 195–200; Erhard S. 
Gerstenberger, “Halleluja”, Neues Bibel-Lexikon 2 (1995), 18–19; Frank-Lothar Hossfeld, “Halleluja”, Religion 
in Geschichte Und Gegenwart 3 (2000), 1393–94; and Florian Kreuzer, “היוללה—psaltergliedernde Inklusion”, 
Biblische Notizen 135 (2007), 43–53.
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tive analyses where the particularities occur. 
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3.0 The Structure of the Poetic Text: The Egyptian Hallel
The bulk of this section comprises colometric and stanzaic analyses of the six psalms 
of the Egyptian Hallel, and is therefore divided into six major sections, one section for each 
poem. Each of the six sections contains seven subsections which detail the following infor-
mation for each of the poems: (1) unifying theological theme, (2) translation with translation 
notes, (3) stylistic overview, (4) colometric text-grammatical analysis, (5) macrostructure 
analysis, and (6) concluding remarks. 
3.1 The Structure of the Poetic Text: Psalm 113
3.1.1 Unifying Theological Theme: 113
The unifying theological theme of Psalm 113 is inseparable from its canonical and 
cultic context. As this poem is associated with deliverance from Egyptian slavery, the domin-
ant theological theme of Psalm 113 is the sovereignty of God to deliver the downtrodden and 
the helpless. The theme of God's sovereignty to save is accompanied by a variety of poem-
wide sub-themes. The mercy and compassion of YHWH is prevalent through the articulation of
YHWH’s willingness to use his divine power to empower the powerless, as well as forfeit the 
divine privilege of lofty heights for the sake of deliverance rather than for subjugation. Del-
itzsch comments that,
Among those things which make God worthy to be praised the Psalm gives promi-
nence to the condescension of the infinitely exalted one towards the lowly one. It is 
the lowliness of God lowering itself for the exaltation of the lowly which performs its 
utmost in the work of redemption.130 
130 Friedrich Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, Vol. 5 (C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 205.
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3.1.2 Translation with notes: 113
1 Hallelujah! 
Praise, O servants of YHWH.131 Praise the name of YHWH.
2 The name of YHWH be blessed from now and until forever;
3 from the rising of the sun until its setting, praised be the name of YHWH.132
4 High over all the nations is YHWH; over the heavens is his glory.133
5 Who is like YHWH our God who dwells on high?134
6 He is the one who looks135 low down on the heavens and the earth;
131 The LXX interprets ידבע to be VOC and הוהי ACCUS thereby renderings “Praise YHWH, O servants.” 
This interpretation, however, disrupts the intended syntactic parallelism represented in the MT. 
132 Dahood identifies a wordplay between šemeš and šēm (Mitchell Dahood S.J., Psalms III: 101–150: 
Introduction, Translation, and Notes with an Appendix: The Grammar of the Psalter (vol. 17A; Anchor Yale 
Bible; New Haven; London: Yale University Press, 2008), 113), which contributes to the poem-wide 
consonantal šin-labial theme (1c, šēm; 2a, šēm; 3a, šemeš; 3b, šēm; 4b, haššāmayim; 5b, lāšābeṯ; 6a, hammšpîlî; 
6b, baššāmayim; 7b, mē’ašpōṯ; 8a, lehôšîḇî; 9a, môšîḇî).  
133 Verse 4a-b contains an asyndetic construction typical of Hebrew poetry in creating a sense of 
“gapping” or terseness. For details on this feature of the text see Miller, “The Relation of Coordination to Verb 
Gapping in Biblical Poetry”, 41–60.
134 Translating יהיבגמה here as a causative hipʿil creates some theological tension in the sense that it 
could imply that YHWH is the one who raises others (rather than one who raises himself) to dwell in places 
higher than the heavens and earth (cf. Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 315). It seems that such a designation would 
be reserved for YHWH alone. The causative translation also forfeits v. 5’s central purpose in demonstrating the 
incomparability of YHWH (ibid., 317) made evident through the rhetorical question. Dahood suggests that 
יהיבגמה  is an elative, rather than causative (along with all other hipʿil PTCPs in Psalm 113) (Dahood, Psalms III, 
131). The problem with this is that הבג, when in the hipʿil, is normally causative (see 2 Chron 33:14; Prov 
17:19; Is 7:11; and Job 5:7). The only appearance of הבג as a hipʿil substantive PTCP is in Proverbs 17:19 which 
is clearly causative (also see GKC §114n on the hipʿil הבג followed by an InfCON). However, Job 39:27 and 
Obadiah 4 associate הבג in the hipʿil with the flight an eagle takes to build a nest in elevated locations. This 
harmonises with Psalm 113:5 through the pairing of the concepts of being raised and dwelling. In this sense, 
Clines' suggestion of “raise oneself” is appropriate (David J. A. Clines, ed., The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew 
(Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1993), 298). Either way, it is possible that the psalmist chose ambiguity 
over forfeiting the hipʿil PTCP pattern which is maintained throughout stanza 2.
Creating another interpretive challenge, all non-finite hipʿil Vs in vv. 5–9 have a ḥîreq yôd suffix 
( יהיגמה יליפשמה, ימיקמ,יבישוהל , and יבישומ). This feature is particularly noteworthy in vv. 7–9 as each line begins
with ptcps with the ḥîreq compaginis (GKC §90m). There are several explanations for the ḥîreq yôd morpheme. 
GKC, while recognising the ḥîreq compaginis as the remnant of an archaic genitive morpheme in other cases 
(§90l-m; also see ibid., 130), identifies this particular usage as merely serving “an ornamental device of poetic 
style” (§90m). This is likely to be the case in the sense that the psalmist augmented the form from 1 Samuel 2:8 
in order to create a poetically cohesive dynamic between ptcps.  
135 The BHS suggests a possible reordering of 5b for 6b. The suggestion, while grammatically possible,
eliminates the chiasm in the MT as it stands: a [NP] - b [VP [V hipʿil PTCP] [V Inf]] - b’ [VP [V hipʿil PTCP] [V 
Inf]] - a’ [NP]. The idea of YHWH being elevated above the heavens harmonises well with the overall tenor of the
poem’s message. Also, the concept of YHWH being above the heavens is not uncommon in the HB (cf. Gen 11:4–
5; Ps 57:6, 148:13).  
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7 who raises the poor from the dust, from the dirt he lifts up the poor
8 to dwell with princes, with princes of his people;
9 the one who makes the barren woman dwell in the house as a mother of sons joyful.
Hallelujah!136
3.1.3 Stylistic Overview: 113
Clusters of verbal variation characterise Psalm 113. There are four IMPVs (v. 1 and v. 
9), six PTCPs (vv. 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 9), three Infs (vv. 5, 6, and 8), and only two finite Vs137 (היה
in v. 2 and םירי in v. 7). The major section breaks are marked with a change in V type (see 
§3.1.6 for details). The poem is also characterised by prepositional expansions. In vv. 2–3 
there is a relatively lengthy temporal expansion on the two subsequent bicola, and v. 4 adds a 
spatial expansion. The poem as a whole contains ten PPs. 
There are clusters of repetitions on a variety of linguistic levels across the poem as 
well. Verse 1, for example, comprises a trifold repetition of the HEAD IMPV וללה. In terms of 
phonetics, there is a ḥîreq yôd repetition in vv. 5–9a as well as prefix מ pattern in vv. 4 and 7. 
Both of these patterns are linked to the chain of hipʿil PTCPs that together create grammatical-
syntactic and semantic cohesion across the latter part of the poem. Again, see §3.1.6 for de-
tails on the poetic discourse function of these repetitions. 
136 Verse 9b in LXX is part of Psalm 114. See Prinsloo, "Unit Delimitation in the Egyptian Hallel 
(Psalms 113–118). 
137 Not including IMPVs.
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3.1.4 Microstructure Analysis: 113
3.1.4.1 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:1
׃ה ָֽוהְי ם ֵ֥שׁ־תֶא וּלְל ַֽ֝ה הָ֑והְי י ֵ֣דְבַע וּלְל ַ֭ה ׀הּ ָ֨י וּלְל ַ֥ה
Hallelujah! Praise, O servants of YHWH. Praise the name of YHWH.
Figure 9: 113:1 Constituency Tree
Figure 10: 113:1 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
1Hallelujah! Praise, servants of YHWH. Praise the name of YHWH.
׃ה ָֽוהְי ם ֵ֥שׁ־תֶא וּלְל ַֽ֝ה הָ֑והְי י ֵ֣דְבַﬠ וּלְל ַ֭ה ׀הּ ָ֨י וּלְל ַ֥ה
י ֵ֣דְבַﬠהָ֑והְי
IMPV
NACCUS
NGEN
NPVOC/GEN
N
S
׃ה ָֽוהְי וּלְל ַֽ֝ה־תֶאם ֵ֥שׁ
NPACCUS
PTCLNPGEN
NGENN
Colon 1 
ʾazlāʾ lᵉḡarmeh A 
HEAD
ʾazlāʾ lᵉḡarmeh B 
Parallel
dᵉḥı̂ Adᵉḥı̂ B
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
Parallel
Colon 3 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Parallel
NNOM
NPACCUSNP
וּלְל ַ֥ה׀הּ ָ֨יוּלְל ַ֭ה omittedomitted
NACCUS
omitted
NNOM
NP
sô p̄ pāsûq
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IMPVIMPV
VPCL
S
VPCL
S
VPCL
HEAD
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
׃ה ָֽוהְי ם ֵ֥שׁ־תֶא וּלְל ַֽ֝ה
הָ֑והְי י ֵ֣דְבַﬠ וּלְל ַ֭ה
(Colon 3)
׀הּ ָ֨י וּלְל ַ֥ה
Parallel
Monocolon
Bicolon
17
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Figure 11: 113:1A
Figure 12: 113:1L
3.1.4.1.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.4.1.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– IMPV (וללה).
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., הוהי ידבע and הוהי םש). 
– [S [IMPV] [NP]] (e.g, הי וללה). 
3.1.4.1.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הי וללה // הוהי ידבע וללה // הוהי םש־תא וללה . 
– הי וללה // הוהי םש־תא וללה . 
– הי // הוהי םש . 
3.1.4.1.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי // הי . 
– וללה. 
3.1.4.1.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
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3.1.4.1.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.1.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.1.4.1.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre in the bicolon הוהי ידבע וללה // הוהי םש־תא וללה . 
3.1.4.1.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.1.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הי וללה // הוהי ידבע וללה // הוהי םש־תא וללה . 
– הי וללה // הוהי םש־תא וללה .
– הוהי // הי . 
3.1.4.1.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Alternating cases: [S [IMPV] [NACCUS]] // [S [IMPV [NPGEN/VOC [NGEN] [N]]]] // [S [IMPV] 
[NPACCUS [D] [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]]]]] (i.e., הוהי םש וללה הוהי ידבע וללה).
3.1.4.1.3 Foregrounded Elements 
3.1.4.1.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the call to praise through the repetition of the IMPV וללה.
– Foregrounding of YHWH as the one to be praised through the parallelism of הי and םש 
הוהי.
3.2.4.1.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of הוהי ידבע through deviation via alternating cases.
3.1.4.1.4 Commentary 
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Verse 1 combines a 1 + 1, HEAD monocolon (הי וללה) with a 3 + 3, Parallel + Parallel 
bicolon (הוהי םש־תא וללה הוהי ידבע וללה). Both A and L place the initial monocolon (הי וללה) 
on a separate line (see Figures 11 and 12). The monocolon in the first verse is paired with 
the same hymnic IMPV that closes the poem (הי וללה), thus forming a poem-wide inclusio. 
Verse 1 also comprises a number of grammatical-syntactic patterns with both foregrounding 
and backgrounding functions. First, the most obvious pattern is the uniform, trifold repetition 
of the IMPV וללה. The second pattern is the trifold repetition of some form of the divine name. 
The syntactic pattern is a sequenced alternation of case (NACCUS - NPGEN/VOC - NPGEN/ACCUS). 
The first call to praise is an IMPV וללה paired with a NGEN/VOC (הי); by way of variation, in the 
second call to praise, וללה is paired with a NVOC (הוהי ידבע). In the third call to praise the IMPV 
וללה reverts to being paired with an ACCUS, but as a NPGEN/ACCUS (הוהי םש) rather than the NAC-
CUS (הי) in the initial call to praise. With this shift from NACCUS to NPACCUS there is a subtle de-
viation within the repeated pattern itself that nuances the universal call to praise. The sequen-
tial three-fold repetition of the IMPV with the divine name functions to ground the verseline 
for cohesion. Again, there are forms of deviation occurring at both syntactic and semantic 
levels, although it is at the syntactic level that the deviation is dominant. 
In this case, the rhetorical effect of deviation is the anchoring of the act of worship 
while accentuating the various participants in that act; וללה…וללה…וללה sets the orienting 
framework while הוהי ידבע  and הוהי םש fill that framework. 
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3.1.4.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:2
׃ם ָֽלוֹע־דַעְו ה ָ֗תַּע ֵֽ֝מ ךְ ָֹ֑רבְמ הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֣שׁ י ִ֤הְי
The name of YHWH be blessed from now and until forever;
Figure 13: 113:2 Constituency Tree
Figure 14: 113:2 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.1.4.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.4.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– P (e.g., מ and דע).
– PP (e.g., התעמ and םלוע־דע). 
 ׃ם ָֽלוֹע־דַﬠְו ה ָ֗תַּﬠ ֵֽ֝מ B ָֹ֑רבְמ הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֣שׁ י ִ֤הְי
2 The name of YHWH be blessed from now and until forever.
׃ם ָֽלוֹע י ִ֤הְים ֵ֣שׁהָ֣והְיB ָֹ֑רבְמה ָ֗תַּﬠ ֵֽ֝מְו־דַﬠ
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ Arᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Subordinate
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
HEAD
Subordinate ׃ם ָֽלוֹע־דַﬠְו ה ָ֗תַּﬠ ֵֽ֝מ
B ָֹ֑רבְמ הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֣שׁ י ִ֤הְי
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sô p̄ pāsûq
V
NGENN
PTCPPADV
PP
C
PN
PP
PP
PP
NPGEN/NOM
InfP
VPCL
S
VPCLv. 3
 ׃ם ָֽלוֹע־דַﬠְו ה ָ֗תַּﬠ ֵֽ֝מ B ָֹ֑רבְמ הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֣שׁ י ִ֤הְי
2 The name of YHWH be blessed from now and until forever.
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3.1.4.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.1.4.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism 
–  מ//דע .
3.1.4.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.1.4.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םלוע־דעו.
3.1.4.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre.
3.1.4.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism 
–  מ//דע .
3.1.4.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.1.4.2.3 Foregrounded Elements 
3.1.4.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Parallelism of מ // דע  foregrounds the temporal expansion on the call to praise. 
– Foregrounding of the NPGEN/NOM הוהי םש through the repetition moving from v. 1 to v. 
2.
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3.1.4.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the PTCP ךרבמ as a new V form from the repetition of IMPVs in v. 1. 
– Foregrounding of the PP םלוע־דעו התעמ as it provides the new information of a tem-
poral expansion on the call to praise established in the first four cola of the poem. 
3.1.4.2.4 Commentary 
Verse 2 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon.Verse 2 initiates the temporal expan-
sion on the summons to praise initiated in the preceding verse. The verse is a standard 
bicolon comprising a VPCL (colon 1: ךרבמ הוהי םש יהי) followed by a PP (colon 2: דעו התעמ 
םלוע). This verse also introduces a string of non-finite Vs that continues to the end of the 
poem. 
The bicolon commences with the finite V יהי, which creates grammatical-syntactic co-
hesion between v. 2 and v. 3. Verse 2 is syntactically parallel with v. 1 and v. 3, and comprises
a patterned, internal word-order deviation. That is, v. 2 continues v. 1’s ACCUS - VOC - ACCUS 
pattern by making הוהי םש nominative. While הוהי םש is the subject of יהי, the passive PTCP 
ךרבמ makes the NPNOM/GEN (הוהי םש) receive the action of blessing even though it is the sub-
ject of יהי, thus making it ACCUS. The initial יהי is directly followed by הוהי םש, which is re-
peated from the immediately preceding colon in verse 1c (הוהי םש־תא וללה). The order of 
cola in the bicolon of v. 2 can be inverted while remaining grammatically correct. This gram-
matically possible alternative word-order indicates that the placement of יהי ךרבמ הוהי םש  at 
the front of the bicolon creates cohesion and continuity between vv. 1 and 2, as well as con-
tributes to the progressive word-order pattern carried out through the remainder of the sub-
unit. The final part of this verse is the first unit not to have a direct reference to praise/bless-
ing, but assumes all the lines from 1b. Furthermore, it is possible that the C ו functions as a 
ballast variant in the second colon of the bicolon.  
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3.1.4.3 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:3
׃ה ָֽוהְי ם ֵ֣שׁ ל ָ֗לֻּה ְ֝מ וֹ֑אוֹבְמ־דַע שֶׁמ ֶ֥שׁ־חַרְזִמִּמ
from the rising of the sun until its setting, praised be the name of YHWH.
Figure 15: 113:3 Constituency Tree
Figure 16: 113:3 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.1.4.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3 from the rising of the sun until its setting, praised be the name of YHWH.
׃ה ָֽוהְי ם ֵ֣שׁ ל ָ֗לֻּה ְ֝מ וֹ֑אוֹבְמ־דַﬠ שֶׁמ ֶ֥שׁ־חַרְזִמִּמ
׃ה ָֽוהְי ־חַרְזִמּשֶׁמ ֶ֥שׁ־דַﬠ֑אוֹבְמל ָ֗לֻּה ְ֝מם ֵ֣שׁ ִמֺו
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v. 2
S
3 From the rising of the sun until its setting, praised be the name of YHWH.
׃ה ָֽוהְי ם ֵ֣שׁ ל ָ֗לֻּה ְ֝מ וֹ֑אוֹבְמ־דַﬠ שֶׁמ ֶ֥שׁ־חַרְזִמִּמ
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3.1.4.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NPGEN (e.g., הוהי םש). 
– P (e.g., מ and דע). 
– [PP [P] [NPGEN]] (e.g., שמש־חרזממ). 
– PTCP (e.g., חרזמ, אובמ , and ללהמ). 
3.1.4.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.1.4.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.1.4.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: שמש; referent: ו in ואובמ. 
3.1.4.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– V יהי in v. 2 elided. 
3.1.4.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.1.4.3.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Chiastic structure stemming from v. 2.
– Inclusio created with הוהי םש stemming from v. 2. 
3.1.4.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.3.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.1.4.3.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
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3.1.4.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.1.4.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.1.4.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the temporal expansion through the fronting of the PP שמש־חרזממ 
ואובמ־דע. 
3.1.4.3.4 Commentary
Verse 3 is a 3 + 2, Subordinate + HEAD bicolon. Verse 3 can be read as being grammat-
ically bound to v. 2 demonstrating what O’Connor calls “supralinear-level trope of mix-
ing”.138 These are “lines which are syntactically dependent on main CLs [which] are not in dir-
ect contiguity with them.”139 Each verse, or sub-unit, comprises a NPNOM and a PP. This single
strophic unit is a nuanced temporal expansion of the initial call to praise found in v. 1. The 
NPNOM הוהי םש is carried on from the end of the first verse and functions as a cohesive device
between the psalm’s introductory hymnic IMPV and v. 2 and v. 3. Furthermore, the closing 
ללהמ, in maintaining the ללה root, demonstrates a textual unity with v. 1 beyond mere juxta-
position. The two primary cohesive elements holding v. 2 and v. 3 together are (1) the V יהי as
it anchors the puʻal PTCPs bookending the two verses, and (2) the patterned sequencing of the 
NPs and PPs across both verses. 
That particular sequence of NPs and PPs demonstrates a relatively even balance in 
number of constituents, and at the same time an inverted cluster ordering to create an inclusio
around the PPs marked off by the NPs. The NPs themselves, while expressing uniformity in 
their cluster constituents (NPNOM and PTCP), demonstrates a degree of deviation through the 
138 O'Connor, Hebrew Verse Structure, 420. 
139 Ibid., 420.  
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placement of the PTCP after the NPNOM in the first sequence and after the NPNOM in the second 
as shown above.
The PPs demonstrate a relatively straightforward patterning. The juxtaposed PPs fol-
low the sequence of a prefixed form of the P מ paired with the P דע. This is uniform. Devia-
tion does occur, however, when the second PP infuses the first PP’s strictly temporal expres-
sion with a tone of spatiality. It is that spatial nuance that is picked up and developed into a 
central, poem-characterising theme until the end of the psalm. 
So, once again, vv. 2 and 3 exhibit a patterned cluster-order and syntactic sequence 
that unifies the unit as well as connecting the unit to both preceding and following units while
being inlaid with patterned deviations that foreground the nuanced temporal (and subtle spa-
tial) expansion on the call to praise.
Verse 3 also comprises both a spatial and temporal expansion on the PP in v. 2 (התעמ 
םלוע־דעו) particularly characterised by the repeated pattern of prepositional prefixes in tan-
dem with PTCPs. The verseline concludes with a VP containing a puʻal PTCP, which creates an 
inter-strophic dynamic as it runs in parallel with the VPCL ךרבמ הוהי םש יהי in 2a. While par-
allel with ךרבמ, there is an inversion of word-order in v. 3. In v. 2a, the PTCP (ךרבמ) follows 
the NPNOM הוהי םש while preceding the PPs. In 3b, the PTCP (ללהמ) precedes the NPNOM םש 
הוהי and follows the PPs. Syntactic parallelism occurs through direct correspondence of 
word-order via the chiastic pattern of V - NPNOM - PTCP - PP // PP - PTCP - NPNOM - elided V. 
This poetic patterning creates inter-strophic cohesion as well as enjambment. Jeffries and 
McIntyre note that, "In most poetry […] the writer is aware of the possibilities of using the 
occasional run-on line which cuts across syntactic units, for particular effect.”140
Deviation also occurs between vv. 2 and 3 through the elision of both יהי and the C ו 
connecting PPs. This creates an accentuated terseness moving from v. 2 to v. 3. Cynthia 
140 Jeffries and McIntyre, Stylistics, 50.
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Miller notes that, “the operation of verb gapping results in a situation where two lines share a 
single verb, and this fact, in turn, provides a powerful cohesive force to the parallel lines.”141
141 Miller, “The Relation of Coordination to Verb Gapping in Biblical Poetry”,  44.
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3.1.4.4 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:4
׃וֹֽדוֹבְכּ םִי ַ֣מָשַּׁה ל ַ֖ע הָ֑והְי ׀םִ֥יוֹגּ־לָכּ־לַע ם ָ֖ר
High over all the nations is YHWH; over the heavens is his glory.
Figure 17: 113:4 Constituency Tree
Figure 18: 113:4 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.1.4.4.1 Features of Cohesion
׃ו ֹֽדוֹבְכּ םִי ַ֣מָשַּׁה ל ַ֖ﬠ הָ֑והְי ׀םִ֥יוֹגּ־לָכּ־לַﬠ ם ָ֖ר
4 High over all the nations is YHWH; over the heavens is His glory.
sô p̄ pāsûq
ֽדוֹבְכּ ם ָ֖ר׀ם ִ֥יוֹגּהָ֑והְיל ַ֖ﬠםִי ַ֣מָשּׁ ־לַﬠ־לָכַּה׃ו
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׃ו ֹֽדוֹבְכּ םִי ַ֣מָשַּׁה ל ַ֖ﬠ הָ֑והְי ׀ם ִ֥יוֹגּ־לָכּ־לַﬠ ם ָ֖ר
4 High over all the nations is YHWH; over the heavens is His glory.
sô p̄ pāsûq
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3.1.4.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NNOM (e.g., הוהי and ודובכ).
– PP (e.g., םיוג־לכ־לע and םימשה לע). 
3.1.4.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  םיוג־לכ־לע םר//םימשה לע .
–  הוהי//ודובכ .
3.1.4.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לע.
– םיוג // םימש . 
3.1.4.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ודובכ. 
3.1.4.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.1.4.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.1.4.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  םיוג־לכ־לע םר//םימשה לע .
– Shift from NNOM (הוהי) to [NPNOM [N] [PnGEN]] (ודובכ).
3.1.4.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre.
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3.1.4.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.1.4.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Parallelism of  םיוג־לכ־לע םר//םימשה לע  foregrounds the superlative height (i.e., sov-
ereignty) of YHWH.
3.1.4.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Fronting of the InfP םיוג־לכ־לע םר foregrounds the superlative height (sovereignty) of 
YHWH. 
3.1.4.4.4 Commentary
Verse 4 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Parallel bicolon that expands the spatial theme introduced in
the previous verse. Even though v. 3 is initially temporal, the spatial "east to west" language 
is present, but on a subtle level. Verse 4 expands the spatial nuance with the declaration of the
lofty position of YHWH. Verse 4 also expands the pattern of PPs present in the preceding 
verse. Verse 4, by starting a new strophe (see §3.1.5), introduces a shift in the poem as the 
psalmist moves the audience out of the introductory hymnic IMPV to praise into explaining 
why YHWH merits unending praise. The shift is not only identifiable through the content, but 
also through the fact that it commences a pattern of InfPs (once again, for details on the mac-
rostructure of Psalm 113, see §3.1.5).
The two juxtaposed PPs make a balanced grammatical parallelism creating the frame-
work for the semantic synonymous parallelism. The balance is challenged, however, through 
ellipses via the elision of YHWH in the second line, which is replaced with the PnGEN ו (making
ודובכ in colon 2 run parallel to הוהי in colon 1). The placement of םר at the HEAD can be read 
as modifying both PPs. 
Semantic parallelism is heavily present in v. 4. Colon 2 expands the image of the lofty
heights and power of YHWH by connecting his glory with his meriting praise and blessing. 
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Colon 1 announces that YHWH is above all nations; colon 2 advances the idea by stating that 
YHWH is not only above the nations, but also above the heavens. This verse ends the string of 
PPs that creates a footing for the spatial theme that carries on to the end of the poem.
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3.1.4.5 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:5
׃תֶב ָֽשָׁל י ִ֥היִבְּגַמּ ַֽה וּני ֵ֑הלֱֹא הָ֣והיַכּ י ִ֭מ
Who is like YHWH our God who dwells on high?
Figure 19: 113:5 Constituency Tree
Figure 20: 113:5 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.1.4.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.4.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– InfP (e.g., יהיבגמה and תבשל). 
– NP (e.g., הוהיכ and וניהלא). 
sô p̄ pāsûq
5 Who is like YHWH our God who dwells on high?
׃תֶׁב ָֽשָל י ִ֥היִבְּגַמּ ַֽה וּני ֵ֑הWֱא הָ֣והיַכּ י ִ֭מ ׃תֶׁב ָֽשָל י ִ֥היִבְּגַמּ ַֽה
וּני ֵ֑הWֱא הָ֣והיַכּ י ִ֭מHEAD
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׃תֶׁב ָֽש י ִ֭מהָ֣והיי ֵ֑הWֱאי ִ֥היִבְּגַמָּל ַֽה וּנ ַכּ
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5 Who is like YHWH our God who dwells on high?
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3.1.4.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  הוהי// וניהלא //תבשל יהיבגמה . 
3.1.4.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  הוהי// םיהלא //יהיבגמה .
3.1.4.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונ in וניהלא. 
3.1.4.5.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.1.5.5.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.1.4.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  הוהי// םיהלא //יהיבגמה .
3.1.4.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
3.1.4.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.1.4.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None. 
3.1.4.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Matchlessness of YHWH foregrounded through the rhetorical question.
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3.1.4.5.4 Commentary
Verse 5 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. It immediately follows the start of the 
new section marked by v. 4 with a rhetorical comparative comment on the superiority of 
YHWH. This starts the pattern of superlatives carried on until the end of the poem. YHWH is the
most high, the most powerful, he redeems the poorest and the most downtrodden, and he 
places them in the highest place among humans (with the princes of his people). 
The rhetorical question is framed as a bicolon containing the pairing of a NP with an 
InfP. The rhetorical question sets up for the new section that will begin to explicate the funda-
mental purpose of the call to unending praise. Where previously spatial language has been 
employed on a horizontal plane, now a vertical plane becomes a part of the program. Van der 
Lugt notes that וניהלא, "has a pivotal place in the verseline […]; additionally, it is only here 
that the psalmist introduces himself as belonging to a group."142 At the same time, the initial 
call to praise in v. 1 indicates that the psalmist is not alone from the start.
142 Van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry III, 253. 
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3.1.4.6 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:6
׃ץֶר ָֽאָבוּ םִי ַ֥מָשַּׁבּ תוֹ֑אְרִל י ִ֥ליִפְּשַׁמּ ַֽה
He is the one who looks down on the heavens and the earth;
Figure 21: 113:6 Constituency Tree
Figure 22: 113:6 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.1.4.6.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.4.6.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– D (e.g., יליפשמה and םימשב). 
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– InfP (e.g., יליפשמה and תוארל). 
– PP (e.g., םימשב and ץראב). 
3.1.4.6.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םימשב // ץראב . 
3.1.4.6.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םימש // ץרא . 
3.1.4.6.1.4 Pronominal references
– None. 
3.1.4.6.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.6.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ץראבו. 
3.1.4.6.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Chiastic word-order structure in combination with previous verse.
– Balanced (2 + 2) metre. 
3.1.4.6.2 Forms of Deviation
3.1.4.6.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םימשב  //ץראב . 
3.1.4.6.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.1.4.6.3 Foregrounded Elements 
3.1.4.6.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None. 
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3.1.4.6.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Fronting of the InfP תוארל יליפשמה foregrounds the superlative height of YHWH. 
3.1.4.6.4 Commentary
Verse 6 is a 2 + 2, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. It is inseparable from colon 2 of v. 5. 
Verse 6 is an extension of colon 2 in v. 5 in content, form, and syntax. The second colon of v. 
5 is a NPCL comprising a substantive PTCP followed by an InfP. Verse 6 maintains these same 
elements, but augments the NPCL by adding a PP thereby expanding it and making it evenly 
parallel with the preceding verses.
There is a back-to-back pairing of PTCP - InfP ranging from v. 5 to v. 6. In v. 5, the PTCP
- InfP combination occurs in the second colon of the bicolon, and in v. 6, the combination 
fronts the bicolon. This is not a chiasm as Allen suggests143, as v. 5 is fronted with an IntgCL 
and v. 6 closes with a PP. 
143 Leslie C. Allen, Psalms 101–150 (Revised) (vol. 21; Word Biblical Commentary; Dallas: Word, 
2002), 135.
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3.1.4.7 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:7
׃ןוֹֽיְבֶא םי ִ֥רָי ת ֹ֗פְּשַׁא ֵֽ֝מ ל ָ֑דּ ר ָ֣פָעֵמ י ִ֣מי ִֽק ְמ
who raises the poor from the dust, from the dirt he lifts up the poor
Figure 23: 113:7 Constituency Tree
Figure 24: 113:7 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.1.4.7.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.4.7.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., תפשא and ןויבא).
7 who raises the poor from the dust from the dirt he lifts up the poor
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– [PP [P] [N]] (e.g., רפעמ and תפשאמ). 
3.1.4.7.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  לד רפעמ ימיקמ //ןותבא םירי תפסאמ . 
– רפעמ // תפסאמ .
3.1.4.7.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ימיקמ // םירי .
– מ. 
– רפע // תפסא .
– לד // ןותבא .
3.1.4.7.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.1.4.7.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.7.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.1.4.7.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.1.4.7.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.7.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ימיקמ // םירי .
– רפע // תפסא .
– לד // ןותבא .
3.1.4.7.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
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3.1.4.7.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.1.4.7.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the lowliness of those elevated by YHWH through the lexicogram-
matical parallelism of the two NPs רפעמ לד  and תפשאמ ןויבא . 
– Foregrounding of the elevating work of YHWH through the lexicosemantic parallelism 
of ימיקמ and םירי. 
3.1.4.7.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.1.4.7.4 Commentary
Verse 7 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. The substantive PTCP pattern started in v. 5 
and continues in v. 7, but with some augmentation coming with the hipʿil finite V םירי. The 
first colon contains a substantive PTCP followed by a PP and a NACCUS (לד). The second colon 
contains all of these same components except that the hipʿil yiqtōl V םירי takes the place of 
the substantive PTCP in colon 1. םירי here also corresponds with םר in v. 4 to create cohesion 
as well as foreground by way of reiteration. In v. 4, םר described the location of YHWH and 
here it describes the location of the one raised by YHWH. The syntactic parallelism manifests 
in the bicolon through the repetition of PPs containing ןמ at its HEAD as well as the NACCUS 
placement at the end of each colon. Foregrounding occurs through the internal word-order 
deviation of the HEAD placement of the PP in colon 2 which highlights the spatial domain of 
the NACCUS. This bicolon also continues the inter-structural theme of terseness with a brief 
identification of the NACCUSs as well as their location.
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3.1.4.8 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:8
׃וֹֽמַּע י ֵ֥ביִדְנ ם ִ֗֝ע םי ִ֑ביִדְנ־םִע י ִ֥ביִשׁוֹהְל
to dwell with princes, with princes of his people;
Figure 25: 113:8 Constituency Tree
Figure 26: 113:8 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
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3.1.4.8.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.4.8.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., םיבידנ and םע). 
– P (e.g., ל and םע). 
– PP (e.g., םיבידנ־םע // ומע יבידנ םע ). 
3.1.4.8.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םיבידנ־םע // ומע יבידנ םע .
3.1.4.8.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םע.
– בידנ.
3.1.4.8.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent ו in ומע. 
3.1.4.8.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.8.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.1.4.8.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None. 
3.1.4.8.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.8.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םיביד־םע // ומע יבידנ םע .
3.1.4.8.2.1 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre.
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3.1.4.8.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.1.4.8.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the lofty position of those having been raised through the paral-
lelism of the PPs םיבידנ־םע and ומע יבידנ םע.
3.1.4.8.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None.
3.1.4.8.4 Commentary
Verse 8 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. Verse 8 breaks the substantive PTCP pattern 
established through the three PTCPs in the preceding three verses ( יהיבגמה, ימיקמ , and 
יליפשמה). At the same time, it continues the pattern of InfCON of result established in vv. 5 and
6 (תוארל and תבשל). The absence of the InfCON of result in v. 7 delayed the InfCON of result 
pattern. This verse is a bicolon with each colon comprising indefinite object NPs. Syntactic 
parallelism occurs through the consecutive repetition of PPs: ומע יבידנ םע םיבידנ־םע. The 
second PP (םע יבידנ ומע) echoes the word-order of the first, but amplifies the structure by add-
ing an additional N and PnGEN: first [PP [P] [N]]; second [PP [P] [NPGEN [NGEN] [NPGEN [N] 
[PnGEN]]]].
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3.1.4.9 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 113:9
׃הָּֽי־וּלְל ַֽה ה ָ֗חֵמְשׂ םי ִ֥נָבַּה־ם ֵֽא תִי ַ֗בַּה תֶר ֶ֬קֲע ׀י ִ֨ביִשׁוֹֽמ
the one who makes the barren woman dwell in the house as a mother of sons joyful. 
Hallelujah!.
Figure 27: 113:9 Constituency Tree
Figure 28: Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.1.4.9.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.4.9.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
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– [NP [D] [N]] (e.g., תיבה and םינבה). 
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [NP [D] [N]]] (e.g., תרקע תיבה  and םינבה־םא).
3.1.4.9.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism 
– תרקע תיבה // םיבה־םא .
3.1.4.9.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תרקע // םא . 
– יבישומ // הי .
3.1.4.9.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.1.4.9.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.4.9.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.1.4.9.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.1.4.9.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.4.9.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– תרקע תיבה // םינבה־םא .
3.1.4.9.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– PTCP (יבישומ) and IMPV (וללה).
3.1.4.9.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.1.4.9.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None. 
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3.1.4.9.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Emphasis on the call to praise YHWH in the closing hymnic IMPV הי־וללה.
3.1.4.9.4 Commentary
Verse 9 combines a 3 + 3 bicolon, and a two-beat monocolon (הי־וללה). Verse 9 closes
the psalm with an inclusio created by the repetition of the same וללה־הי  that introduced the 
poem. Verse 9's bicolon-monocolon pattern prevents a verse-wide structural mirroring 
thereby adding texture to the inclusio created by v. 1 together with v. 9. The texture is added 
by deviating from the monocolon-bicolon pattern set in v. 1. Verse 9 also reinforces the sub-
stantive hipʿil PTCP pattern with יבישומ at the start of the NPCL in colon 1.
Even with the inclusio and completed hipʿil PTCP pattern, v. 9 breaks the pattern of 
previous verses. This second part of v. 9 creates deviation on two levels. A strong internal de-
viation occurs with the disruption of the pattern of terseness in vv. 4–8, as well as the disrup-
tion of the repeated bicolon pattern that has occurred since v. 1b. The deviation is accompan-
ied by external deviation in the word-order syntax within the colon itself. 
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3.1.5 Macrostructure Analysis: 113
3.1.5.1 Overview: 113
A. Stanza 1: Call to Praise with Temporal Expansion (vv. 1–3)
1. Strophe 1: Opening Hymnic Imperative (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: Temporal Expansion (vv. 2–3)
B. Stanza 2: The Exalted One Exalts (vv. 4–9)
1. Strophe 1: He Is Higher Than All (v. 4)
2. Strophe 2: No One Is Like Him (vv. 5–6)
3. Strophe 3: He Exalts the Downtrodden (vv. 7–9a)
4. Strophe 4: Closing Hymnic Imperative (v. 9b)
Psalm 113 comprises two stanzas (vv. 1–3 and vv. 4–9) that are framed by the call to 
praise in v. 1a and v. 9b. The first stanza contains two strophes (v. 1 and vv. 2–3). The first 
strophe (v. 1) is marked by the three-fold repetition of the IMPV וללה with an alternation of 
case within each call to praise as well as a three-fold repetition of the divine name. The sec-
ond strophe is a temporal expansion on the call to praise marked by a chiasm-structured se-
ries of PPs held together by the HEAD V יהי. 
The second stanza (vv. 4–9) contains four strophes: (1) v. 4, (2) vv. 5–6, (3) vv. 7–9a, 
and (4) v. 9b. Each strophe is slightly longer than the one it follows, thus making the move to 
the final monocolon (the closing hymnic IMPV) more abrupt. Thus, the first strophe is based 
on an ADJ, then the second by definite PTCPs, the third by indefinite PTCPs, and the last by the 
hymnic IMPV. There is also a spatial contrast between the first, which emphasises YHWH's ex-
altation, the second which emphasises that he looks down, and then the third which describes 
him as one who raises up the downtrodden. The last strophe of the second stanza (v. 9b) is the
abrupt monocolon and final hymnic IMPV that bookends the poem in tandem with the opening 
hymnic IMPV in v. 1a. The monocola in vv. 1a and 9b are marked by the hard line breaks in 
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both L and A (see §3.1.4.1 and §3.1.4.9 for details). In v. 1a, the hard line break follows the 
call to praise, and in v. 9b it precedes it (see Figure 29). This line break, regardless of the ab-
sence of the sôp̄ pāsûq following 1a and v. 9a, marks off these units as stand-alone monocola.
These monocola break the poem-wide pattern of bicola thereby functioning as a macrostruc-
tural delimitation marker.  
Figure 29: Monocolon Inclusio (L)
Some commentators place the major division in this poem between v. 4 and v. 5 with 
semantics as the primary criteria for doing so.144 While there is indeed a macrostructural 
break between vv. 4 and 5, the view here is that this is not the primary delineation point of the
poem and that the criteria for determining such reaches far beyond semantics. This will be ex-
plored in detail in the analysis below.
The view here is that the first major break in the poem occurs between v. 3 and v. 4. 
144 See Nancy deClaissé-Walford, “Book Five of the Psalter: Psalms 107–150”, in The Book of Psalms 
(ed. E. J. Young, R. K. Harrison, and Robert L. Hubbard Jr.; New International Commentary on the Old 
Testament; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2014), 847; Terrien, The Psalms, 764, and van der Lugt, Cantos and 
Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 251. Both deClaissé-Walford and Terrien, like most commentators (with the
exception of Fokkelman, Hossefeld, and van der Lugt), base their divisions solely on semantics. 
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First, there is a strong semantic shift that occurs from v. 3 to v. 4. Verses 1–3 centre on a call 
to praise with a temporal expansion. The temporal expansion is characterised by temporal 
PPs. Verses 4–9a centre on the redemptive power of YHWH with a spatial expansion charac-
terised by spatial PPs. Second, there is a shift in verbal forms in moving from vv. 1–3 to vv. 
4–9. Thirdly, there is a patterned shift in the NOMs across both stanza 1 and stanza 2. The sub-
ject of two of the three Vs in stanza 1 is the worshipping community. In stanza 2, YHWH alone
is the subject. Fourth, there is a shift in syntax pattern from stanza 1 to stanza 2. The shift is 
from simple syntax to complex syntax from vv. 1b–3 to vv. 4–9b. The details of each of these
stanzaic characteristics are explored in their respective sections below. The last and most 
striking feature characterising stanza 2 is the series of hipʿil PTCPs. 
Accompanying these features of contrast marking stanza 1 from stanza 2 are several 
structural cohesion features embedded in linguistic levels moving across the poem. First, and 
most dominant, is YHWH as the central figure of action in the poem. Second is the poem-wide 
repetition of PPs. While there is deviation from temporal to spatial within those PPs, the pres-
ence of PPs is nevertheless present throughout the entire poem. Verse 2 introduces the tempo-
ral expansion on the call to praise and bless the name of YHWH. The PP of v. 2 is strictly tem-
poral (םלוע־דעו התעמ), while the PP in v. 3 is both temporal and spatial (שמש־חרזממ 
ואובמ־דע). While both the temporal and spatial are present in v. 3, the temporal is dominant 
because of being an extension of the PP םלוע־דעו התעמ. The spatial, however, comes to the 
front as the poem progresses into the second strophe of stanza 1 through v. 3's juxtaposition 
with v. 4's spatial focus captured in ודובכ םימשה לע הוהי םיוג־לכ־לע םר. This being the case, it 
is not simply the repetition of PPs that links stanza 1 to 2, but the subtle semantic link inher-
ent in v. 3a's spatial undercurrent. 
Lastly and most notably is the poem's repetition of PTCPs. There is a total of ten PTCPs  
in this short poem. Stanza 1 contains four PTCPs and stanza 2 has six. 
For Fokkelman, the chain of hipʿil forms throughout the poem is crucial for structural 
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analysis, and rightly so. He divides the chain into two parts. The first part, “Containing two 
appositions (5b + 6a)”, and the second part with, “four predicative units (in vv. 7–
9).”145 Fokkelman goes on to propose four strophes as follows:
הוהי םש תא וללה הוהי ידבע וללה 1
םולע דעו התעמ ךרבמ הוהי םש יהי 2
הוהי םש ללהמ ואובמ דע שמש חרזממ 3
ודובכ םימשה לע הוהי םיוג לכ לע םר 4
תבשל יהיבגמד וניהלא הוהיכ ימ 5
ץראבו םימשב תוארל יליפשמה 6
נויבא םירי תפשאם לד רפעמ ימיומ 7
ומע יבידנ םע םיבידנ םע יבישוהל 8
החמש םינבה םא תיבה תרקע יבשומ 9
Fokkelman identifies v. 5 as the central pivot point of the poem based on (1) metric sym-
metry, (2) the launching of the chain of hipʿil PTCPs, and (3) the last occurrence of the divine 
name.146 He argues that in dividing the poem between v. 5a and b makes the remainder of the 
poem an even 9 + 9 cola stucture. He also argues that this division is supported by the last 
mention of the divine name paired with, "an apposition assuring us that his YHWH is 'our 
God'."147 These cohesive elements are all present, granted with some scepticism concerning 
metrics, however, the elements of deviation occurring between vv. 3 and 4 are too many to 
overlook the possibility that v. 4 is the opening verse of stanza 2. 
Allen, who places the major pivot in v. 3, says, "A summons to praise, v 1aβb, devel-
oped in vv 2–3, is followed by the content of praise in vv 4–9."148 He adds,
From the perspective of content the psalm could be divided into two, vv 1aβ–4, 5–9bα
145 J. P. Fokkelman, Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible: Vol I, 10.
146 Ibid., 10. 
147 Ibid., 11. 
148 Allen, Psalms 101–150, 134.
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[…], with v 4 rounding off the call to praise with an introductory summary of the 
ground for praise. Gunkel regarded the question of v 5 as marking a new beginning. 
But the psalm more naturally divides into vv 1aβ–3 and 4–9bα, summons to praise 
and its substance […].149
Van der Lugt divides the poem into three, three-bicola strophes (vv. 1b–3, vv. 4–6, 
and vv. 7–9).150 He goes on to identify inclusion as the primary macrostructure delineation 
marker for strophes 1 (vv. 1b–3) and 2 (vv. 4–6).151 Unfortunately, van der Lugt does not lend 
comment to cohesive dimensions of his third strophe aside from identifying the repetition of 
the root yšb thereby weakening his argument for vv. 7–9a being an independent strophe from 
vv. 4–6. 
149 Ibid., 134. 
150 Van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew III, 251.
151 Ibid., 235.
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3.1.5.2 Stanza 1: Call to Praise with Temporal Expansion (vv. 1–3)
A. Stanza 1: Call to Praise with Temporal Expansion (vv. 1–3)
1. Strophe 1: Opening Hymnic Imperative (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: Temporal Expansion (vv. 2–3)
3.1.5.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.5.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– IMPV (e.g., וללה (v. 1)).
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., הוהי ידבע (v. 1); הוהי םש (vv. 1–3)).
– PP (e.g., התעמ (v. 2); םלוע־דע (v. 2); שמש־חרזממ (v. 3); ואובמ־דע (v. 3)).
– PTCP (e.g., ךרבמ (v. 2); חרזרמ (v. 3); אובמ (v. 3); ללהמ (v. 3)). 
3.1.5.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הי וללה // הוהי ידבע וללה // הוהי םש־תא וללה // ךרבמ הוהי םש יהי // הוהי םש ללהמ  (vv. 1, 
2, and 3).
– םלוע־דעו התעמ // ואובמ־דע שמש־חרזממ  (vv. 2 and 3).
3.1.5.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי (vv. 1, 2, 3, and 4).
– ללה (vv. 1, 2, and 3).
– ללה // ךרב  (vv. 1 and 2).
– התע // שמש־חרזמ  (vv. 2 and 3).
– םלוע // ואובמ  (vv. 2 and 3).
– מ // דע  (vv. 2 and 3). 
3.1.5.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: שמש (v. 3); referent: ו in ואובמ (v. 3).
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3.1.5.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.1.5.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םלוע־דעו (v. 2).
3.1.5.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Chiasmus in word-order in vv. 2–3 with the NPGEN הוהי םש forming an inclusio.
3.1.5.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.5.2.3.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הוהי // הי // הוהי םש  (vv. 1, 2, and 3).
– הי וללה // הוהי ידבע וללה // הוהי םש־תא וללה // ךרבמ הוהי םש יהי // הוהי םש ללהמ  (vv. 1, 
2, and 3).
– םלוע־דעו התעמ // ואובמ־דע שמש־חרזממ  (vv. 2 and 3).
– ללה // ךרב  (vv. 1 and 2).
3.1.5.2.3.2 Other forms of deviation
– Alternating case (v. 1; ACCUS (הי) - VOC (הוהי ידבע) - ACCUS (הוהי םש)).
– Deviation between parts of speech within PPs (vv. 2–3).
– Deviation within the ACCUS in the call to praise (v. 1) (הוהי םש; הי).
3.1.5.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.1.5.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the call to praise through the four-fold repetition of the root ללה.
– Foregrounding of the centrality of YHWH through the five-fold repetition of the divine 
name.
– Foregrounding of the degree of praise YHWH deserves through the chiasm-structured 
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repetition of PPs (vv. 2–3).
3.1.5.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the various groups making up the covenant people through the vari-
ation of the call to praise (v. 1) (ACCUS - VOC - ACCUS).
– The three short Ss (v. 1) followed by a lengthy S in vv. 2–3 foreground the theme of 
ongoing praise of YHWH.
3.1.5.2.4 Commentary
The semantic centre of stanza 1 is set in strophe 1 as call to praise and to bless YHWH 
eternally. This is evident through the repetition of the root ללה as well as the framing function
of the NPGEN הוהי םש. Deviation occurs through the shift from YHWH in the ACCUS in v. 1 to 
YHWH in the NOM in vv. 2–3. There is also a degree of internal deviation through the alterna-
tion from ACCUS to VOC, and back to ACCUS in the call to praise. Paired with this is the internal 
deviation that occurs in the shift from הי to הוהי םש in the call to praise.
There is a constituent chiasm marking strophe 2 in stanza 1. The order of constituents 
is: 
(a) NP (ךרבמ הוהי־םש)
(b) PP (םלוע־דעו התעמ)
(b') PP (ואובמ־דע שמש־חרזממ)
(a') NP (הוהי־םש ללהמ).
The strongest cohesive element in strophe 2 of stanza 1 is the HEAD VJUSS יהי in v. 2. 
This HEAD VJUSS creates syntactic cohesion across strophe 2, yet simultaneously functions to 
set stanza 1 apart from stanza 2 as it is the only yiqtōl V in the poem. Additionally, stanza 1 
contains two IMPVs (וללה), one finite V (יהי), and four PTCPs, all in the qal stem except for the 
last PTCP (ללהמ) which is puʿal. Stanza 2, to the contrary, contains six PTCPs (five of which are
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hipʿil) and two Infs (both of which are hipʿil). The hipʿil theme is the source of the ḥîreq yôd 
pattern that creates structural cohesion in stanza 2. 
Related to the syntactic unity of vv. 2–3 is the pattern of deviation from two simple Ss
in v. 1 to a lengthy S stretching across the two bicola in vv. 2–3. This deviation from staccato 
to legato not only attests to the onomatopoeic nature of the S, but also attests to v. 3 as a 
boundary marker for the end of the strophe. Concerning the onomatopoeic nature of these 
units, the repeated, brief statements of v. 1b (colon 1 in strophe 1) serve to further accentuate 
the verbose sense of the S in vv. 2–3 which reflects the nature of its message: forever praise 
and bless YHWH. 
Figure 30: 113:2–3 Constituency Tree
Figure 31: 113:2–3 Chiasm
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3.1.5.3 Stanza 2: The Exalted One Exalts (vv. 4–9)
B. Stanza 2: The Exalted One Exalts (vv. 4–9)
1. Strophe 1: He Is Higher Than All (v. 4)
2. Strophe 2: No One Is Like Him (vv. 5–6)
3. Strophe 3: He Exalts the Downtrodden (vv. 7–9a)
4. Strophe 4: Closing Hymnic Imperative (v. 9b)
3.1.5.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3.1.5.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– D (e.g., ה in יהיבגמה (v. 5); ה in יליפשמה (v. 6); ה in תיבה (v. 9); ה in םינבה (v. 9)).
– InfCL (e.g., הוהי םיוג־כ־לע םר (v. 4); תבשל יהיבגמה (v. 5); ץראבו םימשב תוארל יליפשמה 
(v. 6)).
– InfCON (e.g., תבש (v. 5); תואר (v. 6); יבישוה (v. 8)).
– NACCUS (e.g., לד (v. 7); תרקע (v. 9); הי (v. 9); הוהי (v. 4); ןויבא (v. 7)).  
– NNOM (e.g., הוהי (v. 4); ןויבא (v. 7)). 
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ודובכ (v. 4); וניהלא (v. 5); ומע (v. 8); םינבה־םא (v. 9)). 
– PP (e.g., םיוג־לכ־לע (v. 4); םימשה לע (v. 4); םימשב (v. 6); ץראב (v. 6); רפעמ (v. 7); 
תפשאמ (v. 7); םיבידנ־םע (v. 8)). 
– PTCP (e.g., םר (v. 4); יהיבגמ (v. 5); ימיקמ  (v. 7); יבישומ (v. 9)). 
3.1.5.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי םיוג־לכ־לע // ודובכ םימשה לע  (v. 4).
– לע הוהי םיוג־לכ־לע םר םימשה ודובכ // יהיבגמה תבשל // ץראבו םימשב תוארל יליפשמה  (vv. 
5, 5b, and 6).
– רפעמ לד // תפשאמ םירי ןויבא  (v. 6).
– םיבידנ־םע // ומא יבידנ םע  (v. 8).
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– ומע יבידנ םע םיבידנ־םע יבישוהל ןויבא םירי תפשאמ לכ רפעמ ימיקמ // תיבה תרקע יבישומ  
החמש םינבה־םא (vv. 7 and 8).
3.1.5.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  יהיבגמה//הוהי  //  הי// וניהלא // יליפשמה // ימיקמ //יבישוה  (vv. 4 and 9).
– םימש (vv. 4 and 6).
– םימש // ץרא  (v. 6).
– םיוג // םימש  (v. 4).
3.1.5.3.1.4 Pronominal reference
– Antecedent: הוהי (v. 4); referent: ו in ודובכ (v. 4).
– Antecedent: הוהי וניהלא  (v. 5); referent: ו in ומע (v. 8).
– Antecedent: ידבע הוהי  (v. 1); referent: ונ in וניהלא (v. 5).
3.1.5.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– None
3.1.5.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ץראבו (v. 6)
3.1.5.3.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.1.5.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.1.5.3.3.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Shift from definite PTCPs (vv. 4–6) to indefinite PTCPs (vv. 7–9a).
–  יהיבגמה//הוהי  //  הי// וניהלא // יליפשמה // ימיקמ //יבישוה  (vv. 4 and 9).
– הוהי םיוג־לכ־לע // ודובכ םימשה לע  (v. 4).
– לע הוהי םיוג־לכ־לע םר םימשה ודובכ // יהיבגמה תבשל // ץראבו םימשב תוארל יליפשמה  (vv. 
5, 5b, and 6).
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– רפעמ לד // תפשאמ םירי ןויבא  (v. 6).
– םיבידנ־םע // ומא יבידנ םע  (v. 8).
3.1.5.3.3.2 Other forms of deviation
– Monocolon (v. 9b) paired with bicola (vv. 4–9a). 
– IntgCL (v. 5).
– Disruption of the HEAD + Subordinate intercolon relationship patter via v. 7's HEAD + 
Parallel.
3.1.5.3.3 Foregrounded Elements 
3.1.5.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the causative activity of YHWH through hipʿil PTCPs.
3.1.5.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the call to praise through the abrupt monocolon (v. 9b).
– Emphasis on the redeeming activity of YHWH through (1) PTCP repetition, (2) the shift 
from definite PTCPs to indefinite PTCPs, (3) shift from the location of YHWH (exalted) to
the compassionate activity of YHWH (exalting the lowly).
3.1.5.3.4 Commentary
The name of YHWH is indicative of structural movement between the two stanzas in 
the poem. In stanza 1, the name of YHWH appears in both its complete form and abbreviated 
form within just two and a half verses. In stanza 2, there are five references to YHWH. The di-
vine name is mentioned twice in vv. 4 and 5), וניהלא once in v. 5, and it is referenced a Pn 
twice in vv. 4 and 8. Obviously, these references are not evenly distributed throughout stanza 
2. Four of the five references occur in vv. 4–5. After these, the last occurrence is at the close 
of v. 8 in the Pn suffix on ומע. It is possible that this last occurrence marks the close of a mac-
rostructural unit as well; however, there is not enough additional evidence past this placement
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of the Pn to merit a macrostructural boundary marker. The points of cohesion within stanza 1 
as identified here outweigh this minor, but important, point of deviation. There is also a 
grammatical chiasm in vv. 5–6 that contributes to the internal structural cohesion of the 
strophe.
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3.1.6 Conclusion
In agreement with Fokkelman, the most notable feature of Psalm 113 is the chain of 
hipʿil PTCPs that characterise stanza 2.152 The ḥîreq yôd pattern that results from the hipʿil stem
also sets the poem apart. While the hipʿil pattern (and its associated phonetic pattern) is dom-
inant in stanza 2, the PPs that extend across the poem at large create a strong sense of both 
grammatical-syntactic as well as semantic cohesion in Psalm 113. Both of these stand-out 
features of the poem develop within the most crucial frame of the poem and that is the 
opening and closing of the call to praise. The monocola's call to praise not only foregrounds 
their content through its framing affect, but also create a sense of cohesion within the Hallel 
collection at large as well with Book V of the Psalter.153    
152 For further details on the "participle hymn" see F. Crüsemann, Studien zur Formgeschichte von 
Hymnus und Danklied in Israel (WMANT 32; Neukirchen: Neukirchener, 1969), 83–154.
153 See Zenger, "The Function of the 'Hallelujahs' in the Redaction of the Psalter" in Psalms 3, 39–42.
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3.2 The Structure of the Poetic Text: Psalm 114
3.2.1 Unifying Theological Theme: 114
The theological thrust of Psalm 114 is not just theophany, but specifically the power-
ful, saving presence of YHWH as the God of Jacob and creator of the cosmos. While this theo-
logical centre is not explicitly stated, it is all but explicit in the psalmist’s personified descrip-
tion of nature’s response to saving presence of God, who is the God of Jacob. The question 
for the psalmist, then, is not only, “Who is this God?”, but also, “Whose is this God?”. This is
the Creator, who is also the God of Jacob, the one who appears in power to deliver his 
people—the one who is faithful to his covenant, the one who makes his people his dwelling 
place.
3.2.2 Translation with notes: 114
1 When Israel went out from Egypt, the house of Jacob from a people of a strange 
language,
2 Judah became his sanctuary, Israel his dominion.154
3 The sea saw and fled. The Jordan turned back.
4 The mountains leapt like rams; the hills like lambs.
5 Why is it, o sea, that you flee? O Jordan, you turn back?
6 O mountains, that you leap like rams? O hills like lambs?
154 Zenger is correct in noting, “ויתולשממ, plural to indicate the expansive extent: 'his realm/dominion' 
(Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 187); see GKC §124b. Cf. Allen who argues that ויתולשממ is a true plural that 
refers to a two-part Israel (Allen, Psalms 101–150, 138).
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7 In the presence of the Lord, tremble, O earth,155 in the presence of the God of 
Jacob;156
8 the one who turns the rock into a pool of water, the flint into a spring of water?
3.2.3 Stylistic Overview: 114
The opening verses of Psalm 114 attest to the most dominant feature of style of the 
poem, and that is a syntactic unit divided into pairs structured around ellipsis and synonym-
ous semantic parallelism. Zenger notes that, 
The ellipsis occurs in every parallelism in Psalm 114 with the exception of v. 3 and v. 
5. This is not only a very strong argument for the unity of the psalm; it distinguishes 
Psalm 114 markedly from Psalms 113 and 115, where this phenomenon does not ap-
pear in the same way.157 
Along with this, Dahood notes that, "The skillful use of double-duty prepositions (vss. 2, 8), 
the breakup of composite phrases (vss. 2, 8), ballast variants (vss. 1, 4, 6, 7), and the metric-
ally balanced verses attest to the psalmist’s poetic skill."158 
There is an undeniable fractured sense to Psalm 114. The question is whether this is a 
feature of style, or if it is evidence of being independent from Psalm 115, or both. Either way,
in terms of style and syntax, this psalm is terse and abrupt. Psalm 114 also exhibits several 
standard forms of linguistic parallelism and ellipsis functioning as discourse cohesion 
devices.
While lacking an elaborately ornate dimension, Psalm 114 demonstrates onomato-
155 The syntax-semantic interface of v. 7 is unclear. Variant readings suggest that rather than ןודא ינפלמ 
ץרא ילוה (“before the Lord, tremble, O earth”) it should read, ץראה־לכ ילוה ןודא ינפלמ (“tremble before the Lord 
of the whole earth”). The reading as it stands in the MT, however, fits best with the theme that has been 
established through the repeated VOCs beginning in v. 5. An emendation of the text in this sense is unnecessary. 
156 The vowel pointing of הולא of both L and A indicates a strong possibility of haplography in its 
pairing with the י in the subsequent בקעי. 
157 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 191.
158 Dahood, Psalms III, 134.
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poetic features. The syntax, like the semantics of this poem, is very to-the-point and matter-
of-fact. It moves and jumps the same way that the rams and lambs skip and the waters run. 
There is a sense of panic portrayed through the grammatical features of the poem, namely 
through repeated ellipsis, just like in nature when it appears before the God of Jacob. Sup-
porting this is that the semantic and syntactic parallelism in this poem is strikingly straight-
forward. There is very little variation from colon to colon.  
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3.2.4 Microstructure Analysis: 114
3.2.4.1 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:1
׃ז ֵֽעלֹ ם ַ֥עֵמ ב ֹ֗קֲע ַ֝י תי ֵ֥בּ םִי ָ֑רְצִמִּמ לֵאָרְשִׂ֭י תאֵ֣צְבּ
When Israel when out from Egypt, the house of Jacob from a people of a strange language,
Figure 32: 114:1 Constituency Tree
Figure 33: 114:1 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.2.4.1.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.1.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., לארשי, תיב בקעי , and םע).
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When Israel when out from Egypt, the house of Jacob from a people of a strange language,
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– P (e.g., ב and מ). 
– PP (e.g., זעל םעמ and םירצממ).
3.2.4.1.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לארשי םירצממ // תיב בקעי םעמ זעל .
– לארשי // תיב בקעי . 
– םירצממ // םעמ זעל . 
3.2.4.1.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– מ. 
3.2.4.1.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.4.1.1.5 Ellipsis
– תאצב. 
3.2.4.1.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.2.4.1.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration between colon 1 and colon 2 ([N [PP]]). 
– Reiteration of the e-class vowel phoneme (e.g., תאצב, לארשי, תיב, םעמ, זעל ).
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre.
3.2.4.1.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.1.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– לארשי םירצממ // תיב בקעי םעמ זעל .
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3.2.4.1.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.2.4.1.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.4.1.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the non-assimilation of God's covenant people through the paral-
lelism of םירצממ and זעל םע. 
– Foregrounding of the covenant people through the reiteration and parallelism of 
לארשי // בקעי תיב .
3.2.4.1.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the "coming out" of God's people from slavery through the fronting 
of תאצב.
3.2.4.1.4 Commentary
Verse 1 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. There are two unusual features of v. 1. The 
first is that if the poem is a community hymn, then the standard hymnic IMPV that launches a 
hymn has been replaced with a narrative opening. Second, as Robert Alter notes, "It is unusu-
al for a biblical poem to begin in this way with a subordinate clause (doubled, with the verb 
elided, in the second verset), given the strong predominance of parallel independent clauses 
(parataxis) in this body of literature."159 Both of these features strengthen the argument for the
independent composition of the psalm.
Verse 1 has a dual semantic focus. First, there is an emphasis on the timing of Israel’s 
coming out of Egypt. The second emphasis is the fact that it is a "strange land" that they are 
exiting. Israel not only leaves a strange land—Israel leaves a strange land to go home, and 
159 Robert Alter, The Book of Psalms: A Translation with Commentary (New York: W. W. Norton & 
Company, 2007), 405. 
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that home is the dwelling place of YHWH. Verse 1, then, functions as a temporal and spatial 
expansion, which sets the scene for v. 2. More specifically, the temporal expansion found in 
v. 1 is fronted when taking vv. 1 and 2 together. Verse 1 is a subordinate InfP to the CL in v. 2 
in which the finite V is התיה. The word-order between cola is the same with the exception of 
the ellipsis of the InfP תאצב. The NNOM of התיה, which is הדוהי, also runs parallel with לארשי 
and בקעי תיב thereby offering an additional level of cohesion beyond v. 1 functioning as a 
subordinate NCL to v. 2. Finally, W. S. Prinsloo comments that, "Another conspicuous feature 
of 1 is the assonance effected by the numerous e sounds […]."160
160 W. S. Prinsloo, “Psalm 114: It Is Yahweh Who Transforms the Rock into a Fountain”, JNSL 18 
(1992), 165.
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3.2.4.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:2
׃וי ָֽתוֹלְשְׁמַמ ל ֵ֗אָרְשׂ ִ֝י וֹ֑שְׁדָקְל ה ָ֣דוּהְי ה ָ֣תְיָה
Judah became his sanctuary, Israel his dominion.
Figure 34: 114:2 Constituency Tree
Figure 35: 114:2 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
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Figure 36: 114:1–2 Constituency Tree 
3.2.4.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– N (e.g., הדוהי, שדק, לארשי , and יתולשממ).
– NNOM (e.g., הדוהי and לארשי).
– NP (e.g., ושדקל הדוהי and לארשי ויתולשממ ).
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ושדקל and ויתולשממ). 
3.2.4.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– התיה הדוהי ושדקל  // [elided] לארשי ויתולשממ . 
3.2.4.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לארשי // הדוהי . 
– ושדקל // ויתולשממ . 
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3.2.4.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ויתולשממ and ו in ושדקל.
3.2.4.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– התיה. 
3.2.4.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.2.4.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– Word-order reiteration between ושדקל הדוהי // לארשי ויתולשממ .
3.2.4.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– לארשי // הדוהי . 
– ושדקל // ויתולשממ .
3.2.4.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.2.4.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.4.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of YHWH's reign over his people through the parallelism of ושדקל and 
ויתולשממ. 
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3.2.4.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None.
3.2.4.2.4 Commentary
Verse 2 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. Verse 2 is syntactically linked to v. 1 
marked by the finite V התיה, which links with the temporal InfPs in v. 1. The finite V indic-
ates that the semantic thrust is to be found in v. 2. The psalmist is more interested in what 
Judah and Israel became than when they became it, although the when is important (marked 
through fronting). In other words, the outcome is stressed with temporal concerns subordin-
ated. Additionally, Gerstenberger, like Brueggemann, notes that, "The infinitive construction 
with concomitant subordination of the second poetic line (narrative style) is rare in the Psalter
(cf. 95:7d–9; 105:12–13; 137:1–2) and signals a particular historical reflection and theologic-
al reasoning."161
There is clear synonymous semantic parallelism between the two cola of the bicolon 
in v. 2. הדוהי is parallel with לארשי, and ושדקל with ויתולשממ.162 There is also grammatical re-
iteration through the PnGEN ו. God’s people are not only a place of dwelling, but YHWH's place 
of dwelling. The elision of the C as well as the V in colon 2 of v. 2 provides an additional 
level of cohesion between cola beyond mere juxtaposition. Prinsloo, once again, adds that, 
"Another characteristic of 2 is that there is no direct reference to Yahweh here, but merely an 
indirect reference to Him by way of the third-person suffixes. This subtle reference creates 
deliberate tension that is only resolved towards the end of the poem."163
161 Gerstenberger, Psalms Part 2, 281.
162 Some have noted that the separation of הדוהי and לארשי here implies the possibility of a post-
divided monarchy date for this psalm (see A. Weiser, The Psalms (The Old Testament Library; Philadelphia: 
WJK, 709).
163 Prinsloo, “Psalm 114”, 166.
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3.2.4.3 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:3
׃רוֹֽחָאְל ב ֹ֥סִּי ן ֵ֗דְּרַיּ ַ֝ה ס ֹ֑נָיַּו הָא ָ֭ר ֣םָיַּה
The sea saw and fled. The Jordan turned back.
Figure 37: 114:3 Constituency Tree
Figure 38: 114:3 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.2.4.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration 
– [NPNOM [D] [N]] (e.g., םיה and ןדריה). 
– VP (e.g., סניו האר and רוחאל בסי). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., סניו and בסי).  
׃רוֹֽחָאְל ב ֹ֥סִּי ן ֵ֗דְּרַיּ ַ֝ה
׃רוֹֽחָאְל ב ֹ֥סִּי ן ֵ֗דְּרַיּ ַ֝ה ס ֹ֑נָיַּו הָא ָ֭ר ם ָ֣יַּה
The sea saw and fled. The Jordan turned back.
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3.2.4.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– סניו האר םיה // רוחאל בסי ןדריה .
–  םיה//ןדריה .
– סניו האר // רוחאל .
3.2.4.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– סניו // בסי . 
– םיה // ןדריה . 
3.2.4.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.4.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– האר.
3.2.4.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in סניו.
3.2.4.3.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration. 
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.2.4.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.3.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םיה // ןדריה . 
– סניו // רוחאל בסי . 
3.2.4.3.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
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3.2.4.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.4.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Personified reaction of nature foregrounded through the parallelism of both םיה//  
ןדריה and סניו // רוחאל בסי . 
– Foregrounding of water through the parallelism of םיה and ןדריה. 
3.2.4.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the creation through NNOM fronting.
– Foregrounding of the response of nature through personification.
3.2.4.3.4 Commentary
Verse 3 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. There is strong semantic parallelism 
between the two cola in v. 3, however, there is a textured semantic relationship between vv. 
1–2 and v. 3. Verse 3, by introducing a new theme through personification, creates a new se-
mantic layer to the poem. Verses 1–2 focus on what and when God’s people became. Verse 3, 
however, is interested in nature’s response to the theophany. If YHWH can make the waters 
flee, then he can certainly make Israel and Judah into a holy dwelling place. Even with this 
semantic shift that creates texture between vv. 1–2 and v. 3, cohesion is achieved implicitly in
the sense that in v. 2 people take on inanimate characteristics and in v. 3, nature takes on hu-
man characteristics. There is a comparison then, between nature and God’s people who both 
took on a new form in the event of the exodus. This structure affirms that the exodus is the 
monumental, nation defining, cosmos changing event of the HB. Furthermore, with the place-
ment of the Egyptian Hallel in Book V, it is implicit that deliverance from exile will be much 
the same with the return of the reign of YHWH.
There is a lesser grammatical parallelism between the two cola making up the bicolon
of v. 3. Colon 1 has two finite Vs (האר and סונ) and colon 2 has only one finite V (בבס). In 
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colon 2, the PP רוחאל takes the place of a possible second V thereby creating deviation for 
texture.
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3.2.4.4 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:4
׃ןא ֹֽ צ־יֵנְבִכּ תוֹ֗עָב ְ֝גּ םי ִ֑ליֵאְכ וּ֣דְקָר םיִרָה ֶֽ֭ה
The mountains leapt like rams; the hills like lambs
Figure 39: 114:4 Constituency Tree
Figure 40: 114:4 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.2.4.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NP [D] [N]] (e.g., םירהה and תועבג).
– NP (e.g., םיליאכ and ןאצ־ינבכ).
– P (e.g., כ).
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The mountains leapt like rams; the hills like lambs
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3.2.4.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– [elided V]  םיליאכ ודקר םירהה//ןאצ־ינבכ תועבג  . 
– םירהה // תועבג .
– םילאכ // ןאצ־ינבכ . 
3.2.4.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism 
– םילא // ןאצ־ינב .
– םירה // תועבג .
– כ.
3.2.4.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.4.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– ודקר. 
3.2.4.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.2.4.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre.  
3.2.4.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םילאכ ודקר םירהה // ןאצ־ינבכ תועבג . 
– םירהה // תועבג .
– םילאכ // ןאצ־ינבכ . 
3.2.4.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
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3.2.4.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.4.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of uneven terrain through the parallelism of םירהה and תועבג. 
3.2.4.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the reactive behaviour of nature through personified simile (םיליאכ 
and ןאצ־ינבכ). 
– Foregrounding of the NNOMs through fronting (e.g., ודקר םירהה).
3.2.4.4.4 Commentary
Verse 4 is a 3 +3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. Linguistic parallelism (both semantic and 
grammatical-syntactic) as well as imagery and terseness are heavily present in v. 4. There is 
only one finite V that functions as the central point of action for both cola. The terseness 
comes with the double duty of the V (ודקר) applying to both NNOMSs (םירהה in the first colon 
and תועבג in the second colon). It is both mountains and hills that are skipping (דקר) that give
us our terseness and imagery. There is a secondary feature of terseness and that is the omis-
sion of the C ו between cola.
Cohesion occurs through the parallelism here. םירהה is in parallel with תועבג. The 
lack of definite article on the second NNOM seems inconsequential, however it is a significant 
point of deviation from the pattern set by םירהה, which could be counted as a ballast variant. 
An obvious second point of parallelism on the same semantic level as םירהה and תועבג is 
their comparison to םיליא and ןאצ־ינב. The simile that runs through both cola, once again, re-
inforces the cohesion that comes with the semantic pairing.
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3.2.4.5 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:5
׃רוֹֽחָאְל ב ֹ֥סִּתּ ן ֵ֗דְּרַיּ ַ֝ה סוּ֑נָת י ִ֣כּ םָיּ ַ֭ה ֣ךְָלּ־הַמ
Why is it, oh sea, that you flee? O Jordan, you turn back?
Figure 41: 114:5 Constituency Tree
Figure 42: 114:5 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.2.4.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPNOM [D] [N]] (e.g., םיה and ןדריה). 
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– PP (e.g., ךל and רוחאל).
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., סונת and בסת). 
3.2.4.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– סונת יכ םיה // רוחאל בסת ןדריה . 
– םיה // ןדריה .
– סונת // רוחאל בסת .
3.2.4.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םי // ןדרי .
3.2.4.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.4.5.1.5 Ellipsis
– ךל־המ. 
3.2.4.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.2.4.5.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– Word-order reiteration.
3.2.4.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– סונת יכ םיה // רוחאל בסת ןדריה . 
3.2.4.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
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3.2.4.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.4.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of nature's personified behaviour through the parallelism of סונת יכ םיה
 //רוחאל בסת ןדריה .
3.2.4.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of nature's personified reactive behaviour through the rhetorical 
question.
– Foregrounding of the creation through NNOM fronting (e.g., רוחאל בסת ןדריה).
3.2.4.5.4 Commentary
Verse 4 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. There is a substantial linguistic shift in v. 5
with the PnINTG and the shift to the present tense. The psalmist affirms the parody by address-
ing nature directly through the PnINTG. Exegetes have attributed this phenomenon to more 
than mere poetry. Weiser writes,
This original stylistic form is not only the fruit of an exuberantly flourishing poetical 
imagination; at the root of it is rather the peculiar character of the Old Testament reli-
gious interpretation of history which has arisen out of ideas associated with the cultus.
Whole centuries of history are skipped, events long past are experienced in the repre-
sentation of the Heilsgeschichte in the ritual as having an immediate actual signifi-
cance […]. This enables us to see why the poet with unprecedented dramatic power 
intervenes in events that happened centuries ago as if they had taken place just now, 
repeating in interrogative form what he has just narrated: 'What ails you, O sea, that 
you flee…?'164
164 Weiser, The Psalms, 712.
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 Zenger contributes to this by stating that, "from the point of view of poetics, this shift from 
the narrative perspective of the first two strophes to a conversational perspective in the direct 
address to the actors undoubtedly represents a dramatization."165
There are only minor grammatical-syntactic differences between vv. 5 and 3. These 
differences, however, create a strong semantic shift. The shift is caused by the following fea-
tures: (1) the PnINTG that frames the verse, (2) the direct address to nature, and (3) the change 
from qātal to yiqtōl. There is also a texturing at work in the elision of האר in v. 5. The psalm-
ist could have said, “What is it to you, O sea that you looked and fled?” This would have been
closer to the original phrasing of v. 3. The psalmist, however, says, “What is to you, O sea, 
that you flee?” Through the omission of האר, the psalmist is emphasizing the sea’s emotional 
reaction to what it has seen. What God has done, the very thing that the cosmos has witnessed
with its own eyes, has solicited dramatic reaction from the very forces of nature.
The PnREL is omitted in the second colon thereby rendering quite literally, “What is it 
to you, O sea, that you flee, O Jordan you turn back?” This omission echoes the omission of 
the C between cola. A much more natural reading would be, “What is it to you, O sea, that 
you fee, and you Jordan, that you turn back?” (רוחאל בסת יכ ןדריהו סונת יכ םיה ךל־המ). Un-
surprisingly, this is precisely the change that the LXX makes with καὶ σοί, Ιορδάν, ὅτι […]. 
This emendation is not necessary. In fact, it does damage to the intentional effort of the poet 
to disrupt the pattern with elision and terseness thereby creating the very onomatopoeic style 
present here. The choppy nature of the syntactic arrangement reflects the choppy nature of 
what it is for water to flee. 
The shift from the qātal to the yiqtōl rushes the reader back into the past as if they 
were there at the very moment that the waters fled before YHWH. It is not, “Why did you 
flee?” It is, “Why do you flee?” Again, this verbal shift creates a deviation from the pattern 
165 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 191.
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established in the previous verses thereby creating a sense of texture in the text as the reader 
moves forward.
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3.2.4.6 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:6
׃ןא ֹֽ צ־יֵנְבִכּ תוֹ֗עָב ְ֝גּ םי ִ֑ליֵאְכ וּ֣דְקְרִתּ םיִרָה ֶֽ֭ה
O mountains, that you leap like rams, the hills like lambs?
Figure 43: 114:6 Constituency Tree
Figure 44: 114:6 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.2.4.6.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.6.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration 
– NP (e.g., םירהה, םיליאכ , and ןאצ־ינבכ).
– P (e.g., כ).
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3.2.4.6.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– [elided V] םיליאכ ודקרת םירהה // ןאצ־ינבכ תועבג .
– םירהה // תועבג .
– םיליאכ // אצ־ינבכן . 
3.2.4.6.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םירה // תועבג .
– כ.
– םיליאןאצ־ינב // .
3.2.4.6.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.4.6.1.5 Ellipsis
– ודקרת.
3.2.4.6.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.2.4.6.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration. 
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.2.4.6.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.6.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םירה // תועבג .
3.2.4.6.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
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3.2.4.6.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.4.6.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of nature's personified behaviour through the parallelism of םירהה 
םיליאכ ודקרת // ןאצ־ינבכ תועבג .
3.2.4.6.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of nature's personified reactive response to YHWH's work through the 
extension of the rhetorical question introduced in the previous verse.
– Foregrounding of the creation through NNOM fronting.
3.2.4.6.4 Commentary
Verse 6 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. Verse 6 completes v. 5 by including the 
mountains and hills that were introduced as a part of the initial formula in vv. 3–4. Verse 6 al-
most mimics v. 4 (in a similar fashion as v. 5 and v. 3). The differences between vv. 5 and 3 
that were noted above are present yet again here, but with a substantial variation. Again, LXX
emends the text by adding the PnREL that makes for a smoother reading. This, once again, dis-
rupts the choppy nature of how the poem is intended to be read.
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3.2.4.7 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:7
׃ב ֹֽקֲעַי ַהּוֹ֣לֱא י ֵ֗נְפִלּ ִ֝מ ץֶ֑ראָ יִלוּ֣ח ןוֹ֭דאָ ֣יֵנְפִלִּמ
in the presence of the Lord, tremble, O earth, in the presence of the God of Jacob,
Figure 45: 114:7 Constituency Tree
Figure 46: 114:7 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
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Figure 47: 114:7–8 Constituency Tree
3.2.4.7.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.7.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., ץרא and הולא בקעי ).
– [PP [P] [PP [P] [N]]] (e.g., ינפלמ).
3.2.4.7.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ץרא ילוח ןודא ינפלמ // בקעי הולא ינפלמ .
– ןודא ינפלמ // בקעי הולא ינפלמ . 
– ןודא // בקעי הולא .
3.2.4.7.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ינפלמ. 
– ןודא // בקעי הולא .
3.2.4.7.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.4.7.1.5 Ellipsis
– ילוח.
׃ב ֹֽקֲﬠַי ַהּוֹ֣לֱא י ֵ֗נְפִלּ ִ֝מ ץֶר ָ֑א יִלוּ֣ח ןוֹד ָ֭א יֵ֣נְפִלִּמ׃םִי ָֽמ־וֹנְיְﬠַמְל שׁי ִ֗מָלּ ַ֝ח םִי ָ֑מ־םַגֲא רוּ֣צַּה י ִ֣כְפֹהַה
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S
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3.2.4.7.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.2.4.7.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.2.4.7.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.7.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ןודא // בקעי הולא .
3.2.4.7.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (4 + 3) metre
3.2.4.7.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.5.7.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the presence of the God of Jacob through the reiteration and paral-
lelism of  ןודא//בקעי הולא .
3.2.4.7.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding on the command to tremble through the shift to an IMPV V (ילוח). 
– Foregrounding of the presence of YHWH through the fronting of the PP  ןודא ינפלמ in 
both cola. 
3.2.4.7.4 Commentary
Verse 7 is a 4 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. Prinsloo points out that, "Here one could 
speak of an anaphora because both hemistichs start with the same word ינפלמ […]. The repe-
tition of this expression emphasises the idea that Yahweh is present. There is an ellipse in this
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stich too, because the verb ילוח […] is absent in the second part of the stich."166 Furthermore, 
v. 7 is a CL bicolon that couples two PPs pivoting on the V ילוח and the VOC ץרא. The N (ןודא) 
in the first PP in colon 1 is expanded in colon 2 with הולא בקעי . That is to say, the earth is 
trembling before not just any God, but the God of Jacob. The repeated spatial PPs highlight 
the emphasis on that which causes the earth to tremble: the presence of the God of Jacob. It is
the very presence of YHWH himself that causes the creation to be in dread. The fronting of the 
PPs in both cola places further accent on this point further still.
166 Prinsloo, “Psalm 114”, 169.
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3.2.4.8 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 114:8
׃םִי ָֽמ־וֹנְיְעַמְל שׁי ִ֗מָלּ ַ֝ח םִי ָ֑מ־םַגֲא רוּ֣צַּה י ִ֣כְפֹהַה
the one who turns the rock into a pool of water, the flint into a spring of water?
Figure 48: 114:8 Constituency Tree
Figure 49: 114:8 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.2.4.8.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.4.8.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– D (e.g., ה in יכפהה and ה in רוצה). 
sô p̄ pāsûq
the one who turns the rock into a pool of water, the flint into a spring of water.
׃םִי ָֽמ־וֹנְיְﬠַמְל שׁי ִ֗מָלּ ַ֝ח םִי ָ֑מ־םַגֲא רוּ֣צַּה י ִ֣כְפֹהַה
v. 7
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vv. 6–7
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– N (e.g., רוצ, שימלח, םימ , and םימ־וניעמ). 
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., םימ־םגא and םימ־וניעמ).
3.2.4.8.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םימ־םגא רוצה יכפהה // םימ־וניעמל שימלח . 
– םימ־םגא // םימ־וניעמל . 
3.2.4.8.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– רוצ // שימלח .
– םימ.
– םימ־םגא // םימ־וניעמל . 
3.2.4.8.1.4 Pronominal references
– None. 
3.2.4.8.1.5 Ellipsis
– יכפהה (v. 8). 
3.2.4.8.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.2.4.8.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.2.4.8.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.4.8.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– רוצ // שימלח  (v. 8).
– םימ־םגא // םימ־וניעמל  (v. 8).
3.2.4.8.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (4 + 3) metre.
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3.2.4.8.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.4.8.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the theophany's impact on water through the reiteration and paral-
lelism of  םימ־םגא // םימ־וניעמל .
3.2.4.8.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– The activity of YHWH through the fronting of יכפהה. 
3.2.4.8.4 Commentary
Verse 8 is a 4 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon made up of a single NPCL. Verse 8 is also 
grammatically continuous with the CL introduced in v. 7. It is an expansion, or elaboration on 
the identity of הולא בקעי  in the sense that it is, “a clause or a phrase  […] consisting of a parti-
ciple […] that expands on the action of the main verb on which it depends.”167 His identity is 
developed through the description of his actions in nature, but not in a general sense, rather, 
in a particular act linked to the story of the deliverance from Egypt. The psalmist is reiterat-
ing that the God who created and controls nature is the God of Jacob. 
Terseness prevails once again through the omission of the C between cola 1 and 2. 
Cohesion occurs through the PTCP HEAD that applies to the phrases that follow. There is 
straightforward synonymous semantic parallelism once again between the cola in v. 8. There 
is no deviation in word-order between cola 1 and 2:  םימ־וניעמל שימלה//םימ־םגא רוצה . There 
are, however, two minor expansions on the pattern in colon 2. First, there is a PnGEN added to 
ןיעמ thereby specifying this “spring of water” as “his spring of water.” Second, the P ל is ad-
ded to וניעמ thereby creating a second expansion to the pattern in colon 1. 
As we will see in Psalm 115:18, the placement of vv. 7–8 at the end the poem gives 
167 Steven E. Runge and Joshua R. Westbury, eds., The Lexham High Definition Old Testament: 
Glossary (Lexham High Definition Old Testament; Bellingham, WA: Lexham Press, 2012). 
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readers a telescopic look back through the content of the poem. These verses strike a final 
harmonious chord with the themes running through the poem: (1) YHWH is the powerful Cre-
ator, (2) YHWH is the God of Jacob, and (3) YHWH uses his power to save his people.
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3.2.5 Macrostructural Analysis: 114
3.2.5.1 Overview: 114
A. Stanza 1: Redeemed to be a Sanctuary (vv. 1–2)
1. Strophe 1: God's People Redeemed (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: God's People Become His Dwelling Place (v. 2)
B. Stanza 2: Nature Responds to the Epiphany (vv. 3–4).
1. Strophe 1: The Waters Looked and Fled (v. 3)
2. Strophe 2: The Mountains Skipped Away (v. 4)
C. Stanza 3: Why Is It, O Sea and Mountains, that You Flee? (vv. 5–6)
1. Strophe 1: Why Do You Flee, O Waters? (v. 5)
2. Strophe 2: Why Do You Flee, O Mountains? (v. 6)
D. Stanza 4: Tremble at the Presence of the God of Jacob, the Creator God (vv. 7–8)
1. Strophe 1: Tremble, O Earth, at the Presence of the God of Jacob (v. 7)
2. Strophe 2: The God of Jacob is the Creator God (v. 8)
Almost all commentators divide Psalm 114 into four, two-verse stanzas.168 The most 
natural literary-linguistic reading of the text aligns with Hossfeld's observation that, "on the 
level of clausal syntax, Psalm 114 can be clearly divided into four sections: vv. 1–2, 3–4, 5–6,
7–8, which we can regard as four strophes of two bicola each or of a single tetracolon 
apiece."169 Both the opening stanza (vv. 1–2) and the closing stanza (vv. 7–8) demonstrate a 
grammatical dependency thereby creating an inclusio. Each bicolon in the additional strophes
consists of independent CLs. Goldingay adds that, "As well as coming in pairs, all eight lines 
168 See Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 191; deClaissé-Walford, “Book Five of the Psalter”, 850; Allen,
Psalms 101–150, 140; Terrien, The Psalms, 767; Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 321; Auffret, "Notes conjointes sur
la structure littéraire des Psaumes 114 et 29", Est Bib 37 (1978), 103–7; Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 189–
90; and Prinsloo, "Psalm 114".
169 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 191.
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are internally parallel, with different phrases in the first colon also applying to the second."170 
Furthermore, nature's reaction to the presence of the divine warrior is framed with events in-
volving water (vv. 3 and 8). 
Stanza 1, a bicolon with a strong internal synonymous semantic and grammatical par-
allelism frame, thrusts forward the theme of Israel as YHWH's covenant people and dwelling 
place through the reiteration of proper name designations for Israel as well as repetition of 
terms with semantic domains related to places of dwelling.
Stanza 2, like stanza 1, has a synonymous semantic and grammatical parallelism 
frame. There is a strong semantic shift, however, moving from strophe 1 to 2 from Israel be-
coming YHWH's dwelling place to the personified reaction of nature when she witnessed 
YHWH's redemptive work. This shift represents a external deviation moving from strophe 1 to 
strophe 2. 
Stanza 3, continuing in the same semantic vein as stanza 2, continues the personifica-
tion of nature through a rhetorical question. Remaining in place, however, is the framing par-
allelism that characterised strophes 1–2.
The fourth and final stanza continues the pattern of personification within a paral-
lelism framework, but deviates from verbal pattern by introducing an IMPV (ילוח). Also setting
stanza 4 apart is the first mention of םיהלא (in the NPGEN בקעי הולא). On the absence of the 
tetragrammaton, van der Lugt, unlike most commentators, expands the four-part structure by 
dividing the four strophes into two, two-part stanzas (vv. 1–4 and vv. 5–8).171 Drawing on 
Bauer, van der Lugt finds the symbolic presence of the tetragrammaton in the number 26 (the
numeric value of the tetragrammaton) which is the total word count of the poem (52) divided 
by the two cantos.172 While this is an interesting and thought-provoking observation, it is 
170 Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 321.
171 Van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry III, 256. 
172 Ibid., 258. 
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questionable whether it can function as a valid criterion for being identified as a macrostruc-
tural delineation marker. 
Gerstenberger's division of the poem into two stanzas (vv. 1–2 and vv. 3–8) based on 
the semantic shift from the account of the exodus to dramatisation of the event is persuasive 
because it accounts for the obvious relationship between vv. 3–4 and vv. 5–6.173 Van 
Gemeren, however, identifies a chiasm constructed of three stanzas: (A) The Covenantal Peo-
ple (vv. 1–2); (B) The Witness of Nature (vv. 3–6); (A') The Covenantal God (vv. 7–8).174 
One obvious problem with this division is that nature is still very present in the last strophe 
(vv. 7–8), however, this designation does justice to the dominant theme of Israel's and YHWH's
covenant relationship. Furthermore, vv. 5–6 are marked off as a separate unit from vv. 3–4 
through (1) the fronted rhetorical question, and (2) the shift in V conjugation that results from
a direct address to nature. 
173 Gerstenberger, Psalms Part 2, 281.
174 Willem A. VanGemeren, "Psalms", The Expositor's Bible Commentary 5 (ed. Tremper Longman III 
and David E. Garland; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2008), 835. 
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3.2.5.2 Stanza 1: Redeemed to be a Sanctuary (vv. 1–2)
A. Stanza 1: Redeemed to be a Sanctuary (vv. 1–2)
1. Strophe 1: God's People Redeemed (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: God's People Become His Dwelling Place (v. 2)
3.2.5.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.5.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NNOM (e.g., הדוהי (v. 2); לארשי (v. 2)).
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ושדק (v. 2); ויתולשממ (v. 2)).  
– P (e.g., ב in תאצב (v. 1); ל in ושדקל (v. 2)).
– PP (e.g., םירצממ (v. 1); זעל םעמ (v. 1)). 
3.2.5.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  םירצממ לארשי תאצב//זעל םעמ בקעי תיב [תאצב]  (v. 1).
– ושדקל הדוהי התיה] // התיה [ויתולשממ לארשי  (v. 2).
3.2.5.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לארשי // בקעי תיב // הדוהי  (vv. 1 and 2).
– םירצממ // םעמ זעל  (v. 1).
– ושדקל // ויתולשממ  (v. 2).
– ו in ושדק and וי in ויתולשממ (v. 2).
3.2.5.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: supposed הוהי; referents: ו in ושדק and ויתולשמ (v. 2).
3.2.5.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– תאצב elided in colon 2 of v. 1 in the phrase זעל םעמ בקעי תיב.
– התיה elided in colon 2 of v. 2 in the phrase לארשי ויתולשממ . 
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3.2.5.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.2.5.2.1.7 Other features of cohesion
– Chiasm in the word-ordering of לארשי - הדוהי - בקעי תיב - לארשי.
– The stanza is framed by לארשי thereby creating an inclusio.
– Omission of the C ו at the front of both v. 1b and v. 2b.
3.2.5.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.5.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– לארשי // בקעי תיב // הדוהי  (vv. 1 and 2).
– םירצממ // םעמ זעל  (v. 1).
– ושדקל // ויתולשממ  (v. 2).
– ו in ושדק and וי in ויתולשממ (v. 2).
3.2.5.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Elision of HEAD Vs (תאצב and התיה; vv. 1 and 2). 
3.2.5.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.5.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Emphasis on Israel as the covenant people through the repetition of proper name des-
ignations ( בקעי תיב, לארשי, and הדוהי). 
– Emphasis on location of dwelling through the repetition of terms with related se-
mantic domain (שדק, זעל םע, םירצמ, and ויתולשמ). 
3.2.5.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Emphasis on Israel as YHWH's possession through the use of the third person PnGEN ו 
without an antecedent (v. 2). 
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Figure 50: 114 Strophe 1 Constituency Tree
3.2.5.2.4 Commentary
The dominant cohesive feature of strophe 1 is the grammatical dependence of vv. 1 
and 2. The N לארשי frames stanza 1 as the first and last proper name mentioned among the 
four proper names in the stanza. The word-order is consistent throughout each stanza as well. 
Rather than the standard chiasmus word-order, there is a steady back-and-forth word-order in 
both cola. In terms of grammar, even though there is no antecedent, the repetition of the third 
person PnGEN has a cohesive function in v. 2.  
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3.2.5.3 Stanza 2: The Sea Looked and Fled (vv. 3–4)
B. Stanza 2: Nature Responds to the Epiphany (vv. 3–4)
1. Strophe 1: The Waters Looked and Fled (v. 3)
2. Strophe 2: The Mountains Skipped Away (v. 4)
3.2.5.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.5.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– D (e.g., ה in םיה (v. 3); ה in ןדריה (v. 3); ה in םירהה (v. 4)). 
– NP (e.g., םיליאכ (v. 4); ןאצ־ינב (v. 4)). 
– NPNOM (e.g., םיה (v. 3); ןדריה (v. 3); םירהה (v. 4)). 
– P (e.g., ל in רוחאל (v. 3); כ in םיליאכ (v. 4); כ in יבכ (v. 4)).
– Qātal Vs (e.g., ודקר (v. 4)). 
3.2.5.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םיה האר סניו // ןדיה] האר [בסי רוחאל  (v. 3). 
3.2.5.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םי // ןדרי // םירה // תועבג (vv. 3–4).
– םי // ןדרי  (v. 3).
– םירה // תועבג  (v. 4).
– םיליא // ןאצ־ינב  (v. 4).
– סני // בסי  (v. 3).
3.2.5.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.5.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– האר elided in colon 2 of v. 3 in the phrase רוחאל בסי ןדריה.
– ודקר elided in colon 2 of v. 4 in the phrase ןאצ־ינבכ תועבג. 
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3.2.5.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.2.5.3.1.7 Other features of cohesion
– Grammatical dependence between cola 1–2 and 3–4.
– NNOM initial Ss.
– Grammatical-syntactic parallelism between vv. 3–4.
– Repetition of verbal elision in both vv. 3 and 4 (האר elided in v. 4 and ודקר in v. 4)
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre (vv. 3 and 4).
3.2.5.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.5.3.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Singular NNOM to plural NNOM ( םי // םירה ).
– Shift from definite NNOMs (e.g., םיה, ןדריה, םירהה ) to indefinite (e.g., תועבג).
– םי // ןדרי // םירה // תועבג (vv. 3–4).
– סני // בסי  (v. 3).
– םי // ןדרי  (v. 3).
3.2.5.3.2.1 Other forms of deviation
– Elision of the V (or parallel) האר from colon 1 to colon 2 in v. 3.
– Elision of the V (or parallel) ודקר from colon 1 to colon 2 in v. 4
3.2.5.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.5.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– םיה האר סניו // ןדיה] האר [בסי רוחאל  (v. 3). 
3.2.5.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Emphasis on nature's reaction to theophany through personification.
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– Accentuation on dominant elements of nature (water and mountains).
– Emphasis on the covenant relationship between Israel and YHWH in strophes 1 and 4 
through the use of NPGENs (stanza 1: ושדקל and ויתולשממ; stanza 4: בעקי יהולא).
3.2.5.3.4 Commentary
Stanza 2 is structured as an internal synonymous semantic, and grammatical-syntactic
parallelism. Grammatically, it is held together through an ellipsis of the initial qātal V האר 
moving from bicolon 1 to bicolon 2. Also in stanza 2 is consistency in fronting the NNOM in 
both bicola. Furthermore, there is cohesion within each bicolon as the poet moves from gen-
eral to specific. In v. 3 there is movement from the general "sea" to the more specific "Jor-
dan". Additionally, cohesion is achieved through the repetition of the qātal + yiqtōl V formula
in both bicola as well as through the repetition of the HEAD + Parallel intercolon relationship 
pattern. 
Internal deviation occurs in stanza 2 through the varying personified features of na-
ture as well as a move from singular subjects in v. 3 to plural subjects in v. 4. While there is 
consistency of types within each bicolon, there is deviation from v. 3 (bodies of water) to v. 4 
(high places). 
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3.2.5.4 Stanza 3: Why Is It, O Sea, that You Flee? (vv. 5–6)
C. Stanza 3: Why Is It, O Sea and Mountains, that You Flee? (vv. 5–6)
1. Strophe 1: Why Do You Flee, O Sea? (v. 5)
2. Strophe 2: Why Do You Flee, O Mountains? (v. 6)
3.2.5.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.5.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– D (e.g., ה in ןדריה (v. 5); ה in םירהה (v. 6)).
– NPNOM (e.g., םיה (v. 5); ןדריה (v. 5); םירהה (v. 6)).
– PP (e.g., ךל (v. 5); רוחאל (v. 5)).
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., סונת (v. 5); בסת (v. 5); ודקרת (v. 6)).
3.2.5.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םיה יכ סונת // ןדריה בסת רוחאל  (v. 5).
– םירהה ודקרת םיליאכ // תועבג ןאצ־ינבכ  (v. 6).
3.2.5.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םי // ןדרי // םירה // תועבג  (vv. 5–6).
– םי // ןדרי  (v. 5).
– םירה // תועבג  (v. 6).
– כ (v. 6).
– םיליא // ןאצ־ינב  (v. 6).
– סונת // בסת  (v. 5).
3.2.5.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– Postcedent: םי (v. 5); referent: ך in ךל (v. 5).
3.2.5.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– ודקרת elided in colon 2 of v. 6 in the phrase ןאצ־ינבכ תועבג. 
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– Elision of the IntgP ךל־המ in v. 6.
3.2.5.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.2.5.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre (vv. 5–6).
3.2.5.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.5.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Shift from [PP [P] [N]] to [PP [P] [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]]] ( םיליאכ // ןאצ־ינבכ ; v. 6).
– םיליא // ןאצ־ינב  (v. 6).
– Shift from definite NNOMs ( םיה, ןדריה , and םירהה) to indefinite (תועבג).
– םי // ןדרי  (v. 5).
– םירה // תועבג  (v. 6).
3.2.5.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Omission of the PnREL יכ in all but colon 1.
– Movement from singular subjects in v. 3 (םי and ןדרי) to plural in v. 4 (םירה and 
תועבג).
– Elision of the IntgP ךל־המ in v. 6.
3.2.5.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.5.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– םיה יכ סונת // ןדריה בסת רוחאל  (v. 5).
– םירהה ודקרת םיליאכ // תועבג ןאצ־ינבכ  (v. 6).
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3.2.5.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Emphasis on the majesty of YHWH and his redemptive presence through the continued 
personification that began in stanza 2.
– Emphasis on the majesty of YHWH and his redemptive presence through the shift in 
POV via a rhetorical question directed to nature.
3.2.5.4.4 Commentary
Marking the start of stanza 3 is the rhetorical question that disrupts the two-verse pat-
tern established in vv. 3–4. The question presents a shift in POV. In stanza 2 nature is de-
scribed in the third person and in stanza 3, via the rhetorical question, nature is addressed di-
rectly in the second person. 
Cohesion occurs primarily through the theme of personification that continues until v. 
7. Two additional cohesive patterns that began in stanza 2 that are carried through stanza 3, 
and that is both the word-order as well as grammatical-syntactic configuration. In both stro-
phes the order is: (1) sea, (2) Jordan, (3) mountains, and then (4) hills. With this, the verbal 
roots are continuous from strophe 2 to 3, but not without a variation in conjugation: vv. 3–4 
qātal (האר) - yiqtōl (סונ) - yiqtōl (בבס) - qātal (דקר); vv. 5–6: yiqtōl (סונ) - yiqtōl - yiqtōl 
(בבס) - yiqtōl (דקר). There is also word-order consistency here in the Vs. Note the order: סונ- 
 בבס-דקר  in each stanza. 
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3.2.5.5 Stanza 4: Tremble at the Presence of the Lord (vv. 7–8)
D. Stanza 4: Tremble at the Presence of the God of Jacob, the Creator God (vv. 7–8) 
1. Strophe 1: Tremble, O Earth, at the Presence of the God of Jacob (v. 7)
2. Strophe 2: The God of Jacob is the Creator God (v. 8)
3.2.5.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.2.5.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– D (e.g., ה in יכפהה (v. 8); ה in רוצה (v. 8)).
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., בקעי הולא (v. 7); םימ־םגא (v. 8); םימ־וניעמ (v. 8)). 
– PP (e.g., ןודא ינפלמ (v. 7); דקעי הולא ינפלמ (v. 7); םימ־וניעמל (v. 8)). 
3.2.5.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ץרא ילוח ןודא ינפלמ // ]ילוח[ בקעי הולא ינפלמ  (v. 7).
– םימ־םגא רוצה יכפהה // םימ־וניעמל שימלח [יכפהה]  (v. 8).
3.2.5.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ןודא // בקעי הולא  (v. 7). 
– םימ  (v. 8). 
– רוצ // שימל  (v. 8).
– םימ־םגא // םימ־וניעמל  (v. 8).
3.2.5.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.2.5.5.1.5 Ellipsis
– ילוח elided in colon 2 in v. 7 in the phrase בקעי הולא ינפלמ. 
– יכפהה elided in colon 2 in v. 8 in the phrase םימ־וניעמל שימלה.
3.2.5.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
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3.2.5.5.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– PP fronting in v. 7's bicolon (ינפלמ).
– Internal synonymous semantic parallelism between ןודא and הולא בקעי  (v. 7). 
– Internal synonymous semantic parallelism between םימ־םגא and םימ־וניעמל (v. 8).
– Internal synonymous semantic parallelism between רוצה and שימלח (v. 8).
– Chiasm constituency structure (v. 7).
3.2.5.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.2.5.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– רוצ // שימל  (v. 8).
– ןודא // בקעי הולא  (v. 7). 
– םימ־םגא // םימ־וניעמל  (v. 8).
3.2.5.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Chiasm constituency structure in v. 7 and alternating constituency structure in v. 8.
– Change in NOM from v. 7 (ץרא) to v. 8 (יכפהה). 
– Change in reference to YHWH by title in v. 7 (ןודא and בקעי הולא) to substantive PTCP in
v. 8 (יכפהה)
3.2.5.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.2.5.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– ץרא ילוח ןודא ינפלמ // ]ילוח[ בקעי הולא ינפלמ  (v. 7).
– םימ־םגא רוצה יכפהה // םימ־וניעמל שימלח [יכפהה]  (v. 8).
3.2.5.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Emphasis on the saving activity of Israel's covenant God through the first and only 
appearance of a PTCP (v. 8). 
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– Emphasis on the sovereignty of YHWH through the first and only occurrence of an IMPV
in the poem (v. 7).
3.2.5.5.4 Commentary
The start of strophe 4 is set apart by the fronting of the PP ינפלמ (that is repeated at the
front of the second colon of the bicolon that makes up v. 7). With this is the title ןודא, which 
is the first of two occurrences of the deity being mentioned by a title. Running parallel to this 
is the second occurrence found within the phrase הולא בקעי  in the second colon of the line. 
Also setting stanza 4 apart is the first and only occurrence of an IMPV in the poem (ילוח). 
The dominant cohesive device in strophe 4 is the same as that in stanza 1: grammati-
cal dependency between cola. With this, v. 8 is a semantic expansion of v. 7 on the identity of 
YHWH. In v. 7 there is synonymous semantic parallelism between ןודא ינפלמ and הולא ינפלמ 
בקעי.
The dominant theme of the presence of the God of Jacob is carried forward in v. 8 
through the fronting of the substantive qal PTCP יכפהה. The PTCP is elided in v. 8b much the 
same as ץרא ילוח is elided in v. 7b. 
Cohesion with the preceding strophes occurs through the consistency of the theme 
centring on God's majestic presence being accompanied by miraculous activity in nature. 
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3.2.6 Conclusion
Psalm 114 is consistent in form and structure from beginning to end. Through the 
poem there is the clear design consisting of repetitions of linguistic levels that establish cohe-
sion within both its micro and macrostructures that are only to be interrupted for the purpose 
of marking structural divisions. Furthermore, the consistency among commentators to divide 
this poem into four equal parts further supports the thesis that symmetry was a poetic feature 
that the BH poet did indeed have his eye on, at least to some degree. 
There is a clear semantic movement from stanza to stanza. Stanza 1 makes the clear 
covenant connection between Israel and YHWH. Stanza 2 narrows the scope to focus on the 
majesty and unmatched power of Israel's deity. Stanza 3 expands the theme of stanza 2 while 
stanza 4 brings the two themes together. All of this unfolds against the transcendent theme of 
the historical importance of Israel's covenantal redemption at the hand of the one sovereign 
God.
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3.3 The Structure of the Poetic Text: Psalm 115
3.3.1 Unifying Theological Theme: 115
At the heart of Psalm 115 is a contrast between the impotence of idols and the sen-
tience and life-giving activity of YHWH (vv. 4–8). The psalmist builds this point by calling at-
tention to the impact of idolatry on human life. Those who worship the dead are themselves 
lifeless. In much the same way, those who worship the living God inherit a promise of life 
and blessing.
3.3.2 Translation with Notes: 115
1 Not to us, O YHWH, not to us,175 but to your name give glory; according to your 
steadfast love, according to your faithfulness.
2 Why do the nations say, “Where is their God?”?
3 Our God is in the heavens. All that he pleases he does.
4 Their idols are silver and gold, the work of the hands of man.
5 They have mouths, but they do not speak; they have eyes, but they do not see.
6 The have ears, but they do not hear; they have a nose, but they do not smell.
7 Their hands, but they do not feel. Their feet, but176 they do not walk. They do not 
make a sound in their throats.
175 It is suggested that perhaps a colon has been deleted following v. 1a. If there has been an 
emendation it would be likely that it was for the sake of a ballast variant between cola thereby making its length 
better match the average colon length across the poem in v. 1.  Also, Dahood translates v. 1a, “Not because of 
us, Yahweh, not because of us, but because of your name display your glory […].” He argues that, “This verse is
not self-deprecation, as implied by many current versions, but protest; we do not ask for our own sakes, but out 
of concern for your honor. If the pagans despise us us, they will condemn your name as well” (Dahood, Psalms 
III, 139). There simply is not enough contextual evidence to support Dahood’s proposal. There is no overt 
reason to reject reading הוהי ונל אל simply as “not to us”. This reading perfectly matches the semantic-syntactic 
interface between the V ןתנ and the P ל. 
176 Some manuscripts omit the conjunctive waw here rendering the phrase, "they have feet; they do not 
walk”. This is probably a more primitive reading and creates an element of terseness in the reading thereby 
eliminating grounds for emendation. 
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8 Those who make them are like them; all who trust in them.
9 Israel, trust in YHWH. He is their177 help and their shield.
10 House of Aaron, trust in YHWH. He is their help and their shield.
11 Fearers of YHWH, trust in YHWH. He is their help and shield.
12 YHWH has remembered us; he will bless [us].178  He will bless the house of Israel. 
He will bless the house of Aaron.
13 He will bless those who fear YHWH; the small together with the great.
14 May YHWH increase you, you and your children.
15 Blessed are you to YHWH, maker of the heavens and the earth.
16 The heavens! The heavens are for YHWH, but the earth he gave to the children of 
man.
17 The dead do not praise YHWH, nor do those who go down to silence.
18 But we179 will bless YHWH from now and until forever. Praise YHWH.180
177 Dahood suggests that the PnGEN ם in םרזע and םנגמ in the second cola of the bicola in vv. 9–11 
clashes with the second person singular IMPV (to match the singular VOC). He recommends changing םָרְזֶע םָנִּגָמוּ
to םיִנָגְמוּ םיִרְזוֹע (or םיִרָזְע), which translates, “helper and suzerain”. This alternative certainly harmonises with the
content of the poem, however, the view here is that the emendation is not necessary. Also, the lack of 
harmonisation between Pns has a notable foregrounding effect. Hossfeld and Zenger support this by stating, 
“The third person suffix, ‘their help,’ need not be changed to a second person suffix, ‘your help’; the change is 
related to the liturgical presentation”, (Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 202). 
178 LXX reads καὶ εὐλόγησεν ἡµας. While syntactically this is less odd, the poet could have intentionally
left it incomplete so as to foreground the vastness of YHWH's blessing. The LXX’s emendation resolves the 
dissonance, however, dissonance is often the mark of poetic defamiliarisation and foregrounding thereby 
making the emendation unnecessary. 
179 LXX adds ζωντες thereby reading, “we the living […].” This certainly is in agreement with the 
theological theme of the poem by further emphasizing the life-or-death difference there is between worshippers 
of YHWH and those who worship idols. 
180 LXX makes the call to praise at the end of Psalm 115 the call to praise at the start of Psalm 116. . 
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3.3.3 Stylistic Overview: 115
Psalm 115 is one of contrasts. False gods are set in contrast with YHWH, the one true 
God. Also, idolaters are set in contrast to the YHWH's covenant people. There is also special 
emphasis on the relationship between worshippers and their gods. As noted below, Psalm 115
demonstrates clusters of pronominal suffixes which directly tie the gods to their people, the 
people to their gods, YHWH to Israel, and Israel to YHWH. 
Clusters of repetition in the poem indicate that it was probably intended to be read an-
tiphonally, especially vv. 5–15.181 The trifold, subsequent calls to (1) Israel, (2) the house of 
Aaron, and (3) God fearers in vv. 9–11 also indicate an antiphonal reading.182 In terms of 
colometry, Psalm 115 is made up almost entirely of bicola (seventeen), but also with three tri-
cola (vv. 1, 7, and 12). The hymnic IMPV is the only monocolon of the poem.
181 For a thorough treatment of the liturgical function of Psalm 115, see Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3,
202–203, Dahood, Psalms III, 139, and Hermann Gunkel, Introduction to the Psalms: The Genres of the 
Religious Lyric of Israel (Mercer Library of Biblical Studies; Macon: Mercer University Press, 1998), 498–499.
182 On the antiphonal clues in Psalm 115 see Dahood, Psalms III, 139.
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3.3.4 Microstructure Analysis: 115
3.3.4.1 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:1
׃ךָ ֶֽתִּמֲא־לַע ֗ךְָדְּס ַ֝ח־לַע דוֹ֑בָכּ ן ֵ֣תּ ךְָמִשׁ ְ֭ל־י ִֽכּ וּנ ָ֥ל א ֹ֫ ל ה ָ֗והְי וּנ ָ֥ל א ֹ֤ ל
Not to us, O YHWH, not to us, but to your name give glory; according to your steadfast love, 
according to your faithfulness.
Figure 51: 115:1 Constituency Tree
Figure 52: 115:1 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
sô p̄ pāsûq
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3.3.4.1.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.1.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NP [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ךמש,ךדסח , and ךתמא). 
– [PPDAT [Ng] [PP [P] [PnDAT]]] (e.g., ונל אל).
– [PP [P] [NP [N] [PnGEN]]] (e.g., ךדסח־לע and ךתמא־לע).
3.3.4.1.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ךתמא // ךמש // ךדסח . 
– ונל אל.
3.3.4.1.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תמא // מש // דסח .
– ך.
– אל.
– ל.
– ונ. 
– לע
3.3.4.1.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ך in ךמש,ךתמא , and ךדסח.
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונ in ונל.
3.3.4.1.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.1.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ.
3.3.4.1.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
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3.3.4.1.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.1.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ךתמא // ךמש // ךדסח . 
3.3.4.1.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.3.4.1.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.1.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of ונל אל through repetition.
– Foregrounding of the features of YHWH through parallelism (e.g., ךמש, ךדסח , and 
ךתמא).
3.3.4.1.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Fronting of the PP ךםשל in the phrase דובכ ןת ךםשל־יכ. 
3.3.4.1.4 Commentary
Verse 1 is a 3 + 3 + 3, [Phrase1 + Phrase2 + Phrase3] HEAD + Parallel + Subordinate tri-
colon with a single CL containing a series of five PPs hinging on a centrally placed V ןתנ. The 
three cola that make up the tricolon are thematically divided so as to accentuate the divine at-
tributes of דסח and תמא as foundational to YHWH meriting glorification. The colometry of 
this verse is unusual considering that, “on the vast majority of occasions clause structure in 
Hebrew poetry coincides with poetic division into cola”.183 This uneven division designates 
an entire colon for the basis of giving YHWH glory.
The first colon is directional in that it directs glorification away from worshippers and
183 Lunn, Word-Order Variation in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 13. 
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towards YHWH. It contains a repetition of the PP ונל אל, separated with the central placement 
of the VOC הוהי. At the centre of the VP דובכ ןת ךמשׁל־יכ is the third PP ךמשל which completes
the first colon. This colon demonstrates an inter-colonic syntactic parallelism manifest 
through the repetition of PPs. The repetition of spatial PPs in this line underlines its direction-
al theme. 
The line is directional, but adversatively so. The first colon begins with [PP] + [NVOC] 
+ [PP], which pivots on the VP which is introduced with the adversative C יכ. This is a 
slightly odd use of יכ as it most often has a causal function.184 This adversative dynamic ac-
centuates the grounds on which YHWH merits glorification. That is, when one contrasts God’s 
character, namely his דסח and תמא, with humanity’s character, it becomes all the clearer that 
הוהי and no one else, merits glorification. 
Clausal coherence occurs through the adversative C in this first line. The opening and 
closing PPs only make reciprocal sense through the inclusion of the VP initiated by the 
adversative C. The initial PPs (אל ונל) are only comprehensible, or completed, when supple-
mented with the VP introduced with the adversative C יכ. Much in the same manner, the final 
two PPs making up the second colon are only comprehensible when complemented by the 
same, centrally positioned VP.
184 For other adversative uses of יכ see Gen 17:15; 32:29, Ex 19:13, and 1 Kgs 11:34; 21:15.
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3.3.4.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:2
׃ם ֶֽהיֵהלֱֹא א ָ֗֝נ־הֵיַּא םִ֑יוֹגַּה וּ֣רְמֹאי הָמּ ָ֭ל
Why do the nations say, “Where is their God?”?
Figure 53: 115:2 Constituency Tree
Figure 54: 115:2 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NP (e.g., םיוגהand םהיהלא). 
– PnINTG (e.g., המלand היא).
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3.3.4.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.3.4.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– המל // היא .
3.3.4.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: םה in םהיהלא. 
3.3.4.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.3.4.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.3.4.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.3.4.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.3.4.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.3.4.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the relationship between YHWH and his covenant people through 
pronominal reference in םהיהלא. 
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3.3.4.2.4 Commentary
Verse 2 is a 3 + 2, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon made up of two consecutive Intg-
Ps. The second IntgP is can be read as rhetorical question asked by worshippers in response 
to the question from the nations, “Where is their God?”. Both cola are notably brief and con-
tain no syntactic parallelism beyond the mere repetition of IntgPs and PnINTGs. While there is 
nothing syntactically notable about this bicolon, semantically, there is no thought-rhyme here 
between cola. Rather, the first colon merely prepares for the second. This breaking away from
the standard form of parallelism functions to foreground the rhetorical question. 
There is a dynamic of cohesion with the presence of the Pn םה, and that is that there is
no antecedent. The absence of an antecedent for םה thrusts the audience directly into the 
centre of an on-going dialogue between the nations and Israel. Because of this, םה is anaphor-
ic rather than cataphoric in that the audience presumes that the referent was established by the
nations in the dialogue that the readers are now joining. 
This line introduces a poem-wide repetition of pronominal suffixes. From this point 
onward, the identities of all parties mentioned are determined by their relationships. The na-
tions are identified according to their relationship with their idols, the idols according to their 
relationship with the nations, Israel according to her relationship to םיהלא, and םיהלא in rela-
tionship to Israel.
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3.3.4.3 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:3
׃ה ָֽשָׂע ץֵ֣פָח־רֶשֲׁא ל ֹ֭כּ םִי ָ֑מָשַּׁב וּני ֵ֥הלֹא ֵֽו
But our God is in the heavens. All that he pleases he does.
Figure 55: 115:3 Constituency Tree
Figure 56: 115:3 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– None.
3.3.4.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םימשב וניהלאו // השע ץפח־רשא לכ .
3.3.4.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
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3.3.4.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונ in וניהלאו.
3.3.4.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in וניהלאו.
3.3.4.3.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None. 
3.3.4.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.3.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םימשב וניהלאו // השע ץפח־רשא לכ .
3.3.4.3.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.3.4.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Sovereignty of YHWH foregrounded through the parallelism of םימשב וניהלאו // לכ  
השע ץפח־רשא.
3.3.4.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None.
3.3.4.3.4 Commentary
Verse 3 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon in which grammatical parallelism between 
each colon is manifest through םיהלא as the subject of each. While םיהלא is the subject of 
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both cola, the second colon inverts colon 1's placement of םיהלא as the subject, albeit םיהלא 
as the subject is embedded in the V השע.  
The first colon of the line also runs syntactically parallel with the preceding colon (the
second colon of v. 2). In the second colon of v. 2 םיהלא is the object of inquiry and in the first
colon of v. 3 םיהלא is the NOM of the CL. In both of these cola the identity of םיהלא is specified
by PnGENs of relationship (םהיהלא and וניהלא). The consistency of God being characterised by
his relationship with Israel is accompanied by a contrast of POV. In the first occurrence, it is 
the nations who are speaking and Israel, God’s covenant people, who are referred to through 
the Pn. In the second occurrence, it is Israel who speaks and therefore the Pn switches to a 
first person plural. On shift in POV, Grossberg writes, "Shifts of perspective and speaker are 
also two-directional forces. They may loosen the text by their multiplying of the frames of 
reference."185
The repetition of םיהלא in the NOM creates cohesion between cola. Along with this, re-
petition of PnGENs also creates coherence by establishing Israel and the nations as the contras-
ted parties present in the poem. It is further specified that those parties are directly tied to 
their patron deities.
185 Grossberg, Centripetal and Centrifugal Structures, 11–12. 
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3.3.4.4 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:4
 ׃ם ָֽדאָ י ֵ֣דְי ה ֵ֗שֲׂע ַ֝מ ב ָ֑הָזְו ףֶסֶ֣כּ םֶהיֵבַּצ ֽ ֲ֭ע
Their idols are silver and gold, the work of the hands of man.
Figure 57: 115:4 Constituency Tree
Figure 58: 115:4 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NPGEN (e.g., םהיבצע and םדא ידי).
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3.3.4.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םהיבצע // ףסכ // בהז // םדא ידי השעמ .
3.3.4.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ףסכ // בהז // בצע .
3.3.4.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: םיוגה; referent: םה in םהיבצע. 
3.3.4.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– םהיבצע in םדא ידי השעמ.
3.3.4.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in בהזו. 
3.3.4.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.3.4.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םהיבצע // ףסכ // בהז // םדא ידי השעמ .
3.3.4.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.3.4.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of the nations' idols through the repetition and paral-
lelism of םהיבצע // פסכ // בהז // םדא ידי השעמ .
3.3.4.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
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3.3.4.4.4 Commentary
Verse 4 is a 4 + 4, HEAD + Parallel bicolon structured around a NPCL (colon 1) and a 
NP (colon 2). Verse 4 also launches the four-verse polemic against the idols and their lifeless-
ness. The psalmist uses two forms in expressing the body-parts of the idols: (1) [NPGEN [N] 
[PnGEN]] (e.g., םהיבצע), and (2) [NP [N] [PP [P] [PnDAT]]] (e.g., םהל־הפ). Verse 4 has the for-
mer. Furthermore, the NP of colon 2 is syntactically dependent on the NPCL of colon 1.There 
is a semantic parallel between בהזו ףסכ and םדא ידי השעמ. The omission of any finite V cre-
ates a sense of terseness in v. 4, most notably in the NP of colon 2. 
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3.3.4.5 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:5
   ׃וּֽאְרִי ֹא֣לְו ם ֶ֗ה ָ֜ל םִי  ַ֥ניֵע וּר ֵ֑בַּדְי ֹא֣לְו םֶהָ֖ל־ה ֶֽפּ
.They have mouths, but they do not speak; they have eyes, but they do not see
Figure 59: 115:5 Constituency Tree
Figure 60: 115:5 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
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3.3.4.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [VPCL [NPCL [NNOM] [PP [P] [PnDAT]]] [VPCL [C] [VP [Ng] [VNEG]]]] (e.g., אלו םהל־הפ 
ורבדי and וארי אלו םהל םיניע).
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ורבדי and וארי).
3.3.4.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ורבדי אלו םהל־הפ // וארי אלו םהל םיניע .
– םהל־הפ // םהל םיניע .
– ורבדי אל// וארי אל . 
– Yiqtōl Vs.
3.3.4.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ל.
– םה.
– אל.
– ו.
– הפ // םיניע .
– ורבדי // וארי . 
3.3.4.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent: םה in םהל.
3.3.4.5.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in אלו. 
3.3.4.5.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration.
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– Balanced (4 + 4) metre. 
3.3.4.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ורבדי אלו םהל־הפ // וארי אלו םהל םיניע .
– םהל־הפ // םהל םיניע .
– ורבדי אל// וארי אל . 
3.3.4.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.3.4.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of idols through the reiteration of formula: [VPCL 
[NPCL [V omitted] [PP [N] [PnDAT]]] [VPCL [C] [VP [Ng] [VNEG]]]]. 
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of the idols through the parallelism of אלו םהל־הפ 
ורבדי // וארי אלו םהל םיניע .
3.3.4.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of the idols through satire. 
3.3.4.5.4 Commentary
Verse 5 is a 4 + 4, HEAD + Parallel bicolon that continues the polemic against the na-
tions' idols that was launched in v. 4. The exception to the pattern is v. 7, which is a tricolon.  
Pivotal to each verse is the adversative C functioning in much the same cohesive manner as 
the adversative C in the initial verse of the poem. The syntactic parallelism between these 
three lines is straightforward as the repeated pattern (NP - C - VPNEG) in each line. There is a 
minor but significant pattern deviation in the last of the three lines (v. 7). In vv. 5 and 6, pos-
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session is demonstrated through a PP made up with the prefix ל combined with the PnGEN. In 
v. 7 this pattern is replaced with joining the PnGEN directly to the N. A literal translation that 
conveys the patterned deviation reads this way:
v. 5 They have mouths but do not speak; they have eyes but do not see.
v. 6 They have ears but do not hear; they have noses but do not smell.
v. 7 Their hands but do not feel; their feet but do not walk; they do not make a sound 
in their throats.
The systematic, three-verse repetition of the syntactic pattern conveys complete in-
competency and lifelessness. The minor disruption of the pattern at the end of the section 
calls specific attention to the section break. The way in which possession is expressed shifts 
from the use of the P ל to pronominal suffixes. The disruption of the pattern, then, lends focus
to v. 7 as place of demarcation for the large unit (vv. 5–7). Goldingay also points out that, 
“The last colon makes v. 7 into a tricolon and signals that this little polemic is coming to an 
end."186 The disruption in syntax pattern between vv. 5–6 and v. 7 is accompanied by a dis-
ruption between colon 1 and colon 2. Dahood argues that this change, rather than demonstrat-
ing a shift in content, simply demonstrates the syntactic flexibility of the pronominal suffix 
and that the pattern of, “they have…”, should be maintained through the end of the section (v.
7).187 
186 Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 331.
187 Dahood, Psalms III, 140. Cf. Goldingay’s translation, 330–331 as well as Brueggemann and 
Bellinger, Kindle Location 12549.
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3.3.4.6 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:6
׃ןוּֽחיִרְי א ֹ֣ לְו ם ֶ֗ה ָ֝ל ף ַ֥א וּע ָ֑מְשִׁי א ֹ֣ לְו םֶה ָ֭ל םִי ַ֣נְזָא
They have ears, but they do not hear; they have a nose, but they do not smell.
Figure 61: 115:6 Constituency Tree
Figure 62: 115:6 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.6.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.6.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPCL [NNOM] [PP [P] [PnDAT]]] (e.g., םינזא םהל  and םהל ףא).
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– [VPCL [NPCL [V omitted] [PP [N] [PnDAT]]] [VPCL [C] [VP [Ng] [VNEG]]]] (e.g., םינזא 
ועמשי אלו םהל). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ןוחירי and ועמשי).
3.3.4.6.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ועמשי אלו םהל םינזא // ןוחירי אלו םהל ףא . 
– אלו ועמשי // אלו ןוחירי . 
3.3.4.6.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ל.
– םה.
– ו.
– אל.
– םינזא // ףא . 
– ועמשי // ןוחירי . 
3.3.4.6.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent םה in םהל. 
3.3.4.6.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.6.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in אל.
3.3.4.6.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration.
– Balanced (4 + 4) metre. 
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3.3.4.6.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.6.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ועמשי אלו םהל םינזא // ןוחירי אלו םהל ףא .
– םינזא // ףא . 
– אלו ועמשי // אלו ןוחירי . 
3.3.4.6.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.3.4.6.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.6.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of idols through the reiteration of formula: [VPCL 
[NPCL [V omitted] [PP [N] [PnDAT]]] [VPCL [C] [VP [Ng] [VNEG]]]]. 
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of idols through the parallelism of אלו םהל םינזא 
ועמשי // ןוחירי אלו םהל ףא .
3.3.4.6.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of the idols through satire.
3.3.4.6.4 Commentary
Verse 6, like v. 5, is a 4 + 4, HEAD + Parallel bicolon that continues the polemic against
the nations' idols that was launched in v. 4.  The satire continues through a shift to the ears 
and nose. The word-order remains the same as v. 5 across the verseline. 
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3.3.4.7 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:7
׃ם ָֽנוֹרְגִבּ וּ֗גְּה ֶ֝י־א ֹֽ ל וּכֵ֑לַּהְי א ֹ֣ לְו םֶהיֵלְג ַ֭ר ןוּ֗שׁיִמְי א ֹ֬ לְו ׀ם ֶ֤היֵדְי
Their hands, but they do not feel. Their feet, but they do not walk. They do not make a sound 
in their throats.
Figure 63: 115:7 Constituency Tree
Figure 64: 115:7 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.7.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.7.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., םהידי, םהילגר , and םנורג).
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– [VPCL [C] [VP [C] VNEG]]] (e.g., אלו ןושימי  and וכלהי אלו).
– [VPCL [NP [V omitted] [NP [N] [PnGEN]]] [VP [C] [VP [Ng] [VNEG]]]] (e.g., םהידי אלו  
ןושימי). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ןושימי, וכלהי , and וגהי).
3.3.4.7.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םהידי אלו ןושימי // םהילגר אלו וכלהי // םנורגב וגהי־אל . 
–  םהידי // םהילגר // םנורג . 
– אלו ןושימי // אלו וכלהי // וגהי אל . 
3.3.4.7.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ידי // ילגר // נורג .
– ןושימי // וכלהי // וגהי .
– אל.
3.3.4.7.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent: םה in םהידי.
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent: םה in םהילגר. 
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent: ם in םנורג. 
3.3.4.7.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.7.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in אלו.
3.3.4.7.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration ( ןושימי אלו םהידי // וכלהי אלו םהילגר ). 
– Balanced (3 + 3 + 3) metre. 
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3.3.4.7.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.7.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ידי // ילגר // נורג .
– ןושימי // וכלהי // וגהי .
3.3.4.7.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Word-order deviation ([VPCL [NP [V omitted] [NP [N] [PnGEN]]] [VP [C] [VP [Ng] 
[VNEG]]]] compared to [VPCL [VP [Ng] [VNEG]] [PP [P] [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]]]].
– Shift from hands and feet to throats. 
3.3.4.7.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.7.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of idols through the reiteration of formula: [VPCL 
[NP [V omitted] [NP [N] [PnGEN]]] [VP [C] [VP [Ng] [VNEG]]]]. 
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of idols through the parallelism of םהידי אלו ןושימי// 
םהילגר אלו וכלהי // םנורגב וגהי־אל . 
3.3.4.7.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the lifelessness of the idols through satire.
3.3.4.7.4 Commentary
Verse 7 is a 3 + 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel + Parallel tricolon that continues the polemic 
against the nations' idols that started in v. 4. The most obvious deviation from the pattern that 
began in v. 4 is the shift from bicola (vv. 4–6) to a tricolon (v. 7). The placement of the tri-
colon is strategic in that it marks the end of the foregrounding of the lifelessness of the idols. 
Additionally, the end is marked with a shift from hands and feet to an unrelated body-part, 
the throat (םנורג). This creates an inclusio around the section with mouth organs in tandem 
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with הפ in v. 5.
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3.3.4.8 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:8
׃ם ֶֽהָבּ ַח ֵֹ֣טבּ־רֶשֲׁא ל ֹ֭כּ ם ֶ֑היֵֹשׂע וּ֣יְהִי םֶהוֹמ ְ֭כּ
Those who make them are like them; all who trust in them.
Figure 65: 115:8 Constituency Tree
Figure 66: 115:8 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.8.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.8.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– InfP (e.g., םהישע and חטב־רשא). 
8 8 Those who make them are like them; all who trust in them.
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– [PP [P] [Pn]] (e.g., םהומכ).
– PTCP (e.g., ישע and חטב).
3.3.4.8.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םהישע // חטב־רשא לכ . 
3.3.4.8.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םה. 
3.3.4.8.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent: םה in םהומכ.
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent: םה  in םהישע.
– Antecedent: םהיבצע; referent םה in םהב.
3.3.4.8.1.5 Ellipsis
– ויהי is elided in colon 2.
3.3.4.8.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.3.4.8.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced metre (3 + 3).
– Reiteration of the short e phoneme in םֶה.
3.3.4.8.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.8.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םהישע // חטב־רשא לכ . 
– PnGEN (םהישע) // PnDAT (םהב).
3.3.4.8.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from yiqtōl V (ויהי) to PTCP (חטב).
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3.3.4.8.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.8.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the craftsmen and worshippers of the idols through the parallelism 
of םהישע // חטב־רשא לכ .
3.3.4.8.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Likeness of idol worshippers to idols through the fronted PP םהומכ. 
– Foregrounding of the worshippers as the implied NOM of the PTCPs. 
– Lifelessness of the idols through the irony of the worshippers as the NOMs of the PTCPs.
3.3.4.8.4 Commentary
Verse 8 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon and serves a double transition function.
It closes the section made up of vv. 5–8 as well as introducing the following section, vv. 9–11
thereby creating janus parallelism. Verses 9–11, like vv. 5–8, are made up of a sequence of 
identical syntactic arrangements (see below). Verse 8's deviation from the syntactic sequences
in vv. 5–8 and vv. 9–11 causes it to stand out as a transition marker. The repeated structural 
pattern of sequential syntactic repetition further solidifies the contrast being made between 
idols, their worshippers, and YHWH and his worshippers. “Non-sentient gods reduce their 
worshipers to the same level of obtuseness."188 
In v. 8 in particular, the psalmist creates an inclusio with PPs thereby underlining the 
shared lifelessness between idolaters and idols. Both PPs have third person masculine plural 
pronominal suffixes referring both times to the idols worshipped. Cohesion is occurs through 
the consistency of worshipper POV with the third person pronominal suffixes. 
The syntactic pattern between cola reaches beyond PPs. Both cola contain substantive
188 Dahood, Psalms III, 141.
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qal PTCPs referring to worshippers. In this verse, idols are Pns and idolaters are PTCPs. The 
irony is evident at the point that PTCPs are in tension with the lifelessness of idols; even more 
so is the irony in that the first qal PTCP is ישע – “makers”.
Deviation occurs with the second colon, which expands ישע with רשא לכ . The nomin-
al expansion is balanced in the second colon by the finite V elision. Colon 1 pairs the qal PTCP
(ישע) with the finite V ויהי. Colon 2 removes the use of a finite V altogether, which allows 
חטב to stand on its own for emphasis.
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3.3.4.9 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:9
׃אוּֽה םָ֣נִּגָמוּ ם ָ֖רְזֶע הָ֑והיַבּ ח ַ֣טְבּ לֵאָרְשִׂי
Israel, trust in YHWH. He is their help and their shield.
Figure 67: 115:9 Constituency Tree
Figure 68: 115:9 Intercolon Relation Diagram Relationship
3.3.4.9.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.9.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., לארשי and הוהי). 
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., םרזע and םנגמ). 
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3.3.4.9.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םרזע // םנגמ . 
– הוהי // אוה . 
3.3.4.9.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– רזע // נגמ .
3.3.4.9.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: אוה. 
– Antecedent: לארשי; referent: ם in םרזע and םנגמ. 
3.3.4.9.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.3.4.9.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םנגמו. 
3.3.4.9.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced metre (3 + 3). 
3.3.4.9.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.9.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םרזע // םנגמ . 
– הוהי // אוה . 
3.3.4.9.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
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3.3.4.9.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.9.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of YHWH's protection of his covenant people through the parallelism of
רזע and נגמ. 
3.3.4.9.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the call to trust in YHWH through the IMPV חטב. 
3.3.4.9.4 Commentary
Verse 9 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon. Verse 9, following the pivot in v. 8, marks 
the beginning of the new section which continues on unitl v. 11. From vv. 9–11 there is an al-
most verbatim repetition of the phrase, אוה םנשׂמו םרזע הוהיב חטב (“trust in YHWH, he is their 
help and their shield”). The only variations across the three verses are the VOCs at the HEAD of 
each phrase as well as the shifts from singular to plural necessitated by the subject’s change 
in number. This means that the semantic focus of the section is a call to God’s covenant 
people to trust in YHWH as their help (רזע) and shield (ןגמ). While חטב is carried over from the
preceding section, םהומכ ויהי is not. The omission of this phrase is not to imply that those 
who trust YHWH will not become like him. On the contrary, the addition of אוה םנגמו םרזע im-
plies the very idea that worshippers of YHWH have life and protection as a result of their faith-
ful trust in YHWH. While in vv. 5–8 divine Pns were DAT and ACCUS, here, the divine Pn אוה is 
subjective, thus emphasizing the contrast between the idols of the nations and Israel’s YHWH.
The change in VOC at the HEAD of each verse makes the call to trust comprehensive.189 
The three groups taken together make up the entirety of Israel, from natural-born laypeople 
189 These VOCs vary in other manuscripts. Some Hebrew manuscripts make לארשי into לארשי תיב. This 
variation demonstrates an even stronger grammatical and semantic parallel between v. 9 and v. 10. LXX does 
not include תיב.
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(לארשי), to clergy (ןרהא תיב), to God fearers (הוהי יארי). Once again, this evidences the likeli-
hood of the antiphonal function of the psalm. It is likely that there is a progression here from 
most holy to least holy.
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3.3.4.10 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:10
׃אוּֽה םָ֣נִּגָמוּ ם ָ֖רְזֶע הָ֑והיַב וּ֣חְטִבּ ֹןרֲה ַ֭א תי ֵ֣בּ
House of Aaron, trust in YHWH. He is their help and their shield.
Figure 69: 115:10 Constituency Tree
Figure 70: 115:10 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.10.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.10.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., ןרהא and הוהי). 
– NPGEN (e.g., ןרהא תיב and םרזע).
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10 House of Aaron, trust in YHWH. He is their help and their shield.
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– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., םרזע). 
3.3.4.10.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  םרזע//םנגמ .
–  הוהי//אוה .
3.3.4.10.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  םרזע//םנגמ .
3.3.4.10.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: אוה. 
– Antecedent: ןרהא תיב; referent: ם in םרזע and םנגמ. 
3.3.4.10.1.5 Ellipsis 
– None
3.3.4.10.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םנגמו. 
3.3.4.10.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.3.4.10.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.10.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  םרזע//םנגמ .
– הוהי // אוה .
3.3.4.10.2.2 Other forms of deviation 
– None.
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3.3.4.10.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.10.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding that YHWH protects his covenant people through parallelism of רזע and 
נגמ. 
3.3.4.10.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Call to trust in YHWH through the IMPV חטב. 
3.3.4.10.4 Commentary
Verse 10 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon following in the liturgical pattern that began
in v. 9. There is deviation between vv. 9 and 10 through the change from לארשי and ןרהא תיב. 
For a detailed text-grammatical analysis, see §3.3.4.9.4. 
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3.3.4.11 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:11
׃אוּֽה םָ֣נִּגָמוּ ם ָ֖רְזֶע הָ֑והיַב וּ֣חְטִבּ הָוהְ֭י י ֵ֣אְרִי
Fearers of YHWH, trust in YHWH. He is their help and shield.
Figure 71: 115:11 Constituency Tree
Figure 72: 115:11 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.11.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.11.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., יארי, הוהי , and רזע).
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., םרזע). 
– NPGEN ( יארי הוהי // םרזע // םנגמ ). 
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3.3.4.11.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םרזע // םנגמ . 
3.3.4.11.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism 
– םרזע // םנגמ . 
– הוהי. 
3.3.4.11.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: יארי הוהי ; referent: ם in םרזע and םנגמ.
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: אוה. 
3.3.4.11.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.11.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םנגמו. 
3.3.4.11.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.3.4.11.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.11.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םרזע // םנגמ . 
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (הוהי יארי) // [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (םרזע). 
– הוהי as NDAT // הוהי as NABS in the NPGEN הוהי יארי. 
3.3.4.11.2.2 Other forms of deviation 
– None. 
3.3.4.11.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.11.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– That YHWH protects his covenant people through parallelism of רזע and נגמ. 
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3.3.4.11.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Call to trust in YHWH through the IMPV חטב. 
3.3.4.11.4 Commentary
Verse 11 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon that continues the liturgical pattern started 
in v. 9. There is deviation between vv. 10 and 11 from the shift from ןהרא תיב to יארי הוהי . For
a detailed text-grammatical analysis see §3.3.4.9.4. 
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3.3.4.12 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:12
׃ן ֹֽרֲהַא תי ֵ֥בּ־תֶא ךְ ֵ֗רָב ְ֝י ל ֵ֑אָרְשִׂי תי ֵ֣בּ־תֶא ךְֵרָבְ֭י ךְ ֵ֥ר ָ֫בְי וּנ ָ֪רָכְז ֮הָוהְי
YHWH has remembered us; he will bless [us]. He will bless the house of Israel. He will bless 
the house of Aaron.
Figure 73: 115:12 Constituency Tree
Figure 74: 115:12 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.12.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.12.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [S [V] [NP [PTCL] [NPACCUS/GEN [NGEN] [N]]]] (e.g., לארשי תיב־תא ךרבי). 
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– [VP [V] [PnACCUS]] (e.g., ונרכז). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ךרבי). 
3.3.4.12.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ונרכז הוהי // לארשי תיב־תא ךרבי // ןרהא תיב־תא ךרבי . 
– לארשי תיב // ןרהא תיב . 
3.3.4.12.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תיב.
– ךרבי.
– לארשי // ןרהא .
3.3.4.12.1.4 Pronominal references
– Postcedents: תיב לארשי  and תיב ןהרא ; referent: ונ in ונרכז. 
3.3.4.12.1.5 Ellipsis
– ACCUS in [VP [V ךרבי] [PnACCUS omitted]]. 
3.3.4.12.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.3.4.12.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3 + 3) metre. 
3.3.4.12.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.12.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ונרכז הוהי // לארשי תיב־תא ךרבי // ןרהא תיב־תא ךרבי . 
– לארשי תיב // ןרהא תיב . 
3.3.4.12.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from qātal V (ונרכז) to yiqtōl V (ךרבי). 
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3.3.4.12.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.12.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the appeal for blessing through the reiteration of ךרבי. 
– Foregrounding of the covenant people through the reiteration of תיב לארשי  and תיב 
ןהרא. 
3.3.4.12.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of YHWH as the one who blesses through the fronting of הוהי. 
3.3.4.12.4 Commentary
Verse 12 is a 3 + 3 + 3, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] + Parallel + Parallel tricolon. Verse 
12 can also be read as a bicolon, or a pair of bicola if read as follows. 
Bicolon 1
וּנ ָ֪רָכְז ֮הָוהְי
ךְ ֵ֥ר ָ֫בְי
Bicolon 2
 ל ֵ֑אָרְשִׂי תי ֵ֣בּ־תֶא ךְֵרָבְ֭י
 ׃ן ֹֽרֲהַא תי ֵ֥בּ־תֶא ךְ ֵ֗רָב ְ֝י
Goldingay contends that vv. 12c–13a (not v. 12) is a tricolon to be interpreted this way190:
לארשי תיב־תא ךרבי Colon 1
ןרהא תיב־תא ךרבי Colon 2
הוהי יארי ךרבי Colon 3
The obvious problem with this is that it does not match with the Masoretic delineation
of the text. 
190 Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 332. 
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The verse at large is made up of four brief CLs. All four CLs contain finite Vs. YHWH is 
the subject of each of the Vs, and the divine name appears only once. Three of the four Vs are
ךרבי while the first V is the IMPV רכז. The tri-fold repetition of the V ךרבי underlines blessing 
that comes from YHWH. Again, as in vv. 9–11, we have the comprehensive people of God who
are blessed by YHWH. Unlike v. 9, this reference to לארשי is qualified as לארשי תיב. 
The ACCUSs are consistently the assembly that the poem speaks to. First, the ACCUS is 
“us”; second, “the house of Israel”; and third, “the house of Aaron.” The “house of Israel” 
and “house of Aaron” specifies who “us” is in the first CL thereby serving as a reminder that it
is “us” who is the covenant people of YHWH. 
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3.3.4.13 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:13
׃םי ִֹֽלדְגַּה־םִע םי ִ֗נַּטְקּ ַ֝ה הָ֑והְי י ֵ֣אְרִי ךְֵרָבְ֭י
He will bless those who fear YHWH; the small together with the great.
Figure 75: 115:13 Constituency Tree
Figure 76: 115:13 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.13.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.13.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NP [D] [N]] (e.g., םיטקה). 
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3.3.4.13.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םינטקה // םילדגה // יארי הוהי . 
3.3.4.13.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םינטק // םילדג . 
– ה.
3.3.4.13.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.3.4.13.1.5 Ellipsis
– NNOM in [VP [NNOM omitted] [V ךרבי]].
3.3.4.13.1.6 Conjunctions
– םע. 
3.3.4.13.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– Repetition of the ḥîreq yôd + mem phoneme through םינטק and םילדג. 
3.3.4.13.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.13.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םינטקה // םילדגה // יארי הוהי . 
3.3.4.13.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.3.4.13.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.13.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– The universality of the worshippers of YHWH through the parallelism of םינטקה//  
םילדגה // יארי הוהי . 
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3.3.4.13.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the all-inclusive blessing of YHWH within the various groups that 
make up YHWH's covenant people through the parallelism of NPACCUS םינטקה 
םילדגה־םע with יארי הוהי . 
3.3.4.13.4 Commentary
Verse 13 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon with one CL per colon. Verse 13 con-
tinues in the same pattern as v. 12 with the use of the finite V ךרבי with YHWH as the subject. 
The pattern is also continued with a division of the assembly, namely הוהי יארי, as the ACCUS. 
Use of this term (הוהי יארי) also prevents the use of YHWH as the NOM here. While the first CL 
found in colon 1 contains the repetition of the finite V ךרבי, the CL in colon 2 elides the V to 
make for a compact bicolon. The ACCUS in colon 2 of v. 13 deviates heavily from the pattern 
that began in v. 9 by moving away from the use of a formal name for God’s covenant people. 
Rather than “house of Aaron”, “house of Israel”, or “God fearers”, the poet opts for “the 
small with the great”, thereby casting a unique dimension of those that are within the eligible 
domain of the blessing of YHWH: all people who trust.
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3.3.4.14 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:14
׃ם ֶֽכיֵנְבּ־לַעְו ם ֶ֗כיֵל ֲ֝ע םֶ֑כיֵלֲע הָ֣והְי ף ֵֹ֣סי
May YHWH increase you, you and your children.
Figure 77: 115:14 Constituency Tree
Figure 78: 115:14 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.14.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.14.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., הוהי and  ינב).
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– [PP [P] [PnGEN]] (e.g., םכילע). 
3.3.4.14.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םכילע.
– םכילע // םכינב .
3.3.4.14.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לע.
– םכ.
3.3.4.14.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedents: לארשי תיב, ןהרא תיב, הוהי יארי ; referent: םכ in םכילע. 
3.3.4.14.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.14.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םכינב־לעו. 
3.3.4.14.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.3.4.14.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.14.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םכילע // םכינב .
3.3.4.14.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
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3.3.4.14.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.14.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the worshippers who receive blessing through the reiteration of 
םכילע and the parallelism of םכילע and םכינב־לע. 
3.3.4.14.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.3.4.14.4 Commentary
Verse 14 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. Verse 14 begins a new section 
marked by a change in content as well as a change in grammatical-syntactic patterning. Verse 
14 is a bicolon with a CL in each colon. The CL in colon 2 omits a V thereby linking to the 
HEAD V ףסי as well as maintaining a direct repetition of םכילע thereby creating a chiastic 
word-order.191 Once again, as in the preceding verses, YHWH is the subject and the assembly is
the benefactor of the action (ףסי) of YHWH thereby carrying over essential features of the 
preceding verses for cohesion. 
In these two brief CLs, there are three PPs all of which contain the P לע as well as the 
Pn םכ. The first two of the three PPs are identical (םכילע), and the third deviates from the 
repetition with םכינב. The fact that there is a separation between the first colon and the second
exactly on the repetition of the PP םכילע underlines the final PP in colon 2, thus rendering the 
meaning, “May YHWH give you increase; to you and what’s more to your children (author’s 
translation; emphasis added).
191 Cf. the repetition of ךרבי in v. 12 and םימש in v. 16. 
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3.3.4.15 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:15
׃ץֶר ָֽאָו םִי ַ֥מָשׁ ה ֵ֗שׂ ֹ֝ע הָ֑והיַל םֶתּ ַ֭א םי ִ֣כוּרְבּ
Blessed are you to YHWH, maker of the heavens and the earth.
Figure 79: 115:15 Constituency Tree
Figure 80: 115:15 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.15.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.15.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– InfPs (e.g., םתא םיכורב and ץראו םימש השע).
– N (e.g., הוהי and םימש).
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– PTCPs (e.g., םיכורב and השע). 
3.3.4.15.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי // השע םימש ץראו . 
3.3.4.15.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םימש // ץרא . 
3.3.4.15.1.4 Pronominal references
– Postcedent: הוהי; referent: ם in םתא.
3.3.4.15.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.15.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ץראו. 
3.3.4.15.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.3.4.15.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.15.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הוהי // השע םימש ץראו . 
3.3.4.15.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.3.4.15.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.15.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of YHWH through the parallelism of הוהי // השע םימש ץראו . 
3.3.4.15.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of YHWH's blessing through the PnNOM םתא. 
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– Foregrounding of the sovereignty of YHWH through the pairing of הוהי and םימש השע 
ץראו.
3.3.4.15.4 Commentary
Verse 15 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon comprising a single CL with two PTCPs 
at the front of each colon. The first PTCP (םוכרב) is passive and the second (השא) is active. 
YHWH, whose name appears only in the first colon, is the performer of the action in each of 
the PTCPs. The passive voice PTCP emphasises the state in which people live whereas the 
second PTCP points to YHWH’s activities. The ellipsis of the subject in colon 2 is naturally sup-
plied via the reference to YHWH in the preceding colon. YHWH is the blesser and the maker of 
heaven and earth. The role of YHWH as creator of the cosmos further accentuates the contrast 
between the nations' idols who are made at the hands of men, and YHWH who made the heav-
ens and the earth. 
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3.3.4.16 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:16
׃ם ָֽדָא־יֵנְבִל ן ַ֥תָנ ץֶר ָ֗אָה ְ֝ו הָ֑והיַל םִיַמ ָ֭שׁ םִי ַ֣מָשַּׁה
The heavens! The heavens are for YHWH, but the earth he gave to the children of man.
Figure 81: 115:16 Constituency Tree
Figure 82: 115:16 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.16.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.16.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., םימש, הוהי, ץרא, ינב , and םדא).
– [NP [D] [N]] (e.g., םימשה). 
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– PPs (e.g., הוהיל and םדא־ינבל).
3.3.4.16.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  הוהיל םימש םימשה//םדא־ינבל ןתנ ץראה . 
3.3.4.16.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םימש // ץראה .
3.3.4.16.1.4 Pronominal references
– None. 
3.3.4.16.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.16.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ץראהו. 
3.3.4.16.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.3.4.16.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.16.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  הוהיל םימש םימשה//םדא־ינבל ןתנ ץראה . 
3.3.4.16.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 4) metre. 
3.3.4.16.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.16.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the sovereignty of YHWH through the subsequent reiteration of 
םימש.
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3.3.4.16.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of YHWH's gift of the earth to humanity through the fronting of the NAC-
CUS ץרא in the VPCL םדא־ינבל ןתנ ץראהו. 
3.3.4.16.4 Commentary
Verse 16 is a 3 + 4, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. There is both a semantic shift as well as 
change in grammatical-syntactic patterning from v. 15 to v. 16. At the same time, there is se-
mantic overlap between vv. 15 and 16 with the repetition of ץרא. There is also grammatical-
syntactic overlap with the repetition of הוהיל from v. 15 to v. 16. In v. 16, YHWH, as the maker 
of the heavens and the earth, has authority to give the earth to the sons of man. His sover-
eignty is not only exhibited in v. 15 through the fact that he is the creator, it appears again in 
v. 16: the heavens are for him. Heaven is the place from which the cosmos is administered; 
once again, sovereignty is the theme. The heavens are not just any heavens, they are YHWH’s 
heavens, thus, the juxtaposition of םימש. The syntax of this phrase is odd and is the only 
place in which it appears in the MT. Whether it is to be interpreted as a construct phrase (“the
heavens of the heavens”), or as a VOC + ABS (“The heavens! The heavens are YHWH’s!”) 
makes little difference only in the sense that the statement proclaims the sovereignty of 
YHWH—He is above all. 
Verse 16 is a bicolon evenly divided in length between cola. There is no finite V in 
colon 1. This pattern is augmented with the inclusion of ןתנ in colon 2. Both cola demonstrate
possession. Across both cola, both the heavens and earth are for YHWH (because he is the cre-
ator; v. 15b), however, in colon two, YHWH gives the earth to the sons of man. 
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3.3.4.17 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:17
׃ה ָֽמוּד י ֵ֥דְֹרי־לָכּ א ֹ֗ ל ְ֝ו הָּ֑י־וּלְל ַֽהְי םיִתֵמּ ַ֭ה א ֹ֣ ל
The dead do not praise YHWH, nor do those who go down to silence.
Figure 83: 115:17 Constituency Tree
Figure 84: 115:17 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
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3.3.4.17.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.17.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., םיתמ ,הי ,ידרי , and המוד). 
– Ng (e.g., אל). 
– NP (e.g., םיתמה).
3.3.4.17.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הי־וללהי םיתמה אל // המוד ידרי־לכ אל . 
3.3.4.17.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– אל.
– םיתמה // המוד ידרי .
3.3.4.17.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.3.4.17.1.5 Ellipsis
– וללהי.
3.3.4.17.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in אלו.
3.3.4.17.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.3.4.17.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.17.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הי־וללהי םיתמה אל // המוד ידרי־לכ אל . 
3.3.4.17.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
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3.3.4.17.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.17.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding that the dead do not worship through the parallelism of םתימה אל 
הי־וללהי and המוד ידרי־לכ אל. 
3.3.4.17.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the dead through the fronting of the NNOM םתימה in the VPCL אל 
םיתמה הי־וללהי . 
3.3.4.17.4 Commentary
Verse 17 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon that prepares for v. 18, which is the final 
call to praise. Prior to v. 18’s IMPV וללה הי , v. 17 defines who cannot praise. Verse 17 is an 
evenly divided bicolon. The first colon is a straightforward CL with no elisions. Colon 2 could
stand as a CL on its own as well as function as an extension of the first CL in colon 1. For the 
sake of terseness, colon 2 omits both the V (וללהי) and the ACCUS (הי). The NOMs (םיתמה and 
המוד ידרי) are semantically parallel. Not only do the dead not praise, but the dead who cannot 
make a sound in their throats, just like the idols and those who worship them. The B line in 
particular creates a sense of semantic cohesion with the overall theme of the poem.
In v. 16, the only finite V is ןתנ–YHWH gives. In v. 17, the only finite V is וללהי—the 
nations do not praise; even though God gives, the dead and those who go down in silence do 
not praise. Just like the idols and the nations, they cannot make a sound because they are 
dead.192 Also, הי־וללהי is centrally placed between the two groups who do not praise YHWH.
192 Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 334.
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3.3.4.18 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 115:18
׃הָּֽי־וּלְל ַֽה ם ָ֗לוֹע־דַעְו ה ָ֥תַּע ֵֽמ הּ ָ֗י ךְ ֵ֤ר ָ֘בְנ ׀וּנְחַ֤נֲאַו
But we will bless YHWH from now and until forever. Praise YHWH.
Figure 85: 115:18 Constituency Tree
Figure 86: 115:18 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.3.4.18.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.4.18.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., הי and םלוע). 
– PP (e.g., התעמ). 
– [PP [P] [N]] (e.g., םלוע־דע). 
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3.3.4.18.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– התעמ // םלוע־דע .
3.3.4.18.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ו. 
– הי.
3.3.4.18.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: יארי הוהי  (v. 13); referent: ונחנא.
3.3.4.18.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.4.18.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ונחנאו.
– ו in םלוע־דעו.
3.3.4.18.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.3.4.18.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.4.18.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.3.4.18.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from yiqtōl V (ךרבנ) to IMPV (וללה).
3.3.4.18.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.4.18.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of YHWH through the repetition of הי. 
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3.3.5.18.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the who (worshippers of YHWH) will bless YHWH through the 
fronting of the PnNOM ונחנא.
3.3.4.18.4 Commentary
Verse 18 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon, and HEAD monocolon. Verse 18, like 
Psalm 113:9, closes with a monocolon concluding with the call to praise. The LXX makes the
final call to praise the opening line of Psalm 116 (114) rather than the end of 115 (113).193 
This verse is set in direct and strong contrast to v. 17 which identifies those who do not 
praise. The contrast is noted by the conjunctive ו.
Verse 18 is a single CL that begins with the emphatic Pn which precedes the finite V 
(ךרבנ) and the ACCUS (הי). The CL closes with a PP that offers a temporal expansion regarding 
when the people of God shall bless YHWH. This is not unlike Psalm 113:2b which reads ex-
actly the same with םולע־דעו התעמ. The difference, however, is that in 113 the worshippers 
who are to bless הוהי םש are implicit, and here it is the explicit ונחנא who are to bless YHWH 
from now until forever. 
With the placement of this verse at the end of the poem we have a sort of telescopic 
look back through the poem in the sense that the poem gives the reasons why we should 
praise and bless YHWH. He is our God, the only God of the universe.
193 For a detailed analysis of variations in delimitation of הי וללה in the Hallel see Prinsloo, “Unit 
Delimitation in the Egyptian Hallel".
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3.3.5 Macrostructural Analysis: 115
3.3.5.1 Overview: 115
A. Stanza 1: Our God Is in Heaven (vv. 1–3)
1. Strophe 1: Not to Us, But to Your Name be the Glory (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: Our God is in Heaven (vv. 2–3)
B. Stanza 2: Unlike YHWH, They Are Made by Human Hands (vv. 4–8)
1. Strophe 1: They Are Lifeless (vv. 4–7)
2. Strophe 2: Those who Trust in Them Will be Like Them (v. 8)
C. Stanza 3: Trust in YHWH, He Is Their Help and Their Shield (vv. 9–11)
D. Stanza 4: YHWH Blesses His Covenant People (vv. 12–16)
1. Strophe 1: YHWH Will Bless His Covenant People (vv. 12–13)
2. Strophe 2: May You Be Blessed by YHWH (vv. 14–15)
3. Strophe 3: The Heavens are for YHWH (v. 16)
E. Stanza 5: We Will Praise YHWH (vv. 17–18)
1. Strophe 1: The Dead Do Not Praise YHWH, but We Do (vv. 17–18a)
2. Strophe 2: Closing Hymnic Imperative: Praise YHWH (v. 18b)
The liturgical, and therefore antiphonal nature of Psalm 115, is the driving force be-
hind its macrostructural framework. The view here embraces Zenger's assessment that, "It is 
certainly indisputable that this psalm is liturgically saturated, but it is questionable whether it 
was conceived and used as a formula/agenda with different roles."194 Zenger also suggests, 
based on the assessment of most exegetes that Psalm 115 is most likely an exilic or post-exil-
ic psalm, that this poem is a "poetically imagined liturgy".195 He goes on to propose five ma-
jor sections (vv. 1–3, vv. 4–8, vv. 9–11, vv. 12–15, and vv. 16–18) with vv. 9–11 being the 
194 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 203.
195 Ibid., 203. 
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thematic centre of the whole.  
Van der Lugt divides Psalm 115 into three stanzas (vv. 1–8; vv. 9–16, and vv. 17–18), 
with three strophes in stanza 1 (vv. 1–3, vv. 4–6, and vv. 7–8), three strophes in stanza 2 (vv. 
9–11, vv. 12–14, and vv. 15–16), and one strophe in stanza 3 (vv. 17–18). With this, stanzas 1
and 2 are identically patterned with two three-verse strophes followed by a two-verse strophe.
He also notes that the middle strophe (vv. 9–11), "stands out on the basis of its 'antiphonal' 
character."196 Van der Lugt also contends that the number seven is a key structural feature of 
the text. He writes, "The number seven has a structural function in this psalm: the psalm as a 
whole is composed of 7 strophes and a multiple of 7 words. In addition, the individual cantos 
also have multiples of 7 words."197 Van der Lugt identifies v. 9b as, "the pivotal colon of the 
composition as a whole", based on a 19 + 1 + 19 colon structure.198 The problem with this is 
that it only works if there is consensus on how to divide cola. If one counts the last call to 
praise in v. 18b (הי וללה) as a monocolon (which is the view here), then that creates a 19 + 1 +
20 structural arrangement. Also, the repetition of v. 9b that occurs through v. 11b causes one 
to question the evaluation. Undoubtedly, the semantic value of the phrase is foregrounded 
based on repetition, however, this paired with the colometric counting procedure is perhaps 
not enough to justify v. 9b as the thematic centre of the poem. At the same time, the view 
here is that stanza 3 (vv. 9–11) is the semantic centre of the poem, but does not go as far as to 
identify a single, central colon. 
Fokkelman identifies a chiasm within the first four and last four verses of the poem.199
This proposal is questionable at best and highly subjective in terms of interpreting the phrases
in correspondence to one another. Fokkelman admits that, "The B-B' relationship between vv.
2 and 17 is not based on the use of similar words, but is the result of the entire argument." 
196 Van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 265. 
197 Ibid., 265.  
198 Ibid., 266.  
199 Fokkelman, Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible, 223. 
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This is circular reasoning. Furthermore, grouping vv. 1–4 and vv. 15–18 goes against the nat-
ural liturgical movement of the poem manifest in its change of POV. 
Among exegetes, the most widely accepted view is that vv. 9–11 make up a 
macrostructural unit. There is very little consensus, however, concerning the macrostructural 
delineation of the remainder of the poem.200 
200 Various divisions include: Terrien: 1–3, 4–8, 9–13, 14–18; deClaissé: 1–2, 3–8, 9–11, 12–15, 16–18;
Allen: 1–4, 5–8, 9–11, 12–13, 14–18aba, 18bb; Dahood: 1–2, 3–8, 9–11, 12–15, 16–18; Goldingay: 1–8, 9–11, 
12–13, 14–16, 17–18; Gerstenberger: 1, 2–3, 4–7, 8, 9–11, 12–15, 16–18 (16, 17–18b, and 18c); Fokkelman: 1–
3, 4–8, 9–11, 12–13, 14–16, 17–18;. For further division differences among commentators see van der Lugt, 
Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 266–267. 
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3.3.5.2 Stanza 1: Our God Is In Heaven (vv. 1–3)  
A. Stanza 1: Our God Is in Heaven (vv. 1–3)
1. Strophe 1: Not to Us, But to Your Name be the Glory (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: Our God is in Heaven (vv. 2–3)
3.3.5.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.5.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., יכ (v. 1); ו in וניהלאו (v. 3)). 
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ךדסח (v. 1); ךתמא (v. 1); םהיהלא (v. 2); וניהלא (v. 3)).
– NPVOC (e.g., הוהי (v. 1); דובכ (v. 1)). 
– PnINTG (e.g., המל (v. 2); היא (v. 2)).
– PP (e.g., ונל (v. 1); ךמשל (v. 1); ךתמא־לע ךדסח־לע (v. 1); םימשב (v. 3)). 
– Qātal Vs (e.g., ץפח (v. 3); השע (v. 3)).
3.3.5.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ונל אל (v. 1).
– ךדסח־לע // ךתמא־לע  (v. 1).
– הוהי // םהיהלא // וניהלא  (vv. 1, 2, and 3).
–  םימשב וניהלא//השע ץפח־רשא לכ  (v. 3).
3.3.5.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ל (v. 1).
– ונל (v. 1).
– אל (v. 1).
– הוהי (v. 1).
– הוהי // וניהלא // םהיהלא  (vv. 1, 2, and 3).
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3.3.5.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshipping community; referent: ונ in ונל (v. 1).
– Antecedent: הוהי (v. 1); referent: ך in ךמשל (v. 1).
– Antecedent: הוהי (v. 1); referent: ך in ךדסח (v. 1).
– Antecedent: הוהי (v. 1); referent: ך in ךתמא (v. 1). 
– Antecedent: worshippers (v. 2); referent: םה in םהיהלא (v. 2).
– Antecedent: worshippers (v. 3); referent: ונ in וניהלא (v. 3).
3.3.5.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.5.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in וניהלאו.
3.3.5.2.1.7 Other cohesion features
– First person plural POV.
– Inclusio created by the opening and closing Pn ונ in וניהלא (v. 3) and ונל (v. 1).
– Back-to-back repetition of יהלא with PnGEN in vv. 2 and 3.
3.3.5.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.5.2.2.1 Deviation through and parallelism
– Changes in pronominal suffixes ( ונ, ך , and םה).
– הוהי // וניהלא // םהיהלא  (vv. 1, 2, and 3).
– ךדסח־לע // ךתמא־לע  (v. 1).
– הוהי // םהיהלא // וניהלא  (vv. 1, 2, and 3).
– IntgP ( המל ורמאי םיוגה // םהיהלא אנ־היא ; v. 2).
– PP ( ונל; ךמש; ךדסח־לע; ךתמא־לע ; v. 1).
– NPGEN ( ךמש; ךדסח; ךתמא; םהיהלא; וניהלא ; v. 1, 2, and 3).
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3.3.5.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Movement from tricolon in v. 1 to two subsequent bicola in vv. 2–3.
– Change in POV in reference to God (second person in v. 1 to third in v. 2).
– V forms (IMPV in v. 1; yiqtōl in v. 2; qātal in v. 3).
– Introduction of a new voice and character (םיוגה) in v. 2. 
– Rhetorical question in v. 2. 
3.3.5.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.5.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Emphasis on the covenant relationship between God and Israel through the repetition 
of PnGENs  as well as the chiasmic structuring with the back-to-back placement of יהלא
in v. 2b and v. 3a. 
– Emphasis on Israel's God as the focus of the stanza through repetition of reference.
3.3.5.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Emphasis on the sovereignty of Israel's God through the rhetorical question.
– Prefix ו at the start of v. 3 serves to emphasise the very real existence and presence of 
YHWH in heaven. 
3.3.5.2.4 Commentary
The poem's first stanza can be divided into two strophes: v. 1 and vv. 2–3. Verse 1 
stands apart not only as the opening verseline of the poem, but also as one of three tricola (vv.
1, 7, and 12). Its grammatical-syntactic structure is so distinct from the remainder of the 
poem's verselines that some exegetes designate this opening tricolon as an independent stan-
za.201 It is the only verseline in the poem that comprises a [Phrase1 + Phrase2 + Phrase3], HEAD 
201 See Gerstenberger, Psalms Part 2, 285. 
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+ Subordinate[Phrase1 + Phrase2] intercolon relationship (see Figure 51).
The second strophe of stanza 1 both asks (v. 2) and answers (v. 3) a question. Its co-
herence, then, manifests primarily in the form of semantics. 
Coherence between the two strophes of stanza 1 occurs in the first person plural POV. 
At the same time, deviation occurs through a POV change in reference to YHWH, who is in the 
second person in v. 1 and in the third person in vv. 2–3.
The last colon of the stanza sets up the semantic transition between stanzas 1 and 2 by
expanding the initial topic presented in the question םהיהלא אנ־היא. The imagined congrega-
tion not only answers where he is (v. 3a), but also testifies to his sovereignty (v. 3b). This pre-
pares for the contrast between Israel's God and the gods of the nations that ensues until the 
end of the poem.
Verse 3's function to close the poem's first stanza links up with v. 8 through anaphoric 
parllelism through the phrase רשא לכ.202  
202 See Fokkelman, Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible, Vol III., 224.
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3.3.5.3 Stanza 2: Unlike YHWH, They Are Made by Human Hands (vv. 4–8) 
B. Stanza 2: Unlike YHWH, They Are Made by Human Hands (vv. 4–8)
1. Strophe 1: They Are Lifeless (vv. 4–7)
2. Strophe 2: Those who Trust in Them Will be Like Them (v. 8)
3.3.5.3.1 Cohesion Features
3.3.5.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration 
– C (e.g., ו in בהזו (v. 4); ו in אלו (vv. 5–7)).
– Ng (e.g., אל (vv. 6–7).
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., םהל־הפ, םיניע םהל, םינזא םהל, ףא םהל  (vv. 5 and 6)). 
– PnDAT (e.g., םה in םהל (v. 6); םה in םהב (v. 8)).
– PTCP (e.g., ישע (v. 8); חטב (v. 8)). 
– VPCL (e.g., ורבדי אלו םהל־הפ (v. 5); וארי אלו םהל םיניע (v. 5); ועמשיאלו םהל םינזא (v. 
6); ןושימי אלו םהידי (v. 7); וכלהי אלו םהילגר (v. 7)). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ועמשי (v. 6); ןוחירי (v. 6); ןושימי (v. 7); וכלהי (v. 7)).
3.3.5.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םהל־הפ // םיניא םהל // םינזא םהל // ףא םהל // םהידי // םילגר  (vv. 5, 6, and 7).
– םהיבצע ףסכ בהזו // השעמ ידי םדא  (v. 4).
– ורבדי אלו םהל־הפ // וארי אלו םהל םיניע // ועמשי אלו םהל םינזא // ןוחירי אלו םהל ףא//  
ושימי אלו םהידי ןםהילגר וכלהי אלו // םנורגב וגהי־אל  (vv. 5, 6, and 7).
3.3.5.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ףסכ // בהז  (v. 4).
– הפ // םיניע // םינזא // ףא // םהידי // םהילגר  (vv. 5, 6, and 7).
–  השע (vv. 4 and 8).
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3.3.5.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: םיוגה (v. 2); referent: םה in םהיבצע (v. 4).
– Antecedent: םהיבצע (v. 4); referent: םה in םהל (v. 5 and 6).
– Antecedent: םהיבצע (v. 4); referent: םה in םהידי and םהילגר (v. 7).
– Antecedent: םהיבצע (v. 4); referent: ם in םנורגב (v. 7). 
3.3.5.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.5.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in בהזו.
– ו in אלו. 
3.3.5.3.1.7 Other features of cohesion  
– Repetition of the root השע creating an inclusio (v. 4b and v. 8a). 
– Repetition of ידי creating an inclusio around critique of gods (v. 4b and v. 7a). 
– Alliterative repetition through ועמשי // ןושימי  in v 6a and 7a. 
3.3.5.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.5.3.2.1 Deviation through and parallelism
– םהל־הפ // םיניא םהל // םינזא םהל // ףא םהל // םהידי // םילגר  (vv. 5, 6, and 7).
– הפ // םיניע // םינזא // ףא // םהידי // םהילגר  (vv. 5, 6, and 7).
– ורבדי אלו םהל־הפ // וארי אלו םהל םיניע // ועמשי אלו םהל םינזא // ןוחירי אלו םהל ףא//  
ושימי אלו םהידי ןםהילגר וכלהי אלו // םנורגב וגהי־אל  (vv. 5, 6, and 7).
3.3.5.3.2.2 Other forms of deviation 
– Shift from [S [NPCL [N] [PP [P] [Pn]]] [VP [NP [C] [PTCLNEG]] [V]]] (i.e., אלו םהל־הפ
ורבדי) to [S [NPCL/GEN [N] [PnGEN]] [VP [NP [C] [PTCLNEG]] [V]]] (i.e., אלו םהידי 
ןושימי). 
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3.3.5.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.5.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Repetition of speech organs (vv. 5 and 7).
– Repetition of PTCLNEG accentuating the incompetency of the idols. 
3.3.5.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Rhetorical question brings the folly of idolatry and comparative incompetency of the 
idols into focus.
3.3.5.3.4 Commentary
Stanza 2 is composed of four bicola (vv. 4–6 and v. 8) and one tricolon (v. 7). These 
cola variations correspond to the two-strophe structure within stanza 2: vv. 4–7 and v. 8. The 
first four verselines have a HEAD + Parallel intercolon relationship pattern with the exception 
of the tricolon in v. 7, which is a HEAD + Parallel + Parallel. Cohesion occurs across the stanza
through the grammatical-syntactic reiteration [S [NPCL [N] [PP [P] [Pn]]] [VP [NP [C] [PT-
CLNEG]] [V]]] (i.e., ורבדי אלו םהל־הפ), as well as through the semantic focus being the lifeless-
ness of the nations' idols. 
Deviation occurs most abruptly through the tricolon in v. 7 which serves to accentuate
foregrounding of the theme of the extent of the lifelessness among the idols that develops 
through the three-verse repetition of the above mentioned grammatical-syntactic pattern. The 
tricolon also marks the end of the first strophe within the stanza (vv. 4–7). 
Van der Lugt groups v. 7 together with v. 8 based on two features of the text: (1) the 
repetition of the P ב occurring in 7c and v. 8b,203 and (2) the shift in grammatical-syntactic 
method for demonstrating possession from v. 6 to v. 7. He writes, 
203 Van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in Biblical Hebrew Poetry, 263.
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From a thematic point of view, v. 7 is the immediate continuation of vv. 5–6. Never-
theless, there is a subtle grammatical difference: in vv. 5–6 the parts of the body are 
followed by lhm ('to them'), while in v. 7 the suffix hm/-m is immediately attached to 
the parts of the body.204 
The view here is that the "subtle grammatical difference", rather than indicating a sep-
arate section, marks the end of the section with that it is to be included as well as includes an 
internal pattern disruption for the sake of foregrounding rather than marking the start of a 
new section. Furthermore, the anaphoric parallelism that occurs between "mouths" in v. 5 and
"throats" at the end of v. 7 further attests to the importance of v. 7's inclusion in vv. 4–6 rather
than being grouped as a unit with v. 8. The body parts having to do with speech, then, form 
an inclusio around the section. The repetition of speech organs foregrounds the link between 
competence and speech. Lastly, the negative declaration included in v. 7 clearly attests to its 
participation in vv. 4–6. Verse 8 deviates from the negative declaration pattern that runs 
through all verses of the stanza. 
204 Ibid., 269. 
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3.3.5.4 Stanza 3: Trust in YHWH, He Is Their Help and Their Shield (vv. 9–11)
C. Stanza 3: Trust in YHWH, He Is Their Help and Their Shield (vv. 9–11)
3.3.5.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.5.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., ו in םנגמו (vv. 9–11)).
– IMPV (e.g., חטב (v. 9–11)).
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., םרזע (vv. 9–11); םנגמ (vv. 9–11)). 
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., ןרהא תיב (v. 10); הוהי יארי (v. 11)).
– PnNOM (e.g., אוה (vv. 9–11)). 
– PP (e.g., הוהיב (vv. 9–11)).
3.3.5.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– אוה םנגמו םרזע (vv. 9–11).
– םרזע // םנגמ  (vv. 9–11).
– הוהיב וחטב לארשי // הוהיב וחטב ןרהא תיב // הוהיב וחטב הוהי יארי  (vv. 9, 10, and 11).
3.3.5.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םרזע // םנגמ  (vv. 9–11). 
– לארשי // ןרהא תיב // הוהי יארי  (vv. 9, 10, and 11).
– חטב (v. 9) // וחטב (vv. 10 and 11).
3.3.5.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי (v. 9); referent: אוה (vv. 9–11). 
– Antecedent: לארשי (v. 9); referent: ם in םרזע and םנגמ (v. 9).
– Antecedent: תיב ןרהא  (v. 10); referent: ם in םרזע and םנגמ (v. 10).
– Antecedent: הוהי יארי (v. 11); referent: ם in םרזע and םנגמ (v. 11). 
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3.3.5.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.5.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םנגמו. 
3.3.5.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None. 
3.3.5.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.5.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– לארשי // ןרהא תיב // הוהי יארי  (vv. 9, 10, and 11).
– םרזע // םנגמ  (vv. 9–11). 
– חטב (v. 9) // וחטב (vv. 10 and 11).
3.3.5.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from VPCL (i.e., הוהיב חטב לארשי) to NPCL (אוה םנגמו םרזע). 
– Dāgēš qal in PP הוהיב in v. 9.
3.3.5.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.5.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Repetition of the PnNOM אוה at the end of each verseline accentuates "an important 
theological message: 'He is their help and shield'."205
3.3.5.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Formulaic repetition of both content and constituency word-order emphasises the per-
vasiveness, and completeness of YHWH's protection for the covenant people. 
– The metaphor of YHWH as םרזע םנגמו  further accentuates the protective function of 
205 Ibid., 265–266. 
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YHWH for his covenant people.
3.3.5.4.4 Commentary
As noted above, there is a general consensus among exegetes and structural analysts 
that vv. 9–11 form a single macrostructural unit. The repetition of content and grammatical-
syntactic structure of each verseline indicates the stanza's liturgical and antiphonal nature. 
The internal deviations within the references to covenant people sub-groups establishes the 
sense of movement and universal inclusion through the stanza. 
The semantic centre of the strophe is the protective and redeeming role of YHWH for 
his covenant people that is intended to inspire trust. This is expressed through the following 
three features of the strophe. First, each verseline ends with a HEAD phrase, which is a devia-
tion from the more frequent HEAD + Parallel formula. In other words, the grammatical inde-
pendence of the phrase אוה םנגמ םרזע attests to its centrality of focus. Second is the employ-
ment of metaphor to convey the message. Third is the uninterrupted three-fold repetition of 
the first two features. With this, the interruption of the poem's verbal pattern with an addition-
al uninterrupted three-fold repetition of the IMPV חטב lends focus to the necessity to trust as a 
result of YHWH's complete protection and care for all of his covenant people. The emphasis on
"all" comes through the repetition of the sub-groups within God's covenant people. 
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3.3.5.5 Stanza 4: YHWH Blesses His Covenant People (vv. 12–16)
D. Stanza 4: YHWH Blesses His Covenant People (vv. 12–16)
1. Strophe 1: YHWH Will Bless His Covenant People (vv. 12–13)
2. Strophe 2: May You Be Blessed by YHWH (vv. 14–15)
3. Strophe 3: The Heavens are for YHWH (v. 16)
!3.3.5.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.5.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., ו in לעו (v. 14); ו in ץראו (v. 15); ו in ץראהו (v. 16)).
– D (e.g., ה in םינטקה (v. 13); ה in םילדגה (v. 13); ה in ץראה (v. 16)).
– InfP (e.g., םתא םיכורב (v. 15); ץראו םימש השע (v. 15)).
– N (e.g., םיטק (v. 13); םילדג (v. 13); םימש (v. 15); ץרא (vv. 15–16)). 
– NNOM (e.g., הוהי (vv. 12 and 14)). 
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., לארשי תיב (v. 12); ןרהא תיב (v. 12); הוהי יארי (v. 13); םדא־ינב 
(v. 16)).
– PP (e.g., םכילע (v. 14); םכינב־ילע (v. 14); הוהיל (vv. 15–16); םדא־ינבל (v. 16)).
– PTCL (e.g., תא (v. 12)).
– PTCP (e.g., םיכורב (v. 15); השע (v. 15)).
– Qātal Vs (e.g., רכז (v. 12); ןתנ (v. 16)). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ךרבי (vv. 12–13); ףסי (v. 14)).
3.3.5.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לארשי תיב־תא ךרבי //  ןרהא תיב־תא ךרבי//הוהי יארי ךרבי  (v. 12).
– םכילע // םכינב־לעו  (v. 14).
– הוהי // ץראו םימש השע  (v. 15).
– הוהיל םתא םיכורב // םכינב־לעו םכילע םכילע הוהי ףסי  (v. 14 and 15).
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3.3.5.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לארשי תיב // ןרהא תיב // ונ //  םילדגה־םע םינטקה//םדא־ינב  (vv. 12, 13, and 16).
– םינצקה // םילדג  (v. 13). 
– הוהי (vv. 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16).
– םימש // ץרא  (vv. 15 and 16).
– ץרא (vv. 15–16).
– םימש (vv. 15–16).
– םכילע (v. 14). 
– ינב (vv. 14b and 16b).
– ךרב (vv. 12 and 13a). 
3.3.5.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– Postcedent: worshippers (לארשי תיב and ןרהא תיב); referent: ונ in ונרכז (v. 12).
– Antecedent: worshippers (vv. 12–13); referent: םכ in םכילע (v. 14).
– Antecedent: worshippers (vv. 12–13); referent: םכ in םכינב (v. 14).
– Antecedent: worshippers (vv. 12–13); referent: םתא (v. 15).
3.3.5.5.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.5.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– םע in םילדגה־םע.
– ו in םכינב־לעו.
3.3.5.5.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None. 
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3.3.5.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.5.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  לארשי תיב// ןרהא תיב // הוהי יארי // םינטקה // םילדגה //םדא־ינב .
– םכילע // םכינב־לע  (v. 14).
– םימש // ץרא  (vv. 15–16).
3.3.5.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Initial tricolon paired with four subsequent bicola. 
– Movement from first person plural POV of worshippers to third person singular. 
– Hipʿil V among qal Vs (ףסי).
– Movement from qātal (v. 12) to yiqtōl (vv. 13–14) back to qātal (vv. 15–16). 
3.3.5.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.5.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– The repetition of הוהי. 
3.3.5.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.3.5.5.4 Commentary
Stanza 4 is composed of four verselines; one tricolon followed by three subsequent 
bicola. It can be divided into two strophes: (1) vv. 12–13, and (2) vv. 14–15. Verses 12–13 are
marked by the repetition of ךרבי as well as the covenant people group הוהי יארי that carries on
from the two groups mentioned in v. 12b and 12c (לארשי תיב and ןרהא תיב). Marking vv. 14–
15 as a single strophe is the change in POV from the first and third person plural in vv. 12–13 
to the second person plural in vv. 14–15. Verses 14 and 15 are grouped together as a single 
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strophe based on the repetition of the jussive priestly blessing language in ףסי and םיכורב. 
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3.3.5.6 Stanza 5: We Will Praise YHWH (vv. 17–18)
E. Stanza 5: We Will Praise YHWH (vv. 17–18)
1. Strophe 1: The Dead Do Not Praise YHWH, but We Do (vv. 17–18a)
2. Strophe 2: Closing Hymnic Imperative: Praise YHWH (v. 18b)
3.3.5.6.1 Features of Cohesion
3.3.5.6.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., ו in אלו (v. 17); ו in ונחנאו (v. 18); ו in םלוע־דעו (v. 18)).
– NACCUS (e.g., הי (vv. 17–18)).
– Ng (e.g., אל (v. 17)).
– NPNOM (e.g., הי־וללהי םיתמה לכ (v. 17); והי ךרבנ ונחנא  (v. 18); הי־וללה (v. 18)).
– PP (e.g., התעמ (v. 18); םלוע־דע (v. 18)).
– VPCL (e.g., הי־וללהי םיתמה אל (v. 17); הי ךרבנ ונחנאו (v. 18); הי־וללה (v. 18)).
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., וללהי (v. 17); ךרבנ (v. 18)). 
3.3.5.6.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  םיתמה//המוד ידרי־לכ  (v. 17).
3.3.5.6.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הי. 
– אל (v. 17).
–  ללה (vv. 17 and 18b).
3.3.5.6.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונחנא. 
3.3.5.6.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.3.5.6.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in אלו.
– ו in ונחנאו. 
– ו in םלוע־דעו. 
3.3.5.6.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– All cola fronted with the HEAD. 
3.3.5.6.2 Features of Deviation
3.3.5.6.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Yiqtōl in v. 17 and v. 18a and qātal in v. 18b.
– NNOM in v. 17a (םיתמה) expanded to NPNOM in v. 17b (המוד ידרי).
3.3.5.6.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Three different intercola relationships per versline.
– Vs in vv. 17 and 18a, and IMPV in v. 18b. 
– Fronted PnNOM ונחנא. 
3.3.5.6.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.3.5.6.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the dead through the parallelism of  םיתמה//המוד ידרי־לכ  (v. 17).
– Foregrounding of YHWH through the reiteration of הי. 
– Foregrounding of the hymnic IMPV through the reiteration of the root ללה. 
3.3.5.6.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Emphasis on the liturgical voice of the collective people of God through the use of 
ונחנא. 
– Contrast between the dead and the living through the contrastive C ו in v. 18a.
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3.3.5.6.4 Commentary
Stanza 6 is the last stanza of the poem and is composed of two subsequent bicola (vv. 
17–18a) followed by a monocolon (v. 18b). Stanza 6 links up with stanza 5 by amplifying di-
chotomies. In stanza 5 (v. 16), the dichotomy was between the heavens and earth (spatial). In 
vv. 17–18, the dichotomy is between the living and the dead which runs parallel with God's 
covenant people (the living) and idolaters (the dead). The VNEG formulation creates an 
anaphoric parallelism between stanzas 6 and 2. The call to praise closes the stanza and 
foregrounds the obligation to praise through the IMPV וללה. This gives the summative results 
of the poem. It is because YHWH is transcendent, set apart from the created order and idols of 
the nations, and because he is faithful to his covenant people, that the people of God praise 
him. 
3.3.6 Conclusion
The structure of Psalm 115, as "poetically imagined liturgy", is ultimately shaped by 
shifts in POV. The liturgy format invites the audience to enter the polemic posture against the 
idols of the nations, as well as remember their identification as the covenant people of the one
true God. The semantic repetitions paired with the grammatical-syntactic reiterations 
throughout bring together the non-assimilative nature of God's people as well as the blessing 
it is to praise the one true God who has set forth boundaries between the living (his worship-
pers) and the dead (idolaters). Drawing on this point, Fokkelman notes that, "The Israel-peo-
ples relationship is here analogous to the God-gods relationships, and the vast difference be-
tween the partners in these associations is poetically translated into the enormous contrast 
between the handiwork of the peoples and the works of God."206
206 Fokkelman, Major Poems of the Hebrew Bible, 223. 
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3.4 The Structure of the Poetic Text: Psalm 116
3.4.1 Unifying Theological Theme: 116
Psalm 116 artistically combines the themes of redemption and public praise and wor-
ship of YHWH. A subordinate theme is the faithfulness of YHWH reciprocated by the faithful-
ness of the worshipper manifest in the context of public worship. There is also a particular 
emphasis on result. The psalmist loves [YHWH], is faithful to worship YHWH, praises YHWH, 
and is the servant of YHWH as a result of salvation at the hand of YHWH.  
Creating a sense of rhetorical-theological cohesion across the poem is the theme of 
calling out to YHWH (see vv. 2, 4, 10, 11, 13, and 17); this is not a uniform calling, however. 
The psalmist calls out to YHWH for help, as well as to praise him. This internal deviation on 
the theme of calling poetically combines cries of distress with cries of praise. The psalmist, 
who represents the worshipping community, praises YHWH because of being delivered from 
distress. The context of deliverance, then, heightens the urgency of praise. 
Finally, flowing from the theme of redemption and praise is the subtle theme of life 
(v. 9). Set in contrast to the theme of life is the pleasure God finds in the death of his saints 
(v. 15), which is set in juxtaposition with v. 16. Life, then, is situated in the context of praise 
and servanthood. Gently flowing beneath these themes, once again, is the cohesive semantic 
theme of faithfulness. It is the reciprocal faithfulness of the psalmist that ties him to YHWH 
even to the point of death.
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3.4.2 Translation with notes: 116
1 I love207 because YHWH208 hears my voice [and] my supplications.
2 For he inclined his ear to me; and during my days I will call out.
3 The cords of death encompassed me, and the pangs of Sheol found me. Distress and
anguish I find.
4 But on the name of YHWH I call, “Please, O YHWH, save my life!”
5 YHWH is gracious and righteous, and our God is compassionate.
6 The guardian of the simple is YHWH. I was brought low but he gave to me help.
7 Turn back, my soul, to your rest, for YHWH has acted bountifully towards you.209
8 For you have rescued my life from death, my eye from tears, my foot from 
stumbling.210
9 I shall walk in the presence of YHWH in the lands211 of the living.
10 I trusted even when I spoke, “I am greatly afflicted.”
11 I said in my panic, “All men are liars.”
207 Hossfeld is correct in suggesting that the MT should not be changed in v. 1a. “The יתבהא, ‘I love,’ 
without an object corresponds to the absolute use of ארקא, ‘I will call,’ in v. 2b and יתנמאה, ‘I believe,’ in v. 10a.
The object is clear from the context,” (Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 214). Also, Dahood’s suggested 
repointing that renders, “Out of love for me Yahweh did hear my plea for his mercy”, is unnecessary because of 
ארקא in v. 2b that creates a grammatical bookend for vv. 1–2; see Dahood, Psalms III, 145.  Goldingay’s, “I 
dedicate myself”, is an interesting alternative although it is hard to justify יתבהא as a reflective as well as 
anything other than “love”; see Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 336. 
208 The BHS suggests that YHWH is both the object of יתבהא and the subject of עמשי. YHWH as the object
could be implied, but with the way the reading tradition stands it remains ambiguous. However, as the poetic 
voice is oftentimes intentionally ambiguous, it is not necessary to change the word-order of v. 1.  
209 Verse 7 begins a two-verse ḥîreq yôd suffix theme. There is a total of ten -î suffixes between the two
verses. This is a likely explanation for the odd singular forms of יניע and ילגר. The only word in v. 7 without the 
suffix is למג. This adds emphasis to the semantic value of the V. 
210 Verse 8 continues the -î theme with five additional -î suffixes. 
211 Multiple texts make תוצרא singular. It is possible however, that this is a case of enallage, in which 
the poet exchanges one form for another; in this case, it would be the exchange of the plural in place of the more
natural singular form ץרא. 
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12 How could I possibly repay YHWH [for] all his bountiful gifts to me?
13 I will lift the cup of salvation and I will call on the name of YHWH.
14 My vows to YHWH I will pay in the presence of all his people.
15 Precious in the eyes of YHWH is the death of his godly ones.
16 O YHWH, I am your servant. I am your servant, the son of your maidservant. You 
have loosed my bonds.
17 To you I shall sacrifice a thank-offering and on the name of YHWH I shall call.
18 My vows to YHWH I will pay in the presence of all his people,
19 in the courtyards of the house of YHWH, in your midst, O Jerusalem. Hallelujah.
3.4.3 Stylistic Overview: 116
Psalm 116 is set apart within the Egyptian Hallel for its poeticity marked with con-
stant changes in POV. More than anything else, the psalmist artistically sets a variety of 
themes in parallel that together create a tapestry of paradox that highlights confession, 
thanksgiving, life, praise, distress, and faithfulness, all in the context of cultic ritual. The cul-
tic ritual context is most firmly attested to through the two refrains in the second half of the 
psalm (vv. 13–14 and vv. 17–19a). Hossfeld notes that, “Psalm 116 fell and still falls outside 
the frame because the various subsections or form-critical components (lament, petition, ex-
pression of trust, thanksgiving) are mixed together in a disorderly fashion.”212 The poem is 
further characterised by an elusive structure and frequent change in POV in reference to YHWH 
while maintaining a first person POV throughout. The poem also has a sense of back-and-forth
between declaring faithfulness in times of distress and confessing love, thanks, and faithful-
ness to YHWH. It makes it seem as if the sporadic placement of the psalmist's confessions and 
declarations work against the normally formulaic nature of a cultic-performance text. At the 
same time, synonymous semantic combinations between cola create a sense of cohesion that 
212 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 214. 
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transcend the elements working against the unity of the poem. 
Beyond semantic parallelism, Psalm 116 demonstrates strong phonetic clustering with
the ḥîreq yôd  pattern in large part due to the first person POV that carries throughout the poem
with the exception of the final IMPV. That first person POV in particular, as it interfaces with 
the aforementioned semantic parallelism, is the strongest cohesive device holding the poetic 
discourse together. At the same time, there is deviation that occurs within the variations of V 
stems and conjugations across the poem as well as direct addresses to YHWH as well as to the 
cult.
Defamiliarisation occurs through the transitioning (at times dramatic, and at other 
times subtle) in-and-out of the various semantic themes in the poem. Just as the psalmist is 
praying through deliverance (vv. 10–11), the poet quickly transitions into a response of praise
(vv. 12–14), and then onto servanthood and faithfulness to YHWH for what he has done for the
psalmist. 
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3.4.4 Microstructure Analysis: 116
3.4.4.1 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:1
׃י ָֽנוּנֲחַתּ י ִ֗לוֹ֝ק־תֶא הָ֑והְי ׀ע ַ֥מְשִׁי־י ִֽכּ יִתְּבַה ָ֭א
I love because YHWH hears my voice [and] my supplications.
Figure 87: 116:1 Constituency Tree
Figure 88: 116:1 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
1 I love because Yahweh hears my voice [and] my supplication
ָֽנוּנֲחַתּ ־י ִֽכּע ַ֥מְשִׁיהָ֑והְיִ֗לוֹ֝ק omittedיomitted׃י ־תֶא
VNACCUS
C
VNNOMPTCL
NPnGEN
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VPCL
VP
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יִתְּבַה ָ֭א
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ʾaṯnaḥ A 
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HEAD Phrase1
׃י ָֽנוּנֲחַתּ י ִ֗לוֹ֝ק־תֶא
הָ֑והְי ׀ע ַ֥מְשִׁי־י ִֽכּ יִתְּבַה ָ֭א
1 I love because Yahweh hears  my voice [and] my supplication
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3.4.5.1.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.5.1.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., לוק, הוהי , and ינונחת).  
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ילוק and ינונחת).
– VPCL (e.g., יתבהא and ינוחת ילוק־תא הוהי עמשי יכ).
3.4.5.1.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ילוק // ינונחת .
3.4.5.1.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– י.
– לוק // נונחת . 
3.4.5.1.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in ילוק and ינונחת. 
3.4.5.1.1.5 Ellipsis
– YHWH in the VPCL יתבהא. 
3.4.5.1.1.6 Conjunctions
– ־יכ. 
3.4.5.1.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration the fronted Vs in both יתבהא and הוהי עמשי.
3.4.5.1.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.5.1.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ילוק // ינונחת . 
3.4.5.1.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from qātal V (יתבהא) to yiqtōl V (עמשי).
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
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3.4.5.1.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.5.1.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the context of crisis of the psalmist through the parallelism of ילוק// 
ינונחת. 
3.4.5.1.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the love of the psalmist as a result of YHWH's deliverance through 
the fronting of the VPCL יתבהא. 
3.4.5.1.4 Commentary
Verse 1 is a 3 + 2, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon syntactically structured around two
Vs: יתבהא and עמשי. The overall grammatical-syntactic architecture of v. 1 is held together 
by עמשי, on which each constituent of the verse depends with the exception of יתבהא. Con-
cerning the relationship between יתבהא and עמשי, which is a complicated one (more below), 
the MT makes clear through the placement of יכ (assuming no emendations needed) that the 
psalmist loves as a result of YHWH’S hearing him. Terrier notes that, “No textual correction is 
needed. Thanksgiving hymns generally begin with such a declaration (cf. Ps 18:1; 30:1). The 
cry, ‘I love’ with a direct object reveals the absolute degree of the psalmist’s passion for his 
God.”213 Deviation occurs even within colon 1 through the variation in conjugations between 
the Vs with the first being qātal and the second yiqtôl. 
Strikingly, colon 1 is heavy with Vs compared to colon 2 which has only a NPACCUS. 
The placement of והי עמשי יכה  breaks up the phonetic clustering of ḥîreq yôd endings. Three 
of the six constituents in v. 1 have ḥîreq yôd endings. At the same time, the omission of the C 
between ילוק and ינונחת maintains the 2 + 2 balance. 
213 Terrien, The Psalms, 777. 
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The initial V (יתבהא) has caused interpretive problems that have led to variant read-
ings. Furthermore, יתבהא stands strangely alone with no NACCUS. This has caused many trans-
lations (including LXX) to resort to making YHWH the NACCUS of יתבהא thus reading, “I love 
YHWH for he has heard […].” In the MT reading, however, the V describing the action of the 
psalmist intentionally stands alone as the emphasis in this verse is on the action of YHWH, not 
of the psalmist. The psalmist is accentuating that it is what YHWH does that is of consequence.
It is what YHWH does that causes the psalmist to love. The pattern here is the repetition of the 
first person Vs. Beyond this, יכ creates a syntactic link between v. 1 and v. 2. YHWH has heard 
the voice of the psalmist in v. 1 and inclined his ear to the psalmist in v. 2. The combinatory 
result is that the psalmist loves and will call on YHWH for the rest of his days. Verses 1 and 2, 
then, are arranged around a singular cause-and-effect situation. There is a “because” (יכ) in v. 
1 and a “therefore” (יכ) in v. 2. That singularity, however, is broken up and textured through 
the particular word-order and syntactic arrangement of constituents of the two verses.
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3.4.4.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:2
׃א ָֽרְקֶא י ַ֥מָיְבוּ י ִ֑ל וֹ֣נְזָא ה ָ֣טִּה־י ִֽכּ
For he inclined his ear to me; and during my days I will call out.
Figure 89: 116:2 Constituency Tree
Figure 90: 116:2 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ינזא). 
– PP (e.g., יל).
2 For he inclined his ear to me; and during my days I will call out.
sô p̄ pāsûq
׃א ָֽרְקֶא ־י ִֽכּה ָ֣טִּהֹ֣נְזָאוִ֑לַ֥מָי וּ
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2 For he inclined his ear to me; and during my days I will call out.
sô p̄ pāsûq
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– VPCL (e.g., יל ונזא הטה־יכ).
3.4.4.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– יל ונזא הטה־יכ // ארקא ימיבו .
3.4.4.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– י.
3.4.4.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in יל. 
3.4.4.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
– ו in ימיבו.
3.4.4.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
–  None.
3.4.4.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– יל ונזא הטה־יכ // ארקא ימיבו .
3.4.4.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
–  Shift from qātal V (הטה) to yiqtōl V (ארקא). 
3.4.4.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the responsiveness of YHWH through the parallelism of ונזא הטה־יכ 
יל // ארקא ימיבו .
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3.4.4.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the psalmist's role as benefactor through the first person POV empha-
sis ( יל // ימיב // ארקא ). 
– Foregrounding of the ongoing responsiveness of YHWH to the call of the psalmist 
through the shift from qātal (הטה) to yiqtōl (ארקא).
3.4.4.2.4 Commentary
Verse 2 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. It is possible that the ADJ לכ־  is omitted
from the phrase ימיבו in order for v. 2 to match v. 1 in the 3 + 2 word-count pattern (ballast 
variant). Verse 2 links up syntactically with v. 1 through יכ as well as through ו, the ante-
cedent of which is הוהי in v. 1. Even with this grammatical-syntactic cohesion, deviation oc-
curs through the change in aspect of the finite Vs. In v. 1, the aspect of the V of the psalmist 
as the subject is qātal and the V of YHWH as the subject is yiqtōl. In v. 2, this pattern is 
inverted.
As noted, vv. 1 and 2 together are bookended with the first person singular Vs (יתבהא 
and ארקא) with the psalmist as the subject. Furthermore, vv. 1–2 have the following chiastic 
structure surrounding the finite Vs: v.1 [V (psalmistNOM) - V (YHWHNOM)] + v. 2 [V (YHWHNOM) 
- V (psalmistNOM)]. This structure is marked with the C יכ linking (via the maqqēp̄) with the V 
(YHWHNOM) thereby supporting the chiasm through the following clausal pattern: A MainCL, B 
RelCL, B' RelCL, A' MainCL. Finally, the PPs of both cola 1 and 2 are placed back to back in v. 
2 making up the core of the verse. Additionally, both cola start with Cs.
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3.4.4.3 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:3
׃א ָֽצְמֶא ןוֹ֣גָיְו ה ָ֖רָצ יִנוּ֑אָצְמ לוֹ֣אְשׁ י ֵ֣רָצְמוּ תֶו ָ֗מ־יֵלְבֶח ׀יִנוּ֤פָפֲא
The cords of death encompassed me, and the pangs of Sheol found me. Distress and anguish I
find.
Figure 91: 116:3 Constituency Tree
Figure 92: 116:3 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., לבח, תומ, לואש, הרצ , and ןוני).
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., תומ־ילבח). 
3 The cords of death encompassed me, and the pangs of Sheol found me. Distress and anguish I find.
sô p̄ pāsûq
 ׃א ָֽצְמֶא וּ֤פָפֲא׀ יִנ־יֵלְבֶחתֶו ָ֗מוּי ֵ֣רָצְמלוֹ֣אְשׁוּ֑אָצְמיִנה ָ֖רָצְוןוֹ֣גָי
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3 The cords of death encompassed me, and the pangs of Sheol found me. Distress and anguish I find.
 ׃א ָֽצְמֶא ןוֹ֣גָיְו ה ָ֖רָצ
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 ׃א ָֽצְמֶא וּ֤פָפֲא׀ יִנ־יֵלְבֶחתֶו ָ֗מוּי ֵ֣רָצְמלוֹ֣אְשׁוּ֑אָצְמיִנה ָ֖רָצְוןוֹ֣גָי
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– Qātal Vs (e.g., ופפא and ואצמ). 
– [VPCL [V] [PnACCUS]] (e.g., ינופפא). 
3.4.4.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תומ־ילבח ינופפא// ינואצמ לואש ירצמ  // אצמא ןוגיו הרצ .
– ינופפא // ינואצמ .
–  תומ־ילבצ //לואש ירצמ .
3.4.4.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תומ // לואש .
– ופפא // ואצמ . 
– ינ.
– ו.
– הרצ // ןוגי .  
3.4.4.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: ינ in ינופפא and ינואצמ.
3.4.4.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.4.4.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ירצמו. 
– ו in ןוגיו. 
3.4.4.3.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3 + 3) metre. 
– Bookending of the verse with Vs (ינופפא and אצמא). 
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3.4.4.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.3.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– תומ־ילבח ינופפא// ינואצמ לואש ירצמ  // אצמא ןוגיו הרצ .
3.4.4.3.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from qātal Vs (ופפא and ואצמ) to yiqtōl V (אצמא). 
– Tricolon. 
3.4.4.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the distress of the psalmist through the parallelism of ינופפא 
תומ־ילבח// ינואצמ לואש ירצמ  // אצמא ןוגיו הרצ . 
3.4.4.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.4.4.3.4 Commentary
Verse 3 is a 3 + 3 + 3, HEAD1 + Parallel + HEAD2 tricolon. There is a semantic shift that 
sets v. 3 a part from vv. 1 and 2. Verses 1 and 2 are focused on how YHWH’s hearing and sav-
ing have impacted the psalmist. In v. 3 the pangs of Sheol find (אצמ) the psalmist and the 
psalmist finds (אצמ) distress and anguish. Verse 3 then, being distinct from vv. 1 and 2, sim-
ultaneously expands vv. 1 and 2 by detailing the context in which YHWH heard and saved the 
psalmist. The psalmist goes from describing his love and devotion to YHWH in v. 1 to describ-
ing the crisis from which YHWH saved him in v. 2. The psalmist’s heart posture described in v.
1, then, is the result of memory. Not only this, but also the public testimony of the psalmist’s 
deliverance inspires the faith of the community. This means that even the poetic description 
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of the crisis, because it is precedented by vv. 1–2, is set against the backdrop of praise.
The grammatical-syntactic features of v. 3 take on a higher level of complexity than 
vv. 1–2. Verse 3 contains more constituents than vv. 1–2 respectively. Creating cohesion is 
the first person POV used in all three verses. The psalmist is the direct object of two of the 
three Vs and the subject of the last V of the verse. YHWH does not appear at all in this verse 
thereby focusing the attention of the reader on the poetic description of the crisis. The verse is
bookended with Vs. While moving the style of the verse away from terseness, the repeated 
Cs create a sense of problems piling upon problems for the psalmist. 
There is a good deal of both semantic and grammatical-syntactic parallelism in v. 3, 
especially in the first colon which comprises a chiasm structured around two CLs. The first 
colon is marked off by the parallel Vs with the first person singular PnACCUS ינ. Contained 
within those V constructions are the two parallel NPGENs. Together these create the chiasm.
Colon 2 does not demonstrate the structure or parallelism like that of colon 1. In fact, 
colon 2 is a rather simple and straight forward statement that would hardly be defined as 
poetic in terms of syntax and grammar outside of its context. The first colon contains seven-
teen syllables while colon 2 has only seven. This constituency imbalance between cola 1 and 
2 creates a matter-of-fact sense within the structure with special emphasis on the distress and 
anguish of the psalmist.
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3.4.4.4 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:4
׃י ִֽשְׁפַנ ה ָ֥טְלַּמ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י הָ֥נּאָ א ָ֑רְקֶא ה ָ֥והְי־ם ֵֽשְׁבוּ
But on the name of YHWH I call, “Please, O YHWH, save my life!”
Figure 93: 116:4 Constituency Tree
Figure 94: 116:4 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
4 But on the name of Yhwh I call, “Please, O Yhwh, save my life!”
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א ָ֑רְקֶא ה ָ֥והְי־ם ֵֽשְׁבוּ (Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
Phrase1
Phrase2
HEAD
VPCL
4 But on the name of Yhwh I call, “Please, O Yhwh, save my life!”
׃י ִֽשְׁפַנ ה ָ֥טְלַּמ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י הָ֥נּאָ
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
ִֽשְׁפַנ וְּב־ם ֵֽשׁה ָ֥והְיא ָ֑רְקֶאה ָ֥נּאָה ָ֗וה ְ֝יה ָ֥טְלַּמ׃י
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3.4.4.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., הוהי). 
– NPGEN (e.g., הוהי־םש and ישפנ).
– VPCL (e.g., ארקא הוהי־םבו). 
3.4.4.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ארקא הוהי־םשב // ישפנ הטלמ הוהי . 
3.4.4.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי.
3.4.4.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: psalmist; referent: י in ישפנ. 
3.4.4.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םשבו־ . 
3.4.4.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Double fronting of הוהי.
3.4.4.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ארקא הוהי־םשב // ישפנ הטלמ הוהי . 
3.4.4.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from yiqtōl (ארקא) to IMPV (הטלמ). 
– Fronting of the PP הוהי־םשב. 
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3.4.4.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– Foregrounding of YHWH as saviour through the reiteration of הוהי.
3.4.4.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of YHWH as the deliverer through the fronting of the divine name in 
both cola as well as through the parallelism of ארקא הוהי־םשב // ישפנ הטלמ הוהי .  
3.4.4.4.4 Commentary
Verse 4 is a 2 + 4, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon and is the response to the 
psalmist’s crisis described in the preceding verse. While both cola 1 and 2 are grammatically 
independent, there is an invariable semantic coordination between them. It would be possible 
to read v. 4 as a HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon, but such a reading would loosen the restrictions of 
coordination and inter-colonic relations achieved through (1) the juxtaposition of the cola, 
and (2) the quotation in colon 2 as a result of the V ארקא in colon 1. The C at the front of v. 4
creates a coordinating link with the preceding verse, once again, in order to strengthen 
discourse cohesion and coordination within the macrostructures of the poem. 
Verse 4 contains very little grammatical-syntactic deviation for style which reflects 
the urgent nature of the semantic value of the verse. The psalmist deviates from the 
conventional BH word-order of V-S-O to give rise to the placement of the PP at the front of 
the verse for emphasis on YHWH as the answer to the crisis. This emphasis on YHWH is 
accentuated even further with the NVOC in colon 2 preceded by the INTERJ and followed by the 
IMPV.
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3.4.4.5 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:5
׃ם ֵֽחַרְמ וּני ֵ֣הלֹאֵ֖ו קי ִ֑דַּצְו הָ֣וֹהְי ןוּ֣נַּח
YHWH is gracious and righteous, and our God is compassionate.
Figure 95: 116:5 Constituency Tree
Figure 96: 116:5 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– ADJ (e.g., ןונח and םחרמ). 
sô p̄ pāsûq
׃ם ֵֽחַרְמ
׃ם ֵֽחַרְמ וּני ֵ֣הRאֵ֖ו5 Yhwh is gracious and righteous, and our God is one of compassion.
ןוּ֣נַּחהָ֣וֹהְיְוקי ִ֑דַּצֵ֖וי ֵ֣הRאוּנ
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5 Yhwh is gracious and righteous, and our God is one of compassion.
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– C (e.g., ו).
– NPCL (e.g., קידצו הוהי ןונח).
3.4.4.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי // וניהלא .
– קידצו הוהי ןונח // םחרמ וניהלא . 
3.4.4.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ו. 
– ןונח // קידצ // םהרמ .
– הוהי // וניהלא . 
3.4.4.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונ in וניהלא. 
3.4.4.5.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in קידצו. 
– ו in ונהילאו. 
3.4.4.5.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Bookending of ADJs.
3.4.4.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– קידצו הוהי ןונח // םחרמ וניהלא . 
3.4.4.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from two ADJs (colon 1) to one (colon 2). 
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3.4.4.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the qualities of YHWH through the parallelism of קידצו הוהי ןונח
// םחרמ וניהלא. 
3.4.4.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the qualities of YHWH through the fronting of ןונח.
– Foregrounding of the qualities of YHWH through the bookending of ADJs.
3.4.4.5.4 Commentary
Verse 5 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Parallel bicolon structured around two verbless CLs. Verse 5 
also exhibits synonymous semantic combination between cola. All of the ADJs describing 
YHWH derive from a shared semantic domain matrix (i.e., gracious, righteous, and compas-
sionate). In the same vein, the two most common names for Israel’s covenant deity populate 
the two cola; one of the names in each.
There are two levels of deviation from colon 1 to colon 2. The first deviation is in 
colon 1 where there are two ADJs used to describe YHWH, and in colon 2 there is only one ADJ. 
The second deviation stems from the first in that in colon 1 the ADJs describing YHWH (ןונח 
and קידצ) bookend the tetragrammaton, and in colon 2 the single ADJ follows םיהלא as the 
parallel member to YHWH.
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3.4.4.6 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:6
׃ַעי ִֽשׁוֹהְי י ִ֣לְו י ִ֗תוֹלּ ַ֝דּ הָ֑וֹהְי םִ֣יאָתְפּ ר ֵֹ֣משׁ
The guardian of the simple is YHWH. I was brought low but he gave to me help.
Figure 97: 116:6 Constituency Tree
Figure 98: 116:6 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.6.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.6.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– Vs (e.g., יתולד and עישוהי).
׃ַﬠי ִֽשׁוֹהְי י ִ֣לְו י ִ֗תוֹ֝לַּדּ
The guardian of the simple is Yhwh. I was brought 
low but he gave to me help.6 הָ֑וֹהְי םִ֣יאָתְפּ ר ֵֹ֣משׁ
sô p̄ pāsûq
׃ַﬠי ִֽשׁוֹהְי ר ֵֹ֣משׁםִ֣יאָתְפּהָ֑וֹהְיי ִ֗תוֹ֝לַּדְּוִ֣ל
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׃ַﬠי ִֽשׁוֹהְי י ִ֣לְו י ִ֗תוֹ֝לַּדּ
The guardian of the simple is Yhwh. I was brought 
low but he gave to me help.6 הָ֑וֹהְי םִ֣יאָתְפּ ר ֵֹ֣משׁ
sô p̄ pāsûq
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3.4.4.6.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.6.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.6.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in ילו. 
3.4.4.6.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.4.4.6.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ילו. 
3.4.4.6.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– Reiteration of YHWH as the NNOM.
3.4.4.6.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.6.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.6.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from PTCP (רמש) to yiqtōl V (עישוהי).
3.4.4.6.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.6.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the unmerited help of YHWH through the reiteration of words in a 
shared domain matrix (רמש and עישוהי). 
3.4.4.6.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the care of YHWH through the fronting of the PTCP רמש. 
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3.4.4.6.4 Commentary
Verse 6 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2, bicolon structured around YHWH as the primary 
NNOM. There is substantial grammatical-syntactic deviation moving from colon 1 to colon 2. 
Colon 1 is a (finite) verbless CL while colon 2 has two (finite) Vs and two subjects. Creating 
cohesion between the two bicola are the Vs bookending the verse with YHWH being the sub-
ject of both. Cohesion also occurs through the semantic specification that occurs from colon 1
to colon 2 regarding the identity of the “simple” (םיאתפ). Colon 1 sets out the general state-
ment that, “YHWH is the guardian of the simple”, then in colon 2, the psalmist specifies by 
identifying himself as the simple who is saved by YHWH. With this in place עשוהי becomes 
the semantic parallel member of רמש thereby doubling up the cohesion that was already cre-
ated by the bookending of these Vs.
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3.4.4.7 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:7
׃יִכְי ָֽלָע ל ַ֥מָגּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י־י ִֽכּ יִכְי ָ֑חוּנְמִל יִשְׁפ ַ֭נ י ִ֣בוּשׁ
Turn back, my soul, to your rest, for YHWH has acted bountifully towards you.
Figure 99: 116:7 Constituency Tree
Figure 100: 116:7 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.7.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.7.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., שפנ, חונמ , and הוהי). 
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ישפנ).
– VPCL (e.g., יכילע למג הוהי־יכ and יכיחונמל ישפנ יבוש).
sô p̄ pāsûq
7 Turn back, my soul, to your rest, for Yhwh has acted bountifully towards you.
ְי ָֽלָﬠ י ִ֣בוּשִׁשְׁפ ַ֭נְי ָ֑חוּנְמ ִל־י ִֽכּה ָ֗וה ְ֝יל ַ֥מָגּ׃יִכ
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sô p̄ pāsûq
7 Turn back, my soul, to your rest, for Yhwh has acted bountifully towards you.
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3.4.4.7.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.7.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.7.1.4 Pronominal references
–  Antecedent: [the soul of] the psalmist; referent: יכ in יכיחונמ.
3.4.4.7.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.4.4.7.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
3.4.4.7.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– Repetition of the ḥîreq yôd phoneme (e.g., יבוש, ישפנ, יכיחונמל, יכ , and יכילא).
3.4.4.7.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.7.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.7.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.4.4.7.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.7.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.7.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the results of deliverance at the hand of YHWH through the IMPV.
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3.4.4.7.4 Commentary
Verse 7 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. As noted in translation note 4, v. 7 be-
gins a two-verse ḥîreq yôd suffix theme. Verse 7 introduces a new pattern with the IMPV as 
well as a move away from parallelismus membrorum. Colon 2 is syntactically dependent on 
colon 1 because of (1) the use of the second person Pn on the P לע, as well as (2) the front po-
sition of the C יכ thereby making it subordinate to the HEAD even though being grammatically 
independent.
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3.4.4.8 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:8
׃יִח ֶֽדִּמ י ִ֥לְגַר־תֶא ה ָ֑עְמִדּ־ןִמ י ִ֥ניֵע־תֶא תֶו ָ֥מּ ִ֫מ י ִ֗שְׁפַנ ָתְּצ ַ֥לִּח י ִ֤כּ
For you have rescued my life from death, my eye from tears, my foot from stumbling.
Figure 101: 116:8 Constituency Tree
Figure 102: 116:8 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
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3.4.4.8.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.8.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., שפנ, ניע, העמ , and לגר). 
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ישפנ). 
– [PP [P] [N]] (e.g., יחדמ). 
– PTCL (e.g., תא).
3.4.4.8.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תוממ ישפנ // העמד־ןמ יניע // יחדמ ילגר . 
3.4.4.8.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ןמ.
– שפנ // יניע // לגר .
– י.
– תומ // העמד // יחד . 
3.4.4.8.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: psalmist; referent: י in ישפנ ,יניע , and ילגר.
3.4.4.8.1.5 Ellipsis
– תצלח elided in cola 2 and 3. 
3.4.4.8.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.4.4.8.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration. 
– Reiteration of the ḥîreq yôd phoneme (e.g., יכ, ישפנ, יניע, ילגר , and יחדמ).
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3.4.4.8.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.8.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– תוממ ישפנ // העמד־ןמ יניע // יחדמ ילגר . 
3.4.4.8.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2 + 2) metre. 
3.4.4.8.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.8.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the deliverance of YHWH through the parallelism of תוממ ישפנ // יניע  
העמד־ןמ // יחדמ ילגר . 
3.4.4.8.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.4.4.8.4 Commentary
Verse 8 is a HEAD + Parallel [Phrase1 + Phrase2], 3 + 2 + 2 tricolon that is a single CL. It
is a tricolon in that Phrase1 and Phrase2 is (1) grammatically subordinate to the HEAD, and (2) 
clearly speaks to a singular concept and is thereby linked by subject matter. Each colon con-
tains a PP including colon 1 which also contains the HEAD preceded by a C. The S is only 
completed when the phrases are taken together with the HEAD. The thrice repeated [NPACCUS 
[NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] [PP [P] [N]] (e.g., העמד־ןמ יניע) structure creates cohesion across the tri-
colon. The only deviation that occurs is the change from שפנ in colon 1 to physical body 
parts in cola 2 and 3. There is a inter-colonic deviation in that the psalmist turns to address 
YHWH directly through the second person V.
Verse 8 transitions away from the psalmist addressing his soul in the preceding verse,
to addressing YHWH once again. The unmarked transition from speaking of YHWH in the third 
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person to addressing him directly in the second person is a common poetic device that breaks 
up the linear progression characteristic of prose. At the same time, the ḥîreq yôd pattern 
creates cohesion as well as the first person reference that was launched with ישפנ in v. 7. 
Even though the POV has changed, there is still a cohesive force moving forward that is yet 
broken up with deviation via the POV shifting.  
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3.4.4.9 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:9
׃םי ִֽיַּח ַֽה תוֹ֗צְראַ ְ֝בּ הָ֑והְי ֣יֵנְפִל ךְֵלַּהְת ֶ֭א
I shall walk in the presence of YHWH in the lands of the living.
Figure 103: 116:9 Constituency Tree
Figure 104: 116:9 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.9.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.9.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., הוהי ינפ). 
– [PP [P] [NP]] (e.g., הוהי ינפל). 
9 I shall walk in the presence of Yhwh in the lands of the living.
VPP
PNPGEN
NGENN
PP
PNPGEN
NGEN
DN
NP
S
VPCL
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
׃םי ִֽיַּח ִל֣יֵנְפהָ֑והְיתוֹ֗צְראַַֽה ְ֝בּ ]ֵלַּהְת ֶ֭א
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ Arᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B deḥî Adeḥî B
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
Phrase1
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Phrase2
׃םי ִֽיַּח ַֽה תוֹ֗צְראַ ְ֝בּ
הָ֑והְי ֣יֵנְפִל ]ֵלַּהְתֶאPhrase1 (Colon 1)
(Colon 2)Phrase2
HEAD
VPCL
9 I shall walk in the presence of Yhwh in the lands of the living.
VPP
PNP
NGENN
PP
PNP
NGEN
DN
NP
S
VPCL
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
׃םי ִֽיַּח ִליֵ֣נְפהָ֑והְיתוֹ֗צְראַַֽה ְ֝בּ ]ֵלַּהְת ֶ֭א
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ Arᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B deḥî Adeḥî B
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
Phrase1
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Phrase2
׃םי ִֽיַּח ַֽה תוֹ֗צְראַ ְ֝בּ
הָ֑והְי יֵ֣נְפִל ]ֵלַּהְתֶאPhrase1 (Colon 1)
(Colon 2)Phrase2
HEAD
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3.4.4.9.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי ינפל // םייחה תוצראב .
3.4.4.9.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.9.1.4 Pronominal references
–  None.
3.4.4.9.1.5 Ellipsis
– ךלהתא.
3.4.4.9.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.4.4.9.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.4.4.9.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.9.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הוהי ינפל // םייחה תוצראב .
3.4.4.9.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
3.4.4.9.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.9.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding that the psalmist will live through the parallelism of הוהי ינפל // תוצראב
םייחה.
3.4.4.9.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None.
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3.4.4.9.4 Commentary
Verse 9 is a 3 + 2, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon. Colon 1 exhibits a natural semant-
ic contrast with the “stumbling feet” language of the last colon of the preceding verse. The 
psalmist goes from stumbling to avoid death, to walking in the land[s] of the living. The PP in
colon 1 הוהי ינפל is both semantically and grammatically parallel with the PP in colon 2 תוצרא
םייחה. The grammatical-syntactic parallelism is expressed through the [PP [P] [NPGEN]] pat-
tern. The only deviation that occurs between the PP in each is through differences in gender 
and number. Semantically, the PP in colon 2 expands the PP in colon 1 with the clarification 
that the psalmist will not only be in the presence of YHWH, but also among YHWH’s people as 
expressed in םייחה תוצראב.
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3.4.4.10 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:10
׃ד ֹֽאְמ יִתי ִ֥נָע י ִ֗נ ֲ֝א ר ֵ֑בַּדֲא י ִ֣כּ יִתְּנַמֱאֶה
I trusted even when I spoke, “I am greatly afflicted.”
Figure 105: 116:10 Constituency Tree
Figure 106: 116:10 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.10.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.10.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– VP (e.g., יתנמאה, רבדא , and יתינע). 
10 I trusted even when I spoke, “I am greatly afflicted.”
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
׃ד ֹֽאְמ יִתְּנַמֱאֶהי ִ֣כּר ֵ֑בַּדֲא omitted
NDAT
י ִ֗נ ֲ֝איִתי ִ֥נָﬠ
V
C
VPnNOM
VADJ
VP
VP
VPCL VP
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S
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ A deḥî Adeḥî Brᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
Phrase1
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Phrase2
׃ד ֹֽאְמ יִתי ִ֥נָﬠ י ִ֗נ ֲ֝א
ר ֵ֑בַּדֲא י ִ֣כּ יִתְּנַמֱאֶה Phrase2
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
HEAD Phrase1
VPCL
10 I trusted even when I spoke, “I am greatly afflicted.”
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
׃ד ֹֽאְמ יִתְּנַמֱאֶהי ִ֣כּר ֵ֑בַּדֲא omitted
NDAT
י ִ֗נ ֲ֝איִתי ִ֥נָﬠ
V
C
VPnNOM
VAdj
VP
VP
VP VP
VP
S
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ A deḥî Adeḥî Brᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B
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ʾaṯnaḥ A 
Phrase1
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Phrase2
׃ד ֹֽאְמ יִתי ִ֥נָﬠ י ִ֗נ ֲ֝א
ר ֵ֑בַּדֲא י ִ֣כּ יִתְּנַמֱאֶה Phrase2
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
HEAD Phrase1
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3.4.4.10.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.10.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.10.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: psalmist; referent: ינא in ינא יתינע . 
3.4.4.10.1.5 Ellipsis
– NDAT in the VP יתנמאה. 
3.4.4.10.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
3.4.4.10.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– First person POV. 
3.4.4.10.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.10.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.10.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from qātal, to yiqtōl, back to qātal.
– Shift hipʿil, to piʿel, to qal.  
3.4.4.10.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.10.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the first person POV through the reiteration of first person Vs (יתמאה
רבדא, and יתינע) as well as first person independent PnNOM ינא. 
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3.4.4.10.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the psalmist's trust in YHWH through the fronting of יתנמאה.
3.4.4.10.4 Commentary
Verse 10 is a 3 + 3, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon. There is a shift from the hitpaʿel 
in the yiqtōl form in the previous verse to the hipʿil in the qātal form here. Cohesion occurs 
through the ḥîreq yôd ending (phonetic cohesion and clustering) and the first person singular 
V conjugation (grammatical cohesion). The juxtaposition of vv. 10 and 9 creates the link 
between the blessings in the land of the living and faith in the midst of affliction.
The choice of the psalmist to use quotes here is noteworthy. The psalmist could have 
simply said, דאמ יתינע ינאב יתנמאה (“I trusted when I was greatly afflicted”), as he does in v. 
11 (יזפחב יתרמא ינא). The insertion of רבדא יכ accentuates the affliction by bringing the voice 
of the afflicted into the poem. Deviation occurs with the shifting of stems. The psalmist goes 
from hipʿil, to piʿel, to qal. 
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3.4.4.11 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:11
׃בֵֹֽזכּ ם ָ֥דָאָה־ל ָֽכּ י ִ֑זְפָחְב יִתְּר ַ֣מָא יִנ ֲ֭א
I said in my panic, “All men are liars.”
Figure 107: 116:11 Constituency Tree
Figure 108: 116:11 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
11 I said in my panic, “Man is a liar.”
׃בֵֹֽזכּ יִתְּר ַ֣מאִָ֑זְפָח ְבי־ל ָֽכָּהם ָ֥דאָ omitted
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Phrase2
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
VPCL
11 I said in my panic, “Man is a liar.”
׃בֵֹֽזכּ ם ָ֥דאָָה־ל ָֽכּ
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3.4.4.11.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.11.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– Pn (e.g., ינא and י). 
3.4.4.11.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.11.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.11.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: psalmist; referent: ינא in ינא יתרמא . 
3.4.4.11.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.4.4.11.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.4.4.11.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Reiteration of the ḥîreq yôd phoneme. 
3.4.4.11.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.11.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.11.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 +2) metre. 
3.4.4.11.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.11.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
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3.4.4.11.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the first person POV through the use of the independent PnNOM ינא. 
3.4.4.11.4 Commentary
Verse 11 is a 3 + 2, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon. In the previous verse the 
psalmist speaks of his faithfulness which is set in contrast to all men who lie (בזכ) here in v. 
11. Cohesion occurs through a number of features in the verse. First, the ḥîreq yôd endings in 
colon 1 link up with the ḥîreq yôd endings through the previous verse. Furthermore, both vv. 
10 and 11 contain quotations from the psalmist in colon 2. The semantic parallelism that 
occurs between the quotations in the second cola from v. 10 to v. 11 accentuates the 
faithfulness (תמא)/liar (בזכ) contrast. At the same time, deviation occurs through the change 
in Vs. In v. 10 the V for speech is רבד and in v. 11 the psalmist uses רמא. Deviation also 
occurs through the shift from three Vs in v. 10 to only one V here in v. 11.
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3.4.4.12 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:12
׃י ָֽלָע יִהוֹ֥לוּמְגַתּ־ל ָֽכּ הָ֑והיַל בי ִ֥שָׁא־ה ָֽמ
How could I possibly repay YHWH [for] all his bountiful gifts?
Figure 109: 116:12 Constituency Tree
Figure 110: 116:12 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.12.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.12.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– Pn (e.g., המ, יה , and י). 
– PP (e.g., הוהיל and ילע). 
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
12 How could I possibly repay Yhwh [for] all his bountiful gifts?
׃י ָֽלָﬠ יִהוֹ֥לוּמְגַתּ־ל ָֽכּ
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ָֽלָﬠ
12 How could I possibly repay Yhwh [for] all his bountiful gifts?
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׃י ָֽלָﬠ יִהוֹ֥לוּמְגַתּ־ל ָֽכּ
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HEAD
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3.4.4.12.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.12.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.12.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: psalmist; referent: י in ילע. 
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent יה in יהולומגת. 
3.4.4.12.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.4.4.12.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.4.4.12.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.4.4.12.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.12.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.12.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.4.4.12.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.12.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.12.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the sentiment of thanks through the fronting of the VPINTG.
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3.4.4.12.4 Commentary
Verse 12 is a 3 + 3, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon arranged around an VPINTG. There
is a semantic shift in v. 12 from trust in the midst of distress in vv. 10–11 to a spirit of 
worship. There is variation on the stem of the V in the context of previous verses. In vv. 10–
11 the driving Vs are in the qātal: “I believe”, in v. 10, and “I said”, in v. 11, then “What shall
I render?” in v. 12. The semantic shift paired with the tense change marks a new section in v. 
12. 
Within the bicolon itself there is a pattern of PPs. The PPs close each of the cola, but 
with a direction shifting from one to the other. In colon 1 it is הוהיל, and in colon 2 it is ילע. 
With this, the subordinate phrase of colon 2 is an expression of result. 
The psalmist makes his point with a rhetorical question. The psalmist is saying that 
there is nothing that he can do to repay YHWH for all that he has done for him. Formulating it 
as a question creates a sense of being overwhelmed with thankfulness, as if the appropriate 
response for all that YHWH has done is not even within cognitive reach. The rhetorical 
question also maintains the dialogical tone of the poem. 
Internal cohesion is accomplished in v. 12 through the consistent third person POV on 
YHWH. In colon 1 the psalmist uses הוהיל, which becomes the antecedent for the third person 
singular suffix יה in יהולומגת. External cohesion occurs through the maintaining of the first 
person singular finite V, even though deviation comes through with a tense shift (qātal in vv. 
10–11 and yiqtōl in v. 12).  
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3.4.4.13 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:13
׃א ָֽרְקֶא הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֖שְׁבוּ א ָ֑שֶּׂא תוֹ֥עוּשְׁי־סוֹכּ
I will lift the cup of salvation and I will call on the name of YHWH.
Figure 111: 116:13 Constituency Tree
Figure 112: 116:13 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
13 I will lift the cup of salva ion and I will call on the name of Yhwh. ׃א ָֽרְקֶא הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֖שְׁבוּ
א ָ֑שֶּׂא תוֹ֥ﬠוּשְׁי־סוֹכּHEAD
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
sô p̄ pāsûq
׃א ָֽרְקֶא
NGEN
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13 I will lift the cup of salvation and I will call on the name of Yhwh.
׃א ָֽרְקֶא הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֖שְׁבוּ
א ָ֑שֶּׂא תוֹ֥ﬠוּשְׁי־סוֹכּHEAD
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(Colon 2)
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׃א ָֽרְקֶא
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P
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HEAD
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ʾaṯnaḥ B 
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3.4.4.13.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.13.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., תועושי־סוכ).
– VPCL (e.g., אשא תועושי־סוכ). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., אשא and ארקא). 
3.4.4.13.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– אשא // ארקא .
3.4.4.13.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.13.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.4.4.13.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.13.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םשבו.
3.4.4.13.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre.
– First person POV.
– Reiteration of PP fronting (תועושי־סוכ in colon 2 and הוהי־םשב in colon 2).
3.4.4.13.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.13.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– אשא // ארקא .
3.4.4.13.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Fronting of the PP הוהי־םשב.
– Fronting of the PP תועושי־סוכ.
3.4.4.13.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.13.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the psalmist's appeal for help through the parallelism of אשא 
// ארקא.
3.4.4.13.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the PPs through fronting in each colon.
3.4.4.13.4 Commentary
Verse 13 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. Semantically, v. 13 (and v. 14) answers 
the question that was asked in v. 12, even though the question in v. 12 was a rhetorical 
question. It is in the context of the cult as the public arena for worship that the psalmist will 
render unto YHWH a sacrifice of praise for what YHWH has done for him. The context of public
worship comes through תועושי־סוכ. This cultic context is anchored further still by v. 14. The 
סוכ in תועושי־סוכ functions as an adverbial genitive of effect in that the cup is a symbol that 
finds its cause in the salvation of YHWH.
To call (ארקא) on the name of YHWH normally links to the context of crying for help 
in a time of trouble. Here, however, because "I will call on the name of YHWH", is in parallel 
with lifting the cup of salvation, the reader is to understand that this calling on the name of 
YHWH is one of worship. This does not seem to be a cry for help as much as a lifting up one’s 
voice as an expression of praise.
Parallelism occurs via juxtaposition as well as a word-order symmetry between both 
cola with the Vs being placed at the end of each. The placement of the yiqtōl Vs at the end in 
both cola serves to make the point of focus the תועושי־סוכ and הוהי םש, which are set in 
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parallel along with both Vs.
The arrangement of cola in v. 13 could be reversed without compromising the 
grammatical integrity of the colon. So, why did the psalmist utter these CLs in this particular 
order? Perhaps the order reflects the order of worship for the ceremony to which it 
corresponds. Another possibility is that the lifting of the cup is a punctiliar event, yet calling 
on the name of YHWH is something more temporally open-ended.
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3.4.4.14 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:14
׃וֹמַּע־לָכְל א ָ֗֝נּ־הָדְגֶנ םֵ֑לַּשֲׁא הָ֣והיַל יַרָדְ֭נ
My vows to YHWH I will pay in the presence of all his people.
Figure 113: 116:14 Constituency Tree
Figure 114: 116:14 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.14.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.14.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ומע).
14 My vows to Yhwh I will pay in the presence of all his people.
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– PP (e.g., הוהיל and ומע־לכל). 
3.4.4.14.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.14.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.14.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: psalmist; referent: י in יבדנ. 
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ומע. 
3.4.4.14.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.14.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.4.4.14.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– Bookending of NPGENs.
– The starting of each part of the colon with נ.
3.4.4.14.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.14.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.4.4.14.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Fronting of NP הוהיל ירדנ. 
3.4.4.14.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.14.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None. 
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3.4.4.14.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the NP הוהיל ירדנ through fronting. 
3.4.4.14.4 Commentary
Verse 14 is a 3 + 3, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon. Semantically, v. 14 is to be taken
in tandem with v. 13 in answering the question asked in v. 12. The word-order of v. 14 with 
the placement of the V following the ACCUS is repeated from v. 13 thereby putting emphasis 
on the ACCUS once again. Colon 2 expands on colon 1 of v. 14. The psalmist will not only pay 
his vows to YHWH, rather he will pay these vows publicly among all of YHWH’s covenant 
people. In vv. 13 and 14, the opening cola have the pattern [VPCL [NPACCUS] [V]], followed by 
closing cola comprising a PP. 
The P ל, which appears at the front of PPs in both cola, creates cohesion between cola.
At the same time, creating deviation is the fact that the second appearance of the P fronts the 
point of expansion from the first.  
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3.4.4.15 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:15
׃וי ָֽדיִסֲחַל הָתְו ָ֗מּ ַ֝ה הָ֑והְי ֣יֵניֵעְבּ רָק ָ֭י
Precious in the eyes of YHWH is the death of his godly ones.
Figure 115: 116:15 Constituency Tree
Figure 116: 116:15 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
15 Precious in the eyes of Yhwh is the death of his godly ones
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3.4.4.15.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.15.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NPGEN (e.g., הוהי יניע). 
– P (e.g., ב and ל). 
3.4.4.15.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.15.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.15.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in וידיסח. 
3.4.4.15.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.15.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.4.4.15.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.4.4.15.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.15.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.15.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Fronting of the NP הוהי יניעב רקי. 
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
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3.4.4.15.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.15.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.4.4.15.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the ADJ רקי through fronting. 
3.4.4.15.4 Commentary
Verse 15 is a 3 + 2, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon. There is a clear semantic shift 
between v. 15 and the previous verse. There is also very little in terms of semantic overlap 
between vv. 15 and 16. Verse 15 stands on its own thereby creating a textured tone to the 
particular macrostructural unit in which it appears. As the psalmist is talking about 
faithfulness (v. 15) and servanthood (v. 16), death is not excluded as a form of God-pleasing 
faithfulness. The fronting of the HEAD places emphasis on the preciousness of the death of the 
saints. This arrangement could be inverted and not render any damage to grammatical-
syntactic correctness. The placement of רקי at the front of the verse lends further emphasis to 
the point.
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3.4.4.16 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:16
׃י ָֽרֵסוֹמְל ָתְּח ַ֗תּ ִ֝פּ ךָ ֶ֑תָמֲא־ןֶבּ ךְָדְּב ַ֭ע־יִנ ֲֽא ךָ ֶ֥דְּב ַ֫ע יִ֪נֲא־י ִֽכּ ֮הָוהְי הָ֣נּ ָֽא
O YHWH, I am your servant. I am your servant, the son of your maidservant. You have loosed 
my bonds.
Figure 117: 116:16 Constituency Tree
Figure 118: 116:16 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.16.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.16.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPCL [PnNOM] [NP [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ךדבע ינא). 
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ךתמא). 
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3.4.4.16.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ךדבע ינא. 
– ךדבע ינא // ךתמא־ןב .
3.4.4.16.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ינא.
– ך.
– דבע. 
3.4.4.16.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ך in ךדבע and ךתמא.
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in ירסומ. 
3.4.4.16.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.4.4.16.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
3.4.4.16.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None. 
3.4.4.16.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.16.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ךדבע ינא // ךתמא־ןב .
3.4.4.16.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (4 + 4 + 2) metre. 
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3.4.4.16.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.16.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the servanthood of the psalmist through the reiteration of the NPCL 
ךדבע־ינא. 
3.4.4.16.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding through metaphor (e.g., ךתמא־ןב). 
3.4.4.16.4 Commentary
Verse 16 is a 4 + 4 + 2, HEAD1 + Parallel + HEAD2 tricolon. It is one of two tricola in 
Psalm 116. Each colon is shorter than the previous colon. Each colon also stands 
grammatically independent of the other. There is a shift to a direct address to YHWH in v. 16. 
In v. 16, 
The petitioner joins the throne of the "saints" and twice emphasizes his status as ser-
vant of the (Lord) YHWH, with an additional nuance: "as ‘son of your handmaid,’ he is 
not a servant ‘bought’ in the slave market, but rather, as one ‘born in the house,’ he is 
already part of the ‘family’ and may therefore hope in the care and concern of his 
‘Lord."214
There is, therefore, a twofold expansion in v. 16, both an internal and external expansion. 
Externally, the psalmist categorizes himself with the saints of v. 15 by calling himself the 
servant of YHWH. Internally, the psalmist expands his designation as “servant” as one who is 
born within the family of YHWH. At the same time, there is a suggestion of paradox in that by 
mentioning the loosening of his bonds, the psalmist implies that his servanthood comes as the
result of YHWH’s redeeming purchase. 
214 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 219. 
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3.4.4.17 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:17
׃א ָֽרְקֶא הָ֣והְי ם ֵ֖שְׁבוּ ה ָ֑דוֹתּ חַ֣בֶז חַבְּז ֶ֭א־ךָ ְֽל
To you I shall sacrifice a thank-offering and on the name of YHWH I shall call.
Figure 119: 116:17 Constituency Tree
Figure 120: 116:17 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
sô p̄ pāsûq
17 To you I shall sacrifice a thank-offering and on the name of Yhwh I shall call.
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3.4.4.17.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.17.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., הוהי םש). 
– PP (e.g., ךל and הוהי םשב). 
– VPCL (e.g., וארקא הוהי םשב ).
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., חבזא and ארקא). 
3.4.4.17.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הדות חבז חבזא־ךל // ארקא הוהי םשב . 
3.4.4.17.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– חבז.
3.4.4.17.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ך in ךל. 
3.4.4.17.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.17.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םשבו.
3.4.4.17.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– First person POV.
3.4.4.17.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.17.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הדות חבז חבזא־ךל // ארקא הוהי םשב . 
3.4.4.17.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
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3.4.4.17.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.17.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the psalmist's response to YHWH's saving work through the first per-
son yiqtōl Vs and the parallelism of the VPCLs הדות חבז חבזא־ךל // ארקא הוהי םשב . 
3.4.4.17.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None.
3.4.4.17.4 Commentary
Verse 17 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon that expresses the result of YHWH’s rescue 
of the psalmist. Because YHWH has loosed the bonds of the psalmist the psalmist will offer a 
sacrifice of praise in the assembly of his people. The fronting of the PP lends emphasis to 
YHWH as the beneficiary of the sacrifice. Each colon is an independent CL linked by the C ו. 
Colon 2 is exactly the same phrase in v. 13. In v. 13 ארקא הוהי םשבו also appeared in colon 2 
of a bicolon in which the first colon was an act of cultic worship (אשא תועושי־סוכ). This 
repetition creates external cohesion. Intercolonic cohesion occurs through the holding of the 
first person yiqtōl Vs. The strongest point of deviation is the change in POV mid-verseline. In 
colon 1 the psalmist addresses YHWH directly; then in colon 2 he takes on the third person 
POV. This shift further attests to ארקא הוהי םשבו as a formulaic refrain for the cultic ritual. 
Internal deviation also occurs through the word-order arrangement of the Vs. In colon 1 the V
stands at the front of the predication while in colon 2 it stands at the end. 
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3.4.4.18 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:18
׃וֹֽמַּע־לָכְל א ָ֗֝נּ־הָדְגֶנ םֵ֑לַּשֲׁא הָ֣והיַל יַרָדְ֭נ
My vows to YHWH I will pay in the presence of all his people,
Figure 121: 116:18 Constituency Tree
Figure 122: 116:18 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.4.4.18.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.18.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– See §3.4.4.14.1.1.
18 My vows to Yhwh I will pay in the presence of all his people;
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3.4.4.18.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– See §3.4.4.14.1.2.
3.4.4.18.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– See §3.4.4.14.1.3.
3.4.4.18.1.4 Pronominal references
– See §3.4.4.14.1.4.
3.4.4.18.1.5 Ellipsis
– See §3.4.4.14.1.5.
3.4.4.18.1.6 Conjunctions
– See §3.4.4.14.1.6.
3.4.4.18.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– See §3.4.4.14.1.7.
3.4.4.18.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.18.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– See §3.4.4.14.2.1.
3.4.4.18.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– See §3.4.4.14.2.2.
3.4.4.18.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.18.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– See §3.4.4.14.3.1.
3.4.4.18.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding 
– See §3.4.4.14.3.2.
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3.4.4.18.4 Commentary
Verse 18 is an exact repetition of v. 14, which again, supports that this poem is 
intended for cultic worship, possibly functioning as a refrain. See §3.4.5.4 for an analysis of 
how the surrounding macro context of v. 18 makes it unique from v. 14.
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3.4.4.19 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 116:19
׃הָּֽי־וּלְל ַֽה ם ִָ֗לָשׁוּר ְֽי יִכ ֵ֤כוֹ֘ת ְֽבּ ה ָ֗והְי תי ֵ֤בּ ׀תוֹ֤רְצַחְבּ
in the courtyards of the house of YHWH, in your midst, o Jerusalem. Hallelujah.
Figure 123: 116:19 Constituency Tree
Figure 124: 116:19 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
sô p̄ pāsûq
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ה ָ֗והְי תי ֵ֤בּ ׀ תוֹ֤רְצַחְבּ
g ָ֗לָשׁוּר ְֽי יִכ ֵ֤כוֹ֘ת ְֽבּ
v. 18
(Colon 3)
׃וֹֽמַּﬠ־לָכְל א ָ֗֝נּ־הָדְגֶנ
ם ֵ֑לַּשֲׁא הָ֣והיַל יַרָדְנHEAD
Subordinate
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)Phrase1
Phrase2
Phrase3
HEAD
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2) v. 19
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3.4.4.19.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.4.19.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NVOC (e.g., םלשורי and הי). 
– NPGEN (e.g., הוהי תיב).
– PP (e.g., תורצחב). 
3.4.4.19.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי תיב תורצחב // םלשורי יככותב .
3.4.4.19.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי // הי .
3.4.4.19.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: יכ in יככותב. 
3.4.4.19.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.4.19.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.4.4.19.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre (not including the closing hymnic IMPV הי וללה).
3.4.4.19.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.4.19.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הוהי תיב תורצחב // םלשורי יככותב .
3.4.4.19.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
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3.4.4.19.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.4.19.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the presence of YHWH in the temple through the parallelism of 
הוהי תיב תורצחב // םלשורי יככותב .
3.4.4.19.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding 
– None. 
3.4.4.19.4 Commentary
Verse 19 is a 3 + 2, Phrase1 + Phrase2 + HEAD, bicolon + monocolon. Verse 19 is 
grammatically dependent on v. 18 and expands the initial utterance in v. 14 to something 
more here in this particular discourse structure. Verse 19 functions as an expansion and 
climax of v. 18 as well as a climax to the poem at large. The climactic phrase םלשורי יככותב, 
by way of juxtaposition, links up to the final הי וללה as the climax of the climax, so to speak. 
This ultimate climax is also evidenced through the grammatical-syntactic complexity of the 
construction. 
Semantic parallelism occurs between Phrase1 and Phrase2 with הוהי תיב תורצחב 
running parallel to םלשורי יככויב. This semantic parallelism, more than demonstrating the 
equality of the temple with Jerusalem, attests to the fact that what makes Jerusalem Jerusalem
is the temple itself, the place of YHWH’s dwelling and Israel’s worship. That worship, 
furthermore, is set against the greater context of redemption as is expressed in the individual 
voice of the psalmist. 
Echoing the semantic parallelism is the repetition of word-order across Phrase1 and 
Phrase2. Both phrases place the PP in front of the place of YHWH’s presence. The poem’s 
conclusion with the HEAD S הי וללה further evidences the coming to a final and ultimate 
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climax at the close of the discourse. 
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3.4.5 Macrostructural Analysis: 116
3.4.5.1 Macrostructure Overview: 116
A. Stanza 1: Expression of Thanksgiving (vv. 1–9)
1. Strophe 1: Declaration of Love (vv. 1–4)
2. Strophe 2: Declaration of YHWH's Righteousness and Mercy (vv. 5–9)
B. Stanza 2: Confession of Faithfulness (vv. 10–11)
C. Stanza 3: Performance of Thanksgiving (vv. 12–19)
1. Strophe 1: Confession of God's Bounty (vv. 12–14)
2. Strophe 2: Declaration of Faithfulness (vv. 15–19)
While there is very little consensus among scholars concerning the macrostructural 
delineation of Psalm 116, many agree that vv. 5 and 10 mark the start of new sections. LXX 
and Jerome both propose that vv. 1–9 and vv. 10–19 are independent poems presumably 
based on form-critical evaluations as well as the placement of יתנמאה at the start of v. 10 as it
corresponds to יתבהא in v. 1 in terms of V type and placement.215 Hossfeld's suggestion of a 
two-fold structural arrangement of Psalm 116 based on (1) the expression of thanksgiving 
(vv. 1–12), and (2) the performance of thanksgiving (vv. 13–19) is convincing as it lends ex-
planatory power to the text's distribution of cultic performance language, namely the cultic 
ritual refrains in vv. 13–14 and vv. 18–19a.216 At the same time, van der Lugt notes, "The 
search for the total framework of Psalm 116 on the basis of form-critical considerations can-
not produce unambiguous results."217 Van der Lugt goes on to follow Jerome and the LXX by 
dividing the poem into two parts: (1) vv. 1–9 (description of distress and deliverance), and (2)
215 Obviously, to apply form-critical considerations to LXX and Jerome is anachronistic. At the same 
time, even without the technical and nuanced insights of nineteenth and twentieth century form criticism, the 
shift in genre from vv. 1–9 and vv. 10–19 is evident simply through a close reading of the text. 
216 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 216.
217 Van der Lugt, Cantos and Strophes in the Hebrew Bible, 277. 
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vv. 10–19 (description of trust and deliverance).218 
Delitzsch similarly identifies four major sections in Psalm 116 characterised by sets of
five: (1) vv. 1–4, (2) vv. 5–9, (3) 10–14, and (4) vv. 15–19.219 This further evidences that even
with the very little consensus among exegetes concerning the macrostructural divisions of the
poem, almost all agree that v. 5, with its YHWH-descriptive language, marks the start of a new 
section. Furthermore, Delitzsch's divisions lend explanatory power to the repetition of the re-
frain ומע־לכל אנ־הדגנ םלשא הוהיל ירדנ in vv. 14 and 18 marking the end of macrostructural 
units. 
In light of these considerations as well as pattern developments of various linguistic 
levels of the poem (see below), the view here is that Psalm 116 can be divided into three stan-
zas: (1) vv. 1–9, (2) vv. 10–12, and (3) vv. 13–19. The dominant criteria for this delineation 
are form-critical considerations (i.e., liturgy) paired with macrostructural delineation markers 
that come in the form of pattern-disrupting linguistic aspects of the text. In agreement with 
Hossfeld, the primary point of cohesion between vv. 13–19 is the ritual performance lan-
guage. Verses 1–9, then, reciprocally function as the confession and declaration of faithful-
ness and trust which preface the cultic ritual. In between each of these two stanzas stand vv. 
10–12, which serve as the faith confession pivot and bridge between the two larger sections. 
218 Ibid., 271. 
219 Delitzsch, Commentary on the Old Testament, vol 5., 215. 
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3.4.5.2 Stanza 1: Expression of Thanksgiving (vv. 1–9)
A. Stanza 1: Expression of Thanksgiving (vv. 1–9)
1. Strophe 1: Declaration of Love (vv. 1–4)
2. Strophe 2: Declaration of YHWH's Righteousness and Mercy (vv. 5–9)
3.4.5.2.1 Cohesion Features
3.4.5.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– ADJ (e.g., ןונח (v. 5) and םחרמ (v. 5)). 
– C (e.g., ו (vv. 1–6); יכ (vv. 7–8)).
– IMPV (e.g., הטלמ (v. 4); יבוש (v. 7)). 
– N (e.g., הוהי (vv. 1, 4, and 7); ינונחת (v. 1); לוק (v. 1); ןוני (v. 3); לבח (v. 3); תומ (v. 3); 
לואש  (v. 3); הרצ (v 3); שפנ (v. 7); חונמ (v. 7); העמד (v. 8); לגר (v. 8); שפנ (v. 8); ניע (v. 
8)). 
– NPCL (e.g., קידצו הוהי ןונח (v. 5); םחרמ וניהלאו (v. 5)). 
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., תומ־ילבח (v. 3); הוה םש (v. 4); ישפנ (v. 4); הוהי ינפ (v. 9)). 
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ינונחת (v. 1); ינזא (v. 2); ישפנ (vv. 7–8); ילוק (v. 1)).
– NNOM (e.g., הוהי (vv. 1, 5, 6, 7)).
– PnACCUS (e.g., ינ in ינופפא (v. 3); ינ in ינואצמ (v. 3)). 
– PnDAT (e.g., י in יל (vv. 2 and 6)). 
– PP (e.g., יל (v. 2); יחדמ (v. 8) and הוהי ינפל (v. 9)). 
– PPDAT (e.g., יחונמל (v. 7); יכילע (v. 7)).
–  Qātal Vs (e.g., יתבהא (v. 1); הטה (v. 2); ואצמ (v. 3); ופפא (v. 3); יתולד (v. 6); למג (v. 
7); תצלח (v. 8). 
– VPCL (e.g., ילוק־תא הוהי עמשי יכ (v. 1); יתבהא (v. 2); ינוחר (v. 1); יל ונזא הטה־יכ (v. 2); 
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ינופפא (v. 3); ארקא הוהי־םבו (v. 4)). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ופפא (v. 3); אצמא (v. 3); ארקא (v. 4); עישוהי (v. 6); יתנמאה (v. 9); רבדא 
(v. 9); יתינע (v. 9)). 
3.4.5.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ילוק // ינונחת  (v. 1).
– ינופפא תומ־ילבח // ינואצמ לואש ירצמ  (v. 3).
– תומ־ילבח // לואש ירצמ  (v. 3).
– ינופפא // ינואצמ  (v. 3).
– הוהי // הוהי־םש  (vv. 1 and 4).
–  יחדמ ילגר־תא העמד־ןמ יניע־תא תוממ ישפנ תצלח//עמשי  הוהי ינונחת ילוק־תא // ילו יתולד  
עישוהי (vv. 1, 6, and 8).
3.4.5.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ארקא (vv. 2 and 4).
– ןונה // קידצ // םחרמ  (v. 5).
– ישפנ (vv. 4 and 7).
– ישפנ // יניע // ילגר  (v. 8).
– י (vv. 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8). 
– יכ (vv 1, 2, and 8). 
– הוהי (vv. 1, 4, 5, 7, and 9). 
– יל (vv. 2 and 6). 
– הרצ (v. 3).
3.4.5.2.1.4 Other forms of cohesion
– First person POV.
– Tricola in the penultimate verselines of each strophe.
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– First person singular Vs fronting the first and last cola of the stanza.
– Repetition of the ḥîreq yôd phoneme (vv. 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, and 8).  
– Repetition of CLs of result marked by the C יכ.
3.4.5.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.5.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ילוק // ינונחת  (v. 1).
– ינופפא תומ־ילבח // ינואצמ לואש ירצמ  (v. 3).
– תומ־ילבח // לואש ירצמ  (v. 3).
– ינופפא // ינואצמ  (v. 3)
– הוהי // הוהי־םש  (vv. 1 and 4).
– עמשי // יחדמ ילגר־תא העמד־ןמ יניע־תא תוממ ישפנ תצלח הוהי ינונחת ילוק־תא // ילו יתולד  
עישוהי (vv. 1, 6, and 8).
3.4.5.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift to first person plural in v. 5 (וניהלאו). 
– Qal qātal V in v. 1 and hipʿil yiqtōl V in v. 9. 
– Change from third person POV of YHWH (vv. 1–7) to second person (vv. 8–9). 
– First person PnGEN י ִ־ in v. 1 and third person singular ֺו ־ in v. 2. 
– NPGEN fronting in v. 4 (הוהי־םשבו) in contrast with the pattern of V fronting in vv. 1–3.
3.4.5.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.5.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the saving work of YHWH through the parallelism of ישפנ תצלח 
 יחדמ ילגר־תא העמד־ןמ יניע־תא תוממ//עמשי  הוהי ינונחת ילוק־תא // עישוהי ילו יתולד  (vv. 1,
6, and 8).
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3.4.5.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Qal qātal V יתבהא deviates from first person singular Vs throughout the section there-
by lending emphasis to the result of YHWH's saving work in the life of the psalmist. 
– The tricolon in v. 3, which deviates from the strophe's standard bicolon model, accen-
tuates the extremity of the psalmist's distress.
– The same tricolon allows for the subsequent bicolon (v. 4) to become foregrounded as
the closing verseline of the strophe.
– The tricolon in v. 8, which deviates from the strophe's standard bicolon model, accen-
tuates the psalmist's gratitude for YHWH's saving work.
– The same tricolon allows for the subsequent bicolon (v. 9) to become foregrounded as
the closing verseline of strophe 2 as well as the stanza. 
– The tricolon in v. 8 
3.4.5.2.5 Commentary
Stanza 1 can be divided into two strophes (vv. 1–4 and vv. 5–9), with the second be-
ing one verseline longer than the first. This delineation follows the traditional reading that 
identifies a division between vv. 9 and 10 (see §3.4.5.1) with the dominant delineation mark-
er being the thematic shift in v. 5 from confession (vv. 1–4) to declaration (vv. 5–9) (for addi-
tional markers see below). The overall semantic thrust of the stanza is the psalmist's expres-
sion of gratitude toward YHWH for deliverance. The first strophe focuses on the psalmist's 
confession of love for YHWH as the result of YHWH's faithfulness to deliver him from crisis. 
Strophe 2 expands the first through the expression of thanksgiving for YHWH's grace, mercy, 
and righteousness.
Structurally, the stanza is characterised by the placement of tricola in the penultimate 
verseline of each strophe (v. 3 and v. 8) as well as first person singular Vs at the front of the 
first and last bicola that frame the stanza (תיבהא in v. 1, and ךלהתא in v. 9). The placement of 
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the tricola, in disrupting the bicolon pattern in each strophe, has a double rhetorical effect. 
First, it accentuates the semantic value of each (the distress of the psalmist in v. 3 and thank-
fulness for YHWH's deliverance in v. 8) tricolon. Second, the bicolon pattern disruption allows 
for the bicola that follow the tricola (vv. 4 and 9) to become foregrounded as the closing 
verseline of each strophe. Lastly, the stanza is framed by RelCLs (vv. 1–2 and vv. 7–8). 
The unity of strophe 1 is more apparent than that of strophe 2. Cohesion in strophe 1 
comes not only through the fixed first person POV, but also through the consistent use of 
yiqtōl Vs (with the exception of the opening V יתבהא). With this, repeated intercolon relation-
ship types frame strophe 1 (HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2]). Strophe 2 deviates from this verbal pat-
tern with a PTCP (רמש), an IMPV (יבוש), and a hipʿil yiqtōl (ךלהתא), while sustaining a few 
qātal Vs for cohesion across the strophe (vv. 6, 7, and 8).
As noted in §3.4.4.2, there is a chiasm structured around NNOMs and S structure in vv. 
1–2. The NNOM pattern is: A psalmist (יתבהא), B YHWH (עמשי), B' YHWH (הטה), A' psalmist 
(ארקא). The S structure pattern is: A MainCL, B RelCL, B' RelCL, A' MainCL.  Verses 1 and 2 are
also both composed of a 3 + 2 word count. Furthermore, both cohesion and internal deviation
occurs around the presence of the PnGENs ִי ־ (v. 1) and  ־ו  (v. 2). 
Strophe 2's unity is more ambiguous than that of strophe 1. Especially noteworthy is 
the verbal variety throughout combined with the lack of consistent intercolon relationship 
patterning. The start of the strophe foregrounds the attributes of YHWH (v. 5). This 
foregrounding is achieved through v. 5 introducing the first NPCL of the poem, and the nom-
inative shift from the psalmist in v. 4 to YHWH in v. 5 as well from a 2 + 4 (v. 4) to 3 + 2 (v. 
5). This is paired with another CL of result bringing into focus ongoing life as the ultimate 
result of YHWH's redemption for the psalmist. Subtly against the background of the individual 
testimony of the psalmist is the collective congregation expressed in וניהלא. This cultic per-
formance aspect will be picked up and developed in stanza 3. The repetition of ישפנ from v. 7
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to 8 also contributes to the strophe's unity. 
Also contributing to the cohesion of strophe 2 is the first person POV that is carried on 
from the preceding strophe until the end of the poem. This POV is naturally accompanied by 
the repetition of the ḥîreq yôd. There is a progression from v. 5 to v. 8 with each verseline get-
ting a bit longer. In v. 9, as the final verseline of the stanza, the psalmist returns to a balanced 
and succinct 3 + 2 pattern that is picked up and carried on through stanza 2 (vv. 10–11). The 
progressive elongation of each verseline is attested to not only in word, stress, and syllable 
count, but also in the accents. The pattern is as follows:
– v. 5 [ʾaṯnaḥ A - ʾaṯnaḥ B]
– v. 6 [ʾaṯnaḥ A [reḇîaʿ A - reḇîaʿ B] - ʾaṯnaḥ B]
– v. 7 [ʾaṯnaḥ A [decḥî A - decḥî  B] - ʾaṯnaḥ B [reḇîaʿ A - reḇîaʿ B]
– v. 8 [reḇîaʿ A - reḇîaʿ B [ʾaṯnaḥ A - ʾaṯnaḥ B]]
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3.4.5.3 Stanza 2: Confession of Faithfulness (vv. 10–11)
B. Stanza 2: Confession of Faithfulness (vv. 10–11)
3.4.5.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.5.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– ADJ (e.g., דאמ (v. 10); לכ (v. 11)). 
– Pn (e.g., ינא (vv. 10–11); י in יזפח (v. 11).
– Qātal Vs (e.g., יתנמאה (v. 10); יתינע (v. 10)).
– VP (e.g., יתנמאה (v. 10); רבדא (v. 10); יתינע (v. 10); יתרמא ינא (v. 11)).
3.4.5.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– רבדא // יתרמא .
– דאמ יתינע ינא // בזכ םדאה־לכ .
– יתינע // יזפחב . 
3.4.5.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ינא.
3.4.5.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: ינא. 
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in יזפחב.
3.4.5.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.5.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.4.5.3.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
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3.4.5.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.5.3.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– דאמ יתינע ינא // בזכ םדאה־לכ .
– רבדא // יתרמא .
– יתינע // יזפחב . 
3.4.5.3.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 3 and 3 + 2) metre.
– Shift from yiqtōl (רבדא) to qātal (יתרמא).
3.4.5.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.5.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding through the repetition of Vs of confession (רבדא and יתרמא).
– Repetition of words related to the domain matrix of "distress" (יתינא and יזפחב).
3.4.5.3.3.1 Other forms of foregrounding
– Fronted hipʿil V יתנמאה.
3.4.5.3.5 Commentary
Stanza 2, having only two verses, is the shortest stanza of the psalm. The reason that 
vv. 10–11 stand on their own is that they function as the confessional bridge between the 
psalmist's declaration of thanksgiving and the performance of the thanksgiving cultic ritual. 
The link is made through a confession of the psalmist's faithfulness under duress.
Unity comes through each verse having a HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon. The 3 + 3 
word count of v. 10 explains the additional colometric division in colon 2 of the bicolon via 
the reḇîvaʾ. The second colon of each bicolon is a quote comprising a NPCL. The content of 
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each quote mirrors the other. In the first quote, the psalmist expresses his distress; in the sec-
ond quote he identifies the source of that distress. Altogether, the psalmist's suffering does not
cause him to fail in his faithfulness to YHWH as his deliverer. 
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3.4.5.4 Stanza 3: Performance of Thanksgiving (vv. 12–19) 
C. Stanza 3: Performance of Thanksgiving (vv. 12–19)
1. Strophe 1: Confession of God's Bounty (vv. 12–14)
2. Strophe 2: Declaration of Faithfulness (vv. 15–19)
3.4.5.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.4.5.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– ADJ (e.g., לכ (vv. 12, 14, and 18); רקי (v. 15)). 
– C (e.g., ו (vv. 13 and 17); יכ (v. 16)). 
– NPCL (e.g., ךדבע ינע־יכ הוהי הנא (v. 16); ךדבע ינא (v. 16); ךתמא־ןב ךדבע־ינא (v. 16)). 
– NDAT (e.g., הוהי (vv. 12 and 18)). 
– NGEN (e.g., סוכ (v. 13); םש (vv. 13 and 17); יניע (v. 15); ןב (v. 16); חבז (v. 17); תורצח (v.
19); תיב (v. 19)).
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., תועושי־סוכ (v. 13); םש הוהי  (vv. 13 and 17); יניע הוהי  (v. 15); 
הדות חבז (v. 17)); הוהי תיב (v. 19)).
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ירדנ (v. 13); יהולומגת (v. 12); ומע (vv. 14 and 18); וידיסח (v. 
15); ךדבע (v. 16); יככות (v. 19)). 
– NVOC (e.g., הוהי (v. 16); הי (v. 19); םלשורי (v. 19)).
– P (e.g., ל (vv. 12 and 14–18); לע (v. 12); ב (vv. 13, 15, and 19); הדגנ (v. 14)).  
– PP (e.g., הוהיל (v. 12); ילע (v. 12); הוהי םשב (v. 13); ומע־לכל אנ־הדגנ (v. 14); הוהי יניעב 
(v. 15); ךל (v. 17)). 
– PnDAT (e.g., י in ילע (v. 12); ך in ךל (v. 17)).
– PnNOM (e.g., ינא (v. 16)). 
– PTCL (e.g., אנ (vv. 14 and 18)).
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– [S [VPCL [NP [NPGEN/ACCUS [N] [PnGEN]] [PPDAT [P] [N]]] [V]] [PP [PP [P] [PTCL]] [PP 
[P] [NP [ADJ] [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]]]]]] (e.g., ומע־לכל אנ־הדגנ םלשא הוהיל ירדנ (vv. 14 
and 18)).
– VPCL (e.g., כאשא תועושי־סו  (v. 13); ארקא הוהי םשבו (vv. 13 and 17); םלשא הוהיל ירדנ 
(vv. 14 and 18); הדות חבז חבזא־ךל (v. 17); רקא הוהי םשבוא  (v. 17)). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., בישא (v. 12); אשא (v. 13); ארקא (vv. 13 and 17); םלשא (vv. 14 and 18);
חבזא (v. 17)). 
3.4.5.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  אשא תועושי סוכ // ארקא הוהי םשב// הוהיל ירדנ  םלשא  (vv. 13 and 14a).
– ארקא הוהי־םשבו (vv. 13 and 17). 
– ומע־לכל אנ־הדגנ םלשא הוהיל ירדנ (vv. 14 and 18). 
–  ומע־לכל// הוהי תיב תורצחב //יככותב  םלשורי  (vv. 14, 18, and 19).
3.4.5.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי (vv. 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20). 
–  ל (vv. 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18). 
– לכ (vv. 14 and 18). 
– ארקא (vv. 13 and 17). 
– ךדבא (v. 16). 
– חבז (v.17). 
–  וֹ (vv. 14, 15 and 18).
3.4.5.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in ירדנ.
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ומע.
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3.4.5.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.4.5.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in םשבו הוהי  (vv. 13 and 17).
3.4.5.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– First person POV.
– Cultic ritual performance associated with refrains and confessions (vv. 13–14 and vv. 
17–19a).
3.4.5.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.4.5.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  ומע־לכל// הוהי תיב תורצחב //יככותב  םלשורי  (vv. 14, 18, and 19).
– אשא תועושי סוכ // ארקא הוהי םשב// הוהיל ירדנ  םלשא  (vv. 13 and 14a).
3.4.5.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Rhetorical question (v. 12).
– Second and third person alternating POV of YHWH expressed in the changing from וֹ  
(vv. 14, 15, and 18) to ך (v. 16). 
3.4.5.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.4.5.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the response of worship through the parallelism of  ומע־לכל//  
 הוהי תיב תורצחב//יככותב  םלשורי  (vv. 14, 18, and 19) and אשא תועושי סוכ // הוהי םשב  
ארקא// הוהיל ירדנ  םלשא  (vv. 13 and 14a).
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3.4.5.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– The rhetorical questions signal the start of the cultic ritual performance section (v. 
12). 
– The extension on ומע־לכל אנ־הדגב םלשא הוהיל ירדנ refrain in v. 19a marks the end of 
the cultic ritual performance and emphasises the presence of the assembly and thereby
the seriousness of the confession of the psalmist. 
3.4.5.4.5 Commentary
As noted above, strophe delineations in stanza 3 are marked by the refrain הוהיל ירדנ 
ומע־לכל אנ־הדגנ םלשא (vv. 14 and 18). This refrain marks the end of each of the two strophes 
within the stanza. The second time it appears (v. 18) it is extended with reference to תורצחב 
םלשורי יככותב הוהי תיב. This extension is the penultimate verseline of the poem taking into 
account the final הי־וללה, which stands on its own as a monocolon. Each refrain is the second 
part of a complete two-verse refrain in each strophe: vv. 13–14 in strophe 1, and vv. 17–18 in 
strophe 2).      
The last verseline of the first strophe in stanza 3 (v. 14b) is marked by a deviation in 
syntax. Verse 13 launches the following constituency order: [S [VP [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] [V]] 
(e.g., אשא תועושי־סוכ). This constituency order arrangement appears in 13a, 13b, and 14a. 
The psalmist interrupts the pattern by replacing the expected constituency order with [PP [N] 
[PP [P] [ADJ] [NP [N] [PnGEN]]] (i.e., ומע־לכל אנ־הדגנ). This deviation not only foregrounds the
content of the colon, but also marks the end of the stanza's first strophe. 
Verses 15 and 16, "insert a reflective confession of trust, one final time, between the 
cult-related announcements before and after."220 Verse 15, pointing out that even the least of 
humanity has a precious place in the house of YHWH, the psalmist then goes on to identify 
220 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 219. 
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himself as being in the company of servants of YHWH. 
The final confession prepares for the last cultic performance in which the psalmist of-
fers his thanksgiving sacrifice (vv. 17–18). The end of the second strophe, which is also the 
end of stanza 3 as well as the poem at large, is marked by a deviation in intercola relation-
ships. Verses 18–19b are grammatically connected through the following arrangement: HEAD 
+ Subordinate[Phrase1 + Phrase2 + Phrase3]. This feature is paired with the extended refrain 
from v. 14 (see above). Brueggemann is correct in his comment that, "Verses 13–14 and 17–
18, with their repetition of vows of thanksgiving in the style of a refrain, provide structural 
markers."221
After semantics, the secondary cohesion feature in stanza 3 is a chiastic intercolon re-
lationship structure. The orienting arrangement between bicola in the stanza is HEAD[Phrase1 +
Phrase2] (vv. 12, 14, 15, 18–19). This pattern frames strophes 1 and 2 within the stanza, yet in
strophe 2, it is modified by several expansions. The pattern is disrupted in strophe 1 with a 
HEAD + Parallel intercolon relationship in v. 13, thereby creating a HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] in-
clusio around the strophe. The same is true in strophe 2 but to a greater extent in that v. 16 
adds a HEAD2 and expands the HEAD + Parallel with a subsequent HEAD + Parallel (v. 17; see 
Figure 125).
Figure 125: Psalm 116 Stanza 3 Intercolon Relationship Chiasm
221 Brueggemann and Bellinger, Psalms, Kindle Locations 12692–12693. 
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3.4.6 Conclusion
Brueggemann is correct in stating that, "The psalm's structure is not easy to discern 
[…]."222 At the same, there are enough clues in following the patterned movement of linguis-
tic levels of the poetic text that help suggest probable macro delineation markers; the promi-
nent aspects being confessional and declarative refrains associated with cultic ritual indica-
tors and intercolonic relationship patterns. Second to these is the shifting in V types, namely 
the changing from qātal to yiqtōl conjugations that help differentiate between the psalmist's 
testimony of YHWH's deliverance and confessions of faith that serve the cultic ritual. 
 
222 Ibid., Kindle Location 12690.
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3.5 The Structure of the Poetic Text: Psalm 117
3.5.1 Unifying Theological Theme: 117
The unifying theological theme of Psalm 117 is the call for all people to praise YHWH 
because of his eternal דסח and תמא. Emphasis is lent to the eternality of YHWH’s דסח and 
תמא especially in v. 2 through the fronting of רבג which chiastically links up with םלועל 
which closes the bicolon.
3.5.2 Translation with notes: 117
1 Praise YHWH, all the nations. Extol him, all peoples.
2 For great towards us is his steadfast love, and the faithfulness of YHWH is forever.223 
Hallelujah!
3.5.3 Stylistic Overview: 117
Psalm 117 is characterised by a standard form of synonymous semantic parallelism 
from colon to colon within each verseline. Verse 1 comprises the hymnic IMPV and v. 2 pro-
vides the reason for praise. The dominant form of cohesion is the reiteration of the IMPV וללה 
as well as YHWH as the object of worship through the reiteration of the divine name. Also styl-
istically noteworthy is the foregrounding of YHWH's steadfast love and faithfulness to his wor-
shippers through the fronting of the VPCL דסח ונילע רבג יכ in colon 1 of v. 2. Lastly, and most 
importantly, Psalm 117 is set apart as a member of the Egyptian Hallel (and in the Psalter at 
large) in its brevity and call to all nations to worship YHWH, as opposed to the covenant com-
munity alone. 
223 A nor L separate v. 2 with an ʾaṯnaḥ. They do, however, separate verse 2 with a enlarged space 
thereby indicating a bicolon.
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3.5.4 Microstructure Analysis: 117
3.5.4.1 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 117:1
׃םי ִֽמֻּאָה־לָכּ וּהוּ֗חְבּ ַ֝שׁ םִ֑יוֹגּ־לָכּ הָוהְ֭י־תֶא וּ֣לְל ַֽה
Praise YHWH, all the nations. Extol him, all peoples.
Figure 126: 117:1 Constituency Tree
Figure 127: 117:1 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.5.4.1.1 Features of Cohesion
3.5.4.1.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– IMPV (e.g., וללה and וחבש). 
– [NP [D] [N]] (e.g., םימאה and הוהי־תא). 
׃םי ִֽמֻּא וּ֣לְל ַֽההָוהְ֭י־לָכּםִ֑יוֹגּוּ֗חְבּ ַ֝שׁוּה־לָכָּה
IMPV
־תֶא
NPACCUS
DNNN
NPNOM
NP
VPCL
VPCL
PnACCUS
NPNOM
N
DN
NP
VPCL
S
IMPV
dᵉḥı̂ Adᵉḥı̂ Brᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ Arᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Parallel
׃םי ִֽמֻּאָה־לָכּ וּהוּ֗חְבּ ַ֝שׁ םִ֑יוֹגּ־לָכּ הָוהְ֭י־תֶא וּ֣לְל ַֽה
1 Praise YHWH, all the nations;  ̭ extol him, all peoples.
׃םי ִֽמֻּאָה־לָכּ וּהוּ֗חְבּ ַ֝שׁ
םִ֑יוֹגּ־לָכּ הָוהְ֭י־תֶא וּ֣לְל ַֽהHEAD
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
sô p̄ pāsûq
44
120
VPCL
׃םי ִֽמֻּא וּ֣לְל ַֽההָוהְ֭י־לָכּםִ֑יוֹגּוּ֗חְבּ ַ֝שׁוּה־לָכָּה
Impv
־תֶא
NPACCUS
DNNN
NPNOM
NP
VPCL
VP
PnACCUS
NPNOM
N
DD
NP
VPCL
S
Impv
dᵉḥı̂ Adᵉḥı̂ Brᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ Arᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Parallel
׃םי ִֽמֻּאָה־לָכּ וּהוּ֗חְבּ ַ֝שׁ םִ֑יוֹגּ־לָכּ הָוהְ֭י־תֶא וּ֣לְל ַֽה
1 Praise YHWH, all the nations;  ̭ extol him, all peoples.
׃םי ִֽמֻּאָה־לָכּ וּהוּ֗חְבּ ַ֝שׁ
םִ֑יוֹגּ־לָכּ הָוהְ֭י־תֶא וּ֣לְל ַֽהHEAD
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
sô p̄ pāsûq
44
120
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– VPCL (e.g., םיוג־לכ הוהי־תא וללה).
3.5.4.1.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םיוג־לכ הוהי־תא וללה // םימאה־לכ והוחבש . 
– םיוג־לכ // םיםאה־לכ .
– הוהי־תא וללה // והוחבש .
3.5.4.1.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םיוג // םימא .
– לכ.
– וללה // וחבש .
3.5.4.1.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: וה in והוחבש. 
3.5.4.1.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.5.4.1.1.6 Conjunctions
– None. 
3.5.4.1.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.5.4.1.2 Features of Deviation
3.5.4.1.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– םיוג // םימא .
– לכ.
– וללה // וחבש .
– הוהי // וה . 
– םיוג־לכ הוהי־תא וללה // םימאה־לכ והוחבש . 
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– םיוג־לכ // םיםאה־לכ .
3.5.4.1.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Word-order reiteration. 
3.5.4.1.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.5.4.1.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the call to praise through the parallelism of םיוג־לכ הוהי־תא וללה//  
םימאה־לכ והוחבש. 
3.5.4.1.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.5.4.1.4 Commentary
Verse 1 is a HEAD + Parallel bicolon and a textbook example of grammatical parallel-
ism. Both cola 1 and 2 comprise the general pattern of IMPV - ACCUS - NPNOM. There is minor 
deviation from colon 1 to colon 2 in the following dimensions: (1) YHWH is replaced with the 
objective suffix וה in colon 2; (2) the IMPV shifts from וללה in colon 1 to וחבש in colon 2 (even
with the shift, however, both are masculine plural and both draw from the same semantic do-
main); (3) the NPNOM in colon 2 (םימאה) takes on the D when there is none on the NNOM in 
colon 1 (םיוג).
Semantically, while colon 2 is parallel with colon 1, it expands colon 1 with the 
specification that the nations are not only to praise YHWH, but they are to extol him as well. 
Paired with this is the subtle semantic shift from םיוג in colon 1 to םימא in colon 2. Further-
more, the case can be made that v. 1 demonstrates anabasis, or gradual ascent with the subtle 
semantic shifts from colon 1 to colon 2.
Also noteworthy is that while "praise the Lord" is a common phrase in English, this is
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the first time in the Psalms that it represents the full form הוהי־תא וללה. This form only recurs
in Psalm 148:1 and 7. This is a point of deviation, then, within the larger frame of the Psalter. 
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3.5.4.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 117:2
׃הָּֽי־וּלְל ַֽה ם ָ֗לוֹעְל ה ָ֥והְי־תֶמֱא ֶֽו וֹ֗דְּסַח ׀וּני ֵ֨לָע ר ַ֤ב ָ֘ג י ִ֥כּ
For great towards us is his steadfast love, and the faithfulness of YHWH is forever.
Hallelujah!
Figure 128: 117:2 Constituency Tree
Figure 129: 117:2 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.5.4.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.5.4.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., יכ and  ו). 
– [NPGEN/NOM] (e.g., ודסח).
׃הָּֽי ־וּלְל ַֽה י ִ֥כּר ַ֤ב ָ֘גי ֵ֨לָﬠ׀ וּנ֗דְּסַחוֶֹֽו־תֶמֱאה ָ֥והְיְלם ָ֗לוֹע
CV
PPnDAT
NPGEN/NOM PP
NPnGEN
VPNP
VPCL
CNPNOM/GEN
NGENN
NP
omitted
V
NP
PN
PP
NPCL
S
IMPV
omitted
NNOM
NACCUS VP
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ A
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ A ʾazlāʾ lᵉḡarmeh A
ʾazlāʾ lᵉḡarmeh B
sô p̄ pāsûq
S
VPCL
׃הָּֽי ־וּלְל ַֽה י ִ֥כּר ַ֤ב ָ֘גי ֵ֨לָﬠ׀ וּנ֗דְּסַחוֶֹֽו־תֶמֱאה ָ֥והְיְלם ָ֗לוֹע
CV
PPnDAT
NP PP
NPnGEN
VPNP
VPCL
CNPNOM/CON
NGENN
NP
omitted
V
NP
PN
PP
NPCL
S
Impv
omitted
NNOM
NACCUS VP
S
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ A
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ B
rᵉḇı̂ᵃʿ A ʾazlāʾ lᵉḡarmeh A
ʾazlāʾ lᵉḡarmeh B
׃הָּֽי־וּלְל ַֽה ם ָ֗לוֹעְל ה ָ֥והְי־תֶמֱא ֶֽו וֹ֗דְּסַח ׀וּני ֵ֨לָﬠ ר ַ֤ב ָ֘ג י ִ֥כּ
2 For great towards us is his steadfast love  ̭ and the faithfulness of YHWH is forever. Praise YH.
׃הָּֽי־וּלְל ַֽה
וֹ֗דְּסַח ׀וּני ֵ֨לָﬠ ר ַ֤ב ָ֘ג י ִ֥כּ
ם ָ֗לוֹעְל ה ָ֥והְי־תֶמֱא ֶֽו
HEAD
Parallel
HEAD
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
(Monocolon)
sô p̄ pāsûq
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– PP (e.g., ונילע and םלועל). 
– VP (e.g., רבג־יכ and הי־וללה). 
3.5.4.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation and parallelism
– ודסח// הוהי־תמא .
– ודסח ונילע רבג // םלועל הוהי־תמא .
3.5.4.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– דסח // תמא .
– רבג // םלוע .
3.5.4.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונ in ונילע. 
– Antecedent: YHWH; referent: ו in ודסח.
3.5.4.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.5.4.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ.
– ו in תמאו.
3.5.4.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Chiastic word-order. 
3.5.4.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.5.4.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ודסח ונילע רבג // םלועל הוהי־תמא .
3.5.4.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
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3.5.4.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.5.4.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the qualities of YHWH through the parallelism of ודסח ונילע רבג//  
םלועל הוהי־תמא.
3.5.4.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.5.4.2.4 Commentary
According to the way in which the Masoretes have arranged the structural units in 
both A and L, v. 2 is intended to be read as a HEAD + Parallel bicolon with an additional 1-
foot, HEAD monocolon (הי וללה). While there is no ’aṯnāḥ marking off the delineation of a 
bicolon or tricolon, the MT indicates structural divide by setting off both cola 2 and 3. Colon 
2 is set-off by a space and colon 3 by a new line in both A and L. The word-order of cola 1 
and 2 are arranged chiastically (see Figure 130). The fronting of רבג lends emphasis to the 
quantity of YHWH’s attributes towards Israel. This is further confirmed through its pairing via 
parallelism with םלועל. Not only this, but also the close of the bicolon with םלועל lends accen-
tuation further still to the dominant theme of the quality of YHWH’s attributes (דסח and תמא). 
The C יכ gives the reason for the IMPV to praise introduced in v. 1. Finally, Allen points out 
that, “The standard phrase תמאו דסח, ‘loyal love and faithfulness,’ is spread over two cola, 
but the predicative statements apply to both […].”224
Figure 130: 117 Chiasm
224 Allen, Psalms 101–150, 157.
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Figure 5.2c
ר ַ֤ב ָ֘ג[וּני ֵ֨לָﬠ]
וֹ
־תֶמֱא ֶֽוה ָ֥והְי
֗דְּסַח
[י ִ֥כּ]
Colon 1
Colon 2
DescriptorAttributes of YHWH
ם ָ֗לוֹעְל
12
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3.5.5 Macrostructural Analysis: 117
3.5.5.1 Macrostructure Overview: 117
A. Stanza 1: Universal Call to Praise (v. 1–2b)
1. Strophe 1: Call to Praise (v.1)
2. Strophe 2: Reason for Praise (v. 2a–b)
B. Stanza 2: Call to Praise (v. 2c)
The two verses of Psalm 117 are best held together as a single stanza in light of the C 
יכ that fronts v. 2. Furthermore, Dahood succinctly and rightly notes that, “The two verses are
arranged chiastically: the divine name yhwh appears in the first and fourth cola, but in the 
second and third cola he is present in the suffixes of šabbeḥūhū, ‘laud him,’ and ḥasdō, ‘his 
kindness.’”225
3.5.5.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.5.5.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– IMPV (e.g., וללה and והוחבש).
3.5.5.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
–  םיוג־לכ//םימאה־לכ .
–  וללה//והוחבש . 
3.5.5.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי (vv. 1–2). 
– וללה (vv. 1–2).
– ו (vv. 1 and 2).
225 Dahood, Psalms III, 152.
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3.5.5.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: וה in והוחבש; and ו in ודסח.
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונ in ונילע. 
3.5.5.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.5.5.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ (v. 2). 
3.5.5.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion 
– Repetition of HEAD + Parallel intercolon relationship structure.
– Repetition of bicola.
– Repetition of attributes of YHWH that have a chiastic order ( רבג,דסח , and תמא) (v. 2a).
3.5.5.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.5.5.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Shift from pronominal reference to YHWH to the tetragrammaton in v. 2.
– הוהי־תא in v. 1 becomes הי in v. 2.
3.5.5.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation 
– Transition from two VPCLs (v. 1) to a NPCL (v. 2a). 
– Shift from bicola in vv. 1–2b to monocolon in v. 2c to close the poem. 
3.5.5.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.5.5.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Repetition of IMPV וללה accentuates the necessity and urgency of praise.
– Foregrounding of YHWH's attributes through repetition.
– Repetition of לכ paired with the semantic parallelism of םיוג and םימאה foregrounds 
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the universal mandate to praise YHWH.
3.5.5.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– The final bicola pattern interrupting monocolon that closes the poem accentuates the 
call to praise. 
3.5.5.2.4 Commentary
The stanza, as noted above, has a clear chiastic structure that frames the call to praise. 
There is deviation of expressing YHWH as the direct object within that call to praise. In v. 1 we
read, הוהי־תא וללה and in v. 2b, הי־וללה. The latter is the most frequent form in the Psalter 
which indicates that the former version functions to defamiliarise. The call to praise is expan-
ded with a repetition of the universal mandate (  םיוג־לכ//םימאה־לכ ). Following this frame are 
the reasons for praise, which are the attributes of YHWH, namely, his דסח and his תמא. 
 
3.5.6 Conclusion
Psalm 117's succinctness is key to its message: the universal mandate to praise YHWH 
for his דסח and his תמא. The fact that these two verselines are set apart as an independent 
poem attests to the importance of its content. Not only is it at the heart of the message of the 
Egyptian Hallel, but also the Psalter as a whole.226 
226 Granted, James L. Mays makes an excellent case for the central thrust of the Psalter being YHWH's 
enthronement in The Lord Reigns: A Theological Handbook to the Psalms (Louisville: Westminster John Knox 
Press, 1994). The view here is that the universal mandate to praise him for his דסח and תמא is not contrary to 
this thesis, but rather complementary to it. Psalm 117 details for worshippers what kind of king YHWH is. 
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3.6 The Structure of the Poetic Text: Psalm 118
3.6.1 Unifying Theological Theme: 118
With the various themes running through Psalm 118, it is challenging to isolate a 
single theological point of reference against which all themes harmonise. If one were to 
identify one theological theme, however, it would be a posture of confession, commitment 
and ultimately praise of YHWH for his saving power. From this flow the themes of cultic 
praise, worship, and thanksgiving for YHWH's great deliverance from narrow straits. Included 
in this is YHWH’s unique alliance with Israel, which is a theme running through all of the 
Hallel.
3.6.2 Translation with notes: 118
1227 Give thanks to YHWH because he is good. Yes!228 Eternal is his steadfast love!
2 Let Israel229 say, “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love!”
3 Let the house of Aaron say, “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love!”
4 Let those who fear YHWH say, “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love!”
5 Out of constraint I called YH. YH answered me and brought me out into a broad 
place.230 
6 YHWH is for me.231 I shall not fear. What can anyone do to me?
227 The LXX begins 118 with the closing הי וללה of the previous psalm (117:2b). For a consideration of 
the various traditions for the placement of הי וללה in the Hallel see Prinsloo, "Unit Delimitation in the Egyptian 
Hallel".
228 Zenger notes that, “Since vv. 2b, 3b, 4b each offer a quotation, the introduction יכ should best be 
translated as deictic, “yes/indeed, forever […]”; one could also translate יכ the same way in v. 1b” (Hossfeld and
Zenger, Psalms 3, 228).
229 Other texts add תיב to לארשי, but this is not necessary as there are other occurrences in the MT that 
have simply לארשי in the call to praise (cf. Ps 115:9, 12, and 135:19). Dahood also notes that the addition of תיב 
off-sets a balanced 6 + 6 syllable count (Dahood, Psalms III, 156).
230 The phrase הי בחרמב יננע is a pregnant construction (see Allen, Psalms 101–150, 162, GKC §119gg 
and Waltke and O’Connor, §11.4.3.e; cf. Ps 18:19a).
231 Zenger notes, “The parataxis in vv. 6–7 can be translated either conditionally or causally: ‘If YHWH 
is for me, so…,’ or ‘Because YHWH is for me, therefore […]’”, (Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 229). 
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7 YHWH is on my side as my helper. I myself will look victoriously232 upon my haters.
8 To take refuge in YHWH is better than to trust in a mortal.
9 To take refuge in YHWH is better than to trust in princes.
10 All the nations surrounded me. In the name of YHWH, indeed,233 I cut them off.
11 They surrounded me and surrounded me. In the name of YHWH, indeed, I cut them 
off.
12 They surrounded me like bees. They were extinguished like a fire among thorns.234 
In the name of YHWH, indeed, I cut them off.
13 You aggressively pushed me235 to the point of falling, but YHWH helped me.
14 My strength and my song236 is YH, and he has become my salvation.
15 The sound of the cry of gladness237 and salvation are in the tents of the righteous. 
The right hand of YHWH does valiantly. 
16 The right hand of YHWH is exalted.238 The right hand of YHWH does valiantly.
232 Like הי בחרמב יננע in v. 5b, יאנשב הארא ינאו is a pregnant phrase rendering, “I will look victoriously 
upon my haters”.
233 יכ here, as in the  phrase ודסח םלועל יכ, is affirmative (see Joüon §164b). 
234 The suggestion of the LXX to change וכעד to κηρίον καὶ ἐξεκαύθησαν is not necessary as there is 
nothing wrong with the MT as it stands. The major difference between the MT and the suggested LXX change is
a matter of synonymous or antithetical parallelism. Most harmonious with the semantic context, however, is the 
antithetical semantic field as it stands in the MT; they were many and now they are none for they were cut off in
the name of YHWH.
235 Contextually, ינתיחד is challenging. It seems unlikely that the psalmist is addressing YHWH directly 
saying, “you pushed me”, however, this interpretation resonates well with v. 18a (הי ינרסי רסי). It is possible, as 
Dahood suggests with his translation, that this is an apostrophe in which the psalmist is speaking to an enemy 
(Dahood, Psalms III, 154). Allen goes with LXX’s suggestion to make ינתיחד become יתיחדנ thereby rendering, 
“I was pushed” (Allen, Psalms 101–150, 161). Allen also argues that the “MT ינתיחד, ‘you pushed me,’ is hardly
possible. It cannot refer to Yahweh, who essentially is not addressed in the second person until v 21 (see Form/
Structure/Setting); nor is an apostrophizing of a defeated enemy likely, as njb takes it. LXX Syr. Hier. imply a 1 
sg. pass. יתיחדנ, ‘I was pushed,’ which is preferable (cf. NRSV, NIV). In MT the nun was probably transposed 
under the influence of ינרזע, ‘he helped me’”, (ibid., 121). Because of addressing YHWH in the third person in the
subsequent colon, it makes most contextual sense that the psalmist is addressing an enemy. 
236 It is most likely that תרמזו is a haplographical error missing the final י as BHS suggests (cf. Ex 15:2 
and Is 12:2).
237 The phrase העושיו הנר לוק can be interpreted two ways: (1) הנר לוק as a compound phrase rendering 
“the cry of gladness”; or (2) “the sound of the cry of gladness”. The latter is more likely as הנר most commonly 
alone signifies “cry of gladness” without being fronted with לוק (see Is 14:7; 35:10; 44:23; 48:20; 49:13; and Ps 
107:22). 
238 Allen rightly states, “The deletion of v 16b with 4QPsb and LXXS (BHS) breaks the correspondence 
with the threefold repetition in vv 10–12 (Dahood, Psalms III, 158). MT’s full text is supported by 11QPs, 
whose reading הרובג, ‘strength,’ is a stylistic variant of ליח, ‘might.’ Cf. Watson, Classical Hebrew Poetry, 181–
82, 204”, (ibid., 121). Concerning the aspect of הממור, there is no problem with translating it with the active 
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17 I will not die, indeed I will live; and I will recount the works of YH.
18 YH has disciplined me severely, but to death he has not given me over.
19 Open to me the gates of righteousness. I will enter through them. I will give thanks
to YH.
20 This is the gate to YHWH.239 Those who are righteous shall enter through it.
21 I thank you for you have answered me, and you have become my salvation.
22 The stone the builders rejected has become the keystone.240
23 From YHWH this has come to be. It is marvellous in our eyes.
24 This is the day in which YHWH has wrought.241 Let us rejoice and be glad because 
of it.
25 Please, YHWH, save us! Please, YHWH, give us success!
26 Blessed is the one who comes in the name of YHWH. We bless you from the house 
of YHWH.
27 YHWH is God and he has shone on us. Bind the festal sacrifice with cords to the 
horns of the altar.
28 You are my God and I will give you thanks. My God, I will extol you.
29 Give thanks to YHWH, for he is good. Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love.
voice without an object (as Goldingay suggests it is a problem (Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 353)) as the elision 
of the object creates a sense of terseness in the text as well as balances out the syllable count of the verse.  
239 Zenger is correct in that, "The word combination הוהיל הרעש must, in light of the overall direction 
of the psalm and especially the presumed scenario, be translated ‘gate to YHWH’ (differently, for example, Mark, 
Meine Stärke, 223–24: ‘this is the gate that belongs to YHWH’)", (Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 230).
240 For discussion on "headstone" rather than the traditional translation "cornerstone", see §3.6.4.20. 
Also see Michael Cahill, “Not a Cornerstone! Translating Ps 118, 22 in the Jewish and Christian Scriptures”, 
Revue Biblique 106 (1999), 345–57. Cf. Dahood, Psalms III, 151. 
241 The central focus of the poem is the redemptive work of YHWH. With this, the context of the poem 
suggests that the NP םויה־הז is not the object of the V השע but rather its temporal context. 
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3.6.3 Stylistic Overview: 118
Psalm 118 demonstrates a variety of stylistic expression. This variety has caused in-
terpreters to divide over the poem's Sitz im Leben as the poet never settles on a particular or 
consistent form. There are both individual as well as collective points of view as well as 
strong evidence for liturgy as well as poetic description of an individual's crisis. Most agree 
that Psalm 118 is indeed a processional liturgy that recounts a kingly deliverance from battle 
that typifies the collective people of God who come together to confess the redemptive work 
of YHWH in both the life of the individual as well as the community, thereby explaining both 
the collective and individual points of view in the poem. Not only do we find crisis and con-
fession, but also proverbial wisdom from the psalmist (vv. 8–9). Furthermore, "The open 
poetic language and varied traditions in Psalm 118 suggest that the composition is a kind of 
model prayer for the worshiping community."242
In terms of repetition and combinations, there are many cases of synonymous semant-
ic combinations that function both to background and foreground (vv. 1–5; 8–9; 10–12; 15–
16). Pragmatically, some of those repetitions of repetitions are simply the result of Psalm 118 
being a liturgical text. Zenger writes, 
As a fictional (not fictive!) liturgy, the psalm presents the experience of rescue of an 
individual who, in terms of the fields of language and imagery evoked, also bears col-
lective features, within the broad context of the history of Yhwh with his people, or 
even with the nations of the world, as is underscored by the numerous allusions to the 
books of Exodus and Isaiah (see below). In this way the psalm builds up a powerful 
time-space: on the one hand, it recalls the “canonical” history of Israel’s origins, and, 
on the other hand, it evokes the great promises according to which Israel and the na-
tions will together celebrate and worship Yhwh as the only God. The psalm transfers 
the experience of rescue narrated by the speaking “I” and interprets it as an element 
242 Brueggemann and Bellinger, Psalms, Kindle Locations 12912–12913. 
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that supports this time-space. The rescue of this “I” that the psalm sings of is the indi-
vidual and collective actualization of the universal history of salvation, in which Israel
and the nations are to experience and learn what the psalm summarizes in its framing 
verses: “Give thanks/praise Yhwh, for he is good, for his love is/endures forever” (Ps 
118:1, 29).243
There are also phonetic combinations (vv. 7, 14, 21, and 28). Most prominent, 
however, is the deep variety of semantic combinations that converge through the entire poem 
to play into the semantic domain of דסח. Linking to this is the diversity of verbal 
representation. It has IMPVs (vv. 1, 19 and 29) jussives (vv. 2–4), qātal forms, yiqtōl forms, 
PTCPs (vv. 8–9 and 15–16), and an infinitive (v. 18). The poet also integrates imagery in 
describing the crisis (v. 12), as well as describing Israel's genesis as a nation and the product 
of YHWH's redemptive work (v. 22). דסח, in other words, cannot go fully understood without a
strong grounding in activity; the steadfast love of YHWH is ultimately expressed in the context
of redemption. In light of this, "Perhaps it is best to say that the voice of the text is the 
liturgist representing the community and leave open the identification of the speaker and 
crisis."244
243 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 232–233. 
244 Brueggemann and Bellinger, Psalms, Kindle Locations 12903–12904.
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3.6.4 Microstructure Analysis: 118
3.6.4.1 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:1
׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ בוֹ֑ט־יִכּ הָ֣והיַל וּ֣דוֹה
Give thanks to YHWH because he is good. Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love!
Figure 131: 118:1 Constituency Tree
Figure 132: 118:1 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.1.1 Cohesion Features
3.6.4.1.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– Causal C יכ in the phrase בוט־יכ הוהיל ודוה. 
– [PP [P] [N]] (הוהיל and םלועל). 
3.6.4.1.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– בוט־יכ // ודסח םלועל יכ . 
3.6.4.1.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– בוט // דסח . 
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1 Give YHWH thanks because he is good. ^ Yes! eternal is his steadfast love.
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–  הוהי//ו .
3.6.4.1.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ודסח.
3.6.4.1.1.5 Ellipsis 
– None.
3.6.4.1.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ.
3.6.4.1.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.1.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.1.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  הוהי//ו .
– בוט־יכ // ודסח םלועל יכ . 
3.6.4.1.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.1.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.1.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding the goodness of YHWH through the parallelism of בוט־יכ // םלועל יכ  
ודסח. 
3.6.4.1.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the hymnic IMPV to give thanks to YHWH through fronting.
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3.6.4.1.4 Commentary
Verse 1 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon that creates an inclusio around the 
poem. This bicolon in its exact form (as well as in similar form) has multiple occurrences 
throughout the HB.245 It contains a call to praise paired with reason for praise. The distant 
parallelism bookending the poem both foregrounds the semantic value of the verse as well as 
sets the backdrop against which all other unifying theological themes unfold through the 
poem. More than anything else the bookending of this IMPV hymn attests to the widely held 
position that 118 is ultimately a thanksgiving song.
Verse 1 sets into motion a four-verse consecutive liturgical pattern with the phrase יכ 
ודסח םלועל. The pattern of repetitious praise both sets firmly in place the particular theme of 
praise of YHWH for his covenant faithfulness and sets up unifying background against which 
other themes can be foregrounded in subsequent strophes. Beyond this, against the backdrop 
of the repeated ודסח םלועל־יכ, the poem can be understood as a sort of lexical entry on defin-
ing the semantic range of דסח. As the various themes (all relating to redemption in one way 
or another) unfold throughout the poem, the psalmist brings in another angle of what דסח sig-
nifies. Ultimately, as 118 evidences, דסח can hardly be understood outside of a historically 
oriented redemptive context. 
Terseness is created through more than one grammatical feature of the bicolon. First, 
the addressee of the IMPV ודוה is omitted from the immediate context. This is filled in, how-
ever, in the subsequent bicola where the psalmist calls upon ןורע תיב, לארשי, and הוהי יארי to 
testify, ודסח םלועל־יכ. Second, terseness is created through the omission of the Pn that would 
naturally fall into place with בוט־יכ (translated, “for he is good”). Third, and related to the 
second, the psalmist omits the auxiliary V (היה) in the NPCL בוט־יכ. Fourth, the PnGEN ו re-
places הוהי thereby creating terseness as well as cohesion in vv. 2–4 between the worship 
245 See Ps. 100:4–5, 106:1, 107:1, 136:1; Jer. 33:11; Ezra 3:11; 1 Chron. 16:34; 2 Chron. 5:13, and 7:3.
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leader and the congregation.
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3.6.4.2 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:2
׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ ל ֵ֑אָרְשִׂי אָ֥נ־רַמא ֹֽ י
Let Israel say, “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love!”
Figure 133: 118:2 Constituency Tree
Figure 134: 118:2 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration 
–  N (e.g., לאראי and דסח).
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3.6.4.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ודסח. 
3.6.4.2.1.5 Ellipsis 
– None. 
3.6.4.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
3.6.4.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the call to praise through the VJUSS אנ־רמאי. 
3.6.4.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the eternality of YHWH's דסח through the fronting of the PP םלועל.
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3.6.4.2.4 Commentary
Verse 2 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. Verses 2–4 are to be taken together as 
there is very little variation between them. They are all HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicola that 
extend the call to praise introduced in v. 1 with a specification that all in attendance say, יכ 
ודסח םלועל. The trifold repetition of the call to worship is exemplary of the typical fore-
grounding feature of both syntactic and semantic parallelism. The emphasis is the invitation 
for the covenant people to express thanks through the public witness [that] ודסח םלועל־יכ. In 
connection to the contention that Psalm 118 functions as a lengthy definition of the דסח of 
YHWH, vv. 2–4 add the angle that דסח is something that relates deeply to the covenant and 
God’s relationship with his covenant people, namely לארשי, ןורע־תיב, and הוהי ירארי. 
Furthermore, in vv. 5–21 the psalmist shifts to the first person singular POV. Then, in 
vv. 23–27, the psalmist shifts back to the plural. These POV shifts suggest that the redemptive 
דסח of YHWH is something both collective and individual. The placement of this collective 
call to praise in vv. 2–4, as well as the climactic call to praise and liturgical procession in vv. 
19–28, indicate that the individual testimony, while important, is subordinate to the redempt-
ive event of the collective covenant people of God and its testimony to his דסח. 
The order of (1) Israel, (2) house of Aaron, and (3) YHWH fearers is the same as that in
Psalm 115:9–11. There is a movement from laity (לארשי) to priests (ןרהא תיב), and lastly to 
the collective congregation (הוהי יארי).246 On the theme of three-ness, Zenger notes that, 
The formula’s three horizons of meaning sketched here are present also in the body of
Psalm 118 (see below). It is about the salvation of an individual and of Israel; the vi-
246 Although, according to the Midrash on the Psalms, הוהי יארי does not refer to gentile converts to 
Judaism, but to the house of David (see Leon Nemoy et al., The Midrash on Psalms: Vol. 13 (2) (Yale Judaica 
Series; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1959), 236).
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sion of the perfection of the Temple and of Jerusalem echoes in it; and it exhorts to a 
universal worship of Yhwh.247 
247 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 237.
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3.6.4.3 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:3
׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ ן ֹ֑רֲהַא־תי ֵֽב אָ֥נ־וּרְמא ֹֽ י
Let the house of Aaron say, “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love!”
Figure 135: 118:3 Constituency Tree
Figure 136: 118:3 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.3.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.3.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NPGEN (e.g., ןרהא־תיב and ודסח).
3.6.4.3.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3 Let the house of Aaron say, ^ “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love.”
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3 Let the house of Aaron say, ^ “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love.”
׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ ן ֹ֑רֲהאַ־תי ֵֽב אָ֥נ־וּרְמא ֹֽ י ׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ
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3.6.4.3.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None
3.6.4.3.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ודסח.
3.6.4.3.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.3.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
3.6.4.3.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.3.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.3.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.3.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.3.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.3.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the call to praise through the VJUSS אנ־רמאי. 
3.6.4.3.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the eternality of YHWH's דסח through the fronting of the PP םלועל.
3.6.4.3.4 Commentary
Verse 3 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. 
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3.6.4.4 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:4
׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ הָ֑והְי י ֵ֣אְרִי א ָ֭נ־וּרְמא ֹֽ י
Let those who fear YHWH say, “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love!”
Figure 137: 118:4 Constituency Tree
Figure 138: 118:4 Intercolon Relations Diagram
3.6.4.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NPGEN (e.g., ודסח and הוהי יארי).
4 Let those who fear YHWH say, ^ “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love.”
׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ הָ֑והְי י ֵ֣אְריִ א ָ֭נ־וּרְמא ֹֽ י ׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ
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4 Let those who fear YHWH say, ^ “Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love.”
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3.6.4.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.4.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ודסח.
3.6.4.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ.
3.6.4.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.4.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the call to praise through the VJUSS אנ־רמאי. 
3.6.4.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the eternality of YHWH's דסח through the fronting of the PP םלועל.
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3.6.4.4.4 Commentary
Verse 3 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon that continues the universal call to 
praise launched in v. 2. 
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3.6.4.5 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:5
׃הָּֽי ב ָ֣חְרֶמַּב יִנ ָ֖נָע ֑הָּיּ יִתא ָ֣רָק ר ַ֥צֵמּ ַ֭ה־ן ִֽמ
Out of constraint I called YH. YH answered me from broad domain.
Figure 139: 118:5 Constituency Tree
Figure 140: 118:5 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
Figure 141: 118:5 Chiasm Diagram
5 Out of constraint I called YH ^ YH answered me in from broad domain.
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5 Out of constraint I called YH ^ YH answered me in from broad domain.
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5 Out of constraint I called YH ^ YH answered me in from broad domain.
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 3.6.4.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., רצמ, הי , and בחרמ).
– PP (e.g., רצמה־ןמ and בחרמב).
– Qātal Vs (e.g., יתארק and יננע).
– VPCL (e.g., הי יתארק רצמה־ןמ and הי בחרמב יננע). 
3.6.4.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– רצמה־ןמ // בחרמב .
3.6.4.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הי.
3.6.4.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: ינ in יננע.
3.6.4.5.1.5 Ellipsis 
– None.
3.6.4.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.5.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– Chiasm structure (see Figure 141).
3.6.4.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– רצמה־ןמ // בחרמב .
3.6.4.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from הי as NACCUS in colon 1 to NNOM in colon 2. 
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– Shift from הוהי in v. 1.
3.6.4.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the contrast between distress and deliverance through the paral-
lelism of רצמה־ןמ // בחרמב .
3.6.4.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the distress of the psalmist through the fronting of the PPs רצמה־ןמ.
3.6.4.5.4 Commentary
Verse 5 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon structured around two VPCLs that together 
create a chiasm centred on the complementary qātal Vs יתארק and יננע. The PPs create an in-
clusio around the verse (see Figure 141). If the topic is deliverance, the focus is that the 
psalmist called and YHWH answered. This dynamic of God’s responsiveness to the call of his 
people, including individuals, further attests to what his דסח is all about. 
The chiastic word-order structure reveals a layer of parallelism between matching PPs
(  רצמה־ןמ//בחרמב ) and VPs ( יתארק // יננע ). The combination of ב/ןמ rendering "from…from"
also occurs in Psalm 55:15.248 Zenger notes that
These dimensions of the event, evoking through their semantic parallels (רצמ, 'con-
finement': Ps 116:3; Lam 1:3; בחרמ, 'broad place': Ps 18:20 = 2 Sam 22:20; Ps 31:9) 
Israel’s rescue from Egypt as well as from the exile, are then developed in detail in vv.
6–12, within which vv. 6–7, 8–9, 10–12 are marked as subsections through a skillful 
technique of repetition.249 
Goldingay comments, "Words from the root ṣārar are used to denote 'distress' more gen-
248 See Dahood, Psalms III, 156.
249 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 238.
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erally, but etymologically the word points to restriction or straits, and the parallelism suggests
this meaning here."250
At the same time the sameness of the repeated grammatical structures is slightly dis-
rupted through two dimensions, the first semantic and the second grammatical-syntactic. Se-
mantically, רצמה is set in contrast with בחרמב, and יתארק with יננע. In terms of grammar and 
syntax, the psalmist is the subject of the V in colon 1 and the direct object of the V in colon 2.
Holding from start to finish is the abbreviated divine name closing off each colon.251 
The fronting of the PP רצמה־ןמ brings the circumstance from which the psalmist is de-
livered into focus to then create a contrast with the new circumstances post YHWH’s interven-
tion. Each colon comprises an independent CL as well. This, along with the Vs being qātal, 
creates a sense of closure about the fact that the being in רצמ is now behind the psalmist and 
בחרמ is the new, stable reality. 
At the end of each colon is the abbreviated version of the divine name; in the first 
colon, הי is accusative, but in the second colon it is nominative, thus demonstrating BH's 
flexibility of word-order. These two occurrences of the abbreviated tetragrammaton are the 
first two of six used in this poem (vv. 5, 14, and 17–19). Allen suggests that this use of the 
abbreviated version of the divine name is inspired by Exodus 15:2.252
250 Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 357.
251 If הי in colon 2 is, in fact a later addition then the הי the end of colon 1 would be a case of 
enjambment.
252 Allen, Psalms 101–150, 162.
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3.6.4.6 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:6
׃ם ָֽדאָ י ִ֣ל ה ֶ֖שֲׂעַיּ־הַמ א ָ֑ריִא א ֹ֣ ל י ִ֭ל הָ֣והְי
YHWH is for me; I shall not fear. What can anyone do to me?
Figure 142: 118:6 Constituency Tree
Figure 143: 118:6 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.6.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.6.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., הוהי and םדא).
– PP (e.g., יל). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., אריא and השעי). 
3.6.4.6.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי יל // אריא אל // םדא יל השעי־המ .
6 YHWH is for me; I shall not fear. ^ What can man do to me?
׃ם ָֽדאָ י ִ֣ל ה ֶ֖שֲׂﬠַיּ־הַמ א ָ֑ריִא א ֹ֣ ל י ִ֭ל הָ֣והְי
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6 YHWH is for me; I shall not fear. ^ What can man do to me?
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– יל. 
3.6.4.6.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי // םדא .
– י.
– ל. 
3.6.4.6.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in יל. 
3.6.4.6.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.6.4.6.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.6.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.6.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.6.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Shift from [PP [P] [PnGEN]] (יל) to [PP [P] [PnDAT]] (יל).
– Shift from first person yiqtōl V (אריא) to third person yiqtōl V (השעי).
3.6.4.6.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.6.4.6.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.6.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the contrast between םדא and הוהי through the parallelism of the 
two terms.
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3.6.4.6.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding through rhetorical question in colon 2.
– Foregrounding of the first person POV of the psalmist through the fronting of the PP יל 
in the S םדא יל השעי־המ.
– Foregrounding of the contrast between םדא and הוהי through bookending. 
3.6.4.6.4 Commentary
Verse 6 is a 3 + 3, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] + Parallel bicolon that comprises a public 
testimony of fearlessness that results from faith in YHWH. Continuing from the previous verse,
it was YHWH’s faithfulness in responding to the petition of the individual that testifies to 
YHWH’s alliance to his covenant people and commitment to redeem them when in difficulty. 
The individual member of the covenant community is the focus of v. 6.
Colon 1 comprises two independent CLs, and colon 2 has one IntgCL functioning as a 
rhetorical question. In reference to the rhetorical question here Zenger writes, 
Both rhetorical questions, which have a mocking, self-aware undertone and in their 
content represent an intensification (v. 6b: "human beings can do nothing to me"; cf. 
Ps 56:5, 12; v. 7b: "I can look down [as victor] on my enemies"; cf. Ps 54:9) signal 
the contrast to the crisis situation depicted in v. 5 as "constriction, distress, fear", from
which Yhwh has saved.253 
Semantically, v. 6 is a single thought that stems from the fact that YHWH is with the psalmist 
(יל הוהי) that creates cohesion across the verse. In terms of syntax, it is the repetition of the PP
יל that keeps the two functioning as a single unit. In colon 1, the psalmist is the subject of the 
yiqtōl V in the first person (אריא), and in colon 2 םדא is the subject of the third person yiqtōl 
V (השעי). Concerning the yiqtōl Vs, 
253 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 238.
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These yiqtol verbs might refer to the past, the stance the leader took in the crisis. But 
the statement of confidence is more unequivocal than ones that generally appear in 
this connection. More likely the initial testimony in v. 5 is being supplemented by a 
declaration regarding the ongoing attitude to which the leader commits himself.254
Additionally, the change in subject from colon 1 to colon 2 creates variation within 
the colon. Not only this, but also the switch to the rhetorical question from the statement אל 
אריא that closes colon 1 also brings an unexpected, and therefore fresh expression of confid-
ence to the structural unit. Framing the verse is הוהי and םדא which are set in contrast with 
one another. Creating the contrast is the IntgCL standing between them. Goldingay comments 
that, "v. 6 itself opens with 'Yhwh' and closes with 'a human being,' sharpening the contrast 
between them by putting them as far as possible away from each other."255
254 Goldingay, Psalms 90–150, 357.
255 Ibid., 357.
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3.6.4.7 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:7
׃יֽאְָֹנשְׂב ה ֶ֥אְרֶא י ִ֗נֲא ַ֝ו י ָ֑רְֹזעְבּ י ִ֭ל הָ֣והְי
YHWH is on my side as my helper, and I will surely look upon my haters.
Figure 144: 118:7 Constituency Tree
Figure 145: 118:7 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.7.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.7.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NP (e.g., ירזע and ינאו). 
– Pn (e.g., י and ינא). 
– PP (e.g., יל and יאנשב). 
הָ֣והְייָ֑רְֹזע ְבּי ִ֭ל omittedֽאְָֹנשׂ י ִ֗נֲאה ֶ֥אְרֶא ַ֝וְב׃י
NV
NPNOM
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PPP
NPnGEN
NPGEN
NPNP
NPCL
dᵉḥı̂ Adᵉḥı̂ B
C
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
PnNOM
V
VP
NPInfP P
PTCPPnGEN
PP
VPCL
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Parallel
S
7 YHWH is on my side as my helper, ^ and I will surely look upon my haters. 
׃יֽאְָֹנשְׂב ה ֶ֥אְרֶא י ִ֗נֲא ַ֝ו י ָ֑רְֹזעְבּ י ִ֭ל הָ֣והְי
HEAD
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
׃ֽיאְָֹנשְׂב ה ֶ֥אְרֶא י ִ֗נֲא ַ֝ו
י ָ֑רְֹזעְבּ י ִ֭ל הָ֣והְי
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
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הָ֣והְייָ֑רְֹזע ְבּי ִ֭ל omittedֽאְָֹנשׂ י ִ֗נֲאה ֶ֥אְרֶא ַ֝וְב׃י
NV
NPNOM
PPnACCUS
PPP
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NPNP
NPCL
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C
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
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V
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NPInf P
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Parallel
S
7 YHWH is on my side as my helper, ^ and I will surely look upon my haters. 
׃יֽאְָֹנשְׂב ה ֶ֥אְרֶא י ִ֗נֲא ַ֝ו י ָ֑רְֹזעְבּ י ִ֭ל הָ֣והְי
HEAD
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(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
׃יֽאְָֹנשְׂב ה ֶ֥אְרֶא י ִ֗נֲא ַ֝ו
י ָ֑רְֹזעְבּ י ִ֭ל הָ֣והְי
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
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3.6.4.7.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי יל // ירזעב // יאנשב הארא ינאו . 
– ירזעב יל הוהי // יאנשב הארא ינאו .
3.6.4.7.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– י.
3.6.4.7.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in יל and יאנשב.
3.6.4.7.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.7.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ינאו. 
3.6.4.7.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.7.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.7.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ירזעב יל הוהי // יאנשב הארא ינאו .
3.6.4.7.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.7.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.7.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the of victory through YHWH through the parallelism of ירזעב יל הוהי
// יאנשב הארא ינאו.
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3.6.4.7.3.2  Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the victory of the psalmist thanks to YHWH through the presence of 
the independent PnNOM ינא.
3.6.4.7.4 Commentary
Verse 7 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon with standard parallelism especially on 
grammatical-syntactic and word-order levels. In particular, the nominatives in both cola are 
fronted. Semantically, this fronting gives way to foregrounding of the psalmist’s seeing in 
colon 1 and YHWH in colon 2. The foregrounding of the psalmist is further foregrounded 
through the independent personal Pn paired with the conjugated V (הארא ינא) rendering 
“surely I will look […].” Beyond this, there is a parallelism between the two InfCLs that close 
each colon (colon 1: ירזעב; colon 2: יאנשב). Each CL features the prefixed P ב  as well as the 
first person Pn י. This combination of repetition sets the groundwork for the semantic devia-
tion that occurs between רזע and אנש thereby foregrounding the contrast.
There is also a repetition of the ḥîreq yôd (ינאו and יל) and qamets-yod (יאנשב and 
ירעב) endings that create assonance via phonetic repetition. Dahood notes that,
Like Ps 54:6, besōmekē, "the true Sustainer," beʿōzerāy may be analyzed into the em-
phatic beth followed by the plural of majesty. The psalmist evidently chose the plural 
form ʿōzeray, "my Great Warrior," to affect assonance and rhyme with second-colon 
śōneʾāy, "my enemies." The numerous enemies of the poet were no match for the 
unique and majestic God of the psalmist.256
256 Dahood, Psalms III, 157.
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3.6.4.8 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:8
׃ם ָֽדאָָבּ ַח ֹ֗טְבּ ִ֝מ הָ֑והיַבּ תוֹ֥סֲחַל בוֹ֗ט
To take refuge in YHWH is better than to trust in people.
Figure 146: 118:8 Constituency Tree
Figure 147: 118:18 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.8.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.8.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [InfP [P] [InfCON]] (e.g., תוסחל).
– [PP [P] [N]] (e.g., הוהיב and םדאב). 
3.6.4.8.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהיב תוסחל // חטבמ םדאב .
׃ם ָֽדאָ בוֹ֗טתוֹ֥סֲחהָ֑והיַח ֹ֗טְבָּבּ ַלַבִּ֝מ omittedomitted
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8 To take refuge in YHWH is better ^ than to trust in man.
  ׃ם ָֽדאָָבּ ַח ֹ֗טְבּ ִ֝מ הָ֑והיַבּ תוֹ֥סֲחַל בוֹ֗ט
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הָ֑והיַבּ תוֹ֥סֲחַל בוֹ֗ט
sô p̄ pāsûq 
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8 To take refuge in YHWH is better ^ than to trust in man.
  ׃ם ָֽדאָָבּ ַח ֹ֗טְבּ ִ֝מ הָ֑והיַבּ תוֹ֥סֲחַל בוֹ֗ט
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הָ֑והיַבּ תוֹ֥סֲחַל בוֹ֗ט
sô p̄ pāsûq 
HEAD
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3.6.4.8.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הסח // חטב .
– הוהי // םדא .
– ב.
3.6.4.8.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.6.4.8.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.8.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.8.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration across the phrases הוהיב תוסחל and םדאב חטבמ.
3.6.4.8.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.8.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הוהיב תוסחל // חטבמ םדאב .
3.6.4.8.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
3.6.4.8.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.8.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the contrast between trust in humanity and trust in YHWH through 
parallelism of הוהיב תוסחל // חטבמ םדאב .
3.6.4.8.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the term בוט through fronting.
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3.6.4.8.4 Commentary
Verse 8 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Phrase bicolon arranged around a comparative CL which 
links up with v. 9. Verse 8 is a follow-up statement from v. 7 which testified to YHWH’s faith-
fulness to save the psalmist. That testimony now turns into counsel for others that even re-
sembles the sort of statement one finds in Proverbs. 
Colon 2 is grammatically subordinate to colon 1 in that the verse’s grammatical 
soundness, or correctness, is shaped around the predication of the omitted V היה and the ADV 
בוט. The bicolon is fronted with the ADJ בוט which links up with the Inf תוסח to create the fo-
cal point of the verse. The placement of the reḇîaʿ over the fronted בוט further evidences the 
ADJ as the focus of the verse. There is synonymous semantic combination between תוסח in 
colon 1 and חטב in colon 2. Zenger notes that,
The two central concepts used for trust each have a different nuance: הסח, 'seek 
refuge, hide oneself,' describes the process of the search for a protective and sustain-
ing space, while חטב, 'trust,' means the result of the search, 'feeling oneself secure/
protected/held fast.'257 
At the same time, there is a contrasting combination between הוהי in colon 1 and םדא in colon
2.
257 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 238.
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3.6.4.9 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:9
  ׃םי ִֽביִדְנִבּ ַח ֹ֗טְבּ ִ֝מ הָ֑והיַבּ תוֹ֥סֲחַל בוֹ֗ט
To take refuge in YHWH is better than to trust in princes.
Figure 148: 118:9 Constituency Tree
Figure 149: 118:9 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.9.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.9.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [InfP [P] [InfCON]] (e.g., תוסחל and חטבמ).
– [PP [P] [NDAT]] (e.g., הוהיב and םיבידנב).
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3.6.4.9.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תוסחל // חטבמ .
– הוהיב תוסחל // םיבידנב חטבמ .
– הוהיב // םיבידנב .
3.6.4.9.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי // םדא .
– הסח // חטב . 
– ב. 
3.6.4.9.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.6.4.9.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.9.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.9.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration across the phrases הוהיב תוסחל and םיבידנב חטבמ.
3.6.4.9.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.9.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
–  הוהיב תוסחל // םיבידנב חטבמ .
3.6.4.9.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
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3.6.4.9.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.9.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the contrast between trust in humanity and trust in YHWH through 
parallelism of הוהיב תוסחל // חטבמ םדאב .
3.6.4.9.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
–  Foregrounding of the term בוט through fronting.
3.6.4.9.4 Commentary
Verse 9, like v. 8, is a 3 + 2, HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon. Verse 9 is a repetition of 
v. 8 with the exception of םדא being exchanged for םיבידנ; "The mention of 'man' ('ādām) in 
parallelism with 'princes' (nedîbîm) is an example of merismus (cf. 146:3)."258 This exchange 
supplements the contrast by specifying that even the most capable and noteworthy of men 
(םיבידנ) do not compare with YHWH. The synonymous semantic combination taking place on a
colometric level within vv. 8 and 9 also takes place on a more macrostructural level. Further-
more, the repetition that occurs foregrounds the fronted phrase הוהיב תוסחל בוט. In other 
words, in vv. 8–9 together, the psalmist is saying, “It is far better to trust in YHWH than even 
the most capable of men.” 
258 VanGemeren, "Psalms", 854.
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3.6.4.10 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:10
׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ יִנוּ֑בָבְס םִ֥יוֹגּ־לָכּ
All the nations surrounded me. In the name of YHWH, indeed, I cut them off.
Figure 150: 118:10 Constituency Tree
Figure 151: 118:10 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.10.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.10.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NP (e.g., םיוג־לכ). 
– PnACCUS (e.g., ינ in ינובבס and ם in םלימא). 
– VPCL (e.g., ינובבס םיוג־לכ).
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10 All nations surround me; ^ in the name of YHWH indeed I cut them off.
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– [VPCL [V] [PnACCUS]] (e.g., םלימא).
3.6.4.10.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.10.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.10.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: ינ in ינבבס.
– Antecedent: םיוג; referent: ם in םלימא. 
3.6.4.10.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.10.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
3.6.4.10.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.10.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.10.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.10.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from qātal V (ינובבס) to yiqtōl V (םלימא). 
3.6.4.10.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.10.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
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3.6.4.10.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of םיוג through fronting in the VPCL ינובבס םיוג־לכ.
– Foregrounding of the PP הוהי םשב through fronting in the VPCL םלימא יכ הוהי םשב.
3.6.4.10.4 Commentary
Verse 10 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon structured around two VPCLs. The psalmist 
makes a hyperbolic statement that functions as a poetic description of the crisis from which 
YHWH delivered him. This description of the crisis continues on until v. 13 not only in terms 
of synonymous semantic combination, but also in terms of grammatical-syntactic repetitions. 
The intercolonic relationship pattern of HEAD1 + HEAD2 is also picked up by subsequent verses. 
This repeated pattern, namely the HEAD2/colon 2 םלימא יכ הוהי םשב, foregrounds the fact that 
the psalmist's victory is because of YHWH; "The repeated line 'in the name of the Lord I cut 
them off!' reflects the victory."259 Additionally, "The utterly unexpected outcome, in which the
'hopelessly' inferior 'I' did not fall victim to the superior power, but on the contrary was able 
successfully to fend off the attack, is linguistically underscored by the three repetitions of the 
deictic יכ, 'indeed, yes.'"260 The V in each colon is placed at the end of each colon. Deviation 
occurs within this pattern with the change from qātal to yiqtōl from colon 1 (ינובבס) to colon 
2 (םלימא).
259 Brueggemann and Bellinger, Psalms, Kindle Locations 12890–12891.
260 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 238.
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3.6.4.11 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:11
׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ יִנוּ֑בָבְס־םַג יִנוּ֥בַּס
They surrounded me, indeed they surrounded me. In the name of YHWH, indeed, I cut them off.
Figure 152: 118:11 Constituency Tree
Figure 153: 118:11 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.11.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.11.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., םג and יכ). 
– Qātal Vs (e.g., ינובס and ינובבס).
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
HEAD2
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD1
וּ֥בַּס־םַגוּ֑בָבְס יִניִנ
VPCL
VPnACCUSC
VPnACCUS
VP
VPCL
VPCL
ַֽליִמֲא ם ֵ֥שׁה ָ֗וה ְ֝יי ִ֣כּ׃ם ְבּ
P
NGEN
NPGEN
N
PPVPCL
CVPCL
VPnACCUS
VPCL
11 They surrounded me and surrounded me; ^ in the name of YHWH indeed I cut them off.
׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ יִנוּ֑בָבְס־םַג יִנוּ֥בַּס
HEAD1
HEAD2
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ
יִנוּ֑בָבְס־םַג יִנוּ֥בַּס
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
61 13
S
VPCL
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
HEAD2
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD1
וּ֥בַּס־םַגוּ֑בָבְס יִניִנ
VP
VPnACCUSC
VPnACCUS
VP
VP
VPCL
ַֽליִמֲא ם ֵ֥שׁה ָ֗וה ְ֝יי ִ֣כּ׃ם ְבּ
P
N
NPCON
N
PPVPCL
CVPCL
VPnACCUS
VPCL
S
11 They surrounded me and surrounded me; ^ in the name of YHWH indeed I cut them off.
׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ יִנוּ֑בָבְס־םַג יִנוּ֥בַּס
HEAD1
HEAD2
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ
יִנוּ֑בָבְס־םַג יִנוּ֥בַּס
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
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– VPCL (e.g., ינובבס־םג ינובס).
3.6.4.11.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ינובס // ינובבס . 
3.6.4.11.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– בבס. 
– ינ. 
3.6.4.11.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: םיוג; referent: ם in םלימא.
– Antecedent: the psalmist: ינ in ינובס and ינובבס.
3.6.4.11.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.11.1.6 Conjunctions
– םג. 
3.6.4.11.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.11.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.11.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ינובס // ינובבס . 
3.6.4.11.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from qātal Vs (ינובס and ינובבס) to yiqtōl V (םלימא). 
3.6.4.11.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.11.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the crisis through the reiteration of בבס.  
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– Foregrounding of the crisis through the reiteration of the PnACCUS ינ.  
3.6.4.11.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the PP הוהי םשב through fronting in the VPCL םלימא יכ הוהי םשב.
3.6.4.11.4 Commentary
Verse 11 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon that picks up on the V בבס that was intro-
duced in the poetic description of the crisis in the previous verse. Furthermore, v. 11 contin-
ues the HEAD1 + HEAD2 pattern introduced in the previous verse, with HEAD2 being an exact re-
petition of the HEAD2 in both v. 10 and v. 12. Also creating continuity via grammatical 
cohesion is םיוג which remains to be the subject of the V בבס which gains further accentu-
ation through the infinitive absolute construction ינובבס־םג ינובס. This repetition with supple-
mentation further foregrounds the urgency of the psalmist’s crisis. 
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3.6.4.12 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:12
׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ םי ִ֑צוֹק שׁ ֵ֣אְכּ וּכֲע ֹ֭דּ םי ִ֗רוֹבְדִכ יִנוּ֤בַּס
They surrounded me like bees. They were extinguished like a fire among thorns. In the name 
of YHWH, indeed, I cut them off.
Figure 154: 118:12 Constituency Tree
 Figure 155: 118:12 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.12.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.12.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NP (e.g., םיצוק שאכ and םירובדכ). 
dᵉḥı̂ A
Colon 3 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
HEAD2
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD1
Colon 1 
reḇîaʻ A 
HEAD
ַֽליִמֲא ם ֵ֥שׁה ָ֗וה ְ֝יי ִ֣כּ ְבּ׃ם וּ֤בַּסםי ִ֗רוֹבְדוּכֲﬠ ֹ֭דּשׁ ֵ֣אםי ִ֑צוֹק ִכְכּ יִנomittedomitted
VPnACCUS
VPCLNNOM
NP VPCL
PNVNNOM
VP
VPCL 
HEAD
VPCL 
Parallel
P
NP
NP
N
VPCL 
HEAD1
N
PP
PNPGEN
NGENN
VPCL
CVPCL
VPnACCUS
VPCL 
HEAD2
S
dᵉḥı̂ A
Colon 2 
reḇîaʻ A 
Parallel
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
dᵉḥı̂ A
Colon 3 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
HEAD2
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD1
Colon 1 
reḇîaʻ A 
HEAD
ַֽליִמֲא ם ֵ֥שׁה ָ֗וה ְ֝יי ִ֣כּ ְבּ׃ם וּ֤בַּסםי ִ֗רוֹבְדוּכֲﬠ ֹ֭דּשׁ ֵ֣אםי ִ֑צוֹק ִכְכּ יִנomittedomitted
VPnACCUS
VPNNOM
NP VPCL
PNVNNOM
VP
VPCL 
HEAD
VPCL 
Parallel
P
NP
NP
N
VPCL 
HEAD1
N
PP
PNPCON
NN
VPCL
CVP
VPnACCUS
VPCL 
HEAD2
S
dᵉḥı̂ A
Colon 2 
reḇîaʻ A 
Parallel
12 They surrounded me like bees; they were extinguished like a fire among thorns; 
 ^ in the name of YHWH indeed I cut them off.
׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ םי ִ֑צוֹק שׁ ֵ֣אְכּ וּכֲﬠ ֹ֭דּ םי ִ֗רוֹבְדִכ יִנוּ֤בַּס
HEAD1
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)
׃ם ַֽליִמֲא י ִ֣כּ ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י ם ֵ֥שְׁבּ
םי ִ֗רוֹבְדִכ יִנוּ֤בַּס
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
(Colon 3)HEAD2
םי ִ֑צוֹק שׁ ֵ֣אְכּ וּכֲﬠ ֹ֭דּ
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– P (e.g., כ and ב). 
– PnACCUS (e.g., ינ in ינובס and ם in םלימא). 
– Qātal Vs (e.g., ינובס and וכעד). 
– VPCL (e.g., םלימא יכ הוהי םשב). 
3.6.4.12.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םיצוק שאכ וכעד// םלימא .
3.6.4.12.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– כ.
3.6.4.12.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: ינ in ינובס. 
– Antecedent: םיוג; referent: ם in םלימא. 
3.6.4.12.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
3.6.4.12.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ.
3.6.4.12.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.12.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.12.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Deviation from [NP [P] [N]] (םירובדכ) to [NP [P] [NP [N] [N]]] ( שאכ םיצוק ).
3.6.4.12.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from qātal Vs (ינובס and וכעד) to yiqtōl V (םלימא).
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3.6.4.12.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.12.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the decisive manner in which YHWH enabled the psalmist to cut off 
his enemies in the midst of crisis through the reiteration and parallelism of שאכ וכעד 
םיצוק// םלימא .
3.6.4.12.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding the cutting off of the enemies through a simile (םיצוק שאכ וכעד).
– Foregrounding of the crisis through a simile (םירובדכ).
3.6.4.12.4 Commentary
Verse 12 is a 3 + 3 + 3, HEAD1 + Parallel + HEAD2 tricolon that brings the poetic de-
scription of the crisis that was introduced in v. 10 to a climax with a simile. The insertion of 
colon 2 adds the simile to the mix and creates deviation in the repetitious pattern started in v. 
10 (see below). The sheer number of constituents as well as the masoretic indication that v. 
12 is a tricolon evidences the fact that v. 12 is the climax of this cluster of grammatical-syn-
tactic and semantic repetitions. In colon 1 the V with the PnACCUS ינ in ינובס appears for the 
third consecutive time. It also sticks to the pattern of a deviant pairing. In v. 10 it was paired 
with the NPNOM םיוג־לכ; in v. 11 it was paired with the infinite absolute ינובס and the ADJ םג; 
and here in v. 12 it is paired with the PP םירובדכ. Once again, the repetition with minor intern-
al deviation foregrounds the urgent nature of the crisis by echoing (repetition) and supple-
menting (subtle internal deviation). At the same time, the exact repetition of יכ הוהי םשב 
םלימא the HEAD2/colon 2 accentuates victory in the name of YHWH. 
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3.6.4.13 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:13
׃יִנ ָֽרָזֲע הָ֣והי ַ֖ו ל ֹ֑פְּנִל יִנ ַ֣תיִחְד ה ֹ֣חַדּ
You aggressively pushed me to the point of falling, but YHWH helped me.
Figure 156: 118:13 Constituency Tree
Figure 157: 118:13 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.13.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.13.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– Qātal Vs (ינתיחד and ינרזע). 
– VPCL (e.g., ינרזע הוהי).
InfABS
VP
VPCL
VPnACCUS
PInfCON
InfP
VPCL
CNNOMVPnACCUS
VP NP
VPCL
ָֽרָזֲﬠ ה ֹ֣חַדַּ֣תיִחְדל ֹ֑פְּנהָ֣והי יִנִלַ֖ו׃יִנ
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Subordinate
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
omitted
NNOM
VPCL
13 You aggressively pushed me to the point of falling, ^ but YHWH helped me.
׃יִנ ָֽרָזֲﬠ הָ֣והי ַ֖ו ל ֹ֑פְּנִל יִנ ַ֣תיִחְד ה ֹ֣חַדּ
HEAD
Subordinate
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)׃יִנ ָֽרָזֲﬠ הָ֣והי ַ֖ו
ל ֹ֑פְּנִל יִנ ַ֣תיִחְד ה ֹ֣חַדּ
sô p̄ pāsûq
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VPCL
Inf
VP
VPCL
VPnACCUS
PInf
InfP
VPCL
CNNOMVPnACCUS
VP NP
VPCL
S
ָֽרָזֲﬠ ה ֹ֣חַדַּ֣תיִחְדל ֹ֑פְּנהָ֣והי יִנִלַ֖ו׃יִנ
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Subordinate
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
omitted
NNOM
VPCL
13 You aggressively pushed me to the point of falling, ^ but YHWH helped me.
׃יִנ ָֽרָזֲﬠ הָ֣והי ַ֖ו ל ֹ֑פְּנִל יִנ ַ֣תיִחְד ה ֹ֣חַדּ
HEAD
Subordinate
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)׃יִנ ָֽרָזֲﬠ הָ֣והי ַ֖ו
ל ֹ֑פְּנִל יִנ ַ֣תיִחְד ה ֹ֣חַדּ
sô p̄ pāsûq
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– [VP [V] [PnACCUS]] (e.g., ינתיחד and ינרזא). 
3.6.4.13.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.13.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– החד.
3.6.4.13.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: ינ in ינתיחד and ינרזע.
3.6.4.13.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.13.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in הוהיו.
3.6.4.13.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– First person POV.
3.6.4.13.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.13.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.13.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
3.6.4.13.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.13.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the action of being pushed through the reiteration of החד.
3.6.4.13.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the V החד through the InfP החד ינתיחד .
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3.6.4.13.4 Commentary
Verse 13 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon structured as a single S made up of 
two VPCLs. The HEAD is fronted with the InfABS  החד which also fronts (by rules of BH gram-
mar) the VP ינתיחד החד thereby lending accentuated emphasis to intensity of the action החד. 
The InfP לפנל that follows the fronted VP further supports the intensity of the action by 
specifying the result of the action.
Colon 2 is an independent CL linked to the preceding colon via the C ו. The absence of
the C would make the bicolon a HEAD1 + HEAD2 construction, however, the linkage created by 
the C makes it the HEAD + Subordinate bicolon that is based on it being in the same line of 
thought (marked by the C) as the HEAD. Colon 2 is also a simple, independent CL. Its simpli-
city is indicative of the matter-of-fact nature of the proposition it sets forward: YHWH is the 
psalmist’s helper. The chaos and overwhelming nature of the crisis described through the re-
petition of the tri-consonantal root בבס in some form or another is set in contrast with the 
simple, solid fact that ינרזע הוהי. 
Grammatical-syntactic repetition occurs on three levels. First, and most obviously, the
conjugated V in each colon is suffixed with the first person PnACCUS ינ. Second, both finite Vs 
are qātal. Third, both cola are VPCLs. Internal deviation occurs as the reader moves from 
colon 1, which has no mentioned NNOM, to colon 2 where YHWH is the NNOM. The enemy of the
psalmist is nothing in the face of YHWH’s help. Also in terms of deviation, the VP ינתיחד החד 
is fronted in colon 1, but in colon 2 it is YHWH who is fronted. Additionally, 
It is true that the second person singular address offered by the MT in v. 13a, followed
by a statement about Yhwh in the third person in v. 13b, is awkward from a stylistic 
point of view, but it is altogether suitable from a theological standpoint, especially if 
we note the inclusio between vv. 13a and 18a.261 
261 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 239.
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In short, YHWH disciplines, but he also preserves life, and the two go hand-in-hand. 
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3.6.4.14 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:14
׃ה ָֽעוּשׁי ִֽל י ִ֗֝ל־יִהְי  ַֽו הָּ֑י ת ָ֣רְמִזְו י ִ֣זָּע
My strength and my song is YH, and he has become my salvation.
Figure 158: 118:14 Constituency Tree
Figure 159: 118:14 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.14.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.14.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NP (e.g., יזע, תרמז , and העושי). 
– Pn (e.g., י in יזע and י in יל). 
3.6.4.14.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– יזע // תרמז // העושי .
Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
׃ה ָֽﬠוּשׁי ִ֣זָּﬠת ָ֣רְמִזהָּ֑י־יִהְיִ֗֝ל יְוַֽויִֽל omitted
NPCL
NPnGEN
NPGEN
C
N
omitted
PnGEN
NP
VNNOM
NP
NP
NPCVP
VPP
PPnDAT
NP
PN
VPCL
VP
S
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Parallel
14 My strength and m  song is YH; ^ a d he has become my salvation.
׃ה ָֽﬠוּשׁי ִֽל י ִ֗֝ל־יִהְי  ַֽו הָּ֑י ת ָ֣רְמִזְו י ִ֣זָּﬠ
HEAD
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)׃ה ָֽﬠוּשׁי ִֽל י ִ֗֝ל־יִהְי  ַֽו
הָּ֑י ת ָ֣רְמִזְו י ִ֣זָּﬠ
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
54
66
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Colon 1 
ʾaṯnaḥ A 
HEAD
׃ה ָֽﬠוּשׁי ִ֣זָּﬠת ָ֣רְמִזהָּ֑י־יִהְיִ֗֝ל יְוַֽויִֽל omitted
NPCL
NPnGEN
NP
C
N
omitted
PnGEN
NP
VNNOM
NP
NP
NPCVP
VPP
PPnDAT
NP
PN
VPCL
VP
S
Colon 2 
ʾaṯnaḥ B 
Parallel
14 My strength and my song is YH; ^ and he has become my salvation.
׃ה ָֽﬠוּשׁי ִֽל י ִ֗֝ל־יִהְי  ַֽו הָּ֑י ת ָ֣רְמִזְו י ִ֣זָּﬠ
HEAD
Parallel
(Colon 1)
(Colon 2)׃ה ָֽﬠוּשׁי ִֽל י ִ֗֝ל־יִהְי  ַֽו
הָּ֑י ת ָ֣רְמִזְו י ִ֣זָּﬠ
sô p̄ pāsûq
reḇîaʻ Areḇîaʻ B
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– הי תרמזו יזע // העושיל יל יהיו .
3.6.4.14.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– י. 
– ל.
3.6.4.14.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in יזע and יל.
3.6.4.14.1.5 Ellipsis
– Elision of the PnGEN י in the NP תרמזו.
3.6.4.14.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in יהיו.
3.6.4.14.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– First person POV. 
– Reiteration of the ḥîreq yôd phoneme associated with the first person POV. 
3.6.4.14.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.14.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– יזע // תרמז // העושי .
3.6.4.14.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
– Shift from qātal V (תרמז) to yiqtōl (יהי).
3.6.4.14.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.14.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the saving work of YHWH in the life of the psalmist through the par-
allelism of יזע // תרמז // העושי .
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3.6.4.14.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the celebratory results of YHWH's saving work in the life of the 
psalmist through metaphor תרמז הי .
3.6.4.14.4 Commentary
Verse 14 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Parallel bicolon. Fronting the verse is יזע which creates a 
link with the last word of colon 2 in the previous verse. Each colon is an independent CL 
which come together to form a S. Colon 1 is a NPCL and colon 2 a VPCL. The structure of 
colon 2 is unusual in the sense that the poet moves away from genitive relationships using 
pronominal suffixes to using the PP construction in העושיל יל־יהיו. This is probably due both 
to rhetorical (variety of expression through deviation) as well as syllable balancing across the
bicolon. This more drawn out way of stating that, “YHWH is my salvation”, lends emphasis to 
the fact that strength and song together ultimately point to YHWH as saviour. Supporting this is
the omitted auxiliary V in colon 1 that is present in colon 2. These grammatical-syntactic de-
viations that occur from colon 1 to colon 2 are comparable to the concept of YHWH as saviour 
in embryonic form in colon 1 that comes into full form in colon 2 through the full statement 
that העושיל יל־יהי. Another level of deviation is the omission of the divine name in colon 2 
where it is present in colon 1, albeit in an abbreviated form.
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3.6.4.15 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:15
׃לִי ָֽח הָשׂ ֹ֣ע הָוהְ֝י ןי ִ֥מְי םי ִ֑ק יִדַּצ י ֵ֥לֳהאְָבּ ה ָ֗עוּשׁי ִֽו ה ָ֬נִּר ׀ לוֹ֤ק
The sound of the cry of gladness and salvation are in the tents of the righteous. The right 
hand of YHWH does valiantly.
Figure 160: 118:15 Constituency Tree
Figure 161: 118:15 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
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3.6.4.15.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.15.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., הנר לוק).
3.6.4.15.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.15.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.15.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.6.4.15.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.15.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in העושיו. 
3.6.4.15.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.6.4.15.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.15.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.15.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2 + 4) metre. 
3.6.4.15.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.15.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
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3.6.4.15.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– The work of YHWH foregrounded through metaphor in the NPGEN הוהי ןימי. 
3.6.4.15.4 Commentary
Verse 15 is a 3 + 2 + 4, HEAD1[Phrase1 + Phrase2] + HEAD2 tricolon structured around a 
NPCL and an InfCL. While cola 1 and 3 are independent HEADs, their juxtaposition clearly in-
dicates that the semantic content of colon 3 is the cause of colon 1; that is, there is a sound of 
the cry of joy and salvation in the camp of the righteous because the right hand of YHWH does
valiantly. The phrase םיקידצ ילהאב specifies that this sound of the shout of joy and salvation 
falls within the context of holy battle. YHWH has fought in favour of those who keep the Torah
(םיקידצ). The fronting of the verse with לוק rather than םיקידצ ילהאב lends emphasis to the 
celebration for salvation at the hand of YHWH over and above the specification that he fights 
for the righteous.
Colon 1 is marked by the repetition of two NPGENs that make up the structure of the 
colon and create cohesion between the two cola. Colon 1, omits the auxiliary V היה, yet colon
2 is built on the nucleus השע. Beyond this, cohesion between the two cola is created by juxta-
position. However, the placement of colon 2 becomes the point of cohesion by way of repeti-
tion between vv. 15 and 16. 
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3.6.4.17 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:17
׃הָּֽי י ֵ֥שֲׂע ַֽמ ר ֵ֗פַּסֲא ַ֝ו ֑הֶיְח ֶֽא־יִכּ תוּ֥מאָ א ֹֽ ל
I will not die, but I will live; and I will recount the works of YH.
Figure 162: 118:17 Constituency Tree
Figure 163: 118:17 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.17.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.17.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., יכ and ו). 
– N (e.g., הי). 
– VPCL (e.g., היחא־יכ תומא אל). 
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., תומא).
17 I will not die, but I will live, ^ and I will recount the works of YH.
א ֹֽ לתוּ֥מאָ־יִכּ֑הֶיְח ֶֽא
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17 I will not die, but I will live, ^ and I will recount the works of YH.
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3.6.4.17.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תומא אל // היחא .
– תומא // היחא .
3.6.4.17.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תומ // היח .
3.6.4.17.1.4 Pronominal references
– None. 
3.6.4.17.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.17.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ in היחא־יכ.
– ו in רפסאו.
3.6.4.17.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– First person POV. 
– Word-order reiteration (fronted Vs).
3.6.4.17.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.17.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– תומא אל // היחא .
3.6.4.17.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
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3.6.4.17.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.17.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.17.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None.
3.6.4.17.4 Commentary
Verse 17 is a 3 + 3, HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon structured around two VPCLs. The strongest 
point of cohesion is the repetition of yiqtōl, first person singular Vs ( תומא, היחא , and רפסא). 
Colon 1 is fronted by the VNEG thereby lending emphasis to the fact that the psalmist will live.
Adding to this is the C יכ rather than the C ו fronting היחא. This creates a stronger contrast 
between the Vs than the simple ו (rendering literally, “I will not die, for I will live”). Colon 2 
expands colon 1 by specifying what the psalmist will do because he lives; he will recount the 
works of YHWH. Grammatically, this expansion is marked by the breaking of the VP - VP pat-
tern of colon 1 through the VP - NP pattern of colon 2. The works of YHWH, then, come to the
front through filling the end slot and manifesting the most dramatic deviation. The work of 
YHWH, then, is the reason that the psalmist will live and not die. 
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3.6.4.18 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:18
׃יִנ ָֽנָתְנ א ֹ֣ ל תֶו ָ֗מַּל ְ֝ו ֑הָּיּ יִנּ ַ֣רְסִּי ר ֹ֣סַּי
YH has disciplined me severely, but to death he has not given me over
Figure 164: 118:18 Constituency Tree
Figure 165: 118:18 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.18.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.18.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., הי and תומ). 
– VPCL (e.g., הי ינרסי רסי). 
18 YH has disciplined me severely, ^ but to death he has not given me over.
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18 YH has disciplined me severely, ^ but to death he has not given me over.
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– [VPCL [V] [PnACCUS]] (e.g., יננתנ and ינרסי).
3.6.4.18.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.18.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– רסי.
– ינ.
3.6.4.18.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: ינ in ינרסי and יננתנ.
3.6.4.18.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.18.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in תומלו.
3.6.4.18.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– First person POV. 
3.6.4.18.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.18.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.18.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from yiqtōl V (ונרסי) to qātal V (יננתנ). 
3.6.4.18.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.18.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the severity of punishment through reiteration in the VPCL ינרסי רסי.
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3.6.4.18.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding the InfP תומל through fronting. 
3.6.4.18.4 Commentary
Verse 18 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon structured around two VPCLs. In both 
cola YHWH is the subject and the psalmist the direct object. With this, the psalmist’s first per-
son singular POV from v. 17 is carried over here but the cases have changed (deviation). Colon
1 offers another description of the palmist’s crisis, yet surprisingly identifies YHWH as both 
the cause and solution to the crisis.
Colon 1 is fronted with the VP ינרסי רסי which carries over the first person POV from 
the previous verse. The doer of action in this verse, however, is YHWH, who became the focus 
at the end of the previous verse. Furthermore, v. 18 expands v. 17 by bringing focus, once 
again, to the crisis that the psalmist experiences and from which YHWH delivers him. 
Strangely, in this description of the crisis, YHWH becomes the actor and cause of the psalmist's
crisis yet simultaneously the redeemer. 
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3.6.4.19 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:19
׃הָּֽי ה ֶ֥דוֹא ם ָ֝ב־ֹאֽבאָ קֶד ֶ֑צ־יֵרֲעַשׁ י ִ֥ל־וּחְתִפּ
Open to me the gates of righteousness. I will enter through them. I will give thanks to YH.
Figure 166: 118:19 Constituency Tree
Figure 167: 118:19 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.19.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.19.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., ירעש, קדצ , and הי).
– PP (e.g., יל and םב).
– VPCL (e.g., הי הדוא םב־אבא).
– Yiqtōl Vs (אבא and הדוא). 
19 Open to me the gates of righteousness; ^ I will enter through them; I will give thanks to YH.
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19 Open to me the gates of righteousness; ^ I will enter through them; I will give thanks to YH.
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3.6.4.19.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.19.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.19.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in יל.
– Antecedent: קדצ־ירעש; referent: ם in םב. 
3.6.4.19.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.19.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.19.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– First person POV. 
3.6.4.19.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.19.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.19.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift from IMPV (וחתפ) to yiqtōl V (אבא). 
3.6.4.19.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.19.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the cultic ritual through the reiteration of the first person yiqtōl Vs 
(אבא and הדוא). 
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3.6.4.19.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the cultic ritual through the IMPV וחתפ.
3.6.4.19.4 Commentary
Verse 19 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon structured around two VPCLs. Se-
mantically, v. 19 shifts from the poetic description of the crisis in the previous verse to the 
place of public worship with specific reference to the temple and entering into the presence of
YHWH. Cohesion occurs through the maintaining of the first person singular POV of the psalm-
ist (אבא, יל, and הדוא). The fronted IMPV, an address to the priests, highlights the cultic con-
text. Brueggemann and Bellinger write:
The voice is again the voice of the representative person of faith who has been res-
cued. This surprising rescue was an act of YHWH to bring life out of death and to re-
new the right relationship with the petitioner. The psalm then shifts to the voice of the 
community, where this rescue is received as a marvelous act of hope.262
The psalmist's faithfulness through trial makes him eligible to pass through the gates of right-
eousness into the presence of his redeemer. 
Both cola 1 and 2 are fronted with a VP with a V - PP word-order. Colon 2 deviates, 
however, from colon 1 in its doubling the VPCL thereby emphasising the thanks he will give 
YHWH.
262 Brueggemann and Bellinger, Psalms, Kindle Locations 12906–12908.
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3.6.4.20 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:20
׃וֹֽב וּא ֹ֥בָי םי ִ֗קיִדּ ַ֝צ הָ֑והיַל רַע ַ֥שַּׁה־הֶֽז
This is the gate to YHWH. Those who are righteous shall enter through it.
Figure 168: 118:20 Constituency Tree
Figure 169: 118:20 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.20.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.20.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., רעש). 
– PP (e.g., הוהיל and וב). 
3.6.4.20.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
20 This is the gate to YHWH; ^ those who are righteous shall enter through it.
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3.6.4.20.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.20.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: רעשה; referent: ו in וב and הז.
3.6.4.20.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.20.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.20.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.20.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.20.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.20.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.6.4.20.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.20.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.20.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.6.4.20.4 Commentary
Verse 20 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon structured around a NPCL in colon 1 
and a VPCL in colon 2. The psalmist omits the auxiliary V היה to keep the 3 + 3 balance. Link-
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ing v. 20 to v. 19 are the repeated references to רעש, הוהי, םיקידצ , and אוב. Colon 1 expands 
קדצ־ירעש with the specification that these gates lead to YHWH. 
The fronted NP רעשה־הז emphasises the immediate presence of the temple, the wor-
ship experience, and the presence of YHWH that is the very height of the celebration against 
the backdrop of redemption from crisis. 
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3.6.4.21 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:21
׃ה ָֽעוּשׁי ִֽל י ִ֗֝ל־יִהְתַּו יִנ ָ֑תיִנֲע י ִ֣כּ ךְָדוֹ֭א
I thank you for you have answered me, and you have become my salvation.
Figure 170: 118:21 Constituency Tree
Figure 171: 118:21 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.21.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.21.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– Ḥîreq yôd phoneme (e.g., יכ, ינתינע, יהתו, יל , and העושיל).
21 I thank you for you have answered me; ^ and you have become my salvation.
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– VPCL (e.g., ךדוא).
– Yiqtōl Vs (דוא and יהת).
3.6.4.21.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ינתינע // העושיל יל־יהת .
3.6.4.21.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.21.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: YHWH; referent: ך in ךדוא.
– Antecedent: the psalmist: referent: ינ in ינתינא.
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in  יל. 
3.6.4.21.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.21.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ. 
3.6.4.21.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– First person address to YHWH.
3.6.4.21.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.21.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ינתינע // העושיל יל־יהת .
3.6.4.21.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Shift between yiqtōl Vs (דוא and יהת) and a qātal V (תינע). 
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3.6.4.21.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.21.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of YHWH's saving response to the psalmist through the parallelism of 
ינתינע // העושיל יל־יהת .
3.6.4.21.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.6.4.21.4 Commentary
Verse 21 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon structured around two VPCLs. In this verse 
the psalmist addresses YHWH directly to thank him for answering him in a time of distress and
offering salvation. Beyond semantics, cohesion occurs through the yiqtōl Vs ךדוא and יהת, as 
well as through the first person POV. There is also cohesion on a phonetic level in the ḥîreq 
yôd ending pattern (יל, יהתו, ינתינע, and העושיל). 
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3.6.4.22 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:22
׃ה ָֽנִּפּ שׁא ֹ֣ רְל ה ָ֗תְי ָ֝ה םיִ֑נוֹבַּה וּ֣סֲאָמ ןֶב ֶ֭א
The stone the builders rejected has become the headstone.
Figure 172: 118:22 Constituency Tree
Figure 173: 118:22 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.22.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.22.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NP (e.g., םינובה and הנפ שארל). 
– Qātal Vs (e.g., וסאמ and התיה).
S
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3.6.4.22.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.22.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ןבא // הנפ .
3.6.4.22.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.6.4.22.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.22.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.22.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.22.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.22.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.22.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.22.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.22.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.22.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the NACCUS ןבא through fronting.
– Foregrounding of the NACCUS ןבא becoming the הנפ through corresponding 
bookending.
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3.6.4.22.4 Commentary
Verse 22 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon structured around two VPs. The focus
of the verse is the subject of the qātal V התיה that grammatically links the two cola. It is sim-
ultaneously the direct object of וסאמ. With this, ןבא and הנפ create an inclusio around the 
verse thereby lending emphasis, once again, to ןבא as the focus of the verse. 
The verse itself is a metaphor illustrating why YHWH is praiseworthy. He is able to 
take that which is rejected by the world and make it the pinnacle of a work that transcends 
anything of the cosmos.263 On the controversy concerning whether הנפ שאר is "cornerstone" 
or "capstone", Zenger notes,
The disputed question of which stone is meant by הנפ שאר can be decided only in the 
context. Since the building is apparently not a new construction, and since the special 
stone is seen by the “onlookers,” it cannot be the “cornerstone of the foundation” or 
foundation stone; it must be a cornerstone in an upper part of the building that gives 
the structure particular security there, or, more probably in my opinion, the pediment 
or capstone that signals the completion of the building (cf. Zech 4:7).264
The only concern with Zenger's explanation is that reasoning through the perspective of on-
lookers may be taking the metaphor further than intended. The point is that God makes the 
marginalised central. For this reason, "keystone" is probably the best option. 
263 For the argument that הנפ שאר is a cap-stone and not a cornerstone see Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms
3, 141.
264 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 241–242.
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3.6.4.23 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:23
׃וּניֵֽניֵעְבּ תאָ֣לְפִנ אי ִ֖ה תא ֹ֑ זּ הָתְי ָ֣ה הָוהְ֭י ת ֵ֣אֵמ
From YHWH this has come to be. It is marvellous in our eyes.
Figure 174: 118:23 Constituency Tree
Figure 175: 118:23 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.23.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.23.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– Pn (e.g., ונ in וניניע). 
– PP (e.g., הוהי תאמ and וניניעב).
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– VPCL (e.g., תאז התיה הוהי תאמ). 
3.6.4.23.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.23.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– תאז // איה . 
3.6.4.23.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: v. 22; referent: תאז and איה.
– Antecedent: worshippers; referent: ונ in וניניע. 
3.6.4.23.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.23.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.23.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.23.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.23.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.23.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.23.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.23.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
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3.6.4.23.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding that the activity comes from YHWH through the fronting of the PP תאמ 
הוהי. 
3.6.4.23.4 Commentary
Verse 23 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon structured around two VPCLs. Devia-
tion occurs on a macrolevel from the change in POV from the first person singular to the first 
person plural in the PnGEN suffix on וניניעב. This brings into direct focus the POV of the collect-
ive voice of the worshipping community. העושיל from the previous verse being the antecedent
of the Pns תאז and איה means that the fronting of the PP of colon 1 emphasises that salvation 
comes from YHWH. Cohesion occurs through the repetition of the perfect Vs התיה and תאלפנ 
in each colon. 
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3.6.4.24 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:24
׃וֹֽב ה ָ֣חְמְשִׂנְו הָלי ִ֖גָנ הָ֑והְי ה ָ֣שָׂע םוֹיּ ַ֭ה־הֶז
This is the day in which YHWH has worked. Let us rejoice and be glad because of it.
Figure 176: 118:24 Constituency Tree
Figure 177: 118:24 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.24.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.24.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., םוי).
– VPCL (e.g., הוהי השע םויה־הז). 
3.6.4.24.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
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3.6.4.24.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.24.1.4 Pronominal references
– Postcedent: םוי; referent: הז and ו in וב. 
3.6.4.24.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.24.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in החמשנו. 
3.6.4.24.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre.
3.6.4.24.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.24.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None. 
3.6.4.24.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
3.6.4.24.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.24.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.24.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.6.4.24.4 Commentary
Verse 24 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon structured around two VPCLs. The first
person plural POV introduced in the previous verse is continued in v. 24 through החמשנו and 
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הליגנ. With this, הז is repeated from the previous verse, but not referring to העושיל; this time, 
it is paired with םויה thereby linking "today" with both salvation and the work of YHWH. 
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3.6.4.25 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:25
׃א ָֽנּ ה ָ֥חי ִ֘לְצַה ה ָ֗וה ְ֝י אָ֥נּֽאָ אָ֑נּ ה ָ֥עי ִ֘שׁוֹה הָוהְ֭י אָ֣נּאָ
Please, YHWH, save us! Please, YHWH, give us success!
Figure 178: 118:25 Constituency Tree
Figure 179: 118:25 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.25.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.25.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [VPCL [NP [INTERJ] [NVOC]] [VP [IMPV] [NP [PnACCUS] [PTCL]]]] (e.g., אנא הוהי העישוה  
אנ). 
3.6.4.25.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– אנ העישוה הוהי אנא // אנ החילצח הוהי אנא .
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– הוהי אנא.
– העישוה אנ // החילצח אנ .
3.6.4.25.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי אנא.
– אנ. 
– העישוה // החילצה . 
3.6.4.25.1.4 Pronominal references
– None.
3.6.4.25.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.25.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.25.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
– First person POV. 
3.6.4.25.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.25.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– אנ העישוה הוהי אנא // אנ החילצח הוהי אנא .
3.6.4.25.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None. 
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3.6.4.25.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.25.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the plea for salvation through the parallelism of אנ העישוה הוהי אנא 
 //אנ החילצח הוהי אנא .
3.6.4.25.3.2  Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.6.4.25.4 Commentary
Verse 25 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Parallel bicolon structured around two VPCLs. Each colon 
is fronted with the NP הוהי אנא and closes with a IMPV - PTCL VPCLs. The only points of intern-
al deviation within the bicolon are the IMPVs העישוה (colon 1) and החילצה (colon 2) thereby 
combining the semantic domain of salvation with success. With this, v. 25 demonstrates a 
standard, intercolon synonymous semantic combination. The focus of the bicolon is the plea 
to YHWH for salvation and success evidenced in the two Vs העישוה and החילצה and the repeti-
tion of the divine name (as opposed to one occurrence followed by a Pn in colon 2). TheIN-
TERJ אנא and PTCL אנ support that this is a request.
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3.6.4.26 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:26
׃ה ָֽוהְי תי ֵ֥בִּמ ם ֶ֗כוּנְכ ַֽר ֵ֝בּ הָ֑והְי ם ֵ֣שְׁבּ אָבּ ַ֭ה ךְוּ֣רָבּ
Blessed is the one who comes in the name of YHWH. We bless you from the house of YHWH.
Figure 180: 118:26 Constituency Tree
Figure 181: 118:26 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.26.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.26.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., הוהי תיב). 
– [PP [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]]] (e.g., הוהי םשב and הוהי תיבמ). 
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– PTCP (e.g, ךורב).
3.6.4.26.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי םשב אבה ךרב // הוהי תיבמ םכונכרב .
– הוהי םשב // הוהי תיבמ .
– הוהי םשב אבה ךרב // םכונכרב .
3.6.4.26.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– הוהי.
– ךרב.
3.6.4.26.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי םשב אבה; referent: םכ in םכונכרב.
3.6.4.26.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.26.1.6 Conjunctions
– None.
3.6.4.26.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (4 + 4) metre. 
3.6.4.26.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.26.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– הוהי םשב אבה ךרב // הוהי תיבמ םכונכרב .
– הוהי םשב // הוהי תיבמ .
– הוהי םשב אבה ךרב // םכונכרב .
3.6.4.26.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Change in V type (e.g., ךורב and ונכרב).
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3.6.4.26.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.26.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the declaration of blessing in the cultic ritual through the reiteration 
of the root ךרב.
– Foregrounding of the presence of YHWH through the reiteration and parallelism of םש 
הוהי // הוהי תיב .
3.6.4.26.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
3.6.4.26.4 Commentary
Verse 26 is a 4 + 4, HEAD + Parallel bicolon and picks up once again on the proces-
sional liturgy evidenced in the first common plural conjugation of ונכרב along with the refer-
ence to a worshipper in the personal Pn suffix םכ. The PTCP אבה in colon 1 also indicates the 
presence of one entering the temple (הוהי תיב). Both cola end with a PP containing the name 
of YHWH (colon 1: הוהי םשב; colon 2: הוהי תיבמ) thereby creating grammatical syntactic repe-
tition holding the two cola together. With this is the root ךרב that fronts each colon making 
blessing the focus of the verse. 
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3.6.4.27 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:27
׃ַח ֵֽבְּזִמַּה תוֹ֗נְר ַ֝ק־דַע םי ִֹ֑תבֲעַבּ ג ַ֥ח־וּרְסִא וּנ ָ֥ל רֶ֪אָיַּו ֮הָוהְי ׀ ל ֵ֤א
YHWH is God and he has shined on us. Bind the sacrifice with cords to the horns of the altar.
Figure 182: 118:27 Constituency Tree
Figure 183: 118:27 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.27.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.27.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– N (e.g., הוהי, לא , and גח). 
– PP (e.g., ונל). 
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– VP (e.g, ונל ראיו and גח־ורסא). 
3.6.4.27.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.27.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.27.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: worshippers: referent: ונ in ונל.
3.6.4.27.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.27.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ראיו.
3.6.4.27.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None.
3.6.4.27.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.27.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.27.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (2 + 2; 3 + 2) metre.
– Shift from qātal V (ראי) to yiqtōl V (ורסא).
3.6.4.27.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.27.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– None.
3.6.4.27.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the cultic ritual through change in POV.
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3.6.4.27.4 Commentary
Verse 27 is 2 + 2, 3 + 2, HEAD1[Phrase1 + Phrase2] + HEAD2[Phrase1 + Phrase2] bicolon 
fronted with the NP הוהי לא. This fronted NP is expanded in the remainder of the line with the
continuation of the processional liturgy being carried through from the preceding verses 
through the maintaining of the first common plural POV. The one who comes in the name of 
YHWH in the preceding verse is specific here as one who has come with the sacrifice that is to 
be bound to the altar. The progression, then, is confession + command.
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3.6.4.28 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:28
׃ָךּ ֶֽמְמוֹרֲא י ַ֗הלֹ ֱ֝א ָךּ ֶ֑דוֹאְו ה ָ֣תּאַ י ִ֣לֵא
You are my God and I will give you thanks. My God, I will extol you.
Figure 184: 118:28 Constituency Tree
Figure 185: 118:28 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.28.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.28.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ילא).
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g., ךדוא).
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3.6.4.28.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ךדוא // ךממורא .
– ילא // יהלא .
3.6.4.28.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– לא // יהלא .
– ך // התא .
– י.
3.6.4.28.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: the psalmist; referent: י in ילא and יהלא. 
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ך in  ךדוא,ךממורא , and התא.
3.6.4.28.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.4.28.1.6 Conjunctions
– ו in ךדואו.
3.6.4.28.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– First person POV address to YHWH.
– Word-order reiteration.
3.6.4.28.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.28.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– ךדוא // ךממורא .
– ילא // יהלא .
3.6.4.28.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– Unbalanced (3 + 2) metre. 
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3.6.4.28.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.28.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and collocation
– Foregrounding of the psalmist's vow to worship through the reiteration and paral-
lelism of ךדוא // ךממורא .
– Foregrounding of the covenant vow between the psalmist and YHWH in the reiteration 
of the first person PnGEN (י). 
3.6.4.28.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Foregrounding of the covenant vow between the psalmist and YHWH through the 
fronting of the phrases ילא and יהלא. 
3.6.4.28.4 Commentary
Verse 28 is a 3 + 2, HEAD + Parallel bicolon that switches from the first person plural 
back to the first person singular thereby taking up the perspective, once again, of the indi-
vidual worshipper. Fronting the bicolon is ילא which lends particular attention to the fact that 
God, who is YHWH (the HEAD of the previous verse) is also the saving God of the individual. 
The HEAD of v. 27, then, is both semantically and grammatically parallel with the HEAD of v. 
28 as they are both NPs. Internal deviation occurs moving from ילא in colon 1 to יהלא in 
colon 2. There is semantic combination creating cohesion from colon 1 to colon 2 through the
yiqtōl Vs ךדוא and ךממורא, both comprising the second person PnACCUS. 
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3.6.4.29 Text-Grammatical Analysis: 118:29
׃וֹֽדְּסַח םָ֣לוֹעְל י ִ֖כּ בוֹ֑ט־יִכּ הָ֣והיַל וּ֣דוֹה
Give thanks to YHWH, for he is good. Yes! Eternal is his steadfast love.
Figure 186: 118:29 Constituency Tree
Figure 187: 118:29 Intercolon Relationship Diagram
3.6.4.29.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.4.29.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., יכ). 
– N (e.g., הוהי, םלוע , and דסח). 
– [PP [P] [N]] (e.g., הוהיל). 
3.6.4.29.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– בוט־יכ // ודסח םלועל יכ .
3.6.4.29.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– בוט // דסח .
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– ל.
– יכ.
3.6.4.29.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent: הוהי; referent: ו in ודסח. 
3.6.4.29.1.5 Ellipsis
– PnNOM in the phrase בוט־יכ.
3.6.4.29.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ.
3.6.4.29.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre. 
3.6.4.29.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.4.29.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– בוט־יכ // ודסח םלועל יכ .
3.6.4.29.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– None.
3.6.4.29.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.4.29.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of the quality of YHWH through the parallelism of בוט־יכ // םלועל יכ  
ודסח.
3.6.4.29.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– None. 
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3.6.4.29.4 Commentary
Verse 29 is a 3 + 3, HEAD + Subordinate bicolon. As the last verse of the poem, v. 29 
forms an inclusio with v. 1. For details see §3.6.4.1 
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3.6.5 Macrostructural Analysis: 118
3.6.5.1 Macrostructure Overview: 118
A. Stanza 1: Opening Hymnic Imperative: Give Thanks to YHWH (vv. 1–4) 
1. Strophe 1: Opening Hymnic Imperative (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: Congregational Call to Praise (vv. 2–4)
B. Stanza 2: The Testimony of the One Who Comes in the Name of YHWH (vv. 5–18)
1. Strophe 1: Reason for Praise: YHWH is the Best Refuge (vv. 5–13)
a. YHWH is on My Side (vv. 5–7)
b. It is Better to Take Refuge in YHWH (vv. 8–9)
c. I Cut Them Off in the Name of YHWH (vv. 10–13)
2. Strophe 2: Declaration of Praise: The Right Hand of YHWH Does Valiantly (vv. 14–
18)
a. YH is My Strength and Song (vv. 14–16)
b. I Will Not Die, Indeed I Will Live (vv. 17–18)
C. Stanza 3: Cultic Ritual Performance: This Is the Gate to YHWH (vv. 19–28)
1. Strophe 1: Open the Gates (vv. 19–21)
2. Strophe 2: The Lord's Wonderful Salvation (vv. 22–24)
3. Strophe 3: Salvation Request (v. 25)
4. Strophe 4: Presentation of the Offering (vv. 26–27)
5. Strophe 5: Final Confession: I Will Extol My God (v. 28)
D. Stanza 4: Closing Hymnic Imperative: Give Thanks to YHWH (v. 29)
The view here is in agreement with Zenger (and DeClaissé-Walford265) that Psalm 118
can be divided into four stanzas, with the liturgical forms being the primary criterion for 
265 deClaissé-Walford, “Book Five of the Psalter”, 865.
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delineation.266 The opening (vv. 1–4) and closing stanzas (v. 29) demonstrate congregational 
antiphonal characteristics, while stanza 2 (vv. 5–18) and stanza 3 (vv. 19–28) are more of a 
confession of the worshipper articulating the reason for praise, namely, YHWH's saving work 
in the life of the people of God. 
By way of overview, stanza 1 (vv. 1–4) is the opening hymnic IMPV that can be divid-
ed between the global call to praise (v. 1) followed by the call to praise among those present 
in the assembly (vv. 2–4). Stanza 2 (vv. 5–18) comprises the testimony of individual over the 
collective (through the POV shifting to the first person) that provides the reason for praise as 
well as declaration of trust (vv. 8–9). The individual's testimony of YHWH's saving work clos-
es with a declaration of praise (vv. 14–18). Stanza 3 is the cultic ritual performance, yet main-
tains the POV of the individual, albeit with a shift to the collective voice at the close of the 
stanza, which prepares for the final hymnic IMPV to the congregation.
Terrien identifies a chiastic structure, making vv. 13–14 at the centre of the chiasm 
and the "core strophe".267 Terrien is correct in that the poem is bookended with the הוהיל ודוה 
ודסח םלועל יכ בוט־יכ, however, there is no clear correspondance between the first set of three 
strophes and last set of three strophes making up the body of the poem as Terrien suggests. 
Terrien writes:
The ascending strophes (vv. 1–12) alternate the invitation to praise (vv. 1–4) with an 
individual lament (vv. 5–7) and two complaints (vv. 8–9 and 10–12). Then comes the 
core strophe (vv. 13–14) on the triumphant affirmation, “The Lord is my strength.” Fi-
nally the descending strophes renew the invitation to collective praise and relate it to 
the Lord’s right hand (vv. 15–18), the pilgrims’ request for the gates of the temple to 
266 Hossfeld and Zenger, Psalms 3, 233.
267 Terrien, The Psalms, 783.
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open (vv. 19–21), and the entry into the sanctuary with the remark on the cornerstone 
(vv. 22–24).268
The view here is that Terrien is not altogether wrong in his assessment. However, for there to 
be a proper chiasm each strophe in the first half of the body of the poem must have a direct 
correspondence (more direct than what Terrien identifies) to the strophes in the second half. 
268 Ibid., 783.
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3.6.5.2 Stanza 1: Opening Hymnic Imperative: Give Thanks to YHWH (vv. 1–4)
A. Stanza 1: Opening Hymnic Imperative: Give Thanks to YHWH (vv. 1–4) 
1. Strophe 1: Opening Hymnic Imperative (v. 1)
2. Strophe 2: Congregational Call to Praise (vv. 2–4)
3.6.5.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.5.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., יכ (vv. 1–4).
– NPCL (e.g., ודסח םלועל יכ).
– [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (e.g., ודסח (vv. 1–4)).
– Directive Vs (e.g., ודוה (v. 1); אנ־רמאי (vv. 2–4)).
3.6.5.2.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– ודסח םלועל יכ (vv. 1–4).
–  לארשי אנ־ורמאי// ןרהא־תיב אנ־ורמאי //הוהי יארי אנ־ורמאי  (vv. 2–4). 
3.6.5.2.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– רמא (vv. 2, 3, and 4).
– יכ (vv. 1–4).
– ל (vv. 1–4).
– םלוע (vv. 1–4).
– דסח (vv. 1–4).
–  לארשי// ןרהא־תיב //הוהי יארי  (vv. 2–4).
– בוט // דסח  (vv. 1–4).
3.6.5.2.1.4 Pronominal references 
– Antecedent: YHWH; referent: וֹ in ודסח.
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3.6.5.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.5.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ (vv. 1–4).
3.6.5.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– Word-order reiteration.
– Balanced (3 + 3) metre (vv. 1–4). 
3.6.5.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.5.2.2.1 Deviation through and parallelism 
– לארשי // ןרהרא־תיב // הוהי יארי  (vv. 2–4).
– Change in directive Vs through the shift from IMPV in v. 1 to jussives in vv. 2–4. 
3.6.5.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– HEAD + Subordinate intercolon relationship structure in v. 1 followed by three subse-
quent HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] structures. 
3.6.5.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.5.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Foregrounding of YHWH's everlasting דסח through repetition.
– Urgency of worship expressed through the reiteration of directive Vs (ודוה and 
אנ־רמאי).
– Foregrounding of the importance of all of God's covenant people to worship him 
through the mentioning of all groups ( לארשי, ןרא־תיב , and הוהי יארי). 
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3.6.5.2.3.1 Other forms of foregrounding
– Each worshipping community is foregrounded through the verseline-by-verseline 
deviation therein.
3.6.5.2.4 Commentary 
Stanza 1 can be divided into two strophes: (1) v. 1, and (2) vv. 2–4. The first is the 
opening hymnic IMPV that frames the poem in tandem with the closing hymnic IMPV of v. 29. 
The opening and closing verselines are set apart as separate strophes in their stanzas by the 
IMPV ודוה thereby making the root הדי a core chord in the meta-theme of the poem. Also 
marking v. 1 as a unique strophe is the HEAD + Subordinate intercolon relationship structure 
which deviates from the HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] of strophe 2 (vv. 2–4). Stanza 1's unity is 
marked through strong lexicogrammatical reiteration manifest in the repetition of the phrases:
(1) ודסח םלועל יכ, and (2) אנ־רמאי. This feature of cohesion is accompanied by lexicose-
mantic parallelism in the various terms used to describe the covenant people of YHWH. Each 
group comes into focus with their mention against the background of the reiteration of the VP
אנ־רמאי. Also foregrounded is the דסח of YHWH through repetition.
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3.6.5.3 Stanza 2: The Testimony of the One Who Comes in the Name of YHWH (vv. 5–18)
B. Stanza 2: The Testimony of the One Who Comes in the Name of YHWH vv. 5–13)
1. Strophe 1: Reason for Praise: YHWH is the Best Refuge (vv. 5–13)
a. YHWH is on My Side (vv. 5–7)
b. It is Better to Take Refuge in YHWH (vv. 8–9)
c. I Cut Them Off in the Name of YHWH (vv. 10–13)
2. Strophe 2: Declaration of Praise: The Right Hand of YHWH Does Valiantly (vv. 14–
18)
a. YH is My Strength and Song (vv. 14–16)
b. I Will Not Die, Indeed I Will Live (vv. 17–18)
3.6.5.2.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.5.2.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– C (e.g., םג (v. 11); יכ (vv. 11 and 17); ו in רפסאו (v. 17)). 
– [InfP [P] [InfCON]] (e.g., תוסחל (vv. 8 and 9); חטבמ (v. 9)).
– N (e.g., בחרמ (v. 5); רצמ (v. 5); הי (vv. 5, 17, and 18); הוהי (v. 6); םדא (v. 6); תומ (v. 
18)). 
– NP (e.g., ירזע (v. 7); ינאו (v. 7); םיוג־לכ (v. 10); םיצוק שאכ (v. 12); םירובדכ (v. 12); העושי
(v. 14); יזע (v. 14); תרמז (v. 14)).  
– [NPGEN [NGEN] [N]] (e.g., הנר לוק (v. 15); הוהי ןימי (v. 16)).
– PnACCUS (e.g., םלימא (vv. 10 and 12); ינובבס (v. 10); ינובס (v. 12)).
– PP (e.g., יל (vv. 6 and 7); יאנשב (v. 7); הוהיב (vv. 8 and 9); םדאב (v. 8); םיכידנב (v. 9)).
– [VP [V] [PnACCUS]] (e.g., םלימא (v. 10); ינרזא (v. 13); ינתיחד (v. 13); יננתנ (v. 18); ינרסי 
(v. 18)).
– Qātal Vs (e.g., יננע (v. 5); יתארק (v. 5); ינובס (vv. 11 and 12); ינובבס (v. 11); וכעד (v. 
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 .))31 .v( עזרני ;)31 .v( דחיתני  ;)21
 .))71 .v( אמות ;)6 .v( יעשה ;)6 .v( אירא ,.g.e( sV lōtqiY –
 סבוני ;)01 .v( כל־גוים סבבוני ;)5 .v( מן־המצר קראתי יה ;)5 .v( ענני במרחב יה ,.g.e( LCPV –
;)71 .v( לא אמות כי־אחיה ;)31 .v( יהוה עזרני ;)21 .v( בשם יהוה כי אמילם ;)11 .v( גם־סבבוני
  .))81 .v( יסר יסרני יה
msilellarap dna ,noitacolloc ,noitaretier lacitammargocixeL 2.1.2.5.6.3
.)6 .v(  מה־יאשה לי אדם//לא אירא  –
.)9 .v(  טוב לחסות ביהיה מבטח בנדיבים//טוב לחסות ביהוה מבטח באדם  –
.)7–6 .vv( יהוה לי –
.)9–8 .vv(  מבטח בנדיבים//מבטח אדם  –
.)11–01 .vv( בשם יהוה כי אמילם –
.)21–01 .vv(  סבובני כדבורים// סבובי גם־סבבוני //כל־גוים סבבוני  –
.)31 dna 5 .vv(  ויהוה עחרני//ענני במרחב יה  –
.)b dna a51–41 .vv(  קול רנה וישועה באהלי צדיקים//עזי וזמרי יה ויהי־לי לישועה  –
.)61 dna 51 .vv(  ימין יהוה עשה חיל//ימין יהוה רוממה  –
.)b81 dna 71 .v(  ולמות לא נתנני// אחיה //לא אמות  –
msilellarap dna ,noitacolloc ,noitaretier citnamesocixeL 3.1.2.5.6.3
.)31 dna ,21 ,11 ,01 ,9 ,8 ,7 ,6 .vv( יהוה –
.)5 .v( יה –
.)7 dna 6 .vv( לי –
.)9 dna 8 .vv( בטח –
.)9 dna 8 .vv( טוב –
.)9 dna 8 .vv( לחסות –
.)9–8 .vv( שם יהוה –
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– םלימא (vv. 10–12).
– יכ (vv. 10, 11, and 12). 
– בבס (vv. 10, 11, and 12). 
– םדא // םיבידנ // יאנש // םיוג  (vv. 7, 7, 8, 9, and 10).
– העושי (vv. 14 and 15).
– השע (vv. 15, 16, and 17).
– הוהי ןימי (vv. 15 and 16).
– אל (vv. 17 and 18).
– הוהי // הי  (vv. 14, 15, 16, 17, and 18).
– השע (vv. 15, 16, and 17).
– ליח (vv. 15 and 16).
– The psalmist // םיקידצ (v. 15).
–  יזע// תרמז // העושי // הוהי //הוהי ןימי  (v. 14).
– תרמז (v. 14a) // הנר לוק (v. 15a).
– יזע // הי // תרמז  (v. 14).
3.6.5.2.1.4 Pronominal references
– Antecedent םיוג (v. 10); referent: םלימא (v. 10, 11, and 12); ובס (v. 11 and 12); ובבס (v. 
11); וכעד (v. 12).
– Antecedent: the psalmist (v. 5); referents: יננע (v. 5), יל (v. 6 and 7), אריא (v. 6),  ירזע 
(v. 7), ינא (v. 7), הארא (v. 7), יאנש (v. 7), ינובבס (v. 10 and 11), םלימא (v. 10, 11, and 
12), ינובס (v. 11 and 12), ינתיחד (v. 13), ינרזע (v. 13), and יזע (v. 14a), יל (v. 14b), יננתנ 
(v. 18).
3.6.5.2.1.5 Ellipsis
– None. 
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3.6.5.2.1.6 Conjunctions
– םג (v. 11); יכ (vv. 11 and 17); ו (v. 17). 
3.6.5.2.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– First person POV.
3.6.5.2.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.5.2.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– Change from הי to הוהי from v. 5 to v. 6.
– Shift from first person singular V conjugation in colon 1 of v. 5 (יתארק) to third per-
son singular in colon 2 (יננע).
– העושיל יל־יהי // םיקידצ ילהאב העושיו הנר לוק  (vv. 14 and 15).
–  תומא אל// היחא //יננתנ אל תומל  (vv. 17 and 18).
– ליח השע הוהי ןימי // הממור הוהי ןימי  (vv. 15 and 16).
3.6.5.2.2.2 Other forms of deviation 
– HEAD1 + HEAD2 bicolon pattern interrupted through the HEAD1 + Parallel + HEAD2 tricolon
in v. 12. 
– Standard verbal predication pattern interrupted by the rhetorical question יל השעי־המ 
םדא (v. 6).
– Shift from YHWH as subject to psalmist as subject.
3.6.5.2.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.5.2.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Repetition of ליח השע הוהי ןימי foregrounds the saving work of YHWH.
– Reiteration of the semantic value of תומא אל as well as the first person POV 
foregrounds the psalmist's personal testimony of the saving work of YHWH.
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– Reiteration of the semantic value of םיקידצ ילהאב העושיו הנר לוק foregrounds that it is 
the righteous whom YHWH saves and the joy that comes as a result.
3.6.5.2.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– The fronted PP in v. 5 accentuates the gravity of the psalmist's distress out of which 
he calls for YHWH's help. 
–  Rhetorical question in v. 6 foregrounds trust in YHWH. 
– Tricolon among a series of bicola in v. 12 that brings to a climax a third and final rep-
etition of the phrase םלימא יכ הוהי םשב. 
– The demise of the psalmist's enemies accentuated through the additional colon in v. 
12 composed of a simile (םיצוק שאכ וכעד).
– The central placement of strophe 2 (vv. 8–9) brings its content into focus with stro-
phes 1 and 3 playing supporting roles of the declaration than חטבמ הוהי תוסחל בוט 
םיבידנב. 
3.6.5.2.4 Commentary 
Stanza 2 is composed of two strophes: (1) vv. 5–13 and (2) vv. 14–18, and centres on 
the confession of faith in YHWH even through distress. The unity of each strophe is evident 
through both semantic and grammatical-syntactic features of the text. At large, the unity of 
the stanza itself is evidenced through the repetition of the tetragrammaton (or an abbreviated 
form) in combination with the singular theme of the psalmist's deliverance from his enemies 
at the hand of YHWH, and the first person POV. Also marking the stanza is the repetitious use of
bicola, various combinations of synonymous semantic parallelism, and the subsequent repeti-
tion of phrases, namely: (1) יל הוהי (vv. 6–7), (2) הוהיב תוסצל בוט (vv. 8–9), םלימא יכ הוהי םשב
(vv. 10–12), ינובס (vv. 11–12), and ינובבס (vv. 10–11). These subsequent phrase repetitions 
not only mark the unity of the stanza (macrostructure cohesion), but also mark the unity of 
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each strophe therein (internal deviation). 
The first strophe in stanza 2 (vv. 5–13) is characterised by the repetition of the phrase 
יל הוהי (vv. 6–7) which is framed by the context of distress detailed in v. 5. The psalmist, 
then, is confessing his faith and obedience even in the midst of distress. Verse 5, as the 
opening verseline, stands apart as the HEAD of the strophe with its HEAD1 + HEAD2 intercolon re-
lationship structure which is different from the two subsequent verselines in the strophe. Both
vv. 6–7 demonstrate a HEAD + Parallel structure but with v. 6 including a HEAD[Phrase1 + 
Phrase2] in the first colon of the verseline.
Strophe 2 is the centre focus of the stanza. Strophes 1 and 3, therefore, play support-
ing roles to the declaration that םיבידנב חטבמ הוהי תוסחל בוט. Strophe 2 follows strophe 1's 
confession of faith with the declaration that it is better to trust in YHWH than in human might. 
Its unity (vv. 8–9) comes through the repetition of the phrase …טבמ הוהיב תוסחל בוט, which 
creates the HEAD[Phrase1 + Phrase2] intercolon relationship structure. Internal deviation occurs
through the shift from םדאב in colon 2 of v. 8 to םיבידנב in colon 2 of v. 9. 
Strophe 3 (vv. 10–13) is semantically similar to strophe 1 in that it takes up once 
again the theme of faith, yet it is unique in that the psalmist recounts his testimony of deliver-
ance from being completely surrounded by enemies. Strophe 3, then, attests to the truth of 
strophes 2 and 1. The first two verselines of strophe 3 are marked by a repeated HEAD1 + HEAD2
intercolon relationship pattern (vv. 10–11). The dominant cohesive features of strophe 3 are 
(1) the repetition of the verbal root בבס (v. 10–12), and (2) the phrase םלימא  יכ הוהי םשב. 
Verse 12 stands apart as a tricolon amongst a series of bicola thereby deviating from the pat-
tern to foregrounding and bringing to a climax the third and final occurrence of the phrase 
םלימא יכ הוהי םשב. 
In vv. 14–16 and vv. 17–18, the central semantic thrust is the personal saving work of 
YHWH in the lives of the righteous, which results in praise. This theme comes through espe-
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cially by way of the lexicogrammatical reiteration of the InfCL ליח השע הוהי ןימי which is the 
dominant cohesive feature of the stanza at large, but especially vv. 14–16. The unity of sec-
tion two is found in the first person singular Vs of v. 17 and the semantic value of the lexi-
cogrammatical parallelism of תומא אל. 
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3.6.5.4 Stanza 3: Cultic Ritual Performance: This Is the Gate to YHWH (vv. 19–28)
D. Stanza 3: Cultic Ritual Performance: This Is the Gate to YHWH (vv. 19–28)
1. Strophe 1: Open the Gates (vv. 19–21)
2. Strophe 2: The Lord's Wonderful Salvation (vv. 22–24)
3. Strophe 3: Salvation Request (v. 25)
4. Strophe 4: Presentation of the Offering (vv. 26–27)
5. Strophe 5: Final Confession: I Will Extol My God (v. 28)
3.6.5.4.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.5.4.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– NPGEN (e.g., ילא (v. 28); הוהי תיב (v. 26); הוהי םש (v. 26); הוהי תיב (v. 26)).
– PP (e.g., יל (v. 19); םב (v. 19); הוהיל (v. 20); וב (v. 20); ונל (v. 27)). 
– VPCL (e.g., הי הדוא־אבא (v. 19); ךדוא (v. 21); תאז התיה הוהי תאמ (v. 23); השע םויה־הז 
הוהי (v. 23)).
– Yiqtōl Vs (e.g. אבא (v. 19); הדוא (v. 19); דוא (v. 21); ךדוא (v. 28)). 
3.6.5.4.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– םב־אבא // וב ואבי םיקידצ  (vv. 19 and 20).
– קדצ־ירעש // הוהיל רעש  (vv. 19 and 20).
–  אנ העישוה הוהי אנא //אנ החילצה הוהי אנא  (v. 25).
– התא ילא // יהלא  (v. 28).
– ךדוא // ךממורא  (v. 28).
3.6.5.4.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– אוב (vv. 19 and 20).
– הי and הוהי (vv. 19, 20, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, and 29).
– ךרב (v. 26).
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– העושי (vv. 20 and 25).
– הדי (vv. 28 and 29).
– היה (vv. 21, 22, and 23).
– The psalmist // םיקידצ (v. 20).
3.6.5.4.1.4 Pronominal reference
– Antecedent: קדצ־ירעש (v. 19); referent: םב (v. 19), וב (v. 20).
– Antecedent: הנפ שארל התיה םינובה וסאמ ןבא (v. 22); referent: תאז (v. 23). 
– Antecedent: םוי (v. 24); referent: וב (v. 24).
3.6.5.4.1.5 Ellipsis
– None.
3.6.5.4.1.6 Conjunctions
– יכ (v. 21); ו in יהתו (v. 21), החמשנו (v. 24), ראיו (v. 27), and ךדואו (v. 28).
3.6.5.4.1.7 Other forms of cohesion
– None. 
3.6.5.4.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.5.4.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– קדצ־ירעש // הוהיל רעש  (vv. 19 and 20).
– The psalmist // םיקידצ (vv. 19 and 20).
– הוהי םש // הוהי תיב  (v. 26).
– ילא // יהלא  (v. 28).
– ןבא // הנפ שאר  (v. 22).
– העישוה // החילצה  (v. 25).
– ךדוא // ךממורא  (v. 28)
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3.6.5.4.2.2 Other elements of pattern deviation 
– IMPVs directed at YHWH (v. 25).
– Shift from first person singular POV to first person plural (v. 23).
3.6.5.4.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.5.4.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– Repetition of ךדוא indicates the poem's climax.
– Repetition of אנא and אנ paired with imperatives directed at YHWH underlines the in-
tensity of the request (v. 25).
3.6.5.4.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– Repetition of directive Vs (IMPVs and COHs) signals the poem's climax as well as the 
nature of its collective voice. 
– The righteousness of the psalmist through the lexical parallelism between the psalmist
and םיקידצ.
– The temple presence through the lexical reiteration of קדצ־ירעש and הוהיל רעש. 
– The blessing that comes to the righteous in the temple presence through the repetition 
of the root ךרב.
3.6.5.4.4 Commentary
Stanza 3 can be divided into five strophes: (1) vv. 19–21, (2) vv. 22–24, (3) v. 25, (4) 
26–27, and (5) v. 28. The dominant cohesive feature of stanza 3 is the grammatical-syntactic 
reiteration of volitional Vs thereby attesting to its function as the cultic ritual performance. 
Strophe 1 (vv. 19–21) focuses on the temple entrance with the opening command יל־וחתפ 
קדצ־ירעש. Verse 20 expands the imperative with a description of the gate along with the en-
trance criteria. The last verse of strophe 1 is the congregation's expression of thanks to YHWH 
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for salvation detailed in the previous section. The dominant element of cohesion in strophe 1 
is the first person POV that frames the strophe with the lexicosemantic reiteration of both the 
gates as well as the one who enters. 
Strophe 2 (vv. 22–24) leaves behind the first person POV and develops the spirit of 
thanksgiving and praise introduced in the last verse of the preceding strophe (v. 21). Creating 
cohesion in the strophe are the pronominal references in vv. 23 (תאז and איה) and 24 (הז). The
antecedent of both איה and תאז in v. 23 is the fact that הנפ שארל התיה םינובה וסאמ ןבא. Verse 
24, then follows up the point that וניניעב תאלפנ with the invitation to collective praise. Fur-
thermore, YHWH is the postcedent of the subject embedded in התיה of v. 23, thereby creating 
additional cohesion between v. 22 and vv. 23–24. 
Strophe 3 (v. 25) stands apart by disrupting the verbal pattern with two consecutive 
IMPVs directed at YHWH. The internal cohesion of v. 25 is clear through the lexicogrammatical 
and grammatical-syntactic reiteration manifest in the parallel lines: אנ העישוה הוהי אנא // אנא  
אנ החילצה הוהי. The exact repetition along with the repetition of אנא and אנ are the grounds 
for its being identified as an independent strophe. 
Strophe 4 (vv. 26–27), in approaching the end of the performance of the cultic ritual, 
pronounces blessing on the worshipper and a command to חבזמה תונרק־דע םיתבעב גח־ורסא. 
Cohesion comes through the blessing language that spans vv. 26 and 27a. There is lexi-
cogrammatical reiteration between the two cola of v. 26. Internal deviation occurs within v. 
26 through: (1) the shift in POV from third person singular to first person plural from colon a 
to colon b, and (2) the shift from הוהי םש to הוהי תיבמ in colon a to b.
The fifth and final strophe (v. 28) of stanza 5 is a confession that reverts back to the 
first person singular POV of the worshipper. This shift in POV is the grounds for v. 28 to stand 
on its own as an independent strophe. The use of the V הדי also marks a major macrostructur-
al delineation as it strikes the fundamental chord that is the meta-theme of the poem. This is 
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further accentuated with the direct confession of the psalmist that YHWH is his God.
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3.6.5.5 Stanza 4: Closing Hymnic Imperative Give Thanks to YHWH (v. 29)
E. Stanza 4: Closing Hymnic Imperative: Give Thanks to YHWH (v. 29)
3.6.5.5.1 Features of Cohesion
3.6.5.5.1.1 Grammatical-syntactic reiteration
– See §3.6.4.29.1.1.
3.6.5.5.1.2 Lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– See §3.6.4.29.1.2.
3.6.5.5.1.3 Lexicosemantic reiteration, collocation, and parallelism
– See §3.6.4.29.1.3.
3.6.5.5.1.4 Pronominal references
– See §3.6.4.29.1.4.
3.6.5.5.1.5 Ellipsis
– See §3.6.4.29.1.5.
3.6.5.5.1.6 Conjunctions
– See §3.6.4.29.1.6.
3.6.5.5.1.7 Other cohesion features
– See §3.6.4.29.1.7.
3.6.5.5.2 Features of Deviation
3.6.5.5.2.1 Deviation through parallelism
– See §3.6.4.29.2.1.
3.6.5.5.2.2 Other forms of deviation
– See §3.6.4.29.2.2.
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3.6.5.5.3 Foregrounded Elements
3.6.5.5.3.1 Foregrounding through reiteration and parallelism
– See §3.6.4.29.3.1.
3.6.5.5.3.2 Other forms of foregrounding
– See §3.6.4.29.3.2.
3.6.5.5.4 Commentary
Verse 29 stands alone as an independent stanza as it works together with the opening 
hymnic IMPV to frame the poem at large. The shift from the direct address to YHWH in the final
verse of the preceding stanza (v. 29) to the call to praise by way of the IMPV ודוה marks the fi-
nal call to praise. 
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3.6.6 Conclusion
Psalm 118, as Terrien puts is, 
…appears to be a conglomeration of independent fragments, some hymns, and others 
complaints or laments. There are, to be sure, a number of repetitions and irregulari-
ties, but Psalm 118 also appears to have been composed by a skillful organizer. He 
proposes to help with songs some pilgrims marching to the temple of Zion; thus, to-
ward the end of his litany he addresses the gates of the sanctuary for a climactic 
entrance.269
In correspondence with Terrien's assessment are shifts in POV, a variety of verbal forms, and 
reiterations via antiphonal features of the text creating both cohesion and foregrounding. The 
unfolding of the liturgical content occurs within the framing concept that the phrase םלועל 
ודסח becomes particularly foregrounded through reiteration in both the opening and closing 
of the poem. 
269 Terrien, The Psalms, 783.
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3.7 Text-Grammatical Analysis: Concluding Remarks
The following sections demonstrate, from each psalm of the Egyptian Hallel, the way 
in which linguistic parallelism functions to create cohesion as well as to foreground particular
aspects of the text. Once again, it is Jakobson's theory of the poetic function of language, par-
allelism, and combination that reveals this complex web of relationships across the text that 
makes up the artistic architecture of the poem.
3.7.1 Psalm 113
The first stanza of Psalm 113 (vv. 1–3) is marked by the reiteration of IMPVs in the 
opening hymnic IMPV and the reiteration of PPs that function as the temporal expansion on the
call to praise. Verse 1 not only has the IMPV וללה thrice repeated, but also a three-time reitera-
tion of some form of the tetragrammaton but with deviation within each form for texture 
across the verse. At the same time, there is a clear grammatical-syntactic distinction between 
vv. 1 and 2 with the shift from an IMPV V to the yiqtōl V יהי. The point of continuity, or cohe-
sion between vv. 1 and 2 is in the picking up of the NPGEN הוהי םש that is the last NP of v. 1 
and the first of v. 2. Meanwhile, there is internal deviation within this reiteration of the NPGEN
in that in v. 1 it is a NPGEN/ACCUS and in v. 2 a NPGEN/NOM.
Figure 188: Imperatives and Tetragrammaton Occurrences
Figure 188 demonstrates occurrences of both IMPVs and the tetetragrammaton (in both full 
and abbreviated forms) across Psalm 113. The chart shows that the IMPVs cluster at the begin-
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ning and end of the poem, thereby marking the book-ending of the hymnic IMPV. The cluster-
ing pattern of IMPVs (1) foregrounds the call to praise by only occurring in two of the nine 
verses of the poem (vv. 1 and 9), at the same time, the three-fold reiteration of the IMPV in v. 1
creates cohesion within the verse through its repetition. Finally, the thrice repeated IMPV וללה 
foregrounds the demand to praise.
Figure 189: Prepositional Phrases Occurrences
Figure 189 demonstrates the clustering of PPs across Psalm 113. That there are no occur-
rences of PPs only in vv. 1, 5, and 9 reveals that these verses foreground certain features of 
the poem. Foregrounding occurs here against the background of the clear pattern of two PPs 
per verse (with the exception of the aforementioned verses). This lack of occurrence of PPs in
these verses, then, deviates from the standard pattern across the poem. 
Figure 190: Participle Occurrences
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Figure 190 demonstrates the occurrence of PTCPs across Psalm 113. The data shows that only 
vv. 1 and 8 do not have PTCPs. This shows that the consistency of PTCPs across the poem cre-
ates a poem-wide cohesion (not only cohesion within the poem's respective stanzas). 
Figure 191: Hipʿil Participle Occurrences
Figure 191 shows the clustering of hipʿil PTCPs which sets stanza 2 (vv. 4–9) apart. Each 
verse of the stanza has a single hipʿil PTCP with the exception of v. 8 (which has a hipʿil Inf in 
place of the PTCP). The pattern of one hipʿil PTCP per verse creates cohesion across the macro-
structure, yet the lack of a hipʿil PTCP in v. 8 deviates from the pattern to foreground a specific
feature of v. 8. In tow with the hipʿil PTCPs is the ḥîreq yôd morpheme (not shown in the 
graph) that functions to create cohesion across the stanza at a different linguistic level (phon-
etic). There is also internal deviation in that the first three hipʿil PTCPs are definite while the 
last three are indefinite, thereby exhibiting a macrostructural delineation marker between vv. 
6 and 7. 
Figure 192: YHWH Case Alternation in vv. 1 and 2a
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Figure 192 shows the alternation between ACCUS, VOC, and NOM cases for the name of YHWH 
used in vv. 1–2a. The consistent pattern across the four sentences demonstrates a consistency 
of deviation that creates both cohesion and foregrounding. 
3.7.2 Psalm 114
Psalm 114 is marked by the reiteration of ellipsis and nature's personified reaction to 
theophany as the primary cohesion features of the poem. While ellipsis occurs in only twenty 
six percent of verses in the Egyptian Hallel, it occurs in each of the eight verses of Psalm 114 
(thirty six percent of all ellipses in the Egyptian Hallel; see Figure 193). With ellipsis and 
personification is the reiteration of word-order which also occurs in every verse of Psalm 
114. Breaking the pattern across each stanza is a change in POV, namely, speaking of nature in
the third person (vv. 3–4), followed by a direct address to nature in the second person (vv. 5–
8). Within the reiteration of a second person address to nature in vv. 5–8 is a shift from asking
rhetorical questions to offering advice. 
Figure 193: Percentage of Ellipses in the Egyptian Hallel
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Figure 194: Average Frequency of Ellipsis per Verseline
Figure 194 demonstrates the average number of occurrences of ellipsis per verseline across 
the Egyptian Hallel. Not accounting for Psalm 114 (which is an outlier), the average is 0.16 
occurrences per verseline. Psalm 114, however, has a one-hundred percent ellipsis occurrence
rate per verseline. This evidences that ellipsis itself is not only a cohesive device in BHP, but 
that the patterned repetition of ellipsis as a linguistic phenomenon also functions as a cohe-
sive device. 
Figure 195: Shifts in POV
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Figure 195 demonstrates the shift in pov across Psalm 114 that creates a pattern that is 
disrupted in the exact centre of the poem (shift from v. 4 to v. 5). Once again, the establishing
of this pattern, then interruption of that pattern, functions to both create cohesion and 
foregrounding in the poem. 
3.7.3 Psalm 115
Psalm 115 is marked by shifts in POV that accentuate the non-assimilative nature of 
God's chosen people. Within each change of POV there are internal repetitions and linguistic 
parallelism that create cohesion within the various structures of the poem. An example of this
is stanza 2 (vv. 4–8) where there is a reiteration of the syntactic formula [S [VPCL [NPCL] 
[VPCL]] [VPCL [NPCL] [VPCL]]] (e.g., ועמשי אלו םהל םינזא). Even within this formula, however,
there are minor deviations to serve foregrounding purposes. For example, the last occurence 
of the formula changes from the construction [NPCL [N] [PP [P] [PnDAT]]] (e.g., םהל םינזא) to 
[NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] (i.e., םהידי). 
Stanza 3 (vv. 9–11) comprises the reiteration of the syntactic formula [S [NVOC] [VP 
[IMPV] [PP [P] [N]]]] [S [NP [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]] [NP [C] [NPGEN [N] [PnGEN]]]] [NP [PnGEN] 
[V omitted]]] (e.g., אוה םנגמו םרזע הוהיב חטב לארשי). Once again, however, there are minor 
forms of deviation that unfold within that formula to create texture and foregrounding.
Figure 196: Shifts in POV
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Figure 196 reveals the consistency of POV through v. 7, then the back-and-forth pattern that 
characterises the remainder of the poem via the up-and-down strokes on the graph.
3.7.4 Psalm 116
The primary feature of cohesion in Psalm 116 is the first person POV. Accompanying 
the first person POV is cohesion that is achieved at a phonetic level via the ḥîreq yôd 
morpheme. Once again, there is subtle deviation within the POV and that is on the POV in refer-
ence to YHWH (see Figure 197). It shifts from third to second person across macrostructural 
levels. Furthermore, there is a shift from first person singular POV to first person plural (v. 5). 
Also creating deviation through Psalm 116 is the change in tense (see Figure 198). There are 
regular shifts from past tense (vv. 1–4, 8, and 10–11), to present (vv. 5–7, and 15–16), to fu-
ture (vv. 9, 12–14, and 17–19). These points of deviation serve to mark the shifts in 
macrostructural units and foregrounded content. 
Figure 197: Shifts in POV of YHWH
Figure 198: Shifts in Tense
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3.7.5 Psalm 117
Psalm 117's most prominent features of cohesion are lexicogrammatical reiterations, 
namely the call for all nations to praise YHWH. Psalm 117 also exhibits word-order reiteration 
(e.g., םימאה־לכ והוחבש םיוג לכ) and pronominal references to YHWH (e.g., וה in והוחבש and ו in
ודסח). 
3.7.6 Psalm 118
Psalm 118's macrostructure has a liturgical shape, yet within that shape there are re-
peated patterns, or clusters, of linguistic parallelism creating both cohesion and foreground-
ing within each respective subunit of text. The first stanza (vv. 1–4) as the hymnic IMPV is ob-
vious in its parallelism with subtle internal deviation occurring within. The second stanza (vv 
5–18) is particularly marked by the reiteration of VPCLs as well as lexicogrammatical reitera-
tion, collocation or parallelism (i.e., בוט // םדאב חטבמ הוהיב תוסחל בוט; םלימא יכ הוהי םשב 
םיבידנב חטבמ הוהיב תוסחל). Stanza 3 (vv. 19–28) exhibits shifts in POV thereby indicating its 
liturgical nature, and the final stanza, like stanza 1 (vv. 1–4) is the hymnic IMPV, but closing 
the psalm. 
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4.0 Interpretive Conclusions and Concluding Remarks
4.1 Interpretive Conclusions
As noted in §3.7, Psalms 113, 114, and 117 all demonstrate very consistent forms of 
both grammatical-syntactic and semantic parallelism with deviations indicating macrostruc-
ture delineation markers. By way of contrast, Psalms 115, 116, and 118's macrostructural 
delineation markers are identified more in changes of POV shaped by their liturgical and 
antiphonal expressions. Jakobson's notions of parallelism and poetic function of language 
fades at this point of dealing with liturgically imagined, antiphonal poems, at least concerning
the concepts of reiteration of linguistic levels and hierarchy within linguistic-level constituen-
cies. With this, delineation markers become more ambiguous and the hierarchy of 
macrostructures much more challenging to map as a result. This feature of these poems is ac-
companied by an eclectic blend of V types. For example, compare the distribution of V types 
in Psalm 113 and Psalm 118.
Figure 199: Psalms 113 and 118 Average V Type per Verse
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– An 86% difference in PTCP frequency.
– A 54% difference in yiqtōl V difference.
– A 55% difference in qātal V difference. 
First, Psalm 118 comprising 54% more yiqtōl Vs and 55% qātal Vs per verse is a 
clear attestation to difference in genre, as narrative genres habitually have more finite Vs than
other genre types. Second, Psalm 113 comprising 86% more PTCPs than Psalm 113 demon-
strates a deviation from narrative genre norms. The low frequency of InfABSs simply reflects 
its irregularity of use in BH. Furthermore, more comparable figures (see IMPVs and InfCONs 
frequencies), could either demonstrate standard frequency of use in BH, or be indicative of a 
larger V type frequency in BHP. Further data would be needed for a more conclusive 
judgment.
Additional interpretive conclusions can be drawn through an analysis of the distribu-
tion of linguistic-level constituents across the poem. Distribution patterns can be revealed by 
calculating the standard deviation from the means (= SD) of constituent frequency. The lesser
the the SD, the more evenly distributed the constituent. By way of contrast, the greater the 
SD, the less evenly a linguistic level constituency is distributed across a poem. As a sample, 
the following chart demonstrates the SD of Ns, VPCLs, and yiqtōl Vs across the Egyptian 
Hallel. 
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Figure 200: Egyptian Hallel Standard Deviation of Ns, VPCLs, and Yiqtōl Vs
The data shows that Psalms 113, 114, and 117 have more consistent distribution of 
these linguistic level constituencies, while Psalms 115, 116, and 118 are less consistent. One 
of the conclusions that results from this is that the latter group of psalms demonstrates a high-
er variety of genre representation. Psalm 118, for example, comprises hymnic IMPVs, antipho-
nal arrangements, words of counsel, and personal testimony of deliverance. In other words, 
what makes Psalm 118 poetic is the blending of genres, comparable to a patchwork of literary
styles textured throughout the discourse. This means that in these poems, it is not as much a 
patterned reiteration of linguistic constituents, but rather a patterned reiteration of literary 
genres. This deviates from the traditional Jakobsonian notion of the poetic function of lan-
guage in that Jakobson focuses on the poetic function operating in such a way that the reader 
can "feel" each linguistic constituent (i.e., word, phoneme, etc.). At the same time, this con-
cept of genre blending harmonises with the broader notions of Jakobson's theory in that what 
makes Psalms 115, 116, and 118 poetic is that the arrangements engage the reader to "feel" 
each genre, or form, represented in the poem.
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After all, Jakobson posited that parallelism and poetry were centrally geared to enable
readers to feel a word [read, "linguistic constituent"] for the word's sake. As a signifier, the 
word gets wrapped up in what (or who) it points to (the signified) rather than existing as a 
word for its own sake. This is what parallelism accomplishes through unconventional com-
binations. It allows the word to migrate to foreign domain matrices. It enables the word to 
take on a new identity. The word is cast into a new light. It is given a new role to play within 
a fresh semiotic system. 
With these poems (Psalms 115, 116, and 118), the same is true but of genres. The 
poem allows the reader to "feel the genre"; to juxtapose moments of distress with moments of
worship and testimony; to locate the experience of the worshipper in a different narrative 
(i.e., semiotic system). Rather than defamiliarising a word, the psalmist is defamiliarising an 
experience.270 The psalmist also defamiliarises worship in the process. Worship is not empty 
liturgy and ritual when interwoven with personal testimony of deliverance. Suffering of the 
individual is not merely suffering when inlaid with the faithful worshipping community. In 
this sense, the Jakobsonian notion of parallelism as combination moves beyond mere linguis-
tic constituents. It is at this very point in which we come back to notions of discourse, or 
semiotic systems. By blending genres, these poems are pushing against the norms of genre it-
self, thereby creating their own form in which one feels the impact of each piece. Collective-
ly, this tapestry creates a semiotic system, or discourse, of its own. 
In light of this, the following five interpretive conclusions result from the analysis of 
the present project, all of which are directly related to one another.
270 This harmonises with Walter Brueggemann's "scheme" of orientation, disorientation, new-
orientation in, The Spirituality of the Psalms (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2002).
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4.1.1 Synchrony and Diachrony: Parallelism Functions Within a Complex Web of 
Relationships
Linguistic parallelism that occurs within a poetic text understood as a unique semiotic
system, has both synchronic and diachronic functions. Synchronically, linguistic parallelism 
has both semantic and structure-shaping functions at a colometric level. At the same time,  
grammatical-syntactic features of a text that correspond directly to semantics do not occur 
within a vacuum. Rather, linguistic parallelism that occurs at a colometric level is an exten-
sion of larger patterns and clusters that occur within a poetic discourse like a thread within a 
tapestry. In other words, the micro and macro shape of the poetic text is the result of the de-
velopment of clusters of patterns that emerge diachronically throughout a poetic text.  Lin-
guistic parallelism, then, reaches beyond semantics and colometry and demands evaluation 
on both synchronic and diachronic levels. Psalm 114's two-verse, double bicola stanza pattern
marked by verbal elision is an example of this. The V that appears in colon 1 of each bicolon 
is regularly elided in colon 2 within each verse, thereby creating terseness that characterises 
not only each verseline, but the poem as a whole. 
4.1.2 Linguistic Parallelism and the Hermeneutical Spiral
In relation to §4.1.1, linguistic parallelism at a colometric level is shaped by larger 
surrounding structures and vice versa. Because of the diachronic/synchronic functions of 
structural features of the poetic text, both microstructure and macrostructure build into one 
another. The parts influence the whole and the whole the parts. In this sense, there is a sense 
of spiralling in-and-out of micro and macrostructures of the text at both semantic and gram-
matical-syntactic levels. The PTCP reiteration pattern and micro patterns (hipʿil PTCPs and defi-
nite and indefinite hipʿil PTPCs) in Psalm 113 is an example of this. Each PTCP reinforces the 
pattern that develops across the entire poem, and the minor deviations that occur in each of 
the PTCP occurrences contribute an additional nuance to the pattern itself. 
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4.1.3 Parallelism Occurs on All Linguistic Levels in BHP
Parallelism in BHP occurs both on semantic and grammatical-syntactic levels. Be-
cause of the nature of interfacing between semantics and grammar and syntax, both are heavi-
ly present in contributing to the structure of the poetic text on both micro, and macrostructur-
al levels. Coming into play to contribute to the shape of the poetic text are phonemes, 
morphemes, lexemes, and syntagmemes (and one could also argue graphemes). One of the 
clearest examples of this includes the ḥireq yôd phoneme that corresponds with the chain of 
hiʿpil PTCPs in Psalm 113:5–9. The reiteration of the ḥireq yôd not only corresponds to the 
PTCP, but also contributes to the overall cohesion of the macrostructural unit of the poetic 
discourse.
4.1.4 Repetitions that Occur Through Linguistic Parallelism Create Structural 
Cohesion in BHP
As patterns emerge diachronically throughout the poem, those patterns create 
(back)ground. It is against the (back)ground that the opportunity for form (i.e, foregrounding)
can occur, as there is no form without ground. The form occurs at an unexpected linguistic 
level that was out of the purview of the reader due to the dominance created via reiteration of 
the particular linguistic feature of the text that was creating the background. That unforeseen 
feature that becomes foregrounded by way of interrupting the pattern established through re-
iteration then becomes the cornerstone on which a new pattern develops to create background
for the emergence of a new, unexpected form. 
An example of this is the carrying over of the use of the tetragrammaton from v. 1 to 
v. 2 in Psalm 113. In v. 1, the name הוהי is repeated three times in tandem with the IMPV וללה. 
Furthermore, it appears first as an ACCUS, second as a VOC, and finally as an ACCUS once again. 
Then in v. 2, the divine name (embedded in the NPGEN הוהי םש) appears only once, but as a 
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NOM. This reiteration pattern creates cohesion across vv. 1 and 2 of the poem. The cohesion is 
then advanced again in the use of the tetragrammaton throughout the remainder of the poem, 
but with less average frequency than its occurrences in v. 1.
4.1.5 Linguistic Parallelism Can Be Used to Poetically Foreground Content of a Text
Directly related to §4.1.4, through both reiteration as well as interrupting patterns that 
develop through the text, linguistic parallelism not only creates structural cohesion (i.e., 
(back)ground), but also foregrounding (i.e., form). A perfect example of this is the repeated 
phrase ודסח םלועל יכ in Psalm 118:1–4. While it is likely that this phrase has a liturgical func-
tion and background, the call to repeat the phrase among the diversity of worshippers in the 
cult emphasises the phrase's content.  
4.2 Concluding Remarks
The present project began by noting the shift from metrical programs to linguistic pro-
grams to explicating BHP structure within the past forty-five to fifty years. The literature re-
view (§1.1) revealed that while leading theorists of grammatical-syntactic programs clearly 
demonstrated syntactic constraints as the bases for BHP colometric structure, they did not go 
as far as to account for the impact of (1) style and (2) macrostructural features and their im-
pact at a colometric level, nor (3) the overall shape of BHP as an artistic text. In light of this, 
the present project proposed that linguistic parallelism has a dual rhetorical discourse func-
tion of (1) structural cohesion and (2) foregrounding when read within Roman Jakobson's 
methodological literary-linguistic framework and conceptualisation of parallelism within the 
poetic function of language as the process of strategic selection and combination at various 
linguistic levels (e.g., phonemes, morphemes, graphemes, syntagmemes, etc.). 
The critical analysis of the eighty five verses of the Egyptian Hallel demonstrated that
all levels of linguistic parallelism (from phoneme to syntagmeme) function to create structur-
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al cohesion (primarily) by way of reiteration, collocation, and ellipsis on both micro and 
macrostracutural levels. With this, points of notable linguistic deviation at both a micro and 
macrostructural levels revealed strategic foregrounding along with corresponding poetic 
structure-shaping semantic themes thereby suggesting macrostructure delineation markers be-
yond merely semantics. Furthermore, that linguistic parallelism occurring at the microstruc-
tural level develops in sequences of clusters that creates a matrix that is a "complex web of 
relationships" characterising the overall architecture of a poem as a discourse that is a piece 
of art. 
The demonstration of foregrounding and structural cohesion as the dual rhetorical dis-
course function of linguistic parallelism in BHP by way of the application of Roman Jakob-
son's conceptualisation of parallelism as well as Jakobson's poetic function fills many critical 
gaps. Primarily, Jakobson's work responds to the need for an analysis that accounts for stylis-
tic features of the Hebrew text as poetry. Jakobson is also acutely aware of the integral rela-
tionship between microstructure, macrostructure, and constituent hierarchy when it comes to 
the building up of a poetic discourse and the overall shape of the poem's architecture. Be-
cause such a substantial portion of the HB is poetry, there is much ground to be made up in 
applying Jakobson's theory to other forms of poetry in the HB. Jakobson's contributions to 
poetics  as well as linguistics is arguably unprecedented and certainly immeasurable. His con-
tribution to disciplines relating to the language and literature of the HB, however, has hope-
fully just begun.
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Appendix A: Implications for Further Research
The most obvious need for further research is the need to investigate findings against 
other forms of poetry in the BH canon. As acrostics are the only forms of BHP that include 
macrostructural delineation markers, the propositions and analyses of the present project 
should most certainly be weighed against acrostic poems. 
Furthermore, as noted in §1.3.1.5, Information Structure Theory, a branch of Functio-
nal Grammar and Role and Reference Grammar, has effectively occupied centre stage as the 
preferred linguistic theory for hebraists. As a result, much progress is being made in under-
standing BH within a discourse frame specifically in terms of topic and focus. These cate-
gories harmonise well with the propositions of the current research as both are ultimately 
concerned with interpreting the text linguistically, but with the text as discourse being the pri-
mary concern. A particular area of interest would be research into the convergence of topic, 
focus, and cohesion. 
Additionally, the past ten years have seen a substantial contribution in research on the 
Hebrew V within a discourse grammar frame. Among the most notable are Elizabeth Robar's 
The Verb and the Paragraph in Biblical Hebrew: A Cognitive-Linguistic Approach and John 
Cook's Time and Biblical Hebrew Verb: The Expression of Tense, Aspect, and Modality in 
Biblical Hebrew. Robar's work in particular treats the V's function in narrative discourse in 
framing more complex textual structures. Undoubtedly, Robar's approach to the Hebrew V in 
poetic discourse would yield much fruit.
 With this, a central concern for psalms studies is the shape and transmission history 
of the canonical Psalter. Discourse analysis done within the perspective of reading the canon-
ical Psalter as such would likely indicate one way or another either for or against a variety of 
claims within the discipline of redaction criticism. Furthermore, smaller collections within 
the larger Psalter could undergo discourse analysis with the goal of revealing evidence for or 
against claims of canonical unity. 
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Appendix B: Key Terminology
Bicolon The most common constituent comprising a line of BH 
verse made up of two conjoined cola. Also known as a 
couplet or stich. 
Clause A set of words with a subject, a predicate, and any words 
that modify them.
Cohesion The phonological, grammatical, lexical, or semantic means 
of linking Ss into larger units (paragraphs, chapters, etc.), 
i.e., of making them ‘stick together’. Also known as 
coherence.
Cola Plural of colon
Collocation Structural cohesion device that "is achieved through the 
association of lexical items that regularly co-occur".271
Colometry The study and understanding of the colon as a 
macrostructural unity of poetry. 
Colon The smallest unity of poetry usually comprising two to four 
words. 
Defamiliarisation Also referred to as deviation, is the primary device used in 
foregrounding. That is, by the unconventional expression of 
a thought (i.e., lexical, syntactic, grammatical etc.), the poet 
disorients the reader from habitual engagements with reality 
in order to bring the reader's attention to a fresh perspective 
on reality.
271 Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion in English, 284.
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Deviation The present project treats two different types of deviation: 
(1) deviation on the level of grammatical/canonical norms of
BH grammar at large, and (2) deviation between established 
patterns within cola and poetic lines or units. 
Discourse Structure The arrangement of phrases, clauses and Ss into larger 
groupings and patterns of meaning that encompass the entire
text.
Foregrounding The technique of drawing attention to a particular semantic 
feature of the text. 
Grammatical-syntactic 
reiteration
The repetition of a grammatical or syntactic feature within a 
discourse. 
Infinitival Phrase A phrase containing a non-finite verb. 
Lexicogrammatical 
collocation
The repetition of syntagmemes within the same domain 
matrix (i.e., םלוע־דעו התעמ // ואובמ־דע שמש־צרזממ ). 
Lexicogrammatical 
reiteration
The repetition of syntagmemes with a shared domain matrix.
Lexicosemantic 
collocation
the repetition of lexemes within the same domain matrix 
within a discourse (i.e., םימש // ץרא ). 
Lexicosemantic reiteration the repetition of a lexeme within a discourse.
Monocolon A single colon functioning on its own as a line within a 
stanza or poem.
Nominal Clause A CL with no finite Vs. A CL with an assumed finite V. 
Clauses containing non-finite V (i.e., infinitives and PTCPs 
are considered nominal CLs). Also known as a verbless CL.
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Parallelism Semantic, lexical, grammatical or structural correspondence 
primarily between juxtaposed cola and secondarily between 
strophes/lines. While such correspondence occurs most 
frequently within BHP microstructures, it can also be 
manifest between larger text segments. 
Phrase Most frequently a series of two to three words conjoined to 
function as a single word. Phrases can also be strung 
together to create and extended a phrase, especially PPs.
Poem An independent unit of poetry such as a psalm, a prophetic 
oracle, a speech, a wisdom poem or an acrostic.
Sentence A comprehensive set of terms containing at least one CL.
Syntagmeme A meaningful group of linguistic constituents from the 
morpheme up to the level of a S. 
Tricolon A line of poetry consisting of three cola.
Verseline Typically made up of a bicolon, and occasionally a tricolon 
or monocolon in Hebrew poetry. The second smallest unit of
poetry (the first being the colon).
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Appendix C: Linguistic Constituent Data
Figure 201: Psalms 113 and 118 Verb Types Comparison (Average per verse)
This table compares the frequency of V type occurrences in Psalms 113, 114, and 118.
The percentages are average V type per verse.
IMPVs InfCONs InfABSs PTCPs Yiqtōl Vs Qātal Vs
Psalm 113 44% 33% 0% 100% 22% 0%
Psalm 114 13% 25% 0% 25% 63% 0%
Psalm 118 28% 17% 7% 14% 76% 55%
Figure 202: Egyptian Hallel Standard Deviation of Ns, VPCLs, and Yiqtōl Vs
This table maps the standard deviation of Ns and VPCLs, and Yiqtōl Vs within the 
Egyptian Hallel. The purpose of these figures is to measure the evenness of the distribution of
these linguistic level constituencies in each poem. 
N VPCL Yiqtol Vs
Psalm 113 0.6 0.5 0.5
Psalm 114 0.7 0.5 0.9
Psalm 115 1.5 1.0 1.0
Psalm 116 1.8 0.8 0.7
Psalm 117 0.0 0.0 0.0
Psalm 118 1.6 1.6 0.9
Figure 203: Features of Cohesion Verseline Percentages
This table details the percentage of verselines that comprise various cohesion features.
Percentage of verselines having grammatical-syntactic reiteration 100%
Percentage of verselines having lexicogrammatical reiteration, collocation, or 
parallelism
72%
Percentage of verselines having pronominal references 73%
Percentage of verselines having ellipsis 26%
Percentage of verselines having conjunctions 56%
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Percentage of verselines having balanced metre 66%
Figure 204: Features of Deviation per Verseline Percentages
This table details the percentage of verselines that comprise various features of 
deviation.
Deviation through parallelism 72%
Other forms of deviation 56%
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